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Abstract

This study investigates the existence and use of Tense Aspect and Voice (TAV) in
Modern standard Arabic (MSA) and Libyan Dialects (LD) and the effect of these
language systems, particularly „Libyan dialects (LD)‟on the acquisition and use of
the English (TAV) by Libyan university students. This study is conducted in two
stages. The first stage investigates the existence and use of (TAV) in both MSA and
LD, and then it compares these grammatical structures in MSA to those of LD in
terms of syntactic structures and the pragmatic use of TAV.
The second stage investigates the use of the English (TAV) by Libyan learners of
English. The findings of these two stages are compared and contrasted to see the
extent to which the presence of (TAV) in Libyan dialects affects the use of English
(TAV) by Libyan learners of English and, if there is any influence, which of these
two language forms (MSA) or (LD) has more effect on the English use of (TAV).
The results of the first stage show some similarities and differences between (MSA)
and (LD) in the presence and use of (TAV). That is, some tenses exist in both (MSA)
and (LD) and are similarly used, while other tenses are either existent in MSA or
LD.
The results of the second stage show that both language forms (LD) and (MSA) have
a degree of influence on the acquisition and use of English (TAV). However, (LD)
appears to have more effect. This is very clear in the use of simple past instead of
present perfect and in the use of what is so called „activisation‟ which is deemed an
(LD) marked form as this appears in the participants‟ responses when using the
English (TAV).
Besides this, some other grammatical structures such as the use of continuous and
perfect tenses are also affected by (LD).
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Chapter One
Introduction
The extent to which L1affects the acquisition and use of L2 grammatical forms is
one of the major topics in the field of second language acquisition. Different theories
have emerged to explain this phenomenon, the first of them being the well-known
controversy between behaviourist theory and the subsequent mentalist theory. The
former, to which the phenomenon of transfer was initially believed to be related,
views the L1 as an obstacle to language learning especially when its linguistic
features are different from those of the L2. The latter (at least in some of its strong
versions) rules out the effect of the L1and claims that the L1 is not a factor in the
acquisition process but the properties of language are inborn (Demirezen 1989).
Other studies have fluctuated in accepting or rejecting L1 influence. For example,
Clahsen and Muysken (1989) studied Turkish learners of German and noticed that
although the Turkish and the German languages are similar in their verb order, these
learners did not produce the correct verb order; so, they ruled out the effect of L1.
Yig (1999) claims that L1 influence is evident in the early stages and among less
proficient learners only.
Despite its origins in behaviourism, the notion of L1 transfer has not been excluded
from subsequent SLA research from whatever perspective, although some
researchers have questioned its significance and argue that it has relatively little
effect. Perhaps this conclusion in its strongest form comes from Dulay and et al
(1982) who studied learners‟ errors and noticed that only 5 % of errors were the
result of interference.
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The question that could be raised here is, „Which L1 variety did Dulay and Burt refer
to in their study?
In Libya, for example, there are dialects, such as the one used in Tripoli region, that
use grammatical structures different from those of Modern Standard Arabic. It is
therefore presumed in the design of this study that the parameters of the language
variety that are transferred when learning a second language are not necessarily the
parameters of the standard language especially when the standard language and its
varieties are distinct. This is because the non standard variety, as is the case with
Arabic, is naturally, used more than the standard language and, therefore, it may
have a direct effect on learning a second language.
In addition, most of the methods applied for researching L1 influence on L2 have
used grammaticality judgment techniques (White 1987: vol.9, Zdorenko and Paradis
2008 Vol. 24, and Sokolik and Smith 1992: Vol:8), which are insufficient for
detecting all types of L1 influence such as conceptual transfer where learners use a
particular grammatical structure instead of another. That is, grammaticality judgment
usually tests how much a learner knows about the grammar of the target language. In
other words, this technique could be effective for revealling learners‟ ablilty to
choose the correct grammatical structure or correct the wrong one, but it will not
show the reasons behind which learners use/ avoid a certain structure in their L2
production.
Moreover, the majority of SLA researches on L1 influence have been done on syntax
and single grammatical aspects such as the acquisition of affixes, forming past tense,
articles …etc, whereas L1 influence may also be evident in a whole structure such as
the use or non-use of aspect according to the existence or non-existence of this
aspect in the L1. For example, a study, similar to this one, has been conducted by
2

Ageli (1989) during which he tested the verb tense to „identify which variety of
Arabic i. e. MSA (Modern Standard Arabic) or its variety LA (Libyan Arabic) has
more influence on the student's English‟. Ageli used grammaticality judgement in
the form of „multiple choice test‟ which is, as mentioned here, only applicable for
testing some grammatical elements.
Finally, foreign language learning should be distinguished from second language
learning as this is also important in the way a certain structure is acquired or learned.
In the former situation, the learner learns the L2 in their L1 environment where the
L1 is used more frequently than the L2, which means that the L1 has direct and
strong effect on L2 learning, whereas in the latter situation the L1 is to some extent
subordinated and therefore its effect is minimized. This, in turn, could indicate that
L1 influence is more apparent in foreign language learning contexts and that it does
not only stem from the influence of the standard language but also from the varieties
of that language as they are used in the environment. In addition, the result of this
effect does not only appear in small linguistic segments such as the acquisition of the
past form or the |–s| of the third person, but also appears in the misuse and non-use
of some of L2 grammatical structures such as tenses. The influence of L1 on these
structures does not seem to have been fully and adequately investigated.
Therefore, the present study focuses on the effect of non-standard Libyan language
varieties on learning English. First, it investigates the use of tense, aspect and voice
(TAV) systems in modern standard Arabic (MSA), and then it investigates the TAV
in Libyan dialects (LD). These two studies are the basics or the foundation upon
which the effect of MSA or LD on learning the English TAV is investigated.
The study is conducted in two stages. The first stage focuses on collecting data on
TAV in both MSA and LD, and then a comparison and contrast is drawn between the
3

English language, MSA and LD in terms of using TAV. The LD is represented by the
dialect of Zintan inhabitants. The second stage takes place in one of the Libyan
universities (Faculty of Teachers in Zintan) to investigate the possible differential
impact of this dialect on the learning of English.
To commence, it is important to shed some light on the history of Libya and how
wars, local conflicts and external invaders played a part in the distribution of the
Libyan population and the spread of its dialects. Secondly, a brief summary of the
Libyan tertiary system and universities is provided.
This study is divided into ten chapters. Chapter One is designated for the introduction
including some information about how Libyan dialects are affected by the
immigrations and wars as well as some information about the educational system of
Libyan. In Chapter Two, discussions of the different theories of second Language
Acquisition and how these theories vary with regard of L1 influence is provided.
Chapter Three talks about the research methods used for this study while Chapter
Four is about the TAV English and the TAV of the MSA language is discussed in
Chapter Five. The discussion of LD is done in Chapter Six. In Chapter Seven, the
TAV of English, MSA and LD are compared and contrasted. Stage two is discussed
in Chapter Eight followed by Chapter Nine that is dedicated to a comparison and
contrast of the findings of stage one and stage two. The conclusion and the
recommendations are mentioned in the final Chapter Ten.
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1.1.

Historical Background of Libya

Libya has undergone many historical changes that have affected its population. It has
been the arena of many invasions and wars that played an important role in the
distribution of the inhabitants and their languages.
According to Almezini (1994), the inhabitants of Libya before and during the
Islamic invasion were Berbers who are traditionally believed to be descendents of
Canaan who came from Palestine.
The first important invasion was in 642 A D. by Arabs who came as conquerors
promoting Islam. They were not resisted by the local Berber inhabitants. Rather, the
majority of these Bebers converted to Islam and learned the Arabic language and the
traditions of the new comers. With the spread of Islam, the local inhabitants started
learning the Arabic language and adopted Arab traditions, and soon the Arabic
language became dominant. This was due to many factors such as that the local
language lacked its cultural dimensions as it was restricted to everyday language,
and that the then Islamic shaikhs did not allow the translation of the Holly Quran to
any other language. Therefore, the non-Arabs had to learn the Arabic language,
Almezini (1994).
Except for a number of Jewish people, other ethnic groups such as Romans and
Vandals left Libya or became absorbed into the Arab population, and the Arabic
language became the main language, although it continued to be affected by the local
languages.
The second invasion occurred in 1049 (Chemal, 1997) by Arabic tribes called the
Banu Hilal who used to live east of the of Nile river. In fact, the majority of these
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tribes did not settle in Libya. They passed through to Tunis, but when they passed,
they devastated the land and forced the Berbers to move to the mountains. Some of
Banu Hilal tribes went to the south (Fezzan – Sabha region). The Berbers did not
tolerate the damage caused by them, so they waged a long war until they managed to
take the control of the main cities.
The third and the most important invasion was in 1074 by the Banu Salim. Chemal
(1997) claims that almost all the current Arab tribes in Libya are the descendents of
the Banu Salim tribes. After Banu Hilal settled in Tripoli and Tunis, they sent to the
closely related groups, Banu Salim, asking them to follow them, so those moved to
the west. They were of four tribes, one of whom decided to stay in Berqa, or what
was then called „Cyrenaica (Benghazi region) while the other three tribes continued
on to Tripoli and Tunis. They settled the lands stretching from Sirt (to the east of
Tripoli) to Gabes (in south of Tunis). Versteegh (2006 – Vol III) says that Banu
Hilal and Banu Salim are responsible for North Africa‟s Arabization. Versteegh
divides Libyan dialects into three areas: western area includes Tripoli and Fezzan,
Eastren area in Cyrenaic, and transitional zone in Sebha.
Of course, there were many other invasions but they were not so important or severe
enough to force inhabitants to move, but they affected the language and traditions of
Libya in that they introduced new words to the local language.
One of these events was the Turkish control of Libya from 1551 to 1912. This
control, as Chemal, 1997 says, was only official not real. That is, Libya became
under the control of Turkish state without occuping it.
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The second event was the Italian occupation of Libya. This was a real occupation
and Libya was officially declared as an Italian colony. Up till now, Libyan Arabic
dialects still use many Italian words.
However, in general, Libyan dialects are considered to be belonging to the Maghrebi
group that is characterised by the /n/ prefix for the first person, Versteegh (2006 –
Vol III).
Politically, Libya was divided into three regions: Cyrenaica, „Berqa‟ in the eastern
part that includes Benghazi. Fezzan in the southern part includes Sebha, and
Tripolitania in the western part includes Tripoli region. When Italy was defeated in
the World War II, France took Fezzan region, Britain took Tripolitania (Tripoli
region) and America took Cyrenaica (Berqa region). It was not until 1951 that Libya
gained its independence and these three regions were re-united under one
government.
In fact, this division does not seem to have had a direct effect on Libyan dialects, but
the dialects of these regions can be distinguish easily. In fact, as far as accent is
concern, almost each town has its own accent, but the dialects of these three regions
are distinct. Thus, a person from Tripolitania region can easily tell that the speaker is
from the east (Cyrenaica) or the south (Fezzan).

1.2. The Libyan Tertiary Education System
The education system in Libya is divided into three stages: primary stage, which
lasts for nine years, secondary stage, three years (some secondary schools last for
four years), and university stage which lasts for four years.
7

Most universities in Libya are public or state universities, that is, they are run and
sponsored by the government. There are eleven main universities in Libya. These
are: Al-Fateh University in Tripoli „now it is called „Tripoli University‟, Garyounis
University in Benghazi, Omar AL-Mukhtar University in Albyda – it is also in
Benghazi region situated about two hundred kilometres to the south east of
Benghazi), Sebha University in Sebha, The 7th of April University in Alzawiya „fifty
kilometres west of Tripoli‟, AlJabal Algarbi University in the Western Mountain
west of Tripoli, Atahadi Universityin Sirt which is located between Tripoli and
Benghazi, Nasser University in Tripoli, the 7th of October University in Musrata
„two hundred kilometres to the east of Tripoli‟, Asmarya University for Islamic
science in Zlitain, and the Open University in Tripoli.
The colleges in each university are distributed in the surrounding cities and towns,
and sometimes there are more than one college of the same kind in one university.
For example, the colleges of education at the University of Aljabal Algharbi, which
include English departments, are in Gharian, Mezda, Kikela, Yafren and Alzintan.
There are two stages at which students choose their field of specialisation. The first
is for major specialisation, which takes place at the secondary stage. At this level,
two major departments are available to the students, Scientific Department in which
the students study some scientific subjects in general, and Arts Department in which
students study some other literary and art subjects. The second stage of specialisation
is at the tertiary level. At this level, special fields of specialisation are available, for
example, those who graduate from the scientific department can only join scientific
departments such as physics, chemistry etc, and those who graduate from arts
departments join other branches such as education, teaching, history etc.
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For specialisation in English, both students from the scientific and arts departments,
(this latter is preferred), can join English departments. However, recently, more
specific majoring departments have become available for students at the secondary
stage. That is, specialisation in English, physics, history etc occurs at the secondary
level. Therefore, students who want to study English should choose this
specialisation at the secondary not tertiary stage. Therefore, a students starts learning
English at secondary stage for three or four years, then continues learning English at
university for other four years.

1.3. Rationale of the Study
When I was a teacher at the Faculty of Teachers in Zintan, I noticed that my
students, including the advanced ones, avoided using some grammatical structures
although they were fully aware and perfectly understood those structures. For
example, when writing of their graduate assignments, the fourth year students did not
usually use the present perfect or the passive where it is supposed be used. When I
asked them to change the tense of some paragraphs into present perfect or into
passive, they did that so easily. This and some other frequent similar situations made
me think of the reasons why some grammatical structures are utilised
(proceduralised) easier and quicker than some other structures? The most likely
answer to this is that the first language (L1) plays a role in this. However, when
examining the Arabic language, it was clear that these avoided structures did exist in
the students‟ L1. Also, when reading some research work on second language
acquisition, I found out that some researchers such as Zdorenko and Paradis 2008:
Vol. 24: 230, and Clahsen and Muysken (1989) who had done studies on L1
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influence have ruled out L1 influence. Some other researchers termed this non-use as
avoidance. Ellis (2008), for example, said that the non-use of a structure can only be
claimed as avoidance when learners are aware that there is a problem and do not
have full understanding of the target language structure. Dechert and Raupach (1989:
23) also assumed that “any non-occurrence of a structure in an environment where
that structure might have occurred is an instance of avoidance”. Thus, both Ellis
(2008), and Dechert and Raupach (1989) have down played the L1 influence saying
that it would be the L2 structure that resulted in avoidance rather than the L1.
Nonetheless, I noticed that the majority of the avoided structures did not exist in the
students‟ L1 dialect. Thus, I thought that this phenomenon might be the result of L1
influence and should not necessarily be classified as avoidance because the learners
knew the avoided structures and how they are used. The focus was now on the
students‟ language dialects as the potential cause of the non-use of some
grammatical forms.

1.4. The Aim of the Study
Presuming that the L1 dialects could have a substantial influence on the use of tense,
aspect and voice, this study focuses on the notion that „the avoidance or mis-use of
tense, aspect and voice could be the result of the presence or absence of these forms
in the learners‟ L1‟.
Thus, this study targets the influence of language dialects on language learning. It
tries to answer the following questions:
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1- To what extent do tense, aspect and voice exist in both Modern Standard
Arabic and Libyan dialects?
2- Are there any syntactic and morphological differences between Modern
Standard Arabic and Libyan dialects in expressing tense, aspect and voice?
3- Are there differences between Modern Standard Arabic and Libyan dialects
on the one hand and English on the other concerning the use of tense, aspect
and voice?
4- At what level do students learn and use the target structures? „level‟ here
refers to the four years at university.
5- To what extent do these structures exist in the students‟ written production?
6- How do /TAV/ emerge and develop in Libyan university students‟ output,
and to what extent does this development comply with the stages and
findings of the preceding studies mentioned above? In other terms, is the
emergence and development of these structures affected by the properties of
the target language verb (Aspect Hypothesis) or the L1verb property?

1.5. Contribution of the Study
Firstly, this study contributes to the field of language and linguistics in that it
compares and contrasts the existence and use of TAV in English, Modern standard
Arabic and Libyan Dialects, and secondly, it contributes to the field of second
language acquisition in that it studies the effect of language dialects on learning a
second language. These two contributions have not been investigated thoroughly so
far.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

Learning a language other than the first one is sometimes inevitable. In Libya, for
instance, the Berber language is spoken in the north-west besides the official Arabic
language. Children in that region learn their local language (Berber), and then they
learn the Arabic language when they are at school or having a conversation with
Libyan people from other neighbouring Arabic towns. Other people learn a second
language when they travel to countries that have different languages. On other
occasions, the second language is introduced to learners as a school subject at their
schools and universities. Ellis (1997) states that the globalisation and the invention
of the World Wide Web have had a further impact on acquiring a second language as
these have expanded communication between people beyond their local speech. The
discipline that studies how a second language is acquired or learned is called Second
Language Acquisition (SLA). According to Gass and Selinker (2001), SLA is the
study of how languages are learned, what is learned, and how learners, with limited
second language input, create a new language system. It also includes the study of
why some learners achieve some degrees of proficiency in a second language while
others do not. In defining the term SLA, it seems to be that all researchers agree on
one general concept which is that SLA refers to the process of learning another
language after the native language has been learned.
As suggested above, one of the basic and debatable issues in the field of SLA that
has emerged and been carried over from theory to theory is the role of the first
language in learning or acquiring a second one.
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The role of L1 has fluctuated in different theories that have emerged in this field of
second language acquisition such as the behaviourist theory, mentalist theory, and
cognitive theory. The present study discusses L1 influence in these theories as well
as in some other hypotheses and models of language acquisition.

2.1. Behaviourist Theory
This psychological theory was founded by the Russian psychologist Pavlov and
Watson and then supported by Bloomfield, Mowrer and Skinner. The main
principles of this theory are built on the analysis of stimulus-response interaction. It
basically considers that all learning is establishing habits through reinforcement and
reward. Behaviourist theory was developed in laboratories where experiments on
animals tested the principles of stimulus and response. It emphasises that human and
animals learn by habit formation through trial and error. That is, babies lean their
native language through varied babbling. As they are rewarded for this babbling,
further articulations are induced. In this way babies continue emitting individual
sounds and group of sounds until they start combining sentences. The accepted
utterances are reinforced by approval and the unaccepted utterances are inhibited by
lack of reward. Little by little their utterances are internalised until they gradually
learn the speech of the community in which they are growing up (Demirezen
1988:vol 3: 135).
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2.1.1. Behaviourist View of L1 Influence
In learning a second language, the main obstacle, according to this theory, is the
influence of old habits of the first language. The learner has to build new habits. The
difficulty of learning comes from the differences between the native and the target
language. It is believed that the learner‟s first language (L1) influences their learning
of the second language (L2) either positively or negatively depending on the
similarities and dissimilarities between the native language and the target one.
The behaviourists‟ definition of transfer (Arabisk 2006) is that it is technically used
to refer to the process of the automatic use of past learner behaviour in the attempt to
produce new responses. Behaviourists tend to distinguish two types of transfer,
negative and positive transfer. As Arabski (2006) puts it, negative transfer results in
error because the old habit is different from the new one, whereas the positive
transfer results in correct performance.
For example, although the commonest sentence structure in Arabic is normally a
verbal sentence, it can also be a nominal one as follows: (a) subject – verb - object,
or (b) subject - verb – object which is the same as in English. It is noticed that Arabic
learners do not find difficulty writing English sentences in the correct order. This is a
positive transfer. On the other hand, the word order of adjectives is different from
that in English. In Arabic, the noun comes before its modifier. Therefore, Arabic
learners of English may write the sentence our teacher is a nice man with the
adjective nice after the noun man, * our teacher is a man nice.
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2.2.

Mentalist Theory

This theory is the most influential theory in SLA and was developed in America in
1960s by Noam Chomsky and later by Eric Lenneberg (Demirezen 1989. Vol.4:153).
It came as a reaction against behaviouristic learning theory and is based on the
premise that inborn knowledge is responsible for language acquisition not the
surrounding environment. In 1959, (Mitchell and Myles2004), Chomsky published
his book which reviewed Skinner‟s theory and criticised it on the basis of many
issues such as that it did not account for language creativity and the abstractness of
the input, i.e. the logical problem (discussed below).
The major principle of the mentalist theory is that: “everybody learns a language not
because they are subject to a similar conditioning process, but because they possess
an inborn capacity which permits them to acquire a language as a normal
maturational process.”, (Demirezen 1989: 153).
Mentalism is interesting for SLA researchers, as White (1990: vol 12) puts it,
because it accounts for the logical problem of language acquisition: the fact that
language can be acquired in circumstances where many aspects of the target
grammar are not evident in the input and this input is degenerate and incomplete. In
other words, although the child is exposed to a limited number of utterances, they
can produce an unlimited number of utterances. Moreover, the child is rarely
provided with the negative evidence, that is, the explanation of why a certain
utterance is ungrammatical. So, linguists and SLA researchers postulate that there is
an innate form of knowledge to help to explain the acquisition of language.
Chomsky later called this innate knowledge Language Acquisition Device (LAD)
which includes universal grammar (UG).
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According to this bio-linguistic view of language, the process of language learning is
reducing this universal superset of features into the subset of these features which
represent the particular grammar to which the child is exposed (Rothman and Iverson
2008:Vol. 15:1).
After birth, a child undergoes learning levels which are manipulated by the exposure
of the child to language input from their parents. At each level, the child forms
hypotheses and tests them in linguistic formations. When their hypotheses fall short,
he modifies them and induces new rules. As he grows up, his hypotheses become
gradually more complex until he becomes a competent speaker of the language he is
born into.
Although this linguistic theory is primarily concerned with first language and is
exclusively limited to child‟s language acquisition (Johnson 2004), it has had an
impact on ideas about second language acquisition. Mitchell and Myles (2004) argue
that UG is a theory of natural languages and excluding its effect on SLA means that
the second language is not natural. The study of UG in second language acquisition
centres on the question whether or not UG is available for L2 learners.
With regard of this, White (1990: vol. 12:6) introduces three positions: one posits
that UG is accessible to L2 learners, and the second claims that it is no longer
available, particularly for adults. The third position argues that UG is partially
available.
Those who advocate the accessibility of UG support their claim by restating the
logical problem of language acquisition and by the fact of similarities of L1 and L2
learning stages. The second position argues that UG is inaccessible and this is
proved by the fact that L2 acquisition is different from L1 acquisition. These L1-L2
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differences and difficulties that are faced by L2 learners are caused by the critical
period in child maturation and lack of UG. Those who adopt the third claim that UG
is partially available argue that UG is accessible through L1, that is, UG aspects
encoded in L1 can still be tapped.

2.2.1. Mentalist View of L1 Influence
Transfer within the framework of this theory is associated with UG. There are many
models and hypothesis which give contrasting view of the existence of transfer in L2
learning. In the full access model, Lakshmanan and Selinker (2001: Vol.17) claim
that Universal Grammar is accessible to learners directly without the involvement of
the L1. This claim is also supported by Epstein et al (1996:Vol. 19) who tested
functional categories in children and adult Japanese learners of English and found
that these functional categories are available to both groups from early stages and
concluded that UG principles are available to L2 learners. In doing this, Epstein et al
challenged the other two hypotheses, (no access and partial access), insisting that UG
is fully accessible; consequently, they ruled out the effect of transfer.
However, in their study, they did not confirm whether or not the functional
categories exist in their subjects‟ L1. Secondly, the subjects had been residing in an
English speaking country for three years (children) and one year (adults) and they
had an average of formal English instruction ranges from three years and seven
years. In this case, they are not at their early stages of language learning, and it is not
guaranteed that they have not been exposed to functional categories in the
environment during their stay in the country.
Surprisingly, the opponents of the no access hypothesis (Clahsen and Muysken
1989: Vol. 5) have also ruled out the role of transfer when they studied the learning
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of German language by Turkish learners who have the same verb order (Verb-final
structure). These Turkish learners produced first-verb order. Therefore, Clahsen and
Muysken concluded that: “If transfer was to play an important role in the early
stages, we would expect Turkish learners of German and Dutch to come up with an
SOV system.”
The Full Transfer/Full Access model, Ying (1999:Vol. 15), says that the first state of
L2 learning is the final state of L1. That is, the learner relies fully on the grammar of
his L1 “full transfer” and as they are exposed to the input, they reconstruct their L2
grammar from options of UG, “full access”. This means that learners start with
transferring L1 structures to L2 and at the same time they have access to UG, from
which they modify their L2 grammar. In other words, transfer is more evident at the
beginning stages and among less proficient learners. However, Ying notes that SLA
research results are contrasting with regard of L1 transfer. While some researchers
found evidence of native language transfer, other studies reported little transfer.
Another hypothesis has recently been proposed. It is called „Fluctuation Hypothesis‟
and based on the premise that:
“L2 learners have full access to UG principles and parameter-settings. L2
learners fluctuate between different parameter-settings until the input leads
them to set the parameter to the appropriate value.”
(Zdorenko and Paradis 2008: Vol. 24: 230)

Within this hypothesis, Zdorenko and Paradis tested the acquisition of English
articles by two different groups of learners, the first group‟s L1 has an article system
(Spanish, Romania and Arabic) while the second group‟s L1 does not have an article
system (Chinese, Korean and Japanese).
It is expected that the learners whose L1 has no article system will fluctuate between
different parameters until the L2 input guides them to set the parameter correctly.
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One of the intended aims of the study is to answer the question: “Is the [- article]
group more likely to omit articles than the [+article] group due to L1 transfer?”
They discovered that both groups misused /the/, and the [+ article] group did not
transfer definiteness settings to L2 indicating that L1 has no influence. That is,
fluctuation overrides transfer. Therefore, Zdorenko and Paradis (2008: Vol. 24: 230)
assume that these young learners from both groups have access to UG. However,
they highlighted the fact that the subjects used the definite article /the/ more
accurately than their use of /a/ in indefinite contexts.
As the majority of SLA researchers acknowledge that L1 influence is inevitable, the
argument now turns on which type of UG is transferred as UG is classified into
marked and unmarked features. Ellis (2008) describes marked features as that
features of grammar that are unique of one language and they are usually unnatural
or (less natural) and their occurrence in the world‟s language is restricted, whereas
the unmarked are common among languages. He also says that the transferability of
grammatical features depends on the degree of markedness. L2 learners resist
transferring marked forms. White (1987: vol.9), however, investigated the
hypothesis that marked forms of L1 are transferrable and are the source of error in
L2 learning. She tested preposition stranding and double-object structures which are
grammatical in English but are ungrammatical in French. The subjects consisted of
two groups. One was English native speakers and the other was of mixed
backgrounds. She discovered that this hypothesis is not supported for preposition
stranding as the subjects did not accept this structure in French, but it is supported
for double-object structures where all learners accepted it in French. She concluded
that the view that marked forms are transferrable is partially supported by this study
and that transfer is not confined to unmarked forms only.
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This type of classification and investigation involves many languages but not only an
L1 and L2. This means that when determining that a certain feature is a marked, it
has to be unique to a particular language at least for the subjects involved in the
study. For example, White says that the structure “double object” is marked and does
not exist in the languages of the subject although one of them is an Arabic learner
and this feature does exist in Arabic language. In this case where the double-object
structure exists in Arabic and English, this structure is not a marked feature, at least
for the Arabic subject involved in White‟s study.
Importantly, there are three facts that seem to be neglected about the way transfer
occurs in the above mentioned studies. First, transfer is not permanent. That is, it
does not occur at all learning stages and it is rarely fossilized. It is mentioned that
transfer is more effective in early stages. One of the main causes, if not the sole
cause, of transfer is lack of knowledge. For example, if the meanings of some lexical
items and all parts of a sentence are presented to a learner who knows nothing about
L2 and is asked to form a sentence out of these items, they will definitely combine it
on basis of their L1 knowledge. An Arabic learner will probably form sentence as
follows: “*Bought Ali car nice.” As they progress in L2, they understand that
English sentences start with subject, they modify this sentence to: “Ali bought car
nice.” Then they notice that adjectives come before its modified noun and so on.
What is clear from the previously mentioned studies of UG accessibility that rule out
transfer is that most of the subjects involved in those stusies have been exposed to
the target language for a period of time long enough to eradicate some of transferred
features.
The second fact is that L1 influence including transfer does not necessarily exist in
syntactic domains. When a certain structure is [-] in L1 and [+] in L2, and learners
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have little knowledge of how this L2 structure is properly used, they woul fluctuate
when using it. So, fluctuation could be interpreted as the transmission phase from
transfer to L2 learning.
Thirdly, the method that is used for data elicitation is in most cases grammaticality
judgments. This method could be useful in testing grammatical aspects and may
identify one type of transfer, but it is not suitable to be used for determining the
existence or non-existence of L1 influence and transfer altogether, particularly, the
types of L1 influence investigated in this study.

2.3.

Cognitive Theory

As mentioned above, the behaviourist (or the environmentist) theory emphasises the
environment and outside stimuli as the basis for learning, and the mentalist (or
nativist) theory that attacks it takes the opposing side by claiming that an innate form
of knowledge is responsible for language learning, ruling out the effect of the
environment. Cognitive theory considers both of the environmental effect (input) and
the human mind. It views SLA as similar to any other learning of skills, focusing on
how the human brain processes and learns new information. The difference between
linguistic theory and the cognitive approach, as Mitchell and Myles (1998), argue, is
that the linguistic approach believes that human beings are endowed with a
language-specific module in their mind; the cognitive approach sees language
learning as inseparable from other aspects of cognition. The human mind has the
capacity to process all kinds of information including linguistic information. In fact,
cognitivists criticise UG theory on the grounds that it views the speaker/hearer as an
idealised receptacle of UG blueprints rather than as a social being (Mitchell and
Myles 1998:69). The other difference is that the mentalist approach prioritizes
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linguistic competence while the cognitive approach focuses on performance,
although it does not neglect competence.
However, there is no clear dividing line between mentalist theory and the cognitive
approach. There are researchers who believe that L1 is constrained by UG but L2 is
not. Others say that some aspects of L1 are innate and other aspects are not.
Furthermore, and according to how much innateness is considered, Wolfe-Quentero
(1996:Vol.12) classifies SLA theories into three groups, environemental, nativist and
interactionist.
Based on this closeness between mentalist and cognitive theories, Mitchell and
Myles (1998) grouped cognitive theorists into two groups (a) the constructionist or
emergentist group, researchers such as Nick Ellis, MacWhinney and Tomasello who
think that language is inseparable from other cognition skills rejecting the position of
innate knowledge. (b) The processing approach group, researchers who view
language knowledge as partially special such as Pienemann, Towell and Hawkins
(1994).
As with the discussion of the behaviourist and mentalist theories above, the cognitive
approach is not presented in details in this study, rather, it examines how the
phenomenon of L1 effect is considered in cognitive theory including the approaches
and models within it.
The emergentist‟s view of language learning and acquisition posit that language is
dynamic and emerges from use. Larsen-Freeman (2008:vol.3) says that:
“A new understanding of language then sees language as a selforganizing dynamic system. …The development of the system is
not an act of conformity, but rather of emergence”(287)
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She argues that language is created by individuals and communities when
communicating not through reference to prior fixed abstract forms.
This SLA theory is known as Dynamic Systems Theory (DST), (Ellis 2007:Vol.10).
Within this theory, language is a complex dynamic system where cognitive, social
and environmental factors continuously interact.

2.4. Connectionism
Connectionism, previously termed associativism, depicts the brain as a computer that
consists of neural networks, a complex cluster of links between information nodes.
These links are strengthened or weakened according to activation. The more
activation there is, the stronger the links will be. Learning occurs when the human
mind associates elements and creates links between these elements. They become
stronger as associations keep recurring. In language learning, connectionists believe
that learning depends on the regularities of language input. As the patterns on the
basis of these regularities are repeated, they become strengthened and learning
occurs.
Sokolik and Smith (1992) investigated gender assignment in French nouns using the
connectionist model. They noticed that young children learning their L1 (French) did
not find difficulty assigning gender to nouns, even meaningless ones, whereas other
French learners took a longer time to acquire this aspect. Sokolik and Smith (1992)
attributed this phenomenon to the fact that L2 learners come to the task with some
pre-existing patterns of connectivity which interferes with L2 learning.
The role of the L1 according to connectionism is summarized by Ellis (2008) in the
following points:
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1- L1 effect is more obvious at early stages. As L2 learners are exposed to L2
input, they start building a new network that is independent of L1,
consequently, L1 gives way to L2 recreation.
2- L1 is the major reason why some learners fail to achieve full target language
competence. This occurs due to some factors. Ellis mentions two of these
factors which are: overshadowing and blocking. The former is when one cue
is perceived by the learner as more salient than another. As this is repeated,
blocking occurs. In other words, when some adverbial are used for
expressing temporal actions, they overshadow aspectual markers. Hence,
learners will not acquire aspect. That is to say the adverbial use blocks the
acquisition of aspect.
There is another type of L1 influence that occurs in foreign language acquisition
(here, foreign language acquisition is distinguished from second language acquisition
as the former takes place in classrooms and the input is given in planned doses). In
this context, learners usually connect L2 forms with functions by means of L1
functions. That is, learners look for how a particular L1 function is expressed in the
L2 or how L2 function is expressed in the L1, function-function mapping. In fact,
this seems to me the most obvious evident strategy that is used by foreign language
learners, and it accounts for why Arabic learners, for instance, use an Arabic
speaking or writing style in producing English.
The extent to which the repetition of the input is needed for the activation and
strengthening of the links depends on how easily learners associate or connect the L2
function with its L1 equivalent. When an L2 function has an equivalent L1 function,
less input and less activation is needed than when the L2 function does not have L1
equivalent. This fact brings back the notion of similarities and dissimilarities
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between the mother tongue and the target language, and this effect of L1is not
necessarily in the phenomenon of positive or negative transfer, but it affects the
acquisition of a structure (e.g. aspect) and the time needed for the acquisition.

2.5. Competition Model
One of the models that are closely related to connectionism is the Competition
Model. As its name suggests, (Ellis 2008), the Competition Model takes its name
from the competition of cues for a particular function. In a sentence “The man I
respect a lot.”, for example, there is competition between “the man”, “I” and “a lot”
for the agent case. The agent is characterized by word order (usually the first
mentioned), agreement (agrees in number with the verb), case (may have
morphological marks) and animacy (usually animate). Considering these agent
conditions, the phrase “the man” is the winner.
L2 learning under this model occurs through form-function mapping. McLaughlin
and Harrington (1990:Vol.10 p. 125) say: In the SLA:
“The task facing the learner is to discover how specific forms
are used for specific functions in the new language. These
mappings take the place of the rules a learner will internalize
in more traditional, linguistic-based approaches.”
The rules are inferred from cues that are supplied by the input. In constructing a
language system, learners have to match which cue or form is used with which
function. MacWhinney (1998) emphasises feedback as having an important role in
learning. The learner changes the incorrectly interpreted cue when they are provided
with the correct feedback. MacWhinney emphasises the role of the negative evidence
as a source of learning.
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McLaughlin and Harrington (1989:Vol.10) tested animacy and word order cues by
asking bilingual learners from different backgrounds to determine the agent in
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences in L1 and L2. The subjects were of three
groups: English native speaker, Japanese native speakers and Japanese learners of
English. Interestingly, although this model is concerned with how language is used
(Gass and Selinker 2001) not with the L1-L2 relationship, the results show that
Japanese learners of English were influenced by their L1 processing strategies when
interpreting L2 sentences as they relied on animacy in determining agents.
This means that L1 influence exists and this type of influence is different from the
types investigated so far in that learners transferred strategies not structures.

2.5.1. The Competition Model View of L1 Influence
As explained above, L1 influence is admitted by this model. Robinson (2001) posits
that learning an L2 is parasitic on the structure of L1. That is, the L2 does not have a
separate conceptual structure, but the learning of an L2 is simply expressing the
same idea or thought as in the L1 in the L2. Macwhinney uses the Spanish „silla‟
meaning „chair‟ in English as an example. When an English learner of Spanish says
„silla‟, they already have the conceptual representation of this word, but simply using
a different way of processing it.
Macwhinney accepts the idea of positive transfer saying that not all kinds of transfer
are negative. He says that a great deal of transfer occurs smoothly and does not
produce errors, and some types can be quickly corrected.
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2.6. Information Processing Model
The Information Processing Model was first advocated by cognitive psychologists,
and then it was adapted to language learning in L1 and L2. Mitchell and Myles
(1998) mention two approaches to this model: McLaughlin‟s model and Adaptive
Control of Thought (ACT). Actually, there is no much difference between these two
approaches. They both view learning as a cognitive process that involves
automatization of components and reconstructing of the input as performance
improves. These two notions of automatization and reconstructuring are the core of
the cognitive theory.
Automatisation is developed in the work of psychologists Shiffrin and Schneider
(1977) who posit that information processing is either controlled or automatic.
MacLaughlin (1984) distinguishes automatic from controlled processing in that the
former is quick and requires little attention whereas the latter is slow as is controlled
by attention. Learning involves a shift from controlled to automatic processing via
practice.
First, L2 learners resort to controlled processing which involves a temporary
activation of particular information nodes in the memory. During this stage,
maximum attention is required on the part of the learner. This step of activation takes
place in short-term memory. When the learner gets more used to handling the
process by repeated activation (practice), these sequences become automatized and
they are stored as units in the long-term memory. Once they are there, they can be
made available whenever the situation requires them, and they are difficult to modify
(Cook 1993).
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As far as L1 influence is concerned, the idea of reconstructing and reorganising
refers to reconstructing and reorganising of the previously associated knowledge of
(L1). Gass and Selinker (2001: 209) say that the associated patterns of the L1
interfere with the establishing of the L2 network. They also comment on the process
of reconstructing and reorganising:
“Integrating new information in one‟s system necessitates changes to parts of one‟s
existing system, thereby reconstructing or reorganising the system. Mere addition of
new elements does not constitute reconstructing.”

This claim of reconstructing and reorganising seems to be shared by behaviourists
who believe that in order for L2 learning to be successful, the L1 must be unlearned.
The second model of information processing is the Adaptive Control of Thought
(ACT), usually called Anderson‟s ACT. This is not significantly different from the
previous one, but it has a wider range and uses different terminology, Mitchell and
Myles (1998). One of the main differences between this and the previous model is
that this model uses three types of memory instead of two. These are working
memory that equals short-term memory, while the long-term memory is divided into
two, declarative long-term memory and procedural long-term memory. This division
is necessary because declarative and procedural knowledge are different and stored
differently, Mitchell and Myles (1998). Mitchell and Myles illustrate this difference
with the example of /-s/ marker of the third person. In a classroom, a learner may
know that in the present tense, the verb takes –/-s/ when the subject is a third person
singular (declarative knowledge), but this learner might not apply this rule when
writing or speaking. This is because the learner has not proceduralized the
declarative knowledge.
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2.6.1. L1 Influence in the Information Processing Model
Obviously, this theory and behaviourist theory have some common elements. First,
the idea of association in cognitive theory corresponds to the notion of stimulusresponse conditioning in that a learner creates links between elements. Secondly, the
process of automatisation through practice is equivalent, to some extent, to habit
formation, the general principle of behaviourism. Finally, in second language
acquisition, the cognitive theory reintroduces the case of similarities and
dissimilarities between the L1 and L2 and how this affects L2 learning. This is
clearly stated by Mitchell and Myles (1998:83):
“…it assumed that L2 learners come to the task with some pre-existing
patterns of connectivity which interfere with the task in hand.”

2.7. MOGUL Model
The MOGUL (Modular On-line Growth and Use of Language) is introduced by
Sharwood Smith and J. Truscott, and is influenced by the work of Jackendoff on the
language faculty and modularity (Smith and Truscott cited in Gabry‟s-Baker 2008).
It views the language system as a set of modules and connectors. These modules are:
phonological structure |PS| and syntactic structure |SS| as well as an interface system
that connects these modules to each other and to the outside, the Auditory Structure
|AS|. All these are connected to the conceptual system |CS| which is responsible for
the interpretation and encoding of meaning. Each of these modules has its own
processor that functions as a selector from the competing elements in the
corresponding module.
In language production and comprehension, this model depicts the language system
in the human brain as a factory where the elements are assembled in production line.
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First, in production, the construction of a message emerges from the conceptual
structure |CS|. This will activate the interface between the |CS| and the syntactic
structure |SS| which in turn triggers the interface between |SS| and phonological
structure |PS|. This chain is matched to the motor structure responsible for the
articulation of the sequence. So, the on-line structure takes the following route:
CS

SS

PS

articulator system.

In comprehension, this process is reversed, (Sharwood-Smith 2008)
In cases of language variations or bilingualism, the different elements of these
variations are all stored in the same lexicon memory, but they have separate resting
levels. Therefore, only the strongly activated elements that are at the higher level and
suit the stimulus will be selected by the processor.
SLA in the view of MOGUL involves adding elements to the existing set of
structures through the same universal processing mechanism.

2.7.1. MOGUL View of L1 Influence
Sharwood Smith and Truscott (2008) argue against the term transfer and prefer the
term cross-linguistic influence. The reasons for their argument are the same as those
discussed in the L1 influence section below.
Concerning L1 influence, Sharwood Smith and Truscott distinguish between
language perception and production. In perception, they claim that the major reason
for L1 influence is that L1 syntactic structure affects L2 syntactic structure through
phonological structure. The past tense form is used by Sharwood Smith and Truscott
(2008) to illustrate this claim.
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In English, the past tense of the regular verbs has three realisations /-d/, /-id/ and /-t/
as in paid, waited and walked. It is also known that English native speakers drop the
final /d/ and /t/ sound especially in consonant clusters.
The structure chain that is formed in production |CS| – |SS| – |PS| – |AS|, this chain is
reversed in perception: |AS| – |PS| – |SS| – |CS|. In the last two structures, syntactic
structure |SS| and conceptual structure |CS|, the concept of past is innate, that is, it is
UG since this concept exists in all languages. Therefore, learners should acquire the
association of the concept of the past with its |SS| representations and appropriate
|PS| representations which are truly novel in this domain. When the |PS| receives the
input from the Auditory Structure |AS|, it constructs a representation of that input
including any affixes before this |PS| representation is fed to the |SS|. So the
representation of the |SS| depends on the |PS| input that is received from the |AS|. On
this basis, the final segment in casual speech is lost, Sharwood Smith and Truscott
(2008), argue that the past tense marker is likely to be lost. Thus, the hearer will
receive the input of the past without past marker. If this input is misinterpreted by the
|AS|, the |SS| representation will also be affected. Hence, Sharwood Smith and
Truscott (2008) claim that general success in SLA correlates with the ability to
construct correct |AS| and |PS| representations. Of course, there are some other
factors that influence success in SLA such as the presence of written input and
metalinguistic knowledge obtained through instruction. Sharwood Smith and
Truscott also suggest that language acquisition is enhanced by the written form of
the input.
Sharwood Smith and Truscott model discuss the influence of L1 on L2 and vice
versa in the MOGUL when the two languages are already there in the learner‟s mind
(bilingualism) through the notion of “competing”. The pattern of L1 influence
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discussed above also seems to be focused on morphology as with the acquisition of
past tense. In other words, MOGUL appears to account for the morphological effect
of the L2 input on L2 acquisition which, in fact, has nothing to do with L1 influence.
Interestingly, the MOGUL modulation of the language faculty could focus our
attention on what SLA really involves. In first language acquisition, the child builds
up their conceptual repertoire by being exposed to items in the environment. This
exposure is usually in the auditory or/and visual form like when a child sees a cat,
and hears that this is a / kæt/. Second language learners already have this kind of
conceptual repertoire which is more or less universal: i.e. when learners from
different linguistic backgrounds are asked to draw a picture of a domestic animal that
chases mice, they will all draw a cat. So, what is needed by L2 learners is not the
same as for L1 learners (what is this creature?) but they learn how this animal is
expressed in the target language. That is what the |PS| and |SS| representations of this
animal are. It is the same with phrases, clauses and whole utterances. Another
example is when a learner is asked to talk about an experience they have had. The
events and settings of that story occurred back in their L1 environment but what is
different here is the phonological and syntactic representations. So, as mentioned in
the Competition Model section, second language learning is to a great extent
function-function mapping.
Within this perception of SLA, L1 influence can be evident in two situations. First,
the influence emerges from similarity and dissimilarity between the L1 and L2. In
this case, it is the time of the acquisition that is affected not the acquisition itself.
Thus, where the L1and L2 structure are similar, less time and exposure is needed for
this structure to be acquired, while the more different the structure is, the more time
is needed, but eventually the structure could be acquired. The second situation of L1
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influence occurs during the process of function-function mapping. This occurs in two
ways: (a) when a structure exists in L1 (+) but a learner does not know how it is
expressed in L2. In this case, they will tend to use the L1 structure; (b) when a
structure does not exist in L1 (−) and it exists in L2 (+). In this case, a learner will
recourse to the conceptual structure (CS) and look for alternatives to this form. For
instance, in Arabic, present perfect does not exist therefore a learner will probably
use the past tense instead.
This situation means that L1 influence can occur in any of modules of the MOGUL
model: |AS|, |PS|, |SS|, and |CS|. For illustration, I will term the influence in each
module a flaw, thus, (ASF) refers to the influence affecting the Auditory Structure
|AS| when a learner knows the concept (naturally), and the syntactic |SS| and
phonological |PS| representations of this concept are correct but the structure motor
|AC| is unable to produce it correctly due to unfamiliarity of the sound. For example,
when an English speaker finds difficulty producing some alveolar voices such as [ م
]. The (PSF) occurs when the |CS| and |SS| representations are correctly associated
and the |AS| is capable of producing the segment correctly but a learner
mispronounces it as in this case the past tense affixes provided by Sharwood Smith
and Truscott in the MOGUL model. It should be noted here that this type of flaw is
not necessarily the result of L1 influence but is more likely to be the effect of L2
input. Sometimes an utterance is correctly pronounced and is appropriate but
ungrammatical i.e. |SSF|. Finally, an utterance might be pronounced |AS| correctly
and syntactically structured |SS| correctly but it is inappropriate |CSF|. This type of
flaw typically reflects the cultural aspects. That is, when a person uses grammatically
and phonologically correct utterance but is misplaced sometimes due to culture
differences.
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2.8. The Phenomenon of L1 Influence on Learner Language
The last section dealt with the influence of L1 on the acquisition of an L2 and how
SLA theories viewed this phenomenon. This section sheds some light on the
phenomenon of L1 influence and language transfer showing its types in learner
language.
As shown in the previous sections, the role of L1 has fluctuated in second language
acquisition theory. In fact, the debate over the effect of L1 has continued among
researchers. Ellis (2008), for example, did a research on Japanese learners of English
and concluded that learners do not have recourse to L1. Ellis (2008) acknowledged
interference but argued that it has little effect. Dulay et al (1982) supported this
claim when they noticed that only 5 % of errors in their study were the result of
interference.
The effect of the L1 is inevitable and to what extent it exists in the learning of L2 is
determined by many factors that are discussed later in this section. Kellerman and
Smith (c1986) commented on the increasing number of conferences on language
transfer and cross-linguistic influence as a proof of the recognition that the
possession of one language can affect the learning of a second one.
Not only is the existence of influence a moot topic, also the term transfer is
questioned by many researchers such as Dechert and Raupach (1989), Rutherford
(1983), Gass and Selinker (1983), and Kellerman and Smith (1986) claiming that it
is inadequate. According to them, transfer is an ambiguous term and there is no a
generally accepted agreement of what transfer actually is, and that it is closely
associated with the discredited theory of behaviourism. In particular, Kellerman and
Smith (1986) claim that transfer and influence should not be employed as they
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constrain freedom of thinking. They pinpoint the need for a term that describes the
influence of L1 on L2 and also the influence of L2 on L1. The best term to express
this irrespective of its direction is Cross-Linguistic Influence as not only does it
describe the transfer directions, but also incorporates other influence phenomena
such as borrowing and avoidance. However, Ellis (2008) posits that cross-linguistic
influence and transfer could be used interchangeably.
Gass and Selinker (1983), define interference as: “those instances of deviation from
the norms of either language which occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of
their familiarities with more than one language.”

Although this definition seems to be about speech, it appears to include all facets of
L1 influence including borrowing and avoidance as well as some other non-linguistic
forms.

2.9. Types and Dimensions of L1 Influence
As mentioned in the discussion of the term cross-linguistic influence, this term was
coined to cover both directions of influence. From Weinreich‟s definition, it is clear
that there are some forms of non-linguistic influence. Odlin, in (McGroarty 2005),
distinguishes two transfer dimensions (1) trilingual and multilingual dimension
where the L1 influences L2 and L2 influences L3 and so on, and (2) bidirectional
transfer during which L1 influences L2 and L2 influences L1.
According to the theories studied so far, such as the behaviourism, mentalism and
cognitive theory, L1 influence is broadly classified into either positive or negative
transfer. However, the following section discusses other phenomena of influence.
These phenomena include borrowing, avoidance, and conceptual transfer.
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2.9.1. Borrowing
Borrowing is a performance phenomenon that is well-known through the history of
linguistic studies. It refers to the use of linguistic features of one language in the
performance of another (Gass and Selinker 1983). Gass and Selinker did not specify
the mother tongue because they claim that this is not the sole potential source of
borrowing. Any language that is known to the learner is considered to be a source of
borrowing. Kellerman and Smith (1986) support this claim and add that borrowing
can occur even if a language is only superficially known to the learner. They
introduce two forms of borrowing terming them „false friends‟ and „wholesale‟
borrowing. The former refers to the act of using a morphologically similar but
semantically different word. The latter means taking over a word from L1 to L2
unmodified. All this is summarized by Haugen‟s definition of linguistic borrowing
“the attempt by the speaker to produce in one language the patterns which he has
learned in another.” ( Gass and Selinker: 1983: 56-57)
Eppert (1983) distinguishes borrowing from structural transfer. When unable to
express a certain concept, a learner will borrow something from their native
language. However, as these borrowings are variable and dependent on the situation,
they are not incorporated into their interlanguage; therefore, this phenomenon is
regarded as part of performance. Structural transfer, on the other hand, is the result
of repeated successful borrowing. The forms that are borrowed and used repeatedly
will be incorporated into the interlanguage as part of learning process.
Borrowability is determined by factors such as language distance and learner‟s
knowledge of the target language. Gass and Selinker (1983) say that borrowability is
a feature of perception of the first and second language. They quoted Kellerman
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(1977) who shows that if the two languages are distant, borrowability is less evident.
In fact, borrowing from a language that is phonologically completely different will
not be successful at all especially lexical borrowing. In this situation, it is just like
leaving a space in a sentence and the listener or reader has to fill in that gap with a
suitable word. In other words, unless the context helps clarify the meaning of the
borrowed item, the receiver will not be able to get the message. The second factor is
the learner‟s knowledge of the target language. Corder (1983) argues that as
knowledge of the target language increases, borrowing decreases. Naturally, where a
learner knows the correct form in the target language, there is no need for them to
borrow from other languages.
Not all researchers attempt to distinguish between borrowing and transfer. Rather,
some, such as Corder (1983) in Ellis (2008), view transfer as communication
strategy terming it borrowing. In this study, I distinguish borrowing from transfer in
two respects. First, borrowing is more related to lexical items whereas transfer I
believe involves grammatical rules. The second aspect is that unlike borrowing,
transfer is not affected by language distance. It can occur between any two different
languages.
2.9.2. Avoidance
Contrastive analysis and error analysis focus on the prediction or the production of
learners‟ errors. Based on similarities and differences between the native language
and the target one, contrastive analysis predicts where learners will produce errors.
Even the explanatory form explains errors after they are produced and so does errors
analysis. Both of them neglect one of the most complicated but important aspects
which is avoidance. This is important in that the effect of the L1, as Ellis (2008)
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argues, is evident not in learners‟ errors but in their omission i.e. avoidance. This is
complicated in that it is not easy to distinguish avoidance from ignorance or
incomplete learning. In order to claim that the non-use of a target language structure
as avoidance, Dechert and Raupach (1989) condition it with a learner‟s
demonstration of at least formal knowledge of that structure. Ellis (2008:357) says
that the identification of avoidance can only be reasonable if a learner knows what
they are avoiding, because it could be the result of personal preference. However,
many studies of avoidance assume that: “any non-occurrence of a form in an
environment where that form might have occurred is an instance of avoidance.”
(Dechert and Raupach1989:22)
As it is invisible in learners‟ production, avoidance cannot be easily distinguished
from ignorance or incomplete learning as pointed by Dechert and Raupach (1989).
The only way to identify the occurrence of avoidance in learners‟ production,
according to Ellis (2008:357), is when the learners demonstrate knowledge of the
avoided structure, and there is evidence that L2 native speakers would use the
avoided form in the same context.
In an attempt to sort out this complexity, Kellerman (1992) distinguishes three
situations where avoidance would occur.
1- Avoidance occurs when learners are aware that there is a problem and do not
have full understanding of the target language form. Gass and Selinker
(1983) states that avoidance can be predicted if the rule is consciously
learned but not acquired.
2- Avoidance occurs when learners know the target language form but find it
too difficult to use in certain circumstances; in other words, when learners are
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not sure of the correct form. This is evident in Schachter (1971) study where
Japanese learners of English avoided using certain types of clauses because
they recognised the difference between their native language and English
language (Ellis 2008).
3- Avoidance occurs when learners are aware of the correct form, but unwilling
to use it. That is personal preference.
In situations where learners are not sure of the correct form or they have little
understanding, avoidance may not always occur as some learners may be willing to
take risks. These learners are described by Dulay and et al (1982) as guessers. Unlike
avoiders, guessers are willing to try even when their acquisition of the relevant form
is not perfect.
However, the answer to the question highlighted by Dechert and Raupach (1989)
“how can avoidance be distinguished from incomplete learning or ignorance” still
depends on the learners themselves.
In fact, the issue is not distinguishing avoidance from incomplete learning or
ignorance, but it is whether or not avoidance is the result of these two sources or if it
is the result of personal preference, as suggested by Ellis.
Viewing avoidance as a type of L1 influence, I would exclude instances of avoidance
that are caused by these three sources, incomplete learning, ignorance or personal
preference. Personal preference is simply a personal matter. It has nothing to do with
one‟s native language. Ignorance and incomplete learning are almost the same and
the L1 does not cause learners to be ignorant. For example, if a group of learners do
not know or have little knowledge of a particular structure in the target language and
they therefore avoid it, others with the same mother tongue and who know that
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particular structure, they will use it. The type of avoidance that is considered under
the category of L1 influence is that which is caused by non-existence of a particular
linguistic form in the L1 or by language distance. As an example of non-existence,
most Arabic learners of English avoid using some perfect structures as these do not
exist in Arabic language. Language distance, on the other hand, and as Dechert and
Raupach (1989), argues it, leads to avoidance. These two reasons for avoidance
mean that a certain structure is either unfamiliar or too difficult for learners. A
distinction must be drawn here between ignorance and incomplete learning on the
one hand and difficulty on the other hand. Ignorance and incomplete learning are
more or less dependent on learners themselves while the latter is the result of the
nature of structure of the target languages.

2.10. Conceptual Transfer
The study of this type of transfer is still in its infancy. According to Odlin (2005), it
began only ten years ago and therefore studies are more exploratory than thorough
examinations. It is linked to the notion of linguistic relativity, which concerns the
effect of thought on language and how the native language affects the way people
view the world. In second language acquisition, this effect of thought is evident as
shown by Odlin (2005) who investigated two groups of L1 Finnish and L1 Swedish
learners of English. These two groups used different verbs and prepositions in
describing motion events and spatial relations. Another study was conducted by Von
Stutterhein (2005) in Ellis (2008) who looked at the capacities of highly proficient
bilingual regarding organising information in different languages and found that their
capacities differ significantly from those of native speakers.
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Besides the linguistic system, conceptual transfer should include non-linguistic
features as well (Ellis 2008). Ellis mentioned two PhD theses by Yoshiok (2005) and
Stam (2006), who conducted studies on gesture and found that some learners
displayed L1 influence although their L2 speech was accurate and fluent.
The debate in this aspect focused on distinguishing between meaning and conceptual
transfer. Whereas Ijaz (1986) assumed that meaning transfer is the same as
conceptual transfer, Odlin contradicted her proving this with the study of Polish
learners of English using a first-person plural with a singular referent. It is absurd,
according to Odlin, to think that Poles cannot conceptually distinguish between
singular and plural referents. He goes on to generalise that: “All conceptual transfer
involves meaning transfer but not all meaning transfer involves conceptual transfer.
Conceptual transfer is a subset of meaning transfer.” (Odlin 2005:6)
Summing up, I have made a distinction between grammatical, meaning and
conceptual transfer, although this differentiation is not clear cut. Transfer in general
includes all these three types of transfer. I use grammatical transfer to distinguish it
from meaning transfer, including syntactic and morphological features. Meaning
transfer describes the semantic and pragmatic cases of influence (Odlin 2005:5).
Conceptual transfer includes the effect of the learner‟s perception on L2 learning. As
discussed above, it could also include non-linguistic features.

2.11. Transfer Load and Constraints
When and how much a learner relies on their mother tongue is not a haphazard
matter, but it is determined by many factors and constraints. A speaker, for example,
will rely on their native language if they find themselves unable to express a message
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in the target language (lack of knowledge). But, what if this learner has enough time
to check how this particular message is expressed. A learner, who is concerned about
their performance, will struggle to make the speech looks perfect. But what if they
are risk-takers and do not care about performance as long as the message is
understood (personality)? Knowledge, situation, personality and many other factors
and constrains promote or inhibit language transfer.
Constraint is defined as: “anything that prevents a learner from either noticing a
similarity in the first place or from deciding that similarities are real and helpful
one.” (Odlin 2003: 454).
This definition puts the awareness of the similarities and differences between the
mother tongue and the target language as the first constraint on transfer. A learner‟s
perception of the differences between L1 and L2 may prevent transfer, (Kellerman
and Smith 1986). Dechert and Raupach (1989) comment that when a learner notices
at least superficially similar rules, they will attempt to use the relevant structure more
frequently than the one who recognises differences.
“As one surveys the research of the last 20 years, one is struck again and
again by how few studies seem to support one of the basic tenets of the Contrastive
Analysis Hypothesis (Lado 1957, Stockwell, Bowen and Martin 1965) the greater
the linguistic difference between some aspect of the LI and the L2, the greater the
likelihood of interference.”
Kellerman (1995. Vol. 15:126)

In this comment, Kellerman reintroduces the principle of contrastive analysis that
differentiates between the L1 and L2 as a cause of learning difficulties in the form of
interference.
Obviously, many researchers, (Gass and Selinker 1983, Kellerman and Smith 1986,
Arabisk 2006, and Ellis 2008) maintain that language distance is a major factor of
the frequency of transfer.
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In addition to language distance, intensity of transfer is also determined by lack of
L2 knowledge. In fact I presume that this factor is stronger than the language
distance cause in that when a learner who does not have much knowledge of the
target language they will resort to their native language even if the two languages are
completely different. Of course in this case they will support this L1 use with heavily
reliance on non-verbal expressions such as gestures and mimics. Kellerman and
Smith (1986) point out that the less a learner knows about the target language, the
more they rely on other prior knowledge. Reliance on L1 or any previously acquired
knowledge depends on the proficiency in L2. At the beginning stages, transfer is
obvious, and as L2 knowledge increases, the use of L1 decreases (Gass and Selinker
1983, Flynn and O‟Neil 1998, Eppert 1982, and Arabisk 2006).
Situations where a learner is and to whom they are talking to are also effective
factors of L1 influence. Where a learner is, as meant by Odlin (1989-1990) and Ellis
(2008), indicates whether or not the learner is in a classroom. Transfer, especially
negative transfer, is less likely in a focused community, that is, in classrooms where
the L1 forms are considered intrusive by teachers. In unfocused situations i.e. outside
classrooms or in free conversations, learners show less respect to the target language
and therefore they resort more freely to the L1. Who the learner is talking to also
determines the degree of transfer. Weinreich in Gass and Selinker (1983) noted that
transfer is encouraged when both speakers are bilingual. It is also encouraged by the
relationship between the speaker and the addressee, e.g. their teacher.
The third constraint of transfer is personality. A person could be an introvert or an
extrovert. An introverted person is usually concerned over sounding grammatically
correct, consequently they frequently revise their grammar a lot, whereas an
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extroverted person focuses on getting their message through, and therefore they are
more likely to rely on L1 where the situation demands it, (Dulay et al 1982).
Another factor is age. Arabisk (2006) claims that transfer occurs less frequently
among children as their L1 is not strong enough to influence their new L2.

2.12. Summary and Conclusion
This chapter has presented theories of language acquisition and learning and show
how they deal with transfer. Three main theories have been discussed: the
behaviourist theory, the mentalist theory and the cognitive theory as well as some
other models such as the competition model and the MOGUL model.
The behaviourist theory claims that learning is habit formation occurring through
stimulus-response conditioning. The wanted behaviour is positively reinforced while
the unwanted one is punished by lack of reward. L2 learning is believed to be
accomplished in the same way. In order for L2 learners to succeed in learning the
target language, they should establish a new set of habits. For this reason, teachers
provide their learners with repetitive drills until the new habits are formed. The
method used to do this is called audio-lingual method and the syllabus is built on a
contrastive study of the native and the target languages because difficulty of learning
stems from the differences between the two languages.
The second theory is the mentalist theory developed by Chomsky in 1960s. It came
as a reaction against behaviourism. Whereas behaviourism emphasises the
environment as the main factor of learning, the mentalist theory believes that an
innate knowledge (UG) is responsible for learning and the environment has little, if
anything, to do with learning. The main evidence it uses for this claim is that
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language is learned in a relatively short time in spite of its highly abstract nature. As
far as language teaching is concerned, this theory does not provide any methods for
L2 learning. It is merely theoretical.
The last theory discussed in this chapter is the cognitive theory which depicts the
human brain as a computer network. It is opposed mentalist theory on that it focuses
in performance not competence and takes the view that learning is inseparable from
other kinds of skills learning. Under this theory, the connectionism and information
processing approach are included. Connectionism approach claims that human brains
are just like computers consisting of neural networks and a cluster of links which are
strengthened or weakened by practice. The information processing approach looks
inside the learner‟s mind, which is divided into short-term memory and long-term
memory, according to Laughlin, and into three elements – working memory,
declarative memory and procedural memory according to Anderson‟s approach.
The second section of this chapter discussed the influence of L1 on learning L2. This
included language transfer, borrowing and avoidance. Language transfer has two
facets: positive, where the features of the mother tongue are similar to those of the
target language, (hence learning is facilitated), and negative, which is believed to be
the cause of errors. Another more newly investigated type of transfer is called
„conceptual transfer‟ during which other non-linguistic features are transferred. It
also includes the effects of language on thoughts and how learners‟ perception of the
world is transferred.
Borrowing is the use of L1 features, usually lexical items, and it is this aspect that
differentiates it from transfer, in the production of L2. Avoidance is simply the non-
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occurrence of some linguistic features as a result of difficulty, ignorance or personal
preference.
As mentioned above, the non-occurrence of a particular structure may result from,
difficulty, ignorance or personal preference, but the phenomenon of non-occurrence
being investigated in this study, however, is not the result of any of the above
mentioned reasons.
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Chapter Three
Research Methods
3.0. Introduction
This chapter discusses the methods used for investigating the study aims mentioned
in the introduction section. It also provides some information on the context and
subjects of the study. In addition, comments on the pilot study and data collection
process are included. Finally, as this study uses Arabic scripts, a transliteration
system is used in order to represent the way the Arabic sentences and examples are
pronounced. An explanation of this system is also provided in this chapter.
As mentioned in the introduction, this study is conducted in two stages. In the first
stage, tense, aspect and voice „TAV‟ in English, modern standard Arabic „MSA‟ and
Libyan dialects „LD‟ are investigated and then compared and contrasted.
This stage is divided into two parts. The first part is on TAV in English and Modren
Standard Arabic (MSA) and the second part is on one of the Libyan dialects, in
particular, the Libyan Western part dialect used in Tripoli region. One particular
town has been selected to represent this dialect Zintan town, and the reasons for
choosing this town are mentioned in the introduction of Chapter Five about the
(TAV) in LD. The dialect of this town is referred to as ZD.
The aim of this stage is finding answers to the following questions:
1- To what extent do these grammatical structures (TAV) exist in both modern
standard Arabic and Libyan dialects?
2- How are these structures expressed in both modern standard Arabic and
Libyan dialects?
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3- How do these structures syntactically and morphologically differ among
Libyan dialects?
The investigation of the TAV in modern standard Arabic is achieved through
examining the published books on the literature. For the TAV in LD, due to the fact
that there are relatively few studies that have been conducted on Libyan dialects, I
have to recourse to publications written on other dialects such as Tunisian, Moroccan
and Egyptian in addition to the few studies on LD. For investigating the TAV in
Zintan town, two methods are used. The first is termed „focus group‟ by which a list
of sentences containing different tenses and forms of the (TAV) in standard Arabic,
and the subjects of the study are interviewed and asked about how they would
express these target structures in their everyday conversation, (sentences are attached
in the appendixes). The second method is recording some casual conversations.
Information and details of these methods are included within the discussion of the
TAV in Chapter Five.
The second stage is carried out with English language learners in a Libyan university
in Zintan town that represents the Tripoli regions. The aims of this stage are finding
answers the following questions:
1- At what stage (of four stages) do students learn the target structures?
2- To what extent do these structures exist in the students‟ written production?
3- If there is an L1 influence, which language form „MSA‟ or „LD‟ affects the
use of the English TAV? Of course, this question is the theme of this
research.
This study utilises four methods for data collection besides reading and the
investigating the written literature. Two of these methods are for investigating the
TAV in LD and the other two are for the TAV as used by Libyan English learners.
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The first two methods are focus group and conversation recordings, and the second
are picture describing and story writing.
Details of the procedures followed for analysing these methods are mentioned in the
introductions of Chapters Five and Six.

3.1. The Subjects and Context of the Study
As this study is in two stages, this means there are two contexts and three types of
participants. Firstly, I investigate the target structures, tense, aspects and voice
(TAV) in Libyan language varieties through interviewing local people. The first
context, therefore, is the social network through which I interviewed some people
from Zintan town, and the second context is educational in that the subjects are
college students. Three groups of subjects are involved, the subjects of the focus
group, the subjects of the conversation recordings, and the subjects of the second
stage „students‟. Details of each of these three groups are provided at the
introductions of Chapters Five and Six.
The second stage of the study is conducted on students in Libyan universities. The
English department from one university is chosen, the Faculty of Teachers in Zintan.
There are two reasons for choosing this university‟s faculty in this town. The first
reason is for the reliability and validity of the study. That is, I avoided the main cities
as they are likely to be more dialectally mixed as they are populated by people from
other regions and thus they could be more dialectally mixed. The second reason is
because, as mentioned earlier, I conducted the LD study in this town.
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3.2. Ethical Considerations
One of the ethical issues in educational research, as Cohen and Manion (1994) say, is
the required balance between pursuing the truth and taking the subjects‟ rights and
values into the researcher‟s consideration. In fact, there are many potential sources of
ethical problems at any stage of the investigation. Such ethical problems could
emerge from the topic investigated, the method used, the context of the study, the
nature of the participants, and what is to be done with the data collected. Therefore,
researchers are advised to proceed ethically at every stage and step of the
investigation.
Cohen and Manion mention many principles of ethical research including informed
consent, access and acceptance and confidentiality which are also considered during
conducting this research.
Informed Consent is defined as, “the procedures in which individuals whether to
participate in an investigation after being informed of the facts that would be likely
to influence their decision.” (Cohen and Manion 1994:350)
This definition implies that the participants should be aware of the aims of the
investigation before they are asked to take part in the study, and should be free to
participate. Therefore, for ensuring the freedom and self-determination of the
subjects, they are provided with a brief summary of the topic being investigated.
The second principle is gaining access and acceptance. That is being allowed to
pursue the research in its context and obtaining permission from those in charge of
such places.
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These two main principles are taken into consideration. For the first principle, I
informed the subjects in the focus group that their answers would be recorded. For
the second principle, I was issued a letter from the authorities of the university
investigated granting permission for carrying out the study. I was also issued an
Ethical Review Approval from the University of Leeds.

3.3. Research Instruments
Verma, et al (1981) say that the selection of the most suitable method or technique is
the job of the researcher, though, he is not the sole chooser of the appropriate
method. Both the subjects and the aim of the research are also effective factors in
determining the method. In SLA, as Gabrys‟-Baker (2008:68) says, the majority of
the researchers used the grammaticality judgement technique (also known as
acceptability judgement). Gass and Mackey (2007) say that this technique is
common in linguistics by which learners are asked to judge the correctness of a list
of sentences and provide corrections for those that are incorrect. However, Gass and
Mackey highlight the weaknesses of the technique saying that it is criticized on the
basis of what sort of knowledge is being tapped. For example, learners will say that a
sentence such as (* she go to college) is not possible, but they still utter sentences
like this.
Individual tape-recorder interviews are considered to be the primary means of
obtaining reliable data, according to Coupland and Jaworski (2009) and Gass and
Mackey (2007). They say that interview provide the researcher with unscripted
conversational data. Many researchers in sociolinguistics (Stanford 2008: Vol, 12,
Laihonen 2008: Vol, 12, and Orinaghi 2010: Vol, 14) who used interviews for their
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data collection, in particular, Hernandez (2009: Vol, 13) used it to collect data on
language dialects.
Gass and Mackey (2007) also mention the importance of the observation method as
a means of data elicitation in the sociolinguistics field. Observation in this context
means observing and recording people‟s conversations.
Therefore, the nature of this study, which is investigating why, learners that know
the TAV, do not use them, necessitated the researcher to choose the above
mentioned methods used in the field of sociolinguistic, in particular, language
dialects. These methods are „focus group‟ and „conversation recording‟.
Two other methods used in this study, for the second stage, are picture describing
and story writing. These picture describing and story writing are meant to complete
each other. The structures that could not be elicited by using picture describing, are
elicited by the story writing. These methods are designed by the researcher for the
purpose of this particular study.

3.4. Data Collection Instruments
Four methods are utilised for this study, two for the LD and two for the use of TAV
by the Libyan students.
3.4.1. Stage (I) Libyan Dielects
The investigation of the TAV in modern standard Arabic is as stated above through
drawing on the existing references, while investigating the TAV in the Libyan
dialects, which are not properly documented in the literature, is conducted by using
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two techniques besides the available written literature. To generate original data the
techniques are: focus group, and casual conversation recordings.

3.4.1.1. Focus Group
Focus group methods are interviews between the interviewer and respondents to
elicit certain information. They are effective survey methods for obtaining data as
they are used to discover what is in people‟s mind, what they think and how they feel
(Verma and Mallick 1999, Fraenkel and Wallen 1996, and Wiersma 1991).
Many researchers such as, (Cohen and Manion 1994, Thomas 2009, Wilkinson and
Birmingham 2003, Cohen et al 2000, and Verma and Mallick 1999) divide interview
into four types: structured, unstructured, non-directive and focus interview. In focus
group interviews, questions are controlled by the research purpose but the sequence
and wording are in the hands of the interviewer. So, it is characterised by being
flexible and open for the researcher to modify. That is, they can flexibly change the
wording of questions or add to them for probing deeper and for further clarifications.
The type used in this study is the unstructured focus group interview.
The interview here consisted of a list of modern standard Arabic sentences on TAV
and we discuss how these structures are expressed in the interviewee‟s dialect. The
list of the sentences is mentioned in appendix (I).
The subjects of the method are 20 students in the fourth year at Zintan Faculty of
Teachers. Their age average is between twenty two (22) and twenty three (23) years
old. They are mixed, male and female from the same town. The interview took place
in their classroom.
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It is mentioned in the introduction of stage two that intensive courses on the English
TAV structure had been given to the participants before conducting the main tests in
order to ensure that they are fully aware of these structures and how they are used. I
taught these courses, so, taking advantage of this, I was able to conduct the
interviews. It should be mentioned that there is no particular reason for choosing
fourth year. As the interview is interested in the use of TAV in their dialect, their
English proficiency does not matter at this stage.
The procedures followed during the interview are that after explaining the purpose of
this interview and gain their permission to conduct it, I read out one sentence at a
time providing explanation if needed, and then discussed the way this sentence is
expressed in the dialect. Because there was no time for me to write down any
comments, I recorded the subjects‟ responses, and later on, these responses are
transcribed and carefully analysed.

3.4.1.2. Conversation Recordings
The second technique used was to record casual conversations. These conversations
are semi-controlled; for example, I guide the conversations towards the target
structures by asking some questions to control the conversation.
The advantage of these conversations is that they provided real contexts in which the
TAV occur.
These recordings of the conversation were taken over two sessions, each session
lasting for about an hour. The participants of these two conversations were the same,
i.e. the recordings took place at different times but with the same participants. There
are six male participants in their late thirties and early forties. They have lived most
of their lives in Zintan. Only one of them finished his tertiary education and worked
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as a teacher, whilst the others are considered to be moderately educated. In order for
the recordings to be as reliable as possible, the conversations are recorded without
them knowing; yet, the ethical aspect is considered, therefore the people involved are
informed of the recordings and the whole conversations recorded are replayed to
them. They did not have any objections to these conversations being used for the
purpose of the research.
Unlike the focus group where the recordings took place in the participants‟ class
rooms, these recordings occurred through social network. The advantage of this is
that the researcher is not an observer or a manager of the group; therefore, the group
participants took part in the conversations without any feeling self-conscious. In
other words, the participants in classrooms would regard the researcher as their
teacher or more or less a stranger, therefore they would select their expressions and
structures carefully which in turn would make the conversation more formal.
Besides these conversations, extracts from Facebook are also used. There is a
facebook web page special for people from the targeted region (Zintan), and these
people use their local dialect when chatting or writing. As a member of this group, I
took advantage of this and copied the relevant comments. The advantage of this is
that more people become involved and there is a wider range of topics discussed.
The findings of these two methods are referred to as „Zintan Dialect‟ or occasionally
written as ZD.
The mechanisms used for analysing these conversations and Facebook extracts are:
first the recordings are transcribed and then the tenses and verbs are underlined and
counted. These tenses and verbs are compared and contrasted with those of modern
standard Arabic, i.e. how a certain sentence in the LD conversation is supposed to be
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in the MSA. This step is needed in the comparison and contrast of the LD, MSA, as
discussed in the following section.
These sentences and their equivalent tenses in modern standard Arabic are tabulated.
The following sentence from the conversation is used here to demonstrate this:

EXAMPLE (ZD)

EXAMPLE (MSA)

tense

بٜ٘٤وح هاكؼ٤ػخ ًجٞٔٓغ

وح افلد٤ػخ ًجٞٔٓغ

Passive

Majmu‟a kabirah raf‟inha

Majmu‟atin kabirah ukhidat

Simple past

Table (1) Comparing and Contrasting the Tenses Used in the
Conversation Recording to their Equivalents in both Modern
Standard Arabic and English Languages

However, more detail on the analysis of these methods is mentioned in Chapter Six.

3.4.2. Stage Two Libyan University Students
For the second stage, university students, the first step is ensuring that the subjects
know the target forms (TAV). This takes place by means of a test which contains
some sentences in the active voice and sentences in which their verbs are in the
wrong form. Students are required to change the first set into passive, and correct the
verbs of the other set. This test is preceded by a one-month course in grammar,
particularly on tense, aspect and passive, and it is taught by the researcher. This
course, in fact, is for ensuring that the TAV system is fully understood.
The main purpose of this stage, investigating the TAV in the students‟ production, is
conducted by means of two tests. One is picture describing and the other is story
writing.
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3.4.2.1 Picture Describing
The first technique is picture describing. This is a completion of the story writing
technique in that it focuses on the structures that can not be elicited by the story
writing technique. In this picture, a man called John receives some services as he is
renovating his house. He is the only person that is named in the picture and the other
workers are unknown. This is to direct the participants towards using the passive
tense. There are seven prompts provided in this test but only five structures are
elicited.

3.4.2.2 Story Writing
The second technique is story writing. It is an imaginary story created and modified
to include as many structures of English TAV as possible, and is written in both
modern standard Arabic MSA and Libyan dialects LD, attached in appendix IV.
During the pilot study, the participants were asked to translate the story from Arabic
to English, but it was revealed that some participants, especially the low proficient
ones, literally translated the Arabic text. So, to minimise this, three steps are
observed during conducting the main test. First, the story is presented to the
participants in both modern standard Arabic and Libyan dialects to study and
discuss. This helps the participant to remember and follow the sequence of the story.
The written form of the story is then removed and a set of pictures describing it is
provided instead. The third step is providing expressions and verbs in their base form
ordered according to their occurrence in the story to maximise the use of the targeted
sentences and structures, and to help the participants complete the task easily without
wasting time checking on words which, in turn, would confuse them.
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The advantage of this technique is that the subjects are directed towards using the
target structures „TAV‟, but the disadvantage could simply be that not all the
structures are guaranteed to be used.
Because the aim of the study methods is to see to what extent students used TAV on
their own, only instructions are provided but no examples.
The participants or the subjects at this stage are 12 students. Three from each class
(three from the first year, three from the second and so on). The three from each
class are chosen according to their proficiency level: one low, one middle and one
high proficiency participant. Thus, there is a wide range of levels starting from first
class low proficiency students to fourth class high proficiency students. The
students‟ (participants‟) level is determined in terms of which academic year (class)
they are in i.e. first, second, third or fourth year, and based on the activities of the
students during the intensive course, in addition to information gained from their
other teachers.
These participants are girls of ages ranging from nineteen (19) - „those from first
class‟- to twenty-three (23) those from fourth class. As mentioned in the Libyan
tertiary education section (1.2.), students major in English language at secondary
level. They study there for three years before joining university. So, in terms of their
English language study, the participants‟ backgrounds range from four to seven
years.

3.5. Data Analysis
The steps followed for the analysis of the data obtained from stage two is mentioned
in the introductions of stage two.
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The data obtained in the second stage is carefully and adequately examined to
discover the frequency at which the TAV occurred in the participants‟ writing. This,
in turn, is then compared and contrasted to the findings of the first stage.
Following this, in Chapter Six I compare and contrast the use of TAV in MSA, ZD,
and English in order to find out the similarities and differences between the three
languages, i.e. MSA, LD, and English.

3.6. The Pilot Study
Gass and Mackey (2007) highlight the importance of the pilot testing saying that
researchers should never assume that their data collection methods will always be
successful. A pilot study is a small-scale trial of the methods to be used in the main
study, and the purpose of conducting such as study is to uncover any problems and
reveal subtle flaws and address them before conducting the main study.

3.6.1. The Participants of the Pilot Study
They were nine participants from Zintan town. Because this took place during the
summer holidays, the universities were not open yet, and therefore I had to visit the
participants at their homes. Two of them had recently graduated from the Faculty of
Education, English Department, and three were new teachers. The rest were students
at the Faculty of Education.

3.6.2. Summary of the Pilot Study Findings
The main purpose of the pilot study was to test the methods used for the study, and
to become familiar with the procedures and contexts.
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Generally speaking, the methods were useful and reliable in eliciting the target
structure. I did not encounter any problems during the implementation of the
methods and all the participants showed their willingness and interest in the
questions asked.
There seemed to be a major problem with the translation method. It appeared that the
participants tended to translate the Arabic story including the tenses and the
grammatical structures. That is, they translated the Arabic sentence and its tense as it
occurred in the Arabic text. So, another way of presenting this test is followed during
conducting the main test, and it is changed from „text translation‟ to „story writing‟.

3.7. Transliteration System
Arabic scripts are used in this thesis, therefore, a set of signs and symbols are used to
represent the pronunciation of the Arabic examples and sentences. There is a variety
of transliteration systems used by different researchers and grammarian. In this
thesis, the transliteration system used is called „Leeds transliteration‟. The table that
explains how each Arabic sound is represented is mentioned at the beginning of the
thesis. Below are some examples provided for further explanations.
For long vowels, some other symbols are used as illustrated below:
-

/a/ means long vowel / ا/ as in „ٕ ًبkana‟.

-

/i/ stands for long /١ / as in „ل٤ ٍؼsa‟id‟.

-

/u/ represents long /ٝ/ as in „ٌٕٞ٣ yakun.

The hamza sound is represented by the sign /-/
The following are some examples of the use of these symbols.
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-

ل ثبالُؼبة٤ اُطلَ ٍؼAltifl sa‟idun bil al‟ab.

-

ٝو٤ٓخ ثبُجٍٞؽخ ٓوُِٞ اal luha marsuma bilbiru

-

ّ اُوطخ رأًَ اُطؼبal qitah ta-kul ata‟am
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Chapter Four
English Tense, Aspect and Voice
This chapter is devoted to the discussion of the structures and uses of TAV in
English. This discussion focuses on the structure and meaning of TAV.

4.1. The English Tenses
In the literature review, tense, aspect and voice are discussed from a theoretical point
of view. Here I discuss when and how English tenses are used. In this discussion,
only the common and usual uses of each tense will be discussed. Thus, only the basic
use of each tense accompanied with an example will briefly be mentioned here. The
basic use of the tenses discussed here is determined according to grammarians such
as, Biber et al (2012) and Lewis (1986).
1- Future perfect continuous. This is used for actions that will last for a specified
period of time at a definite moment in the future. That is, by a certain time in the
future, an action will have been taking place for a period of time.
-

Next year at this time, I will have been studying English for 12 years.

2- Future perfect. This tense is used for actions that will finish at a specific time in
the future. The same example as with the future perfect continuous is used here.
-

Next year at this time, I will have finished my study.

The difference between this and the previous tense is that this tense is concerned
with the result whereas the former focuses on the duration of the action. In fact, this
difference holds true for all perfect and perfect continuous tenses.
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3- Future continuous. This talks about actions that will be in progress at a time in
the future.
-

Next year at this time, I will be doing my final exams.

The difference between this and future perfect continuous is that this tense focuses
on the action itself, and not on the period of the occurrence of that action.
4- Simple future. This describes future actions in general.
-

I will do my final exams next month.

There are some other tenses that can be used to express simple future such as the
simple present and the present continuous. They are discussed in the tense
concerned.
5- Simple present. This is used for facts, routines and habits that occur frequently or
for a relatively long time.
-

I study English every twice a week.

The simple present can also be used for future situations as when the action is certain
to happen in the future or when the events or actions are time tabled.
-

Winter starts in December.

(certain future actions).

-

The plane takes off at 8:00 AM tomorrow. (time tabled actions).

6- Present continuous. This is used for actions that are happening at the time of
speech or temporary actions that last for a certain period of time.
-

I am studying tenses now. (at the moment actions),

-

I am doing a Ph-D these years. (temporary actions).
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This tense can also be used for previously arranged future actions as in „I am not
coming tomorrow‟.
7- Present perfect. This tense is used for two past situations. The first is for past
actions without a specific time „timeless past‟, and the second situation is when the
action has present effect.
-

I have got an MA in TEFL.

-

He has just arrived.

(timeless past)
(Present effect which is “he is here now”).

8- Present perfect continuous. As mentioned under the future perfect tense, the
difference between perfect and perfect continuous is that this latter focuses on the
action. So, the present perfect continuous tense talks about actions that have been
going on from some time in the past up to the present time.
-

I have been studying English for 11 years.

Here, it is not important whether or not I finished my study. The present perfect
indicates that the action has finished
-

I have studied English for 12 years.

9- Simple past. This describes actions that finished in the past.
-

I graduated from an English department in 1995.

10- Past continuous. This is usually used for actions that are interrupted by other
actions. That is, it describes the background to a past action.
-

I was going home when the accident happened.
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It is also used for actions that last for some time in the past or two actions occurring
at the same time.
-

She was reading in the foyer. (duration of time),

-

I was chopping some meat and my friend was cooking. (simultaneous
actions).

11- Past perfect. When an action occurs and finishes before another past action, the
prior action is in the past perfect. In other words, when someone is talking about a
past action and they want to mention something which happened before that action,
they use this tense.
-

The soldiers had evacuated the camp minutes before it was bombed.‟

12- Past perfect continuous. This describes the actions that had been in progress, or
how long they had been in progress at a certain period in the past.
-

The baby had been crying when we came in.

-

I had been walking for an hour when my mate met me.

4. 2. Aspect
With regard to time reference, grammarians like Comrie (1976), Binnick (1991),
Conner (1968) and Yule (1998) distinguish three notions: time, tense, and aspect.
They distinguish time from tense in that time is an element of reality whereas tense
is purely grammatical. Lewis (1986) states that time is naturally divided into past,
present and future. The past is before now, the present is now and the future is after
now. More precisely, Comrie (1976) divides time according to the moment of
speaking suggesting that the present is located simultaneously with the moment of
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speaking, the past is prior to this moment and the future is the subsequent situation.
The present is only a boundary between the past and the future.
Tense, is a linguistic term that represents these three time divisions, (Lewis 1986).
Tense, according to Lewis, is represented morphologically by changing the verb
form. Thus English has only two tenses, present and past. Any verb form that is
made using auxiliaries is not a tense, it is an aspect. In terms of the use of auxiliaries,
Binnick (1991) regards tense and aspect as the same when he says that tense is
marked either morphologically by verb form variations or syntactically by an
auxiliary word. Both tense and aspect are concerned with time but in different ways,
(Comrie 1976).
However, aspect is basically distinguished from tense in that it is usually formed
with the help of an auxiliary. Aspect is typically distinguished from tense and many
authors have discussed it thoroughly from a semantic point of view. Comrie (1976)
classifies time reference into two. One is called „absolute tense‟ and refers to the
relationship between the time of the situation and the present moment (the time of
the utterance), and the second is referred to as relative tense. This relates the time of
the situation to another situation. For instance, the non-finite constructions of
English involve relative not absolute tense. These non-finite constructions are called
aspects. The action of writing in the following sentence occurs simultaneously with
action of making. The time begin of the verb “writing” is indicated by this main verb
“make”.
(1a)- When writing on the board, he makes mistakes.
(1b)- When writing on the board, he made mistakes.
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Comrie explains his conception of the relationship between time, tense and aspect
saying that:
Tense is a deictic category, i.e. locates situation in time usually with
reference to the present moment, though also with reference to other
situations. Aspect is not concerned with relating time of the situation
to any other time-point, but rather with the internal temporal
constituency of one situation; one could state the difference between
situation-internal time (aspect) and situation-external time (tense).
(5)
The following sentence illustrates this statement:
(2)- The builder fixed the roof yesterday; and while he was fixing it, the plumber
came.
The two different forms of the verb “fix” in the two clauses refer to the same
situation. “Fixed” in the first clause refers to a completed action whereas “fixing” in
the second clause is zoomed in and the speaker is in the middle of the situation
during which the arrival of the plumber occurs. Similarly, Binnick (1991)
distinguishes tense from aspect by saying that the former views the situation from
outside as a completed whole, and that the latter views the situation from inside as an
on-going, incomplete action.
This view of situations, complete or incomplete, has been discussed in terms of
perfectivity and imperfectivity. Perfectivity indicates that a situation is viewed as a
single whole reducing the situation to a single point. Perfectivity indicates a
completed action and it lacks reference to the internal temporal constituency of a
situation, (Comrie 1976). Imperfectivity, on the other hand, refers to the internal
temporal structure of a situation. It is divided into two: habitual and continuous. The
former describes a situation extending over a period of time and no longer existing.
This may be achieved by using “used to” as in: “Alice used to study hard". The latter,
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continuous, is also divided into two, progressive that describes on-going situations,
and non-progressive including perfect forms.
The perfect is defined in terms of “continuing relevance of a previous situation”
(Comrie 1976: 56). For Comrie, perfect is different from aspect in that this latter is
concerned with the internal temporal constituency of a situation whereas the perfect
tells us nothing about the situation itself. As has been mentioned, perfect relates some
state to a preceding situation. For this characteristic, some grammarians do not tend
to consider it part of aspect at all.
In this study, all types of perfect tenses are considered under aspect for two reasons:
first, recalling that aspect views the internal meaning of a situation, perfect
continuous structures have the same perspective as in, I have been writing. The
second reason stems from the grammatical point of view. As Conner (1968) and
Lewis (1986) say, there are only two tenses in English and any tense that is formed
with the help of an auxiliary is not a tense. Yule (1998) also argues that aspect is
grammatically marked by two forms of the verb, /be/ and /have/.
Besides tense, the following are examples of the perfect structures that are targeted in
this study:
1- Future Perfect
A- Simple: I will have finished by the end of this month.
B- Continuous: She will have been studying for ten hours by midnight.
2- Present Perfect
A- Simple: He has gone.
B- Continuous: They have been running.
3- Past Perfect
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A- Simple: He had gone.
B- Continuous: They had been running.

4. 3. Voice
Voice in this context refers to the use of active and passive sentences. Active and
passive are rough paraphrases of each other, (Parker and Riley 2000). Klaiman
(1991) claims that the active is so termed because the action it describes devolves
from the dynamic and active part „the agent‟, and passive comes from the fact that
the action devolves from the non-dynamic and static participant in the construction
„the patient‟.
Parrott (2000) mentions five situations where the passive is preferred.
1- The passive is used when the action is central. A new train station has been
opened.
2- It is used when the agent – the doer – is not known or not specified. No one
was injured.
3- It is used to avoid long subjects as in: Many people have been refused by the
new committee which was set up to control the flow of migrants to this
country.
4- It is used to thematise processes rather than doers or agents. The letters are
first classified according to their destination, and then they are stamped.
5- The passive is used to avoid personal involvement or responsibility. The
window was broken.
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The passive differs from the active in the word order and the pragmatic function of
the agent and recipient (Siewierska 1984). The subject in a declarative active
sentence is the agent while it is the recipient in its passive counterpart.
The passive is formed with /be/ or /get/ followed by the past participle form of a
verb. In forming the continuous passive, two forms of verb to /be/ are used. The
object of the active sentence becomes the subject. The following examples illustrate
this, (A means active and /P/ means passive:
1- The teacher explained the rule. (A) The rule was explained. (P)
2- The plumber is fixing the kitchen tap. (A) The kitchen tap is being fixed.
The agent could be mentioned with the help of the preposition /by/ as in:
The rule was explained by the teacher. The kitchen tap is being fixed by the plumber.
Parrott (2000) says that the verb /get/ is used instead of /be/ when the result is
unexpected.
3- He got knocked over when crossing the road.
Sometimes the two verbs are used interchangeably as in: „I will not get /be tricked‟.
However /get/ is not used in desired situations: I will be granted a scholarship. * I
will get granted a scholarship.
Parrott (2000) observes two types of passive constructions, standard constructions
and causative constructions; and Siewierska (1984) mentions two other types,
personal and impersonal constructions. The personal passive is the same as the
standard passive, so, three types of passives will be discussed: personal, impersonal,
and causative passives.
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The personal passive is the normal passive and its structure has overt subject with
semantic context. This subject is the patient in the corresponding active sentence
which is always available for this type (Siewierska1984). The impersonal passive, on
the other hand, is used when the corresponding active sentence does not have an
object i.e. intransitive verb. Structures of this type usually begin with, „it is
believed‟, „it is said‟, „it is thought‟ etc.
4- She left. (A)

She is believed to be gone. (P)

5- He is genius. (A)

He is thought to be genius. (P)

In the third type, the causative passive, as Parrott (2000) terms it, the object is the
recipient of the action not the subject as in normal or standard passive. The subject in
the causative construction is responsible for the action, but not the doer for example,
„He got me sacked‟. There are three common causative verbs: „get‟, „have‟, and
„make‟.
6- I had my hair cut.
7- She was made to stand for an hour.
This type is used in (a) when we arrange for someone to do something, example (7),
and (b) when expressing unfortunate experiences, for example „The boy got his arm
broken‟.
There is a third category that is neither active nor passive. This category is known as
the „middle voice‟, (Klaiman1991:4). The middle voice displays some characteristics
of both the active and passive voice. It is in the middle because the subject of their
construction cannot be determined as an agent or patient. Rather it may have
elements of both of them. In middle constructions, the viewpoint is active as the
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action devolves from an agent-like part (the subject), and the same part also has
patient-like characteristics. For instance, the verb „packed‟ in, “The books packed”,
is syntactically active but semantically passive. Some other examples of middle
constructions are:
8- The window broke.
9- This book reads well.

4.4. Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the English TAV highlighting the form and use of the
TAV structures. In terms of tenses, three notions have been discussed: time, tense,
and aspect.
Time is distinguish from tense in that time is an element of reality whereas tense is
purely is a linguistic term that represents three time divisions.
Comrie (1976) divides time according to the moment of speaking suggesting that the
present is located simultaneously with the moment of speaking, the past is prior to
this moment and the future is the subsequent situation. The present is only a
boundary between the past and the future.
Two time references have been classified. One is called „absolute tense‟ and refers to
the relationship between the time of the situation and the present moment (the time
of the utterance), and the second is referred to as relative tense. This relates the time
of the situation to another situation.
With regard of the passive, five situations where the passive is preferred is pin
pointed: when the action is central, when the agent – the doer – is not known, when
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avoiding long subjects, when avoiding personal involvement or responsibility, and
when thematising processes rather than doers or agents.
A third category that is neither active nor passive has also been mentioned. This
category is known as the „middle voice‟. It displays some characteristics of both the
active and passive voice. It is in the middle because the subject of their construction
cannot be determined as an agent or patient.
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Chapter Five
The Arabic Tense, Aspect and Voice

Unlike the tenses of the English language, Arabic tenses are basically three: past,
present and imperative, and these three tenses are mainly expressed by the verb,
Alsamerrai (2003), Abduhamid (1980), Mobarak (1992), and Hassan (1995).
Therefore, it could be restated that the Arabic verb can be: past, present or
imperative. However, Thatcher (1922), Alhawary (2011) and Haywood and Nahmad
(1965) say that there are two tenses in the Arabic language, the perfect (past) and the
imperfect (present). The former means that the action is completed either now or
long ago and the latter refers to incomplete actions. The imperative, according to
Haywood and Nahmad (1965) is a modification of the imperfect (present) verb form.
In the following paragraphs, three tenses are discussed mentioning their meaning and
use. The three tenses are: the past, the present and the future. The future is dealt with
as a tense in this study. The imperative is also discussed but it is not considered as a
separate tense because it is modification of the present as mentioned above by
Haywood and Nahmad (1965). In fact, Buckley (2004) and Rydin (2005) classify the
imperative within the mood categories.
Before this, and as has been mentioned above that the tenses are expressed by the
verb, some details on the verb forms are highlighted. These forms and verb
formation play a role in inflecting verbs to express different tenses, especially in
passivation as mentioned later on in the section that follows.
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5.1. The Arabic verb
Sitrak (1986) and Hassan (1995) say that the verb is a word that expresses an action
and its tense. For example (ً كهdarasa – studied) gives some information about the
action „studying‟ and the tense of the action which is „past‟. The present tense of this
verb or „action‟ is expressed by prefixing one of the imperfect letters (ـ٣ ya) (ًله٣
yadrus) means „to study‟. Morphologically, this verb (ً كهdarasa) has three radicals
while the verb ( كؽوطdahraja – to roll) has four radicals. The former is called
trilateral verb and the latter is quadrilateral verb. Also, both ( ًزتkataba – to write)
and (ّ ٗبnama – to sleep) are trilateral verbs but the verb ( ًزتkataba) can have an
object (ٍٚ ثٞ ) ٓلؼwhereas the verb (ّ ٗبnama) cannot. The former is called a transitive
verb and the latter is an intransitive verb. This is illustrated in the following
sentences:
- ً اؽٔل ًزت اُلهAhmed kataba aldarsa. Ahmed wrote the lesson.
-

 ٗبّ اؽٔلnama Ahmed. Ahmed slept.

Thus, the Arabic verb can be classified from three points of view, first, syntactically
into ّالى

١ ٓزؼلtransitive and intransitive, secondly, morphologically into triliteral

and quadriliteral, and finally grammatically into past, present and imperative. As the
focus of this chapter is on tense, aspect and voice of the Arabic language, transitivity
and verb forms are introduced here in brief as prerequisites for verb tenses. Some
other words that can also help in determining the tense are introduced. These are: ( ٍْا
َ اُلبػism alfa‟il) and ( ٍٞ اٍْ أُلؼism almaf‟ul), also termed „active and passive
participles‟. There are some other verbs and prepositions that play a role in pin
pointing Arabic tenses, particularly aspect, such as (ٕ ًبkana), ( هلqad) and (ُٔب
lamma), but these are mentioned within the discussion of tense and aspect.
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5.1.1 Transitivity
Simply, an intransitive verb cannot have an object while a transitive does,
(Abduhamid 1980, Mobarak 1992 Hassan 1995, and Thatcher 1922). For example
(ٌِ عjalasa – to sit) and (تٛ مdhahaba – to go) are intransitive verbs, but verbs like:
( ًَوkasara – to break), ( كزؼfataha – to open) and (ٌ ُجlabisa – to wear) are transitive.
Some verbs can have two objects. These are called ditransitive or doubly transitive
verbs, and some others can have three objects, though there are only seven of these
verbs, they are referred to as tritransitve verbs, Alsamerrai (2003) and Hassan
(1995).
For example: ditransitive verb:
-

ٓؾٔلا ًزبثـب

ذ٤اػط

a‟taytu Mohamadan kitaban. I gave a book to

Mohamed.
Tritransitive verb:
-

 هبكٓبٝ اػِٔذ اُوبئل اُؼلa‟lamtu alqa-id al‟adu qadimun. I told the leader that the
enemy is coming.

However, Harun (1988) and Mobarak (1992) mention that transitivity or
intransitivity is not a permanent character of verbs as a transitive verb can be
changed into intransitive and vice versa. A transitive verb can be intransitive when it
is in (َ اٗلؼinfa‟al) form, „the verb forms are discussed below‟.
-

 اُجبة٢ِ ًَو ػkasara Ali albab. Ali broke the door. The verb ( ًَوkasara) is a
transitive verb and its object is ( اُجبةalbab).

-

 اٌَٗو اُجبةinkasara albab. The door broke. The verb ( اٌَٗوinkasara) is now
intransitive.
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mention three cases where an intransitive verb becomes transitive, (Harun 1988,
Mobarak 1992, and Thatcher 1922). First, when it is prefixed with „hamza‟ as is the
intransitive verb (ٌِ عjalasa – to sit). It becomes transitive when it is hamzated:
-

 أُوؼل٠ُِل ػُٞ أعَِذ اajlastu alwalada „ala almiq‟ad. I sat the child on the chair.

In fact, this hamza does not only change the intransitive into transitive, but it also
makes the transitive ditransitive and the ditransitive tritransitive. The following
examples explain this:
-

ُجٌ ٍبُْ اُؾناء

labisa Salem alhidha. Salem wore the shoes.

In this sentence, the verb (ٌ ُجlabisa – to wear) is transitive verb and the word (اُؾناء
alhidha) is its object. When this verb is hamzated, a second object is needed:
-

 أُجَذ االّ ٍبُْ اُؾناءAlbasat al aum Salim alhidha. The mother made Salem
wear his shoes.

Here, Salim is a direct object and (alhidha – shoes) is the indirect object. That is, the
verb ٌ أُجalabasa) is now ditransitive.
The second case where the verb becomes transitive is when it is in the form of (َّ)كؼ
as in:
-

َ كوػ اُطلfariha altiflu. The child became happy. (intransitive).

-

َ كوّؽذ اُطلfarrahtu altifla. I made the child happy. (transitive)

-

 ثِـذ اُؤخbalaghtu alqimah. I reached the top. (transitive)

-

جب٣ن االٓزؾبٕ هو٤ٓ ثِّـذ اُزالballaghtu atalamidh alimtihan qariban. I told the
students that the exam is about to. (ditransitive).

The third case is when the verb is followed by the preposition (  ثـbi-) as in:
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-

ق٤ُٖ كَٖ ا٠ ارAta faslu alsayf. The summer came / has come. (intransitive)

-

ٙل٣ ٢ ثْئ ك٠ ارata bisha-in fi yadih. He came with something in his hand.
(transitive).

5.1.2 Verb Forms
Abduhamid (1980) says that (ق٣ اُزٖوAltasrif) which means „conjugation‟ is a
linguistic field that is interested in the word structure of the Arabic language in terms
of their form and structure. This field is only applicable to some nouns and verbs that
are formed with three letters or more unless some letters are omitted. Such these
verbs are called „the biliteral‟ verbs. However, Buckley (2004) argues that the
derived forms and their numbering are done by non-Arabic grammarians. Thus, this
discussion of verb forms is mainly quoted from non-Arabic grammarians.
According to Haywood and (Nahmad 1965, Sitrak 1986, and Ryding 2005), there
are two major groups of Arabic verbs: triliteral and quadriliteral and these groups
have subgroups. In fact, there seems to be two different points of view concerning
the groups and subgroups. Buckley (2004) says that there are four types of Arabic
verbs: strong, doubled, hamzated, and weak verbs. He says that the strong verbs can
be either triliteral or quadriliteral. That is, these two types of verb „triliteral and
quadriliteral‟ are a subgroup of strong verbs, whereas Ryding (2005) claims that the
strong, doubled, hamzated, and weak verbs are subgroups of the two major groups,
triliteral and quadriliteral. Regardless of this, and as mentioned in the introduction of
this section that „transitivity‟ and „verb forms‟ play a role in Arabic tenses, these
types of the verb are briefly discussed below without considering which is the major
and which is the subgroup.
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5.1.2.1 Triliteral Verbs
Wright (1896), Thatcher (1922), Haywood and Nahmad (1965) and Ryding (2005)
mention that the triliteral verb is that verb with three radicals. It is the simplest and
most common form. The third person singular, masculine perfect verb is used as a
paradigm in dictionaries, Buckley (2004). The triliteral verb in this form is called
( أُغوكAlmujarad) which means „the stripped‟ from which other verbs can be
derived. The derived verbs are called (ل٣ أُيAlmazid) meaning „the increased‟ and
formed by adding letters before or between the three radicals.
Haywood and Nahmad (1965) claim that the number of derived forms is open to
dispute, but it could be fourteen, and this view is also claimed by Wright (1896),
including the rare and the very uncommon forms; however, Buckley (2004) and
Ryding (2005) highlight ten forms range from (I), the root form, to (X). All these
forms are summarised in the following table:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Form
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

Pattern

Examples
ََ ْ ًَو هزَ ػِْ كَـ َؼـٜكزؼ كهً ك
َْه
ّ
ّ
ّ
َ
ََ ّْ ًَّو هزَ ػِْ كـؼّـٜكزؼ كهًّ ك
َّْه
ٍَـبػـل هـبثـَ ؿـبكه هاهـت هـبرـَ ٗـبهـِ كـَبَػَـ
ََ أهعـغ أثـلع أػـِـْ أفـجـو أعـجـو أٗـيٍ أعـٌِ اَكَـ َؼـ
َرـوـ ّلّ رـٔـ ّوك رـٖـ ّوف رـجـ ّلٍ رـ٘ـلٌّ رـلـوّم رَـلَـؼّـ
َرـلـبػـ
ـو رـجبكٍ رـؼـبٓـَ رـوـبرـَ رـٖـبُـؼٛرـظـب
َاٗـلـؼـ
ـيّ اٗـَـؾت اٗـلكـغ اٗـٖـوفٜاٗـٌـَو اٗـ
َاػزـله افـزـوع اؽـزـوّ اّـزـوى اٗـزـظـو اكـزـؼـ
ّ٘ـ٤ ّك إثـٞإؽـٔـ ّو إٍــ
َّ اِاكـؼـ
َاٍـزقـلّ اٍـزـلَو اٍـزـوـجَ اٍـزـجلٍ اٍـزـ٘ـزـظ اٍـزـلـؼـ
Table (2a) Triliteral Verb Forms

Besides the changing of the verb from intransitive to transitive and vice versa as
mentioned in (5.1.1 Transitivity), semantically, the derived form of a verb sometimes
adds to the meaning of its root and sometimes bears a different meaning. For
example, the verb form (I) ( هطغqata‟a) simply means „to cut‟. When it is derived into
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verb form (II) ( هطّغqatta‟a), its meaning is now „to cut into pieces‟. That is, the
meaning becomes strengthened. But, a verb like (ِْ„ ػalima), which means „to
know‟, changes its meaning when derived to verb form (II), (ِّْ„ ػallama), which
means to teach, and also gives a third meaning when further derived into (IV) (ِْاػ
a‟alm) meaning „to inform‟, though these three different verbs somehow have a
common connotation as they all centre around gaining or giving information.
Sometimes, the verb forms bear the reflexive or passive meaning for each other. For
example the forms (V, VII, and VIII) have the reflexive or passive meaning of form
(I) as ( رلومtafaraqa), ( اٌَٗوinkasara) and ( اعزٔغijtama‟a). The form (VI) has the
reflexive meaning of form (III) as ( ٕبكؼsafaha –  رٖبكؼtasafaha), and the form (X)
could be reflexive form of (IV) such as (ٍِْ اas aslma – َِْ اٍزistaslam). Some other
verbs are very rare and uncommon or restricted to a certain area when derived such
as the form (IX) which is mainly for colours, Thatcher (1922), and Buckley (2004).

5.1.2.2 Quadriliteral Verbs
Quadriliteral verbs consist of four radicals. According to Haywood and Nahmad
(1965) Ryding (2005) Thatcher (1922), and Buckley (2004), there are only four
forms of them. These are summarised in the following table:
No.
1
2
3
4

Form
I
II
III
IV

Pattern

Examples
َ
ََ كـ َؼـِـ
ٖـٔـ٤ـٛ
كؽــوط
ٍٝــوٛ
ْرـوعــ
َرـلـؼـِـ
ْه رـِـؼـضـٞــٛرـــطــوً رـَـِـَــَ رـل
َ كـَبَػَـExtremely rare
ٍَ ٍـٔـإٔ اَكَـ َؼـٛا
Table (2b) Quadriliteral Verb Forms

Wright (1896) and Ryding (2005) mention that quadriliteral verbs are formed in
three ways: First, from the biliteral (a biliteral verb is a verb which has two radicals
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only. It is also termed a „doubled‟ verb, mentioned below). Ryding (2005) terms this
way of formation „reduplicated‟ in which the first two letters are repeated. These two
letters usually express sound or movement as (ًٍٞٝ waswasa – ٍ ىُيzalzala – ىػيع
za‟za‟a). The second way is combining elements from more than one root as (ََٔث
basmala – ٍ ؽٔلhamdala) from saying () اُؾٔل هلل – ثَْ هللا. The third way is borrowing
from another language as (ٖ رِلtalfana).
Buckley (2004) says that only form (II) of the quadriliteral verbs is used much and
the form (III) is extremely rare. The form (II) corresponds to the form (V) of the
triliteral verbs and it, and the form (IV), has the meaning of reflexive or passive. It
can also be derived from some other nouns such as from the noun (ن٣ ىٗلzindiq)
becomes ( ريٗلمtazandaqa).
Based on the existence of the so called (ف اُؼِخٝ ؽوhuruf al‟illah), which are: ( أalif - ٝ
waw - ١ ya), and the existence of „hamza‟, the verbs are also classified into: strong
verbs doubled, hamzated, and weak verbs, (Alsamerrai 2003, Abduhamid 1980, and
Harun 1988). In the following paragraphs, these verb types are briefly discussed
mentioning their structure and their derived forms as well.
1- Strong verb ()انفعم انصحيح. It is the one that does not contain (ٝ waw), (١ ya) or
(ٔيحٛ hamza). A great majority of the example words used in the discussion of the
triliteral and quadriliteral verbs are strong verbs. Yet, the following are some
examples of the strong verbs quoted from both the triliteral and quadriliteral verbs
mentioned above: تٛ مdhahab – ٍِّْ sallama - ٍ رـجـ ّلtabadal -  اٍـزـ٘ـزـظistantaja ً رـــطــوtaghatrasa.
2- Doubled verbs ()انفعم انمضاعف. These are the verbs that have two identical radicals
ُت
mainly the second and the third such as the following examples:  ٓ ّوmarra – هككد
rad81

dtu –  علبفjafaf. It is clear in the first example that the second radical is written with
shadda, and the in the second example, the second radical ( )كis written double while
in the last example, a long vowel separates the repeated radical (ٍ ). This is because
when the doubled radical is not followed by a vowel or not separated by a long
vowel, it is written as one with shadda, Buckley (2004).
3- Hamzated verbs ()انفعم انمٍمُز. Simply, they are the verbs with hamza either as an
initial ()أفل, middle (ٍ )ٍأor final ()هواء.
4- Weak verbs ()انفعم انمعتم. They have the vowel letters ( اalif), (ٝ waw) or (ٟ ya).
The position of these two letters is similar to that of hamza, that is, they can come at
the beginning, in the middle or at the end of the verb. The verb has a special term
according to the position and the number of weak radicals in a verb. When the weak
radical is the initial, the verb is termed as „assimilated – ٍ ‟اُلؼَ أُضبsuch as: َٕٝ
wasala – to come and ٌج٣ yabisa – to dry. Those with weak middle radicals such as
(ٍ هبqala – to say, and  ثبعba‟a - to sell) are called hollow verbs ( فٞ)اُلؼَ االع.
Defective verbs (ٔ )اُلؼَ اُ٘بهare said to be those with final weak radicals as in: ٠ُو
laqa – to meet, and ٠ٓ هrama – to throw away.
Sometimes, two or three radicals in one verb are weak. Doubly weak (ق٤ )اُلؼَ اُِلis
when there are two weak radicals as in ( ّبءsha-a - willing), and very limited verbs
have three weak radicals such as (ٟٝ أawa). These are called treble verbs. Ryding
(2005) and Buckley (2004)

5. 2. Tense
Thatcher (1922), and Haywood and Nahmad (1965) mention that the Arabic
language is poor in tense saying that there are only two tenses, the perfect (the past)
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and the imperfect (the present). As mentioned in the introduction, the tenses in
Arabic are in most cases expressed by the verb. Arabic grammarians like: Alsamerrai
(2003), Abduhamid (1980), Mobarak (1992), Hassan (1995) and Harun (1988),
divide the Arabic verb into three, past, present, and imperative. In this study, the
terms „past‟ and „present‟ are mostly used instead of „perfect‟ and „imperfect‟. This
is to avoid ambiguity and confusion when aspect is explained and when the tenses
are compared to those of the English language in the following chapters.

5.2.1 The past
Basically, the past verb expresses past actions whether these actions are close to the
present or happened long ago such as: ٢و٣و ٕلٚ ؽhadara sadiqi „My friend came‟
(or), my friend has come, and ت اُوعَ ثال هعؼخٛ مdhahaba alrajulu bila raj‟ah. The
man went forever, (or) the man has gone forever. Abduhamid (1980), and Hassan
(1995) say that every verb has a distinctive feature. The markers or the distinctive
features of the past are that the ( رـta), that indicates the doer and the one that marks
the feminine, can be suffixed to it as in:
-

ٍ هبqala

he said

-  هِذqult

I said

-  هبُذqalat

she said.
If a word indicates an action but it does not accept either of these ( رـta), it is said to
be an active participle such as: بدٜ٤ٛ hayhat means „far away to happen/to be. The
other feature of the past verb is that the future particles ( ٍـsa) and (فٍٞ sawfa) can
never be attached to it, ٍ هبqala -* ٍ ٍوبsaqala *ٍف هبٍٞ sawfa qala.
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However, Hassan (1995) and Alsamerrai (2003) report that there are four cases of
the past. First, the verb is morphologically and semantically past. That is, it is in the
past form and it is used to indicate past actions whether these actions took place in
the near or far past, and this use is the most common for the past.
Secondly, the verb is morphologically past but not semantically. The verb is in the
past form, but it could be used for present actions. For example, in what they call
„contract‟ terms, the verb is in the past but it is used to indicate present situations
such as ( ثؼذbi‟t, ذ٣ اّزوishtarayt and جذٛ hibt) means (sold, bought and gave).
Thirdly, the past verb form could be used for future actions especially in some
religious expressions such as in supplications: ( ٍبػلى هللاsa‟adaka Allah) or ( ثبهى هللا
ي٤ كBaraka Allahu fika) meaning (May Allah help you and May Allah bless you).
The past can also be used for future actions to show that these actions are sure to
happen. Besides this, the particles: (ٕ اinna,  اماidha,) as well as ( الla - when used
with oath particle) convert the meaning of the past verb into future.
-

هُٖٞ ا٢ٗلـ كٝ

wa nufikha fi alsur. “And the trumpet shall be blown” (Ya

Sin, verse 51) ( emphasised future event)
-

إ ػلرْ ػلٗب

in „utum „udna. “But if you return to your previous state,

We too will” (Al-Israh, verse 8)
-

َاما عبء اُوع

idha ja-a alrajulu. If the man came.

-

بٛهللا ال ًِٔزي ثؼلٝ

wallahi la kalamtuka ba‟daha. By my God, I will not talk

to you after that.
The fourth case is when the verb is morphologically past but semantically could refer
to the past, present or future as in:
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-

ي هٔذ اّ هؼلد٤ِاء ػٍٞ

sawa-un „alika qumta am qa‟ita. Whether you stand

up or sit down.
-

ال ٍبػلد أُؾزبطٛ

hal la sa‟ata almuhtaj. Will you help the poor?

5.2.2. The present
Morphologically, the present tense verb is just like the past tense in that it has some
distinctive feature. The difference between the present and the past with regard to
these distinctive features is that, in the past tense, the distinctive features, the two (رـ
ta), are usually suffixed to it as mentioned above, whereas in the present the
distinctive features are mostly prefixed. The most common feature is the (ـ٣ ya), (ٌزت٣
yaktub – to write) and (ِؼت٣ yal‟ab – to play). This (ـ٣ ya) is used for the third person
masculine, singular or plural. For the first person ( اa) is used and ( رـta) is used for
third person feminine. Examples:
 اًزتaktub = I write/am writing.
writing.

رٌزت

ٌزت٣

taktub = she writes/is writing

yaktub = he writes/is
ٌٕٞزج٣

yaktbun =

They write/writing.
Another distinctive feature is the ( ٍـsa) which can be prefixed to it, or the particle
(فٍٞ sawfa) which precedes the present tense verb only. Also, the negative particle
(ُْ lam) can be used with the present verb form such as: ٌزت٣ ُْ lam yaktub, but not
*„ ُْ ًزتlam kataba‟. Benmamoun (2000) adds another feature that distinguishes the
present from the past. He says that while the present verb form can be prefixed
or/and suffixed, the past tense is exclusively suffixal. That is, the agreement, gender
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and number are only suffixed to the past verb. The verb ( ًزتkataba) is used below to
explain this:
-

ًزت

ًزجذ

ذ
ًزج ِا

Kataba

katabt

katabti

ًْزجز
katabtum

ًٖزج
katabna

The present verb can be either prefixed or suffixed as in the following examples:
-

ـٌزت٣

رـٌزت

Yaktub

taktub

ٕرـٌزجب

ٕٞـٌزج٣

taktban

yaktbun

Moreover, only the present tense verb can be in indicative, subjunctive or jussive
moods, Ryding (2005). Each of these moods has a special meaning; for example, the
indicative mood has the meaning of factual statements while the subjunctive mood
expresses doubt, desire or wish. The jussive mood when used for imperative
indicates an attitude of command. However, these moods occur under specific
circumstances and sometimes they are determined by some particles such as
subjunctivising (ُٖ lan) which changes the tense into future as in:
-

َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Ahmed works/is working at
the laboratory.

-

َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُٖ

lan ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Ahmed will not work

at the laboratory.
The jussive mood does not carry any particular semantic content and it is only used
in Arabic writing under specific circumstances. Therefore, as this study is mainly
about tenses, it does not focus on the details of these moods; rather, it focuses on the
verb and particles that may accompany it and affects its tense, Ryding (2005).
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There seems to be a different point of view between non-Arab grammarians such as:
Buckley (2004), Ryding (2005), and Haywood and Nahmad (1965), and the Arab
grammarians such as: Alsamerrai (2003), Hassan (1995), and Mobarak (1992)
concerning the use of Arabic present tense. The former state that the present tense
expresses incomplete actions which means that it is used for actions that started in
the past and are continuous through the present to the future. The latter state that it
expresses present or future actions unless a time phrase or the context fixes it to
either present or the future. This means that it could be used to express either present
or future actions. Yet, both views agree on that it is used for the present and the
future as well as the past in some certain structures.
Thus, and according to Hassan (1995), the present tense verb can be used for
situations: first, it is used for the present or the future, and this is considered to be its
common use. If there is no particle, word, or phrase attributing it to either present or
future, its tense is mostly present. That is, it tends to express the present. For
instance, the meaning of the sentence „ َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal
could mean now or tomorrow. Ahmed works/will/work/is working in the laboratory‟
is generally about the present time. If the verb is one of the ( ) اكؼبٍ أُوبهثخ, such as
(ٌبك٣ yakadu), it is closer to the future as in: ت٤َٖ اُطج٣ ٌبك٣ yakadu yasal altabib. The
doctor is about to come. Secondly, it is used for the present only in three cases. AWhen one of the time expressions such as (ٕ االal-an –  اَُبػخalsa‟ah) is used:
ٕ أُؼَٔ اال٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal al-an. Ahmed is working at the
laboratory now.
B- When the verb is used with one of (عٝ ) اكؼبٍ اُْوsuch as ( ّوعshara‟a) as in: ّوع
ِٚٔ ػ٢ اؽٔل كshara‟a Ahmed fi „amalih. Ahmed started/has started his work.
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C- When the verb is negated by (ٌ٤ُ laysa) as in:
واٙى ؽبٌٞ اف٤ُ laysa akhuka hadran. Your brother is not present.
Thirdly, it is used for the future only in three cases: A- If the verb is preceded by
(فٍٞ sawfa) or prefixed with ( ٍـsa) as in:

َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٤ٍ saya‟mal Ahmed fi

alma‟mal. B- In some conditional clauses as (ُٞ law) as in:
-

 ًَ ٓب ػ٘لى ال أًِي٢٘ رؼطُٞ law ta‟tini kula ma „andak la aukalimuk. I will not
talk to you even if you give me all what you have.

C- When used with the subjunctivising particle (ُٖ lan) as in:
َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُٖ

lan ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Ahmed will not work at the

laboratory.
Fourth, it is used for the past. This happens when it is preceded by (ُْ lam, and ُٔب
lama) as in:
َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُْ

lam ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Ahmed did not work in the

laboratory.

5.2.3 Imperative
According to Rev and Thatcher (1922), and Haywood and Nahmad (1965), there are
two aspects of the Arabic verb: perfect (past) and imperfect (present). The
imperative is a modification of the imperfect (present). That is, the imperative is
somehow not considered to be a tense. In addition, Alsamerrai (2003) claims that the
meaning of the imperative is only for requesting something to happen in the future.
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Also, as this study is about the various meanings and uses of tenses, the imperative is
briefly mentioned here.
In terms of its form, the imperative verb is formed by deleting the subject marker
prefix (ـ٣ ya) or the ( رَـta or  رـ ُتtu) from the present verb form in the jussive mood,
Ryding (2005). She conditions the use of the imperative prefix or „the helping
vowel‟ to the pronunciation of the imperative formed. She mentions that if the stem,
after removing the ( رَـta) or/and (  رـ ُتtu), starts with consonant – vowel sequence, it is
left as it is because it is easily pronounceable. For example: رلَوtufassir. When the
prefix ( رـ ُتtu) is removed, the remaining stem is  كَوfassir which is pronounceable,
therefore, it remains as it is without any prefixing. If the remaining verb stem starts
with a consonant cluster, it needs a „helping vowel‟ prefix because the Arabic verbs
do not start with a consonant cluster or a vowel sound. For example, ٌزت٣ yaktub,
becomes * ًزتktub which starts with a consonant cluster. Therefore, this stem breaks
the phonological rule which is why a helping vowel is used for forming the
imperative, so the resulting verb is,  اًزتu-ktub. In order to avoid initial vowels, a
hamza is used at the beginning. Also, this helping vowel depends on the verb form.
In short, while the forms (I, IV, VII, VIII, and X) need helping vowels, the forms (II,
III, V, and VI) do not need them. Also, the verb type i.e. whether the verb is doubled,
hamzated, hollow, assimilated or defective, affects the formation of the imperative.
The following two tables summarise all this:
Form

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

Jussive

فتح

كسّر

ساعد

أنزل

تقدّم

تعامل

انصرف

احترم

-

استخدم

ساعد كسّر

أنزل

تقدّم

تعامل

انصرف

احترم

-

استخدم

Imperative

اِفتح

Table (3a) the Formation of the Imperative According to Verb Forms
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Type

Doubled

Jussive

ٓو

Imperative

ٓو

Hamzated
هواء

ٍٍأ

اِاٍأٍ (ٍَ) اِاهواء

Assimilated

Hollow

Defective

أفل

هقٝ

ٍهب

٠كػ

فل

هق

َه

كع

Table (3b) the Formation of the Imperative According to Verb Type
When the hamza is the initial radical in hamzated verbs, it is dropped to avoid double
hamzas. When it is the middle radical, the imperative could be regular i.e. the
helping vowel is added, or this middle hamza is dropped as is the case with (ٍ)ٍأ
shown in the table. The verb with final hamza is also regular. The verb (ٍ) هب, is
somehow subject dependent. For example, when it is for feminine or plural third
person, the middle radical could be changed into long (waw) as in: ٢ُٞ هquli اُٞٞه
qulu.
Alsamerrai (2003) adds that the imperative could also be formed by prefixing ( ُـla)
as in: غ٤ٔغٌِ اُغ٤ُ liyajlis aljami‟.
In terms of meaning, it is mainly used for future actions only. Alsamerrai (2003)
mentions three situations where the imperative is used:
1- For commands –  اؿِن اُجبةighliq albab. Close the door.
2- For supplications – ٢ُ  اؿلو٢ هثRabi ighfr li. Lord, forgive me.
3- For advice and instructions – ..... اةٞ اؿِن االث,ن اٍزؼَٔ اُلهط٣ ؽبُخ اُؾو٢ كfi halat
alhariq, ista‟ml aldaraj, ighliq alabwab ... . In case of fire, use the stairs, close
the doors ….
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5.2.4 The future
As mentioned in this section that the Arabic tense is divided into two, past, present
including the imperative, the future time is expressed by one of these tenses by
means of some time phrases that indicate future, or with the help of some particles
and prefixes such as (ُٖ lan) and ( ٍـsa, or فٍٞ sawfa). The following paragraph
sheds some light on these tenses when used for future time. Firstly, one of the most
straight forward future time reference is the present tense when prefixed with ( ٍـsa)
or preceded by (فٍٞ sawfa). Alsamerrai (2003) distinguishes between ( ٍـsa, and
فٍٞ sawfa) saying that ( ٍـsa) is used for near future actions while (فٍٞ sawfa) is
for far future actions. He explains this mentioning that the ( ٍـsa) prefix is a
contracted form of (فٍٞ sawfa) and that the contracted forms expresses near actions.
He used the following example to explain this.
-

ب٤ف افوط ؽَُٞ ٍ االَٗبٕ أاما ٓبٓذٞو٣ ٝ wa yaqul alinsan a -idha ma mutu lasawfa
ukhraju hayan. “And says man, What! When I am dead, shall I be brought
forth alive?” (Maryam verse 66).

In the verse, the particle (فَُٞ) is used because he/she thinks that the resurrection is
very far away. This view is also supported by Abdel-Hafiz (2006 –: P 72) who says
that: “… Arabs use the particle sawfa plus the imperfect indicative form of the verb
in order to express remote future. But the particle sa- plus the imperfect indicative
form of the verb is used to express near future time”.
The second future time reference is the present tense itself. As mentioned in the
present tense section that it can be used for present or future actions, especially if the
verb is one of the () اُلؼبٍ أُوبهثخ, such as (ٌبك٣ yakadu), Hassan (1995). For example:
-

ّع اُوبكْٞ االٍجَٜ٤٘زقت اُْؼت هائ٣ yantakhib alsha‟ab ra-isahum alisbu‟ alqadim.
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-

٢ِـ٣ ٌبك أُبء٣ yakadu alma yaghli.

In fact, in the present tense section, two other situations where the present tense is
used for future are also mentioned. They are just restated in the following examples:
1- When the conditional particle (ُٞ law) is used:
-

 ًَ ٓب ػ٘لى ال أًِي٢٘ رؼطُٞ law ta‟tini kula ma „andak la aukalimuk. I will not
talk to you even if you give me all what you have.

2- When the subjunctive particle (ُٖ lan) is used as in:
َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُٖ

lan ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Ahmed will not work at the

laboratory.
Not only the present verb tense can be used for expressing future time, but also the
past tense verb. Such use has been mentioned in the past tense discussion above, and
also quoted here.
One of the uses of the past verb for future time is when one of these particles: (ٕا
inna,  اماidha,) and ( الla) is used with an oath particle.
-

 إ ػلرْ ػلٗبin „utum „udna. “But if you return to your previous state, We too
will” (Al-Israh, verse 8)

-

َ اما عبء اُوعidha ja‟a alrajulu. If the man came.

-

بٛهللا ال ًِٔزي ثؼلٝ wallahi la kalamtuka ba‟daha. By my God, I will not talk to
you after that.

In the following situations where ( اءٍٞ sawaun) and (الٛ hal la), the tense is future:
-

-ي هٔذ اّ هؼلد٤ِاء ػٍٞ

sawaun „alika qumta am qa‟ita. Whether you stand

up or sit down.
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-

ال ٍبػلد أُؾزبطٛ

hal la sa‟ata almuhtaj. Will you help the poor?

In summary, most of the Arab grammarians do not talk about the future as a separate
tense, rather, they include it within the present tense, and as has been previously
mentioned, it could be expressed by some other tenses. However, in this study, the
future tense is deemed as a separate tense with its special markers ( ٍـsa) and (فٍٞ
sawfa). In short, َلؼ٤ٍ sayaf‟al and َلؼ٣ فٍٞ sawfa yaf‟al, is future tense.

5.3. Aspect
As mentioned in section 3.1.2, the aspect is distinguished from tense according to the
time reference. It has also been discussed that Comrie (1976) classifies time
reference into two, absolute tense which refers to the relationship between the time
of the situation and the present moment (the time of the utterance), and the relative
tense that relates the time of the situation to another situation. This latter is said to be
aspects.
Although the Arab grammarians do not talk about Arabic aspect at all, they imply it
when they talk about tenses. For example, Sitrak (1986) and Alsamerrai (2003)
explain that the verb (ٕ ًبkana) can be used with another present verb form for two
different situations, giving a background of a past action (the same as that of the
English past continuous) and talking about habitual past. Based on this, and full
discussion of the aspect in section 3.1.2, the English aspect section – such this
combination of (ٕ ًبkana) and present verb form is considered to be an aspect as the
structure resulting expresses a past action in relation to another past action.
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The discussion of the Arabic aspect here is not based on the three tenses „past,
present and future, that is, it does not talk about past continuous or present perfect
just like those of the English language, rather, it is based on two important words or
particles that play a major role in forming of such Arabic aspect. These are the verb
(ٕ ًبkana) and the particle ( هلqad). These can be used with different tenses and can
be combined together to form different aspects.
The verb (ٕ ًبkana) belongs to a group called ( بٜارٞ افٝ ٕ ًبkana wa akhawatiha –
Kana and its sisters). Apart from the fact that (Kana) and its sisters express the tense
but not the action, they do not seem to have the same semantic meanings as (ًٕب
kana) does. For example, ( إجؼasbaha) is one of the sisters of Kana, it has a
completely different meaning from that of Kana. This section focuses on this verb
(ٕ ًبkana) but not its sisters. This is because it can be used as an auxiliary to form the
aspect as has been mentioned above.
The verb (ٕ ًبkana) can be used as an auxiliary and be combined with other verbs
and particles to form different „tenses references‟ i.e. aspects, (Alsamerrai 2003, Rev
and Thatcher 1922, Ryding 2005, and Buckley 2004). Thus, in this section, (ًٕب
kana) is dealt with as an auxiliary and the accompanying verb is considered as the
main verb. The following is an explanation of such use of (ٕ ًبkana) illustrated by
some examples:
1- General past tense. This is its normal meaning as in:  ًبٕ ػٔو ػبكالًالkana „umar
„adilan. Means – Omar was justic. If the main verb is a past verb, it could mean that
the action occurred once only. The following pair of examples clarifies the
difference in meaning between (ٕ ًبkana) as used with an active participle and a past
form:
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-

 ًبٕ ٓؾٔل ًبرجبkana Mohamed katiban. Mohamed used to be a writer.

-

نا االٓوٛ ٢ ًبٕ ٓؾٔل ًزت كkana Mohamed kataba fi hadha almawdu‟. Mohamed
wrote on this issue.

The first example means that Mohamed used to be a writer, that is, habitual past, but
the second one means that Mohamed wrote about the issue. The writing happened
only once, and does not necessarily mean that he is/was a writer.
2- The habitual or continuous past. When (ٕ ًبkana) is used with a present verb form,
the resulted structure could mean habitual past or it could express an action was
going on at a time. This use is equivalent to the English past continuous.
-

َ٤ُِّ اٞو٣ ٕ ًبkana yaqum alayl. He used to pray during the night. (habitual
past)

-

ِٕذٝ ووا ػ٘لٓب٣ ٕ ًبkana yaqr- „indama wasaltu. He was reading when I
arrived (past continuous).

When used for continuous actions, (ٕ ًبkana) can be followed by a verb in the
present tense form as in the example mentioned above or by an active participle. (ًٕب
kana) with an active participle could express continuous actions or states up to the
present time. This is explained below, but before that a brief introduction of the
active participle mentioned.
The active participles are substantive in that they are inflected like nouns (for
definiteness, gender or number) and that they perform the function of nouns,
adjective, adverbs or verbs, (Abduhamid 1980, Mobarak 1992, Hassan 1995, Ryding
2005, and Harun 1988). Morphologically, they are usually similar to the verb form
(III), but they do not accept the verb prefixes such as the ( رـta) of the doer or the
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feminine ( رـta). The following examples explain these two features of the active
participle: ٌُ عبjalasa with quite long vowel (a) is a verb in form (III) that means „to
sit with‟ as in: ّ ثٌوٚ عبٌُ ٍبُْ إلهبئjalasa Salem asdiqa-uhu bikaram. Salem sat with
his friends kindly. But, ٌُ عبjalis is an active participle means s/he is/was sitting: ٍُْب
٢ٍ اٌُو٠ِ عبٌُ ػSalem jalis „ala alkursi. Salem is sitting on the chair. The difference
between the verbs and the active participles is that the latter cannot be suffixed with
the ( رـta) of the doer for example, i.e. بٜوبر٣ عبَُذ ٕلjalast sadiqatuha, but not * ٢ٛ
٢ٍ اٌُو٠ِ عبَُذ ػhiya jalisat „ala alkursi. The following are some examples of (ًٕب
kana) with active participle:
-

َٔ اُؼ٠ُت اًٛ٘ذ ما

kuntu dhahiban ila al‟amal. I was going to work.

-

غ٤ٔ ًبٗذ ٓقِٖخ ٓغ اُغkanat mukhlisatan ma‟a aljami‟. She was honest with all
of them.

Depending on the context, these two examples could mean that the act of going
„بةٛ ‟اُنis still going on or was going on at a time in the past. In other words, they
have the meaning of either the English past continuous or present perfect.
The auxiliary (ٕ ًبkana) can also be used to express present and even future actions
as in:
ربٞهٞٓ ٖ ًزبثب٤٘ٓ أُؤ٠ِ إ اُٖالح ًبٗذ ػina alsalata kanat „ala almu-mnin kitaban
mayquta. “Indeed, prayer has been decreed upon the believers a decree of specified
times” (Al-Nisa, verse 103) (Present action)
وا٤ َٓزطٙ ًبٕ ّوkana sharuhu mustatira. “and fear a Day whose evil will be
widespread” ( Al-Insan, verse, 7). (Future event).
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As is the case with the use of the past verb for future events to emphasise the
occurrence of the action, explained in the past verb form use above, this later use
also falls under the emphasise purposes.
The future markers ( ٍـsa) and (فٍٞ sawfa) can also be used with the auxiliary (kana
to express future events. The difference between (ٌٕٞ٤ٍ sayakun) and ( ٌٕٞ٣ فٍٞ
sawfa yakun) is that the latter can be negated while the former cannot, although
Alsamerrai (2003) says that (فٍٞ sawfa) is an emphasising particle while (ُٖ lan) is a
negation particle, therefore they cannot be used in a sentence.
-

ٕ االٓو ٕؼتٌٞ٤ٍ

-

الٍٜ ٕ االٓوٌٞ٣ ُٖ فٍٞ sawfa lan yakun al-amr sahlan.

-

* ٕ االٓو ٕؼتٌٞ٤ٍ ُٖ

sayakun al-amr sa‟ban.

lan sayakun al-amr sa‟ban.

It will be difficult.
It will not be easy.
It will not be difficult.

For continuous aspect, only participles can follow the auxiliary „ٌٕٞ٤ٍ sayakun‟
because the particles (فٍٞ/ً sa/sawfa) are for future therefore cannot be followed
by a present verb, as in:
-

ُل ٗبئٔبُٕٞ اٌٞ٤ٍ بٛ„ ػ٘لindaha sayakun alwalad na-iman. That time, the boy
will be sleeping. (participle)

-

*ّ٘ب٣ ُلُٕٞ اٌٞ٤ٍ بٛ„ ػ٘لindaha sayakun alwalad yanam. That time, the boy will
be sleeping. (present verb)

The second particle that is used to form an aspect is ( هلqad). Harun (1988) mentions
that this particle can be followed by a verb only. Rev and Thatcher (1922), Buckley
(2004) and Hassan (1995) say that ( هلqad) has three meanings: emphasising the
occurrence of an action, the occurrence of an expected action and finally making a
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past action close to the present. This last meaning is the focus of this discussion. (هل
qad) precedes an affirmative past verb to make it close to the present.
-

هل هبٓذ اُٖالح

qad qamat alsalat. The prayer has started.

-

َهل ٓبد اُوع

qad mata alrajulu. The man has died.

When the sentence is negative, (ُْ lam) or ( ٓبma) are usually used.
-

َٔذ اُوع٣ ُْ

-

*َ ُْ هل ٓبد اُوعlam qad mata alrajulu. The man has not died.

lam yamut alrajulu . The man did not die.

The particle ( هلqad) also indicates a past action that occurred before another past
action as in:
-

ً هل ٗبّ اُ٘بٝ  كفِذdakhaltu wa qad nama alnasu. I came in when everyone had
slept.

This means that the particle ( هلqad) can make the verb far past or near past according
to the context. Haywood and Nahmad (1965) and Sitrak (1986) have also drawn such
a conclusion. They said that ( هلqad) makes the verb definitely past perfect or it may
make it „present perfect‟ as that of the English language.
The verb (ٕ ًبkana) and the particle ( هلqad) can be used together to form further
aspects. Wright (1896) and Buckley (2004) assert that „when one of two or more
pluperfect is an interior to the rest in point of time, it is indicated by means of the
particle ( هلqad) and the verb (ٕ ًبkana)‟. Sitrak (1986) adds that this combination of
( هلqad) and (ٕ ًبkana, in the imperfect „present form‟) can be used for different
aspects in the future. All these past, present and future aspects formed by ( هلqad) and
(ٕ ًبkana) are shown in the following examples:
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-

ّخ اُؼبّ اُوبك٣ي٤ِ هل كهً االٗغ٢و٣ٕ ٕلٌٞ٤ٍ sayakun sadiqi qad darasa alanqliziyah
al‟am alqadim. My friend will have studied English next year.

-

اعتُٞ اُلَٖ كان قد ًزت ا٠ُو اٚ„ ػ٘لٓب ؽndama hadara ila alfasl kana qad
kataba alwajib. When he came to the class, he had written his homework.

The two „markers‟ of the future aspect can be separated by the subject as shown in
the first example, and the future prefix ( ٍـsa) can be omitted without affecting the
tense or the meaning:
ّخ اُؼبّ اُوبك٣ي٤ِ هل كهً االٗغ٢و٣ٕ ٕلٌٞ٣ yakun sadiqi qad darasa alanqliziyah

-

al‟am alqadim. My friend will have studied English next year.
Also, the particle ( هلqad) of the past aspect can precede the two verbs as in:
-

ٚهل ًبٗذ اٗنهد إ رؼزوٝ wa qad kanat andhart an ta‟tiqahu. She had promised that
she would set him free, Wright (1896).

5.4. Voice
As is the case with Arabic tenses which are mostly expressed by verb, the Arabic
passive is also expressed by the verb by means of some phonological changes,
Alsamerrai (2003), Haywood and Nahmad (1965), Ryding (2005) and Buckley
(2004). Yet, before discussing the passive formation, the situations where the passive
is used are introduced first. Mohamed (2006) and Abdulghani (2012), mentioned
many uses of the passive. These can be summarised in the following points:
1- For avoiding personal involvement. This is particularly performed in some
academic essays or formal speeches where the writer/speaker tends to avoid using the
pronoun ( اٗبana) „I‟. For example:
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-

 أٌُِْخٙنُٜ ٍِٞاٌهزُت ِاو َؽذ ثؼ٘ اُؾ

uqturihat ba‟d alhlul li hadhih almushkilah.

Some resolutions for the problem have been suggested.
Instead of saying:
-

 أٌُِْخٙنُٜ ٍِٞ اٗب اهزوؽذ ثؼ٘ اُؾana iqtarahtu ba‟d alhlul li hadhih almushkilah.
I have suggested some resolutions for the problem.

2- When the agent is not known. This simply means that the person performing the
action is not known to the writer/speaker.
-

 ُتً ِاَو اُيعبطkusira alzujaj. The glass was broken.

3- When the agent is known to the hearers/readers. This particular use is found in
Quran verses and religious preaches. For example:
-

لب ًال٤ؼٙ ٕ ُتفِِان االَٗبKhuliqa alinsan da‟ifan. Mankind was created weak”. (AlNisa, verse 28). It is well-known that Allah (God) created man.

4- When the action is more important than the doer, or when emphasising and
ensuring that the action is done. In fact, this depends on the context or/and the
writer/speaker‟s intention. The first sentence below is an active sentence which
means that it is Khalid who broke the window but not Ahmed or Anis, while the
second sentence is passive. It simply means that the window is broken i.e. the action
or event is existent but it is not important who did it.
-

ًَو فبُل اُ٘بكلح

kasara Khalid alnafidah. Khalid broke the window.

-

ُتً ِاَود اُ٘بكلح

Kusirat alnafidah. The window was broken.

Alsamerrai (2003) adds to such use the situations where there are two objects. He
uses the following example to explain this:
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-

٘بهاًال٣ ٓؾٔل ك٠ اُتػ ِاطu‟tiya Mohamed dinaran. Mohamed was given a dinar.

-

٘بهاًال ٓؾٔلاًال٣ ك٠ اُتػ ِاطu‟tiya dinaran Mohamed. A dinar was given to Mohamed.

In the first sentence, the focus is on Mohamed but in the second sentence, the focus
is on the „dinar‟, i.e. how much has been given to Mohamed.
Unlike the English language where the agent can be mentioned in passive sentences
by the preposition „by‟, the passive in the Arabic language is not normally used
when the agent is mentioned. However, Haywood and Nahmad (1965) say that in
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), this rule can be broken especially in journalism.
The agent is introduced to the passive structure by means of some phrases such as
(َ ٖٓ هجmn qibal) and (ل٣ ٠ِ„ ػala yad).
Grammatically, it is clear that only transitive verbs (4.2.2) can be in the passive. For
example, the intransitive verb „  عٌِ ٓؾٔلjalasa Mohamed‟ cannot be passive.
Syntactically, not only the verb changes its vowel system, but also the sentence
changes its structure in that the object of the verb becomes the subject which is
called (َ ٗبئت اُلبػna-ib alfa‟il) meaning „the deputy or representative of the doer. The
following are examples of the syntactic structure of the passive as compared to the
active structure.
-

و اُ٘بكلح٤٘ٓ ًَو

kasara Munir alnafidah.

Munir broke the window.

kusirat alnafidah.

The window was broken.

(Active)
-

ُتً ِاَود اُ٘بكلح
(passive)

So, the noun ( اُ٘بكلحalnafidah = the window) is the object in the first sentence but it is
(َ ٗبئت اُلبػna-ib alfa‟il) in the second. The change of the word positions has nothing
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to do with the meaning of the passive, but this change depends on whether or not the
sentence is a verbal or a nominal sentence. The example above is a verbal sentence
and the one below is the same but is a nominal sentence. In this example, the object
structurally takes the position of the subject but is semantically the same:
-

و ًَو اُ٘بكلح٤٘ٓ

Munir kasara alnafidah.

Munir broke the window.

(Active)
-

اُ٘بكلح ُتً ِاَود

Alnafidah kusirat .

The window was broken.

(passive)

5.4.1 Arabic Passive Verb Formation
Based on the formation of the passive verbs, Ryding (2005) distinguishes two types
of passive, inflectional and derivational passive. The former is formed by means of
the shift of vowel patterns of the active verbs and it is also known as apophonic
passive. The latter is formed by means of derivational processes.

5.4.1.1 Inflectional Passive
Haywood and Nahmad (1965), Buckley (2004) and Ryding (2005) posit it that
„damma‟ and „kasra‟ are the vowels that are mostly used for forming the passive
irrespective of the varied vowels of the active verb. The „damma‟ is a small diacritic
put above the inflected radical or letter and it is pronounced /u/. The „kasra‟ is a
small diacritic put beneath the inflected radical or letter and it is pronounced /i/. For
example: the letter or the sound ( ًـk -), when marked by the damma or kasra
becomes ( ُتًـku) and ( ِاًـki).
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In fact, there is a third vowel „diacritic‟ that is used for forming the passive. This is
called fatha which is also a small diacritic put above the inflected radical or letter
and pronounced as /a/:  ًَـka. This vowel is commonly used for the present passive.
Haywood and Nahmad (1965) emphasise the rule of the damma saying that it draws
the reader‟s attention to the fact that the verb is passive. Yet, it is now common that
these vowels are not written in MSA, but the readers pronounce them because the
passive can also be inferred from the syntax of the structure or/and the context. The
following table summarises the vowelling system according to the verb formations,
i.e. triliteral and quadriliteral verbs and verb types:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Form
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

No.
1
2
3
4

Form
I
II
III
IV

Active
Example
Passive
ََ كَـ َؼـ
َهز
َكُت ِاؼ
ّ
ََ كَـؼّـ
ِْ ػ
َِّكُتؼ
َ
َكـَبػَـ
َهبر
َ ِاػٞكُت
ََ اَكَـ َؼـ
أعـجـو
َاُتك ِاؼ
َرَـلَـؼّـ
ّرـوـ ّل
none
َرـلـبػـ
ـوٛرـظـب
rare
َاٗـلـؼـ
ّـيٜاٗـ
َاٗـلـؼـ
َاكـزـؼـ
اٍزٔغ
َاُت ْكـزـ ِاؼـ
َاكـؼـ
إؽـٔـ ّو
none
َاٍـزـلـؼـ
ٍاٍـزـجل
َاُتٍْـزُتـ ْلـ ِاؼـ
Table ( 4a ) The Passive of the Triliteral Verb

Examples
َهُتزِا
ُِّْتػ
َهُتز
اُتعجِاو
none
rare
none
اُتٍزٔغ
none
ٍاُتٍْـزُتـ ْج ِال

pattern
Examples
ُت
ََ كَـ َؼـِـ
ٖـٔـ٤ـٛ
َكـؼـِِاـ
ٖـ ِأـ٤ُتـٛ
َرـلـؼـِـ
rare
َرـلـؼـِـ
rare
َكـَبَػَـ
rare
َكـَبَػَـ
rare
ُت
َ
َ
َ
ََ اكـ َؼِــ
ٕـٔـأٛا
ََ اكـؼُتـِِاــ
ٕـ ُتٔـأِاٛاُت
Table ( 4b ) The Passive of Quadriliteral Verbs

Thus, as shown in these two tables, the vowelling system of the past passive verbs is
the same for both the triliteral and the quadriliteral verbs in that the first radical is
damma /u/ and the one before the last is kasra /i/.
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The passive of the present verb is similar to that of the past with regard to the damma
on the first radical, but in the present verb, fatha is used instead of the kasra of the
past verb. This is the case for both triliteral and quadriliteral verbs. This is illustrated
below:
خ٣ُٜٞ ا٠ُِتـوـزَـَ اُـٔوء ػ٣  هـلQad yuqtal ilmaru „ala alhawiyah. A man may be

-

killed based on his identity. (The passive of a present triliteral verb).
ـخ٤ اُؼـوث٠ـوع َٔـذ اُـ
ل ٖٓ اٌُزت رُت ِا٣ اُؼلal‟adid mn alkutub turjimat ila al‟arabiyah.

-

Many books have been translated into Arabic language. (The passive of a
present quadriliteral verb).
Some of the other types of the verbs „doubled, hamzated, assimilated, hollow and
defective‟ have different characteristics when changed into passive.
Type

Passive
past

Double
d
ػل
„d
ػُتـ َّدل
„uda

Passive
present

ُتـ َؼـ ّل٣
yu‟ad

Active

Hamzated
qara-a هواء
ـواء
هُت ِا
quri-a

ٍٍأ
أفن
sa-ala
akhadha
ٍَُتئ
أُت ِافن
su-ila
ukhidha

ـُتوـوا٣
ٍُتـَأ٣
ؤفن٣
yuqayus-al
yu-khadh

Assimilated
غٙٝ
wad‟a
 َغٙ
 ِاُٝت
udi‟a
غٙٞ٣
yuda‟

Hollow
ٍهب
qala
َ٤ه
qiila
ٍُتـوـب٣
yuqal

Defecti
ve
٠كػ
da‟a
٢َ كُتػ
du‟iya
٠َ ُتـلػ٣
yud‟a

Table (4c) the Passive of the non-strong Verb Types
As shown in the table above, besides the change of the vowelling system, there are
also some morphological changes of some verbs. For example, in the past middle
hamzated verb, the middle letter or „vowel‟ ( اa) is deleted but the hamza remains,
that is, the (a) becomes (i), but for the present passive the verbs remain the same and
only the vowelling system changes. This also applies to the present hollow verb
where the middle long vowel, which changes to long /i/ in the past passive, remains
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the same in the present passive. This addition is similar to the initially hamzated verb
(ؤفن٣ yu-khadh).
In the passive of the present verb (غٚ٣ yada‟), the letter (ٝ waw) is pronounced as a
long vowel /u/ and added after the present prefix (ـ٣ ya). There are no morphological
changes in the doubled, initial and final hamzated, assimilated and defective past
verbs; however, the last vowel of this defective verb becomes (ـ٣ ya).
When the verb is followed by a prepositional phrase, it is not usually inflected for
number or gender. It remains in the third masculine singular. Such use of this passive
is termed „impersonal passive‟, Buckley (2004):
- كٞ أُلو٠ِػُتـضو ػ

„uthira „ala almafqud. The missed has been found.

(Third

masculine singular)
- ك حٞ أُلو٠ِػُتـضو ػ

„uthira „ala almafqudah. The missed has been found. (Third

feminine singular)
- ٖ٣كٞ أُلو٠ِػُتـضو ػ

„uthira „ala almafqudin. The missed have been found. (Plural)

5.4.1.2 Derivational Passive
As shown in table (3a), some of the derived verbs have passive or reflexive
meanings. These verb forms are: (V, VII) and sometimes the form (IX) of the
triliteral verbs, and the verb form (II) of the quadriliteral verbs, Ryding (2005).
Examples of these passive verb forms are put in sentences for further clarifications:
-

Verb form (V) َ رؾطٔذ اُطبئوح – رَـلـؼّـtahatamat alta-irah. The plane crashed.

-

Verb form (VII) َ اِاٗـلـؼّـ- اٌَٗو اُجبة
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inkasara albab. The door broke.

-

Verb form

(IX) َّ  اِاكـ َؼـ- ٜٚعٝ إؽٔو

Ihmar wajhuh.

-

Verb form

(II – quadriliteral) َرـلـؼـِـ

غُٙٞه اٞٛرل

He blushed.

tadahwara alwad‟.

The situation got worse.

Alsamerrai (2003) explains the difference between the derivational and inflectional
passive, particularly the verb forms (َ كُتـ ِاؼـfu‟il) and ( َ اٗـلـؼـinfa‟al). He mentions
that the passive form (َ كُتـ ِاؼـfu‟il) means that the action is external while in the
passive form ( َ اٗـلـؼـinfa‟al) the action seems to be internal.
 اما اُجؾبه كُتـ ِاغـودٝ wa idha albihar fujirat. “And when the seas are erupted.” (Al-infitar
verse, 3). The event of the explosion is external, that is, something made them
explode or someone exploded them.
٘بًال٤ اص٘ب ػْو ػٚ٘ٓ وة ثؼٖبى اُؾغو كبٗـلـغـودٙ اidrib bi „asaka alhajr fa infajarat minhu
ithnata „ashr „aynan. "Strike with your staff the stone." And there gushed forth from
it twelve springs,” (Al-Baqarah verse, 60). Here the explosion is internal, that is, the
rocks exploded by themselves.
Alsamerrai goes on to say that while some other Semitic languages use the verb form
( َ اٗـلـؼـinfa‟al), the Arabic language tends to use the form (َ كُتـ ِاؼـfu‟il).
Besides this, the passive participle (ٍٞ ) اٍْ أُلؼis also used in passive constructions.
Ameen (2012) and Ryding (2005) say that the passive participle is a descriptive term
that describes the object of the action. In terms of function, the passive participle can
be used as a noun, or an adjective as in:
-

ةٝو أُْوٚؽ
 اُت ِاauhdira almashrub. The drinks have been brought. (Noun)

-

هخٝبهح أَُو٤َُ اalsayarah almasruqah. The stolen car. (Adjective).
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In the following example, the passive participle bears the meaning of passive:
-

هخٝبهح َٓو٤َُ اAlsayarah masruqah. The car is stolen.

Morphologically, the passive participle can be in one of three forms: „ ََ ُتٓلبػmufa‟al‟
as ََ ُتٓوبر- ب َهةٚٓ ُت, in the form of „ٍٞ ٓلؼmaf‟ul‟ such as „كٖٞة – ٓوٝوٚٓ , or in the
form of „َ٤ كؼfa‟iil‟ such as ( َ٤ؼ – هز٣) عو. However, it is the second from „ٍٞٓلؼ
maf‟ul‟ that typically has the passive meaning.
However, there seems to be a different structure that is used instead of the passive
especially in MSA. This structure uses the verb (ْ رـtamma). Buckley (2004)
mentions that this verb (ْ رـtamma), which means „to be achieved or to take place‟, is
sometimes used with a verbal noun to paraphrase the passive constructions. For
example:
-

ٗ كُت ِاؾٔ اُؼوfuhis al‟ard. The proposal was examined. (passive)

-

ٗ رـْ كؾٔ اُؼوtamma fahs al‟ard. Literally translates to (the examination of
the proposal took place/achieved. However, its translation is normally similar
to that of the passive structure.

5.5 Summary
This chapter has discussed Arabic verbs and tenses mentioning the relationships
between the verb and the tense. The Arabic tenses which are only three, past, present
and imperative, are mainly expressed by the verb. Therefore, a big portion of this
section is devoted to the verb forms and tenses. First, the verbs are syntactically
divided into two: transitive and intransitive verbs. The former can have an object
while the latter does not. Under this topic, it is mentioned that some of the transitive
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verbs can have more than one object. When such verbs have two objects, they are
called ditransitive or doubly transitive verbs, while the verbs with three objects, only
seven of them, are referred to as tritransitve verbs. Moreover, a transitive verb can be
intransitive when it is in (َ اٗلؼinfa‟al) form and the intransitive verb can be
transitive. This occurs in three cases: first, when it is prefixed with „hamza‟,
secondly when it is in the form of (َّ)كؼ, and thirdly is when the verb is followed by
the preposition (  ثـbi-).
The verbs are then divided according to their morphology, that is, the verb forms. In
terms of verb form, there are two verb categories, triliteral and quadriliteral verbs.
The triliteral verbs basically consist of three letters or radicals, of which there are ten
forms. The quadriliteral verbs consist of four and there are only four forms. Besides
this, the verbs are also divided into: strong verbs doubled, hamzated, and weak
verbs. Some of these are further subdivided such as the hamzated verbs in which the
hamza can be initial, middle or final. The weak verbs are also divided into:
assimilated in which the weak radical is initial, hollow with the weak radical in the
middle, and finally defective in which the weak radical comes at the end.
The main focus of this chapter is on Arabic tense and aspect. Three tenses have been
discussed, past, present, and imperative. The future tense „time‟ is also dealt with
although it is not distinguished as a separate tense by Arabic grammarians. It is
mentioned that each tense, i.e. the past and present, can be used for actions and
situations which occur in different tenses. In other words, the past, for example, can
be used for present situations mainly in what so-called „contract terms‟ or even
future events particularly in some religious expressions such as in supplications or to
show that these actions are sure to happen. On the other hand, the present tense can
be used to express future actions besides present situations. In fact, three cases make
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the present verb form used for the present only. First when one of the time
expressions such as (ٕ االal-an –  اَُبػخalsa‟ah) are used. Secondly, when the present
verb is used with one of (عٝ)اكؼبٍ اُْو, and finally, when the verb is negated by (ٌ٤ُ
laysa). The present is used for the future also in three cases: A- when preceded by
(فٍٞ sawfa) or prefixed with ( ٍـsa), B- when used in some conditional clauses such
as (ُٞ law), and C- When used with the particle (ُٖ lan) The present verb is also used
for the past. This happens when it is preceded by (ُْ lam, and  ُٔبlama).
As far as the aspect is concerned, it is not distinguished by grammarians as a separate
topic in Arabic tenses; yet, some of these grammarians such as Alsamerrai (2003),
Hassan (1995), Alhawary (2011), Ryding (2005) and Buckley (2004), have
implicitly indicated the Arabic aspect. They mentioned two important words used to
form the aspect. These are the verb (ٕ ًبkana) and the particle )  هلqad). The verb (ًٕب
kana) can be used for:
1- General past.

2- Habitual past.

3- Continuous past.

The particle )  هلqad) can be used for: 1- making a past action close to the present 2indicating that a past action that happened before another past action.
This particle )  هلqad) can be combined with the verb (ٕ ًبkana) to form further
aspects such as in: تٛ ًبٕ هل مkana qad dhahaba which means in English „he had
gone‟, and ٚٔزٜٓ ًَٕٔ هل اٌٞ٤ٍ sayakun qad akmala muhimatuh, means „he will have
finished his mission, that equals the English future perfect.
For the passive, the last part of this section dealt with the voice of the Arabic
language. It is similar to Arabic tenses in that the Arabic passive is also expressed by
the verb by means of some phonological changes. Two types of passive are
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mentioned, inflectional and derivational passive. Simply, the inflectional passive is
formed by means of some phonological changes of the verb. Three common vowels
are used, damma, kasra and fahta. The damma and the kasra are mainly used for past
passive and the damma and the fatha are used for present passive. The derivational
passive is formed by some verb forms. Some derived forms have reflexive or passive
meaning such as the forms: (V, VII) and sometimes the form (IX) of the triliteral
verbs, and the verb form (II) of the quadriliteral verbs. It is also mentioned that the
Arabic language tends to use the inflectional more than the derivational passive.
Finally, this section of the passive concluded that the passive is sometimes
paraphrased by using the verb (ْ رـtamma).
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Chapter Six
TAV in Libya Dialects

This chapter deals with the dialects of Libyan Arabic particularly that of the Western
part of Libya‟s „Zintan town‟. The reason for choosing this particular town to
represent the Libyan dialects is due to two facts. First, the informants of the main
part of the study, the use and acquisition of the English TAV by the Libyan learners
of English, are from this town which is my home town. This, in turn, makes it easier
for me to conduct the (LD) tests that need an establishment of rapport with the
informants. Second, I am from this town which means that I can also be an
informant. In fact, some researchers have depended on themselves as a main source
of data when studying dialects. For example, a very similar study was conducted on
Libyan Arabic entitled “Tense and Aspect in English of Arabic Speaking Students”
is by Ageli (1989) who gained most, if not all, of his data from being an LA speaker
himself. He says “… in my description of the LA, I will depend on my
introspection”. Eisle (1999) who studied tense and aspect in Cairene Arabic also says
that the initial source for his data is based on his own experience.
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the purpose of this study is to
investigate the extent to which the concept of TAV of MSA or of LD affects the use
and/or the acquisition of the English TAV, therefore the study of the Libyan dialect
aims at highlighting the use of TAV in this town. In particular, this study aims at
investigating whether the concepts of TAV exist in the Zintan Libyan dialect, and to
what extent this existence/non-existence affects the use of the English TAV by the
students writing in English. This means that the aim here is to see whether or not a
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particular structure exists in Zintan dialect regardless of its subtle syntactic and
morphological details.
The main procedure followed in this study is reading and surveying written literature
on Arabic dialects in general, that is, it includes studies of Arabic dialects from
different Arabic countries especially those close to the targeted town such as,
Tunisia, Morocco as well as the few studies on Libyan dialects. In terms of TAV,
according to Ageli (1989), and Ahmed (2008), very few studies have included
Libyan Arabic dialects. There is no study on TAV of the Libyan dialects used in the
targeted town (Zintan). Because of all this, the reading and surveying of Arabic
dialects is compared and contrasted to the particular study made on this particular
town (Zintan). This particular study is conducted in two forms: focus group and
conversation recordings as mentioned in the research methods section and in the
introduction of the Conversation Recording section.
The first technique used for obtaining data is focus group. The purpose of this
method is to gain data on the existence of TAV in Libyan dialects. More precisely,
what the equivalent of the modern standard Arabic TAV in Libyan dialects are, and
how a tense, aspect or passive structure is expressed when one of these structures
does not exist in this dialect.

This method of data collection involves twelve sentences written in modern standard
Arabic, which the participants are asked to say in their local dialects. The twelve
sentences are meant to express a variety of grammatical structure. The participants‟
responses are recorded, transcribed and then compared and contrasted to see the
grammatical similarities or differences between the MSA and the LD.
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This technique of translation is also used by Mitchell (1952) who studied active
participle in Cyrenaica. He mentioned that “Examples are given throughout in
Arabic script and follow the method used by my informant for writing his dialect” (P
11).

The group discussion took place inside classrooms for many reasons. First, it saves
time in that it would take a long time to select subjects, persuade them to participate
and explain the purpose of the study to them. Second, for the validity of the research,
the participant of this part should be around the same age as that of the university
students. This is because dialects are more dynamic and changeable than standard
language. Holmes (1995), for example, says that younger people tend to use new
words and innovative forms while older people tend to be conservative and continue
to use the words that they learnt in their teenage years. For these reasons, I prefer to
investigate the dialects of the students themselves.
The second technique is conversation recording. The focus group technique is meant
to determine the existence/non-existence of the tenses, aspect and voice in (LD), but
conversation recordings aim to reveal the extent to which a certain tense is used in
(LD). For example, the present perfect tense is expressed in (LD) with the word (ق٤ً
kif), as in: ػ اؽٔلٝق ه٤ً Kif rawah Ahmed. According to the discussion of tense in
the previous chapter, the perfect (the past) is used for the present prefect instead of
the simple past. This means that some tenses are used alternatively or that some
tenses are limited to certain situations. In other terms, these recordings reveal the
pragmatic use of the TAV, i.e. which of the TAV structures are really used.
Complementray to conversation recordings, extracts from Facebook have also been
used.
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The mechanisms used for analysing all those conversations and Facebook extracts
are as follows: first the recordings are transcribed and then the tenses and verbs are
underlined and counted. These tenses and verbs are compared and contrasted to
those of modern standard Arabic, i.e. how a certain sentence in the (LD)
conversation is supposed to be in the (MSA). This step is needed in the comparison
and contrast of the (LD), (MSA) discussed in the following section.
These sentences and their equivalent tenses in modern standard Arabic are tabulated.
The following sentence from the conversation is used here to demonstrate this:
EXAMPLE (ZD)

EXAMPLE (MSA)

Tense

بٜ٘٤وح هاكؼ٤ػخ ًجٞٔٓغ

وح افلد٤ػخ ًجٞٔٓغ

Passive

Majmu‟a kabirah raf‟inha

Majmu‟atin kabirah ukhidat

Simple past

Table (5) Comparing and Contrasting the Tenses Used in the
Conversation Recording to their Equivalents in both Modern
Standard Arabic and English Languages

6.1. Tense
As is the case with modern standard Arabic analysis through which the tenses are
mainly investigated by discussing the verb, the tenses in Libyan dialects are also, to
some extent, discussed by analysing the verb. However, the context and some other
parts of speech could also affect the tense, Cuvalay-Haak (1997). For example, the
preposition (٢ كfi) changes the tense of the following sentences from future to present
continuous:
-

بهح٤َُ إِؼ اٞٓؾٔل ر

Mahamed taw isalah isayara. Mahamed will repair

the car.
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-

بهح٤َُ ا٢ إِؼ كٞٓؾٔل ر

Mahamed

taw

isalah fi isayara. Mahamed is now

repairing the car.
The meaning of the first sentence is a kind of promise in the future, but the use of the
preposition makes the meaning present continuous.
The discussion of LD tenses and voice here is done through investigating the verb
forms as well as some other parts of speech, particularly, participles and some
adverbs.
Tense in Arabic dialects in general is divided into two, past and present or what
many researchers term, perfect and imperfect (Abdunnabi 2000, Ageli 1989, AbuHaidar 1970, Owens 1984, Mitchell and Al-Hassan 1994, Brustad 2000, and
Benmamoun 2000).
The future tense is considered a part of the imperfect tense formed via certain
prefixes, Eisele (1999). This is discussed later on in this section, and the future is
mentioned and dealt with as a separate tense.

6.1.1 The Past (Perfect)
Abdunnabi (2000) and Harvey (1979) claim that the past is formed by attaching
suffixes and the present by prefixes, and this claim is supported by Mitchell and AlHassan (1994) saying that tense and aspect are inflectional categories. However, it is
mentioned in the discussion of modern standard Arabic that the third person singular,
masculine perfect verb is used as a paradigm in dictionaries. Taking this into
consideration, the past verb form in Arabic dialects, at least in Libyan dialects, is the
basic verb form and the inflections are only for gender or plurality. For example, the
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verbs ( ُؼتla‟b), ( ًزتkatab) and (ٌِْ رtakalm), are considered the basic verb form and
they are past verbs, the suffixes are only for gender or plurality ( ُؼجذla‟bt), (ًزجذ
katabt) and ( رٌِٔذtakalmt), for gender, and (اٞ ُؼجla‟bu), (اٞ ًزجkatebu) and ( اٌِٞٔر
takalmu) for plural. So, contrary to what Abdunnabi claims, the perfect form is not
formed by any inflections. This case is similar to the normal base verb form of
English such as „go, come speak etc‟.
The main function of the past verb is to express past tense whether it is timeless past,
definite past or actions that have just occurred. Ageli (1989) introduces five
situations where the past is used. These five situations are: an indefinite past time, an
action which took place at a definitive past time, an action that has just taken place,
an action that precedes another past action (discussed in the aspect section below),
and optative expressions. That is, as summarised by Abdunnabi (2000), the past verb
form corresponds to the English simple past, past perfect and present perfect
depending on the context or pragmatics. For example, the phrase ( ػٝ ه٠ْٓ msha
rawah) could mean he has just gone home, he went home, or he had gone home.
-

١ّٞ َػ هجٝ ه٠ْٓ

msha rawah qabil shwai. He has gone home.

-

ٌٓػ اٝ ه٠ْٓ

msha rawah amis. He went home yesterday.

-

ػ هجَ ٓب رجلا اُؾلِخٝ ه٠ْٓ msha rawah qabil ma tbda ilhafla. He had gone home
before the start of the party.

According to the five situations mentioned by Ageli, the main use of the past tense is for
past action, yet, it could be used for non-past action particularly in proverbs and
invocations or as mentioned above in supplication expressions such as in (  فِق ٓب ٓبد٢ُ اIli
khalif ma mat) and ( ي٤ ثبهى هللا كBaraka Allahu fik), Mitchell and Al-Hassan (1994). Other
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tense forms are used for past actions. Such this is mentioned in the discussion of the other
tenses.
The conversation recordings show conformity with the five situations, in addition,
they reveal two ways used for expressing the past. The first is the use of the past verb
form and the second is by using participles.
-

ْٜ٤ُ خ بعثت هٍبُخ ٌّو٤ِ٣اُْوًخ اُجواىٝ wa isharika ilbarasiliya ba’atit rsalt shukur
lihum. The Brazilian company sent an acknowledgement letter to them.
(simple past verb form)

-

ٙٝ٘طو٤ْ ثٜٗ اٙجاتا اّبه

jata isharah inhum binatruh. He received a signal that

they would topple him.

The following are examples of the use of participles:
- ٘به٣ ك150 ٍبُْ امحُل

Salim imhawil 150 dinar. LT: Salim transferred 150 dinars.

- ٌّٟٞ  اُغٔبػخ امقدميهAljama‟a imgadmin shakwa. They submitted a compliment.
- بهاد٤ٍ ياخد

Yakhid sayarat. He took cars.

Although there is a normal past form for each of the above verbs, (ٍٞ ؽhawil), (اٞٓهل
gadamu) and ( فلاkhada), participles are commonly used. This fact is also supported
by the findings of Ageli‟s (1989) Ph-D study which shows that “LA uses the
participle (َ اٍْ اُلبػIsm alfa‟al) in context where MSA employ the simple present”.
In fact, Mitchell (1952), who investigated the active participle in an Arabic dialect of
Cyrenaica, says that the use of the participle is a feature of Bedouin dialects as
opposite to Benghazi speech. He says “…where the Bedouin dialect has the
participle, Benghazi speech usually shows the perfect tense” (P:32).
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Ther following examples show the use of participles for past action:
وح رافعيىٍا٤ػخ ًجٞٔ ٓغMajmu‟a kabira raf’inha. Means: A large group has been
arrested.
Perhaps one explanation for the use of the participle rather than the past form is that
the focus is on the fact and not on the action per se. That is, the speaker reports the
action as a fact. So, in (LD), the sentences ( ٘به٣ ك150 ٍٞ ٍبُْ آؾSalim imhawil 150
dinar) and (بهاد٤ٍ بفل٣ Yakhid sayarat) refer to the fact that Salim got some money by
transferring it, and that he got cars. Here are some other examples for further
clarifications:
-

٢اُْ٘طخ حاطٍا ػ٘ل اهبهث

Alshanta hatha „ind aqarbi. I have a bag at my

relatives‟ home.
Here, the speaker is not talking about what he did or where he did it, rather, he is
talking about the fact that the bag is/was at his/her relatives‟ home.
Another example is:
-

بػ هل ه٤ٛٝ ب عارفاتً ؽوم اػٖبةِْٜل أُغٌِ ک٣ٝ عٞط٤ ؽل ثٚ٤ٓبكٝ ً مفهکimfalka w ma
fih had bytawa‟ wi shd ilmajlis akulha ‘arfata harig a‟sab watyah qadr.
They all run away and no one wants to volunteer and be in charge for the
council. They all know that it is a tiresome and demeaning task.

In this example, there are two participles „in bold font‟. By the participle (ٚٓلِک
imfalka), the speaker here mentions the fact that every one refused to take
responsibility or be in charge, but not the event of refusing the responsibility and that
they are escaping. This is the same with the second participle (ٚ„ ػبهكبرarfata) which
means that at that time was that everyone knew it would be tiresome task. Here is
another example:
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 اٗذ,ِٚب ٓزوِو٤ٗ اُلٝ  اٗوالثبدٚ٤ كٝ دُْٞٔ اٜ٤ هبػل كٝ ٌ٣ٌٗ قانعيه هأٞ رٝ ٌ٣ اٗذ ٖٓو قانعيه هأ.ٍٚ٘ 42 ٙبّ ثبٌُبَٓ ػٔوٚٗ قانع
Inta masir qal’in ra-is wa tunis qal’in ra-is wa ga‟da fihum ilmot wa fih inqilabat wa
aldina metaqalqila, inta qala’ nidam bilkamil „umra 42 sana.
In Egypt, they toppled off the president and the Tunisians, toppled off the president,
yet, there are still protests and clashes. You removed a whole regime that has lasted
for 42 years.

6.1.2. The Present (Imperfect)
Abdunnabi (2000) claims that the imperfect can be either prefixed or/and suffixed,
and that it is made up of a subject marker and a stem. In fact, the prefix which is the
subject marker is the present (imperfect) indicator. That is, without this prefix, the
verb is usually in the past form.

The verb (ووا٣ yagara) illustrates this:

(M=masculine, F=feminine)
( ٗووا1st M/F)

( رووا2nd / M),

ٝ( ٗوو1st Plural M/F),

١( روو2nd F),

ووا٣ (3rd M)

( رووا3rd F),

ٝوو٣ (3rd Plural M/F).

Thus, when the prefixes ( ٗـ,ـ٣ , and  ) رـare removed, the stem becomes ( هوا, اٝ) هو. However,
there seems to be no suffixes used for forming the present. The case of the present suffixes
is just like that explained in the past section and the examples of the verb (ووا٣ ), mentioned
above, in that the suffixes are for gender or/and number. Thus, it would be claimed here
that besides the function as subject marker, prefixes also inflect the verb tense while
suffixes are mainly for number and gender.
The present is used for the present, past and future. Owens (1984) claims that if a neutral
time reference is to be assigned to an imperfect verb, it could have present or future, but it
often has habitual or generic meaning. It needs a special contextualisation to occur in past,
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present or future. However, Ageli (1989) adds that its common use is as a present time
reference, and he adds that the imperfect can occur in five situations: habitual, general
truth, optative, infinitive present, and historical present. I would regard the first two
situations and the fourth as the same in that they express situations or actions that occur
regularly as is the case with the English simple present. The other two situations suggest
that the present could be used for present or future actions as in supplications like (ٚٔوؽ٣ هللا
Allah yarhma), and historical present which is about past events expressed by present verb
form. The following are examples of all this:
هٝل٣خ ا٤ْ اُؼٝ ووا٣  اُٖجؼ٢ كfi isubah yagara wa al‟ashiya idur. He studies in the

-

morning and wanders about in the afternoon. (habitual)
١اكُٞخ اٜ٤ رطِغ أٌُْ ٖٓ عtatla‟ alshamis min jihit alwadi. The sun rises from the

-

valley direction. (general truth)
-

لوط ػبُجالك٣ هث٘ب اrabana ifarij „al liblad. May Allah save the country. (invocation)

-

ؼ٤ِٓ هحٌُٞ ا٢ِؼت ك٣ yali‟ab fi ilkura mlih. He plays football well. (infinitive present)

-

بهاد٤ٍ ْٜا كَٝٝٗبٝ ا ثبُؾٌبىٞبّ ِٗؼج٣ اayam nala‟bu bilhkak winsawu fihum sayarat. The
days when we play with empty cans and make them toy cars. (historical present).

Mitchell and Al-Hassan (1994) support this use of historical present in Egypt. For
example:
-

٢بث٤ ؿ٢ ُطالة آزؾبٕ ك٢ؼط٤ ثٝ ًْوػ اُله٤ أُلهً ثٞٗ ا٢و٣بٕل٣ هٖٞ رtasawar inu
almudaris biyshrah aldaris wabiya‟ti ltulab imtihan fi ghyabi. Do you
believe that the teacher explains the lesson and gives the students a test
while I am absent.

Abu-Haidar (1970) who studied the spoken Arabic of Baskibta, „a town in Lebanon‟,
adds that the imperfect in subordinate clauses can express future time when the main
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clause is future. This is the same with the LA. Below are two examples, one from
each dialect.
-

٢ القيىا كؽ٢ٌُ ثبٍِٚ ٘ب ٗبفل ٓؼبٗب٤ِ فkhalina nakhud ma‟ana salah balki lagina
dehi. Let‟s take a basket with us in case we find some eggs. (Baskibta
dialect)

-

٢ ثبُي وهقُا كؽٍِٚ  ػٔبٗبٝ٘ب ٗبفل٤ِ فkhalina nakhdu ‟mana sala balik nalgu dehi.
Let‟s take a basket with us in case we find some eggs. (Libyan dialect)

The verb in the example of Baskibta dialect seems to be in the past, but Abu-Haidar
says that the verb in that clause is imperfect meaning „present‟. It could be that it is a
feature of that dialect; however, the verb in the Libyan dialect is clearly present. The
perfect form is not acceptable:
* ٢ ثبُي نقيىا كؽٍِٚ  ػٔبٗبٝ٘ب ٗبفل٤ِ * فkhalina nakhdu ‟mana sala balik lgyna dehi. (The
English translation is the same as above).
According to the conversation recordings, besides its normal use of present time
reference, the imperfect is also used to express some other tenses. In fact, it appears
that in some cases it does not matter whether the past action is expressed as a
historical present or a general truth. The following are clear examples:
-

ْ اُ٘بً؟ٜب ثبُِ ر٘زقجٜ٤ا كٞٓول٣ ا٢ُِٗ اّٖٝ اُؼو

Shin Al‟rud ili iqadmu fiha bash

tantaghibhum alnas? (LT) What do they offer (are offering) in order for the people
to vote for them?
The speaker is talking about the political propaganda of the Al-ikhwan (brotherhood)
party which won the elections in Egypt. Logically the question should be in the past
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„what did they offer (or, what were they offering) to their people?‟ However, the
speaker uses present tense „what do they offer (are they offering)?
Another example is:
-

.بٜ٤ اُ٘بً ارؾبهة ث٢ُِبهاد ا٤َُا

Isayarat ili inas itharib biha. (LT) The cars which

people use during the war.
The correct sentence should be: .بٜ٤ اُ٘بً ؽبهثذ ث٢ُِبهاد ا٤َُ اIsayarat ili inas haribit
biha. „The cars which people used during the war‟. Here the speaker uses present for
a past action, because in its real context, the speaker is talking about the cars which
were used during the war a year ago.
A third example is:
-

١ ٖٓ ثٌو٢ اٗب اٗواعAna inraji min bakri. (LT) *I am waiting for a long time.
Means: I had been waiting for a long time.

The issue here is that there seems to be no explanation for why the historical present
is used, rather than the past for past actions.
Another fact that is revealed by the conversation recordings is that when there is a
sequence of events initialled by a time indicator or time reference, particularly past,
there is no need for repeating this time reference for every verb of the sequence. This
is clear in the following example:
-

ةٞ اُؾج٢غ ك٤ج٣ ا٢ُِ اٚ٤ كٝ ٜ٤ اُيهاث٢غ ك٤ج٣ ا٢ُِ اٚ٤ِ ك٤ْ اُؾ٢غ ك٤ج٣ ا٢ُِ اٚ٤زمان ك
Zeman fih ili ibi‟ fi ilhashish, fih ili ibi‟ fi izarabit, aw fih ili ibi‟ fi lhbub.

In the past, there were those who sell marijuana, those who sell pills.
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The time reference in this example in the word (ٕ ىٓبzeman) means „in the past‟. The
rest of the verbs are all in the present form. This finding is also noticed in Kuwaiti
and Syrian dialects as studied by Brustad (2000). He calls this „tense neutralisation‟
which occurs in narrative sequencing where one verb establishes past time reference
for subsequent non-past verbs.
The second situation where the simple present is used for another tense is verbdependent situations. That is, the semantic properties of some verbs necessitate that
the verb is used in its present form even for past situations. These verbs are: (ؼوف٣
ya‟rif = know, ؼزول٣ y‟ataqid = think, ْٜل٣ yafham = understand). The verb (ؼوف٣
ya‟rif) has a different meaning when used in the past as in:
ٕؼوف أٌُب٣ ٚٗاػ الَُٞ ػٔب ا٠ْٓ ٞٛ Huwa masha a‟ma alsuwah lianh ya‟rif almakan.
He went with the tourists because he knew the place.
When used in the past, this verb could have a different meaning such as (realised or
recognised) as in:
-

ٙذ هعغ ُجالكٜ ُٔب ػوف إٕ اُوٖخ اٗزLama „arif ina alqisa intahit raja‟ libladah.
When he knew/realised/recognised that the case is over, he went back home.

The imperfect is also used for future actions. Ageli (1989) mentions that the imperfect is
used for future time in supplication expressions only. Abdunnabi (2000), on the other hand,
says that the future tense, as discussed below, is expressed with the imperfect when
prefixed with ( ٍـsa), or when an adverb of time is used. However, it is noticed in the
conversations recorded that in many situations the present is used for future, and it is only
the context that indicates the future time reference.
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-  ػٔبى ػجلاُلزبػ٢ْٔ٣ ٞٛبٛ Hahu yimshi „mak Abdulfatah. (LT) Here is Abdulfatah
goes with you. Here Abdulfatah can go with you. (simple present)
- ْٜ٤ِ ر٘وِت ػٝ ٢ْٔ ر٢ْٔ رTimshi timshi watinglib „alihum. (LT) After all it turns
against them. After all it will turn against them. (simple present)
-

ًِْٜ ىٞغ٣ْ اُِٜٞروُٞ

Law itgulilhum ijuk ikulhum. If you tell them, they all

come.
(Note: the expression „ ٢ْٔ ر٢ْٔ„ „رTimshi

timshi‟ is an idiomatic expression

meaning that something would keep going well until an unexpected (usually
negative) result occurs).

6.1.3. The Future
Some uses of future tense have already been mentioned in that present and past verb
form can be used for future reference. In this section, the basic form of the future
tense is discussed as well as some other forms that are used for expressing this tense.
Ageli (1989), Persson (2008), Abu-Haidar (1970), Chekili (1982), Eisele (1999)
Abdunnabi (2000), and Owens (1984), all agree that the future tense is expressed by
prefixing /bi-/ or /ha-/ to the imperfect form. However, these two prefixes seem to
vary in use according to the various dialects studied by these researchers. For
example, Benmamoun (2000) when discussing an Egypt dialect, mentioned that
there seems to be no morpheme that is exclusive for future tense, and the future is
expressed by the imperfect form and participle. The prefix /bi-/ is a present time
reference. This point is also supported by Eisele (1999), and Mitchell and Al-Hassan
(1994) saying that the particle /bi/ when prefixed to the present expresses a general
time reference, though this general time reference can be expressed without /bi-/:
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-

٢اهزُٞاة كٌٞزت ع٤ ثٞٛ huwa byktb jawab dilwaqti. He is writing the letter now.
(present continuous)

-

 اُٖجؼ٢اثبد كٌٞزت ع٤ ثٞٛ huwa byktb jawabat fi isubh. He writes letters in the
morning. ( habitual present)

Persson (2008) adds that /bi-/ cannot be a pure marker of future tense in Gulf Arabic
dialects. She says that it could be used for the habitual past. She, and some others
like Eisele (1999), Mitchell and Al-Hassan (1994) suggest that the particle /ha-/ is
the obvious future marker. They also introduce other particles and prefixes used for
indicating future tense such as „rah‟ that means „going to‟, „yabi‟, „baga‟ and „bidi‟,
all have a meaning similar to „want‟.
Abdunnabi (2000) says that the prefix / ٍـsa ) is used for future tense in Libyan
dialects. In fact, this prefix is of standard Arabic and does not seem to be used in any
of the dialects mentioned so far. Ageli (1989) and Benmamoun (2000) confirm that
/bi-/ is a future marker in LD. They do not mention any other particles used for
future. In (ZD) as shown in the conversation recordings analysis some other words
are used for future indication besides this prefix as well as some other tense forms.
The following section is the findings of this analysis of the data gained from
conversation recordings.
It is generally noticed that (bi-/ha-) are attached to an imperfect verb in (LD) for
expressing future time. Examples:
-

ن اٛ ٛاػزول ا بيقهعُي اُْو

a‟taqid

ibyagil’uh ishart hadha. I think they will

delete this condition.
-

بيفتح اٌُْبهح

ibyaftah ishkara. He will disclose everything.
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-

خ٣بء اٗزؾبه٤ّبيديرَا أ

ْٜ٤ل ٗؾٌ ك٤ًأٝ

wa

akid

inhis

fihum

bidiru

ashia

aintiharya. I am sure that they will commit suicide crimes.
-

٠٘جِـ٣ ٌٗٞ ُزِٚ ؽل حيتم ٗوٟا

ay had haitem naqla li Tunis ibalghni. Anyone

transferred to Tunisia, let me know.
-

بءٚزلبػَ اُو٤ ِٓ ؽmish haitafa‟il alqada. Justice will not be activated.

However, it is revealed in the conversations that the future particle /bi-/ is also used
with the meaning of „want to‟ or „in order to‟ in (ZD). Such this use can also be in
the present or even past as follows:
-  اٗب٢ْ٘ٛٞ أُ٘بثو ثز٢ ٗبً كٚ٤ كFih nas fi almanabir bishawahni ana. (LT) There are
some people in the media wants to smear me. There were some people in the media
who wanted to smear me.
-

وةٛ ٌُٖ ٙا ػٔبٞؾوو٤ ثٙٞهلٝ ٔبٛ Huma wagafuh

bihaqaqu „mah lakin harab.

They stopped him to question him but he ran away.
The past particle (kan) and (qabil) can also be used with a future verb to express
intention similar to that of the meaning „in order‟.
-

ػٝ اٗو٢ْٔ٘ هجَ اثQabil ibnimshi inrawah. I wanted to go home / I was about
to go home.

-

ٙ٘ول٤ ًبٕ اثٞٛ huwa kan ibinqda. He wanted to save him.

Future time is sometimes expressed by using some other words such as (ٞ رtaw= right
now and ٠ رِوtalga will find) as in:
-

ٖ؟٣٘ ثؼل٣ ٗبٙ ِٗوبnalgah nayid ba‟dyn?
later?
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Will I find him awake some time

-

اؽلٝ  اٌِِٗٔيٞ رtaw inkalmilik wahid. I will call someone for you right now.

The use of (ٞ رtaw) usually has the meaning of promise. The word (٠ رِوtalga) is
followed by an active participle. One of the people on the Facebook used the word
( هاػrah), which is a Gulf and Egyptian feature, to indicate the future with a sense
that this action is certain to happen. As this word occurred only once, it is not
deemed to be an LD future marker. In fact, participles themselves can be used for
future tense. This is clear in the findings of the conversation recordings as it is also
supported by the findings of both Abdunnabi (2000) and Ageli (1989). The
following are examples extracted from the conversation recordings:
-

٢ّح ٓبٝ ؿلGhudwa mashi. I am going tomorrow.

-

َح آَبكو اُواعٝ ؿلGhudwa imsafir alrajil. The man is travelling tomorrow.

6.2. Aspect
It is not the scope of this research to explain all about aspect as it is a broad and
complicated topic. Rather, only the broad lines of the aspect that is mentioned in this
work is provided. As discussed in the literature review, tense differs from aspect in
that aspect is syntactically formed by an auxiliary word while tense is
morphologically formed by verb variations (Binnick 1991). Comrie (1976) gave a
detailed explanation of aspect (as provided in the literature review) describing that
time reference can be either absolute tense that refers to the relationship between the
time of the situation and the present moment (the time of the utterance), or the
relative tense that relates the time of the situation to another situation. This latter
time reference is termed aspect. According to this definition of aspect, the present
prefect and continuous are excluded from the aspect category. Binnick (1991) and
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Comrie (1976) both agree that aspect is syntactically different from tense in that it is
formed with the help of auxiliaries. Thus, these two forms, the present prefect and
continuous, are re-included into the aspect group. Simply put, the term aspect in this
research focuses on those structures which are formed with the help of auxiliaries or
those whose their time reference is dependent on other forms or structures.
In the Arabic language, not all continuous structures are formed with an auxiliary as
participles are in many cases used for such forms, particularly continuous structures,
as shown in the tense discussion above.
However, again, the discussion of the aspect in this section focuses on those
grammatical structures which their time references are dependent on other structures
including the present prefect and continuous. This means that the structures
discussed in this section are the continuous and perfect tenses. The term tense is used
here to refer to any grammatical structure. For example, „ مَُٞ ٢ّ اٗب ٓبAna mashi
lisug‟ is a continuous structure but it is referred to as a present continuous tense.
Speaking of auxiliaries, Brustad (2000) argues that several dialect grammars
designate verbs meaning „to become, to begin and to continue‟ as auxiliaries or
aspectualizers. For example, the word „ هبػلqa‟id‟ in a sentence like „ ٌزت٣  هبػل٢ِ ػAli
qa‟id yikteb‟ does not necessarily mean that he is sitting down, rather it means that
he is still in the process of writing, i.e. meaning „to continue‟. Culalay-Haak (1997)
mentions this particular preverb saying that („ هبػلqa‟id‟ ) in Tunisian dialect this
indicates progressive aspect. The following is an example of this „ هبػلqa‟id‟ as
occurred in conversation recordings:
-

ا؟ٞج٤ٖٛ ا٣ هبػلga‟din itaybu. Are you still cooking?
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In this sentence, the speaker was expecting that everything would be ready when he
arrived, but was surprised when he found that the group were still in the middle of
preparing dinner, so he exclaimed „oh, you are still cooking!‟
Perhaps the most common auxiliary in Arabic dialects is the copular „Kan‟ (it is the
dialectical form of MSA Kana). Brustad mentions two reasons for this. First, its
meaning and function is identical across dialects; second, it is the only verb that can
combine with all three verb forms, past, present and participles.
Not only auxiliaries that express aspect, but the semantic properties of some verbs
and the context can also determine the time reference of a structure. For example, the
structure „ خٛ اٌُبه٢ ِٗؼت كnal‟ib fi alkarta‟ could mean habitual or continuous, that is,
„I play cards‟, or „I am playing cards‟. So, it is the context that makes this structure
either simple or continuous. These context-dependent tenses are not discussed in this
section as they are not deemed to be aspect, because, when decontextualized, it does
not reflect continuity. Contrary to this structure „ مَُٞ ٢ّ اٗب ٓبAna mashi lisug‟
which could be either simple future or present continuous. Basically it has the
meaning of continuity even when decontextualized. Thus, only the structures whose
primary meaning express continuous or perfect tenses are discussed here. As a result,
the discussion centres on participles and the auxiliary „ٕ ًبkan‟.
Before discussing the role of participles in forming aspects, a brief introduction on
what they are and how they are formed is provided. There are two types, active and
passive participle. The active means „having done the action‟ while the passive
means „having undergone the action‟ (Abdunnabi 2000, Mitchell 1952, Mitchell and
Al-Hassan 1994). The passive participle can only be derived from transitive verbs
such as (ًَأ٣ = ًٍٞ ٓأya-kul = ma‟kul, ْٜل٣ = ّٜٞ ٓلyafham = mafhum) but (* = ههل
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كٞ ٓوهrgid = margud, ػٝػ = هٝٝ ٓوrawah = marwuh), however, these, as well as the
transitive verbs, can of course be active participle ( ًَب٣ yakil,

ْٛ كبfahim, هاهل

ragid, and ػٝ آواimrawah) respectively, Chekili (1982).
It has been mentioned many times throughout the discussion of tenses that active
participles express continuous actions. Hereafter are some examples which occurred
in the tense section above extracted from the conversation recordings:
-

١ ٖٓ ثٌو٢ اٗب اٗواعAna inraji min bakri. I am waiting for a while.
.بٜ٤ اُ٘بً ارؾبهة ث٢ُِبهاد ا٤َُ اIsayarat ili inas itharib biha. The cars which
people fight by.

-

مَُٞ ٢ّ اٗب ٓبAna mashi lisuq. I am going to the market.

These sentences have been used in the tense section to express different tenses;
however, they are used here out of the context in which they occurred. When
decontextualized like this, they simply imply that the actions are ongoing, i.e.
continuous actions, in particular present continuous. Abdunnabi (2000) claims that if
the underlying verb is present, the participle can express progressive „continuity‟. He
does not mention any thing about the meaning of „underlying‟, yet, from the
examples he provided, it seems that he means the verb from which the participle is
derived. If this is the case, it is still an ambiguous statement in that the tense of the
verb from which the participle is derived has nothing to do with such derivation,
especially when taking into consideration that participles are tenseless as Brustad
(2000) says. Thus, the aspectual meaning of participles cannot be affected by the
corresponding verbs.
Participles can also express other aspects „or as it is explained above, other tenses.
This is when they are preceded with the copular, here referred to as the auxiliary,
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„ٕ ًبkan‟. Thus, (ٕ ًبkan), in its past form, is followed by participle and expresses
past continuous (Abdunnabi 2000, Ageli 1989, and Mitchell 1952). This use
corresponds to that of the English language as seen in the previous chapter. The
following examples show that the (ٕ ًبkan) + participle is also used for past
continuous in (ZD).
-

ْٖٛٝ ُٔب ّل٤ؽٝا آوٞٗ اُغٔبػخ ًبiljama‟a kanu imrawhin lama shaduhm. The
group were going back home when they captured them. (past continuous)

The auxiliary (ٕ ) ًبcan be omitted when the time reference is ascribed either by the
context or by another word as in:
-

ْٜ٤ِا ػٞرٞل٣ا

ٝ خٛب٤ٌُٔ ا٢ا كٞوثٚ٣ ٔبٛ ٝ َٖ ٖٓ اُغج٤ُٗبى

.... ْٕ اُلوٍبْٜٗ ثلهػبٛٝفل

 الٖٞ ه٤ِ٤آو
khaduhum bidr‟anhum ilfursan ….. nazlin men ilgjebil wa huma ydrbu fi
ilmikyata wi fautu „alihum imqaylin qau la.
They took them with their bare hands …… descending from the mountain
and they are drinking coffee …… they are going past them having nap not
saying a word.
The small arrow ( ) represents where the omitted auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) is originally.
This omission could be explained as a form of the „tense neutralisation‟ suggested by
Brustad (2000) as mentioned above.
However, it appears in the conversation recordings that the speakers, in many cases,
use (ٕ ًبkan) + participle for past perfect as well. This is illustrated with the extracts
from these recordings below:
-

َٖ ُِل٢غ٣هح هجَ ٓب اًٞ  ًبٕ الػتkan la‟ib kura qabil ma iji lilfasil. He had played
football before he came to the class.
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Using (ٕ ًبkan) + participle for past perfect seems to be a dialectal feature.
Abdunnabi (2000), and Mitchell (1952), and Ageli (1989) whose studies are on the
(LD), did not mention anything about this way of using this structure. Yet, a study
by Mitchell and Al-Hassan (1994) has shown similar structures in Egyptian dialects:
-

 ًبٕ ػبَٓ اُْـَ ُٔب كفِذkan „amil ishughul lama dakhalt. He had finished the
job when I came in.

However, the use of (ٕ ًبkan) + participle for expressing past continuous is restricted
to the participle that involves some kind of motion, i.e. durative aspect, Abdunnabi
(2000). The examples below clarify this. The first two are in past perfect, and the
other two are past continuous:
-

ٙب ُٔب ًِٔ٘بًِٜ  اُوٖخ١ ًبٕ هبهkan qari alqisa kulha lama kalemnah.
He had read the whole story when we spoke to him.

-

ُٙٞ ُٔب هٖلٞ٘ب اُؾ٤٣ق ّبه٤ً ٞٗ ًبkanu kif sharina alhush lama qasefuh.
They had just bought the house when it was targeted.

-

 ُِٔلهٍخ ُٔب كاه اُؾبكسٙ ًبٕ هاكغ ٕـبهkan raf‟ ishgarah lilmadirsah lama dar
ilhadith. He was taking his children to the school when he made the accident.

-

بؽذٛ ُ ُٔبٞ ُِؾٚؽٝ ًبٗذ آوkanit imrawha lilhush lama tahit. She was going
home when she fell.

The participles (١هبه, ٖ٤٣ )ّبهare telic participles that indicate both the beginning and
the end of the process of „buying‟ or „reading‟, while participles (هاكغ, ٚؽٝ ) آوare
atelic participles which denote the beginning of the action but not its end. The telic
participles are not used to refer to the past continuous, but the atelic ones can. That
is, the sentence (

ٙب ُٔب ًِٔ٘بًِٜ  اُوٖخ١ )ًبٕ هبهcannot be interpreted as he/she was

reading when called, but the sentence ( بؽذٛ ُ ُٔبٞ ُِؾٚؽٝ )ًبٗذ آوcould also mean
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that she had gone back home when she fell down, i.e. the accident did not happen at
work, for example.
The use of participles of punctual verbs for past perfect, and durative for past
continuous is also recognised in Lebanon as mentioned by Abu-Haidar (1970).
However, in Lebanon Arabic dialects, (ٕ ًبkan) can be followed by perfect verb form
to express past perfect as in: takwa
ٚ ثؼضٝ ةٞة ً٘ذ ًزجذ أٌُزٞ ُٔب اٍزِٔذ أٌُزlamma istalamt ilmaktub kunt katabt

-

ilmaktub wa ba‟atheh. When I received the letter, I had written a letter and sent
it.
This way of combining (ٕ ًبkan) and past verb for expressing past perfect does not
seem to be acceptable in (LD).
In addition to expressing past continuous and past perfect, some atelic durative
participle can also indicate habitual past as in:
-

.١ ًبٕ ّبك ٓؾبكع ث٘ـبىKan shad muhafid Benghazi. He was the mayor of
Benghazi.

-

ٚؽٝاهق ُوٝ ٕ ًبkan waqif li ruhah. He used to be careful about himself.

Mitchell (1952) claims that the word (َ هجqabil) followed by imperfect is more usual
in dialects.
-

ًِٞ ُل٢ب كٜ٘ٓ بفل٣ َ هجٞٛ huwa qabil yakhud menha fi liflus. He used to take
money from her.
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The auxiliary (ٕ )ًبcan also precede the imperfect verb to express past continuous,
habitual past but not past perfect, Mitchell (1952). (The examples below are taken
from (ZD)).
-

اُٞٞو٣ا اٞٗ ّٖ ًبShin kanu igulu? What were they saying /used to say?
ذ٤ْثبد ُٔب اٗب فٝ أُْو٢ا كٞٓول٣ا اٞٗ ًبkanu iqadmu fi almashrub lama ana khashit.

-

They were serving drinks when I came in. (past continuous)
ٌ٤٣ًٞ هحٌُٞ ا٢ ً٘ذ ِٗؼت كkunt nale‟ib fi alkurah kuwais. I used to play football

-

well.
ق٣ أُ٘بك٢ا كَِٞٔزؼ٣ اٞٗ ىٓبٕ ًبzeman kanu ysta‟melu fi almnadif. In the past, they

-

used to use traps. (habitual past)
Words like and ( ذ٤ آؾimhit) and ( ُٔبlamma), both mean (when) are used for past
continuous in (ZD).
-

....خ٣ ُووا٢واثٌِ كٛ ٢ذ ك٤ٔب آؾ٣ اٗب كana dima imhit fi trablis fi legraya….
When I was in Tripoli studying ……

-

٘ب ثبُغواك٤وة كٚ٣ ذ٤ آؾimhit yadrub fina biljarad. When he was striking us
with grad missiles.

-

٘ب ثبُغواك٤وة كٚ٣  ُٔبlamma yadrub fina biljarad.
ّٚ اُْب٠ِٖ ػ٣ ُٔب رجلا ثبlamma tabda bayin „ala ishasha. When you are on the spot.

-

In fact, these words are not the alternative of the auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) as this latter can
be used with them as follows:
-

٘ب ثبُغواك٤وة كٚ٣ ٕذ ًب٤ آؾimhit kan yadrub fina biljarad. When he was
striking us with grad missiles.

-

٘ب ثبُغواك٤وة كٚ٣ ٕ ُٔب ًبlamma kan yadrub fina biljarad. When he was striking
us with grad missiles.
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This use of (ذ٤ آؾimhit) plus (ٕ ًبkan) is also used for habitual past as in:
-

ا اؽلهُٞٞو٣ا اٞٗذ ًبٕ اُ٘ظبّ ًب٤ آؾ٠ ؽزhata imhit kan inidam kanu iqulu ihdr ….. .
Even when the regime was strong, they used to say „be aware of …..‟.

Prefixed with future tense markers /bi-/ or /ha/, the present form of this auxiliary (ًٕب
kan) is also used for forming different aspects in the future. This prefixed (ٕ ًبkan)
can be followed by either the present or a participle. In many cases, the future prefix
gives the future correspondence of the past form. For example, if the auxiliary (ًٕب
kan), in the imperfect form of course, in the last sentence used to illustrate past
continuous prefixed with /bi/ or /ha/, the result is future continuous, Mitchell and AlHassan (1994) agree with this explaining that the copular „which is (ٕ ًبkan) here,
plays an important role in projecting the tense of a sentence:
-

٘ب ثبُغواك٤وة كٚ٣ ٌٕٞ٤ ثbikun yadrub fina biljarad. He will be striking us with
grad missiles.

However, future continuous and perfect do not seem to be investigated by many of
the researchers who studied Arabic dialects including Abdunnabi (2000), Mitchell
(1952), and Ageli (1989) whose studies are on Libyan dialects. Ageli designated a
few lines in his research for future perfect when he compared the (MSA) and (LD)
with regard to using this tense. He says that (MSA) uses the structure „ ٕ( ًبin
imperfect form) +  هل+ past form to express future perfect. (LD) is similar to this but
the particle ( هلqad) is not used. Brustad (2000) provides a table summarising the use
of (ٕ ًبkan) including its use for future perfect and continuous (this table is copied
below). Culalay-Haak (1997) studies the Arabic dialects in general, but the most
common dialects mentioned are the Egyptian, Jordanian and Moroccan dialects. Yet,
he mentions the combinations of (ٕ ًبkan) when used for future tense and provides
some examples mostly from Egyptian dialects. This auxiliary (though he terms it
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preverbs just like any other perverb) can be prefixed with /bi-/ or /ha-/ and be
followed by imperfect, perfect or participle to express future progressive or perfect
as in:
-

ٕ ٗبٓذٌٞ ثزٞ ٓور,ذ٤وعغ ُِج٣  ٓب٠ِ„ ػala ma yarja‟ „albyt martu bitkun namit.
When he comes back home, his wife will have slept. Future perfect

-

ََٕ ثزـٌٞ ثز,ذ٤وعغ ػبُج٤ ُٔب ثlamma biyrja‟ „albyt bitkun bitaghsil. When he
comes back home, his wife will be washing the dishes. Future continuous.

-

ٕٕٞ ؿبٍِخ اُٖؾٌٞ ثز,ذ٤وعغ ػبُج٤ ُٔب ثlamma biyrja‟ „albyt bitkun ghasla isehun.
When he comes back home, she will have washed the dishes. Future. ( Some
vocabularies in this last examples, but not the structure, have been changed
for better clarification)

As far as (LD) is concerned, the aforementioned Egyptian examples are similar to
those of the (LD) except that the element /bi-/ that prefixed to the imperfect is not
used. Therefore, when those examples with /bi-/ prefixed to their verbs are restructured in (LD), they will be as follows:
-

ََٕ رـٌٞ ثز,ذ٤وعغ ُِج٣  ُٔبlamma yarja‟ lilbyt bitkun taghsil. When he comes
back home, his wife will be washing. Future

-

ٕٕٞ ؿبٍِخ اُٖؾٌٞ ثز,ذ٤وعغ ُِج٣  ُٔبlamma yrja‟ lilbyt bitkun ghasla isehun.
When he comes back home, she will have washed the dishes.

Simply put, the imperfect form of auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) is formed by changing the
middle vowel ( ا/a/) to (ٝ u) then prefixed with ( رـta) or (ـ٣ ) according to gender and
number. In plural, it is both prefixed and suffixed. Thus, the imperfect forms are:
(ٌٕٞ٣ yakun „singular masculine, ٌٕٞ رtakun „singular feminine‟ and اٌٞٗٞ٣ ikunu
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plural). However, I use the form (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun) as the representative of the imperfect
form of this auxiliary.
In (ZD), especially when expressing future continuous or perfect, the preverb (٠رِو
talga) is usually used. This preverb is similar to the auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun) in that it
can be followed by either imperfect, perfect verb or participles to make future
continuous or perfect verb to make future perfect. However, it seems to be more
commonly used for future continuous or perfect than the auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun)

-

.ذ٤ْٓ ُ تهقاويٞ ُِؾ7:00  اَُبػخ٢ُٔب ارغ

Lama itji lil hush isa‟a 7:00, talqani

meshyt. When you come to the house, I will have gone out. Future perfect.
-

. ٢ُّ تهقاوي ٓبٞ ُِؾ7:00  اَُبػخ٢ُٔب ارغ

Lama itji lil hush isa‟a 7:00, talqani

mashi. When you come to the house, I will have gone out. Future perfect.
-

.ي٤ ك٢ُ تهقاوي اٗواعٞ ُِؾ7:00  اَُبػخ٢ ُٔب ارغLama itji lil hush isa‟a 7:00, talqani
inraji fik. When you come to the house, I will be waiting for you. Future
continuous.

However, this preverb (٠ رِوtalga) means either future continuous or perfect when an
action is involved by the speaker or the hearer. That is, the exact interpretation of a
sentence such as „ػٝ هٙ رِوبtalgah rawah‟ is „when I/you reach there, he/she will have
gone. But, when no act of going is involved, the speaker is just giving a prediction of
a present situation. So, the interpretation of the same sentence in this case is „he must
have gone home‟. An example of such meaning follows:
-

ووا٣ ِٓ ِؼت٣ ٙ رِوبtalgah yal‟ib msh yagera. He must be playing not studying.
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However, the preverb (٠ رِوtalga) with this meaning can only be suffixed with the
third person, i.e. (ٙ رِوبtalgah) (بٛ رِوبtalgaha) (ْٛ رِوبtalgahum), but not (٠ٗ رِوبtalgani) or
( رِوبىtalgak).
The following is a table that summarises the use of the auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) in four
different dialects is provided by Brustad (2000). I copied it here and added the (ZD).
Notes: In the table, I used the word „Libyan‟ to represent (ZD). I also used a different
transliteration form than that used by Brustad in order to match the transliteration
used throughout this thesis.
Time Reference with /kan/
Moroccan
Past state

Kan galis

was doing

He

Egyptian

Syrian

Kan a‟id
was He

sitting

Kuwaiti

Kan a‟id
was He

sitting

Libyan

Kan ga‟id
was He

sitting

Kan

was imga‟miz

sitting

He

was

sitting
Pluperfect

Kan ja

Kan ga

Kan ija

Kan ya

had done

He had come

He had come

He had come

He had come

Kan kayqra

Kan biyidris

Kan yedrus

Kan yadris

Past

_

Kan yaqera

progressive

He was/used He was/used He was/used He was/used He was/used

was/used to

to

be

studying

Future in

Kan

relation to

yel‟ab

past

be to

be to

studying

studying

ghadi Kan hayil‟ab

He

He

Was going to playing
Ghadi

ykun haykun

progressive

kayqra

biyidris

Kan

He

rah Kan

rah Kan biyil‟ab

yil‟ab
was He

He

Bikun/rah

biykun ga‟id

Haykun

ykun

yadris

yagera

going

studying

He will be He will be

He will be studying

studying

studying
Future

Ghadi

perfect

wesel

ykun haykun wisil

Bikun/rah

He will have ykun wesil
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was

was playing

playing

He will be He will be biyidris

be

studying

playing

Will be

studying

be to

studying

was yil‟ab

was playing

Future

be to

Biykun

Bikun

wusal

/haykun

Will have
done

He will have arrived

He will have He will have wisil

arrived

arrived

arrived

He will have
arrived

Table (6) the Use of ( كانkan) in Different Arabic Dialects
It is not the scope of this work to compare these dialects, but there are some points
concerning the (LD) as compared to the other dialects worth mentioning. First, apart
from terminology, it is clear that there are great similarities between them in using
the auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan). Secondly, and most importantly, is that contrary to the other
dialects, (LD) does accept the perfect verb after (ٕ ًبkan) to express past perfect. The
structure „ٕ ًبkan when followed by a perfect verb‟ its meaning becomes similar to
(ُٞ lau) meaning „if‟ in English. The sentence below explains this:
-

خٛهٝ ٢ ٓبهؼلُ كٞٛ ًبٕ عب هاkan ja rahu maga‟adish fi warta. If he had come,
he would not have this problem.

-

 ٗغؼٞٛ ًبٕ هوا هاkan qera rahu nijah. If he had studied, he would have passed.

6.3. The Voice
Two types of passive are discussed in the MSA section, inflectional or apophonic
passive and lexical or external passive. Culalay-Haak (1997), Laks (2013), and
Versteegh (2006) mention that colloquial Arabic lacks apophonic passive. Laks
(2013), mentions that the passive in MSA is syntactically expressed, but in
Palestinian dialects it is expressed lexically through verb derivation. Thus, the
passive is usually expressed through verb forms particularly those with passive
or/and reflexive meaning i.e. only external passive is used. Versteegh (2006)
mentions that apophonic passive does exist in some Arabic dialects. In Ki Nubi, a
dialect spoken in Kenya, the passive is expressed by stress shift. In The Old City in
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„Al-Quds‟ internal passive exists in a few verbs like (kumil) and (wulid) meaning
finished and born respectively. Hassaniyya dialect in Mauritania used to have
apophonic passive. As far as the Libyan dialects are concerned, apophonic passive
does not exist in North African dialects including Tripoli dialects.
Because of this, the verb forms are briefly mentioned here as a prerequisite for the
discussion of the passive. The following table presents the verb forms is similar to
that of the MSA passive mentioned in the previous chapter, but with colloquial verbs
used instead of the standard ones. These verb forms that are drawn in these tables are
as discussed by Abdunnabi (2000).
Following these tables, a detailed discussion of the LD passive is provided with
particular focus on ZD.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Form
Active
Example
I
َكـؼـ
هطغ
II
َكـؼـ
علك
III
َكـبػـ
ٍٝؽب
IV
َاَكـؼـ
أثـكع
V
َرـلـؼـ
روثب
VI
َرـلـبػـ
َروبث
VII
َاٗـلـؼـ
اٗـعجل
VIII
َاكـزـؼـ
َاٗزو
IX
َاكـؼـ
X
َاٍـزـلـؼـ
٠اٍـزـؿج
Table (7a) Triliteral Verbs in LD

No.
Form
pattern
Example
1
I
َكـؼـِـ
عوعو
2
II
3
III
4
IV
5
V
َرـلـؼـِـ
رٌوًت
Table (7b) Quadriliteral Verbs in LD
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As is the case with the MSA, the verb form (I) is the simplest form from which other
verb forms are derived. However, Abdunnabi (2000) mentions that forms (II), (III)
and (X) can be derived from other parts of speech such as the verb ( علكjadid) that is
derived from the adjective (ل٣ علjadid).
The most important verb forms in this section are those inflected with /t/ or /n/. The
passive in almost all dialects is formed with prefixing /t/ or /n/ to a verb, i.e. using
the verb forms (VI) and (VII). Versteegh (2006) mentions that the dialects, including
Tripoli Arabic, are uniform with regard of using these verb forms for passive. In
particular, Versteegh (2006) adds that the /n/ form is widely used in North Africa
such as Tunisia, Morocco, and parts of Egypt. The verb form (V) of the quadriliteral
verbs is also included here as it also has a passive or reflexive meaning. The
following are extracts from the conversation recordings.
-

ع اوفتحٞٙٞٓ ٚ٤ كfih mawdu‟ infitah. LT: There is a case opened, means – A
case has been discussed.

-

 اُْؼت٠ِ ٌُ اوفرض ػHuwa infarid „ala alsha‟ab. (form VII) He was imposed
on the people.

-

 اُجبة تكسرAlbab takasar (form V). LT: The door broke, means – The door
has been broken.

-

ب ايتكسرٜ ٍالؽ٢ٓخ رجٌٞ اُؾalhkuma tebi slaha itksr. LT: The government wants
its weapon destroyed, means – The government wants its weapon to be
destroyed.

The second way of expressing passive is using the passive participle. According to
the many researchers who have investigated the passive in Arabic dialects like
(Abdunnabi 2000, Brustad 2000, Mitchell 1952, Owens 1984, and Versteegh 2006),
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the passive participle has the function of an adjective and some of these researchers
do not include it in their passive discussion. Culalay-Haak (1997) says that the
passive participle is of minor importance for the description of verbal expressions.
However, the following sentence is one of the examples used in the conversation
recordings that reveals the fact that the passive participle can have verbal function.
-

ٌٗٞ مشرية ٖٓ رٚ٣ٝ اُؾبalhawiya mishriya min tunis. LT: The container bought
from Tunisia, means – The container has been bought from Tunisia.

The passive participle in this sentence means „the container was bought from
Tunisia‟. When this participle is prefixed with the definite article (ٍ اal), it will have
an adjectival meaning as in: ٌٗٞ انمشرية ٖٓ رٚ٣ٝ اُؾبalhawiya almishriya min tunis. It
means „the container which was bought from Tunisia‟. This is better clarified with
the following examples:
-

لح٣بهح عل٤ٍ

sayara jedida.

-

لح٣بهح اُغل٤َُا

alsayara aljedida. The new car.

-

لح٣بهح عل٤َُا

alsayara jedida.

A new car.

The car is new.

The adjective ( لح٣ علjedida) in all of the three examples above modifies the noun
(بهح٤َُ اalsayara). This is not the case with the passive participles:
-

ُخٝ اُطب٠ِثخ ػٞههخ ٌٓزٝ waraga maktuba „ala altawla. A paper written on the
table.

-

(a)

ُخٝ اُطب٠ِثخ ػٞههخ أٌُزُٞ اalwaraga almaktuba „ala altawla. The paper that is
written on the table.

-

(b)

ُخٝ اُطب٠ِثخ ػٞههخ ٌٓزُٞ اalwaraga maktuba „ala altawla. The paper is written
on the table.

(c)
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In (a), the meaning or the function of the participle is context dependent in that it
could be an adjectival meaning „a written paper on the table‟ or a verbal meaning „a
paper was written on the table‟. In (b), the participle agrees with the noun „ههخُٞا
alwaraga‟ and therefore it functions as its modifier i.e. it has an adjectival function
meaning „the written paper on the table‟ or „the paper which is written on the table‟.
However, in (c) the function of the participle is only verbal expressing the passive
meaning „the paper was written on the table‟. Retso (1983) supports by this saying
that the passive participle can be used for passive constructions.
The sentences below are from ZD as occurred in the conversation recordings:
-

ًْبد ثؾلاٛٞاد ٓؾطٞ اُِجil-labwat mahatutat bihdakum. The cars are parked
beside you.

-

ٌِواثٛ ٠ِة ػَٞلاًب ٓؾٛ ٌِواثٛ ٢ هبػل ك٢ُِاٝ

willi ga‟id fi trablis hadaka

mahsub „ala trablis. Those who are in Tripoli are considered from Tripoli.
Besides these two ways of expressing passive, the active verb form is also used for
passive expressions. This, in fact, is very common in ZD. The following are extracts
from the conversation recordings:
-

 اُْؼت٠ِ ػٙٞٙ كوٞٛ

Huwa faraduh „ala alsha‟ab. He was forced on the

people.
-

ْ ُغ٘خٌُِّٜٞ ٕأُقبى

Almakhazin shakalulhm lajna. The housewares, a

committee has been formed for them.
-

َ٤كط اُزَغٞٔٗ ُٞؼل٤ث

Bi‟adlu numudij altasjil. They will amend the

registration form.
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This use is also reported in some other dialects. In Sudan and Yemen, as mentioned
by Versteegh (2006), the sentences „ ب٣ٞٓ ٞثٌٞ٤ ثbikubu moya‟ means „water will be
spilled‟, and „١اكُٞ ٖٓ اٙٞ عبثjabuh men alwadi‟, are common.
In fact, these structures are active sentences used for expressing the passive. They
are active in that the syntax of the sentence is active, and that the verbs are neither in
the /t/ or /n/ form, nor are they participles. Thirdly, the agent is suffixed to the verb
just like any other active verb, though this suffixed „subject‟ does not refer to a
particular doer „agent‟. In many cases, the object initiates the sentence as is the case
with „ ْ ُغ٘خٌُِّٜٞ ٕأُقبى

Almakhazin shakalulhm lajna‟, but this is called

„topicalisation‟ which has nothing to do with passivisation.
For expressing aspect „progressive and perfect‟ of the passive forms, there seems to
be some possible structures formed with the help of auxiliary, particles and words
that are used for tense formation, but none of these structure has occurred in the
conversation recordings. The active form, as mentioned above, is largely used
instead. Shown below, are some different possible structures:
-

 أُغالد٢ٕ اٌٗزت كٌٞ٤ع ؽُٞٙٞٔ اilmawdu‟ haykun inktb fi ilmajalat. The issue
will be published in the press.

-

ل٤ُ ًبٗذ رورَْ ثبkanit tirtisum belyad. (habitual past). It used to be drawn by
hand.

However, as already mentioned, such structures are not commonly used in ZD, and
none of these structures have been used in conversation recordings. In many cases,
the progressive and the perfect aspects are expressed with simple tenses. The
following sentences are extracted from these conversations.
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-

ٔب كبد٤ اٗوبُذ كingalit fima fat, „It was mentioned before‟. It is in the simple
past, but according to the context from which it is extracted it should be
present perfect „it has been said before‟. The same with this sentence

-

„ ٌِواثٛ  رَِْ ٓطبه٢ُِل ا٤ؽُٞ أُ٘لن اilmanfidh ilwahid ili tsalim ilmatar. The only
port that is handed over was the airport.

-

ب ًال٤ؽززأعَ رِوبئ

خ هبُذ٤ٙٞ أُلilmufawadya galit hat-tajil tilqa-iyan, „the

commission said that it will be postponed automatically‟. Simple future.
-

زؼبُظ٣ هبػلٝ qa‟id yta‟alij „He is being treated‟. Present continuous that is
indicated by the preverb ( هبػلqa‟id).

6.4. Conclusion
There are two tenses in Arabic dialects, perfect and imperfect. The former is past and the
latter is present but it includes the future. That is, the future tense is considered as a part of
the imperfect tense formed via certain prefixes.
The context and some other parts of speech could also affect the tense as is the
example of (٢ كfi) mentioned in the introduction of this chapter.
However, the discussion of LD tenses and voice here arises through investigating the
verb forms as well as some other parts of speech, particularly, participles and some
adverbs in the discussion of aspect.
The perfect verb form in Arabic dialects, at least in Libyan dialects, is the basic verb
form and the inflections are only for gender or plurality. The most widely used
function of the perfect verb is to express past tense whether it is timeless past,
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definite past or actions just occurred. Yet, it could be used for non-past action
particularly in proverbs and invocations and some fixed expressions.
The conversation recordings, (ZD), show similar uses of the perfect form, however,
it reveals two ways used for expressing the past. The first is the normal use of the
past verb form as mentioned above, and the second is by using participles which
appear to be a feature of Bedouin dialects.
The imperfect is formed with prefixing the imperfect marker which is also a subject
indicator. It is used for the present, past and future, mainly, in five situations:
habitual, general truth, invocations, infinitive present, and historical present. This
seems to be common among Arabic dialects including (ZD).
In fact, in (ZD) as revealed by the conversation recordings, some present verbs are
used for past situations. These verbs are: (ؼوف٣ ya‟rif = know, ؼزول٣ y‟ataqid = think,
ْٜل٣ yafham = understand).
The future tense is expressed by prefixing /bi-/ or /ha-/ to the imperfect form.
However, these two prefixes seem to vary in use according to the various dialects
studied by these researchers. In Egyptian dialect, for example, the prefix /bi-/ is a
present time reference, but the prefix /ha-/ is the obvious future marker. However,
/ha/ as well as /bi-/ are both future markers in LD. In addition, in (ZD), some other
words like: (ٞ رtaw= right now and ٠ رِوtalga will find), can also be used for future
indication.
For aspect, verbs with the meaning of „to become, to begin and to continue‟ are used
as auxiliaries or aspectualizers, but the most common auxiliary in Arabic dialects is
the copular „Kan‟.
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Participles can also express aspects. This is when they are preceded with the copular,
„auxiliary‟, „ٕ ًبkan‟ which means „to be‟. So, when (ٕ ًبkan), in its perfect form, is
followed by a participle, it expresses past perfect, and when followed by imperfect it
expresses either past continuous or habitual past. (ٕ ًبkan) + participle forms past
perfect in (ZD). Such this use seems to be a dialectical feature. The use of (ٕ ًبkan) +
participle for expressing past continuous is restricted to participle that involves some
kind of motion, i.e. durative aspect, and is used for habitual past only when it
precedes the imperfect.
Words like and ( ذ٤ آؾimhit) and ( ُٔبlamma), both mean (when) also appear to be
used for past continuous in (ZD), but they are not past continuous markers in that
they are not the alternative of the auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan)
Prefixed with future tense markers /bi-/ or /ha/, the imperfect form of this auxiliary
(ٕ ًبkan) is also used for forming different aspects in the future. This prefixed (ًٕب
kan) can be followed by either the imperfect or a participle. Future continuous and
perfect do not seem to be investigated by many of the researchers who studied
Arabic dialects.
Besides the marker „ٌٕٞ٤ ثbikun‟ and „ٌٕٞ٤ ؽhaykun‟, the preverb (٠ رِوtalga) is
usually used in (ZD). This preverb is similar to the auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun) in that it
can be followed by either imperfect, perfect verb or participles to make future
continuous or perfect verb to make future perfect. However, it seems to be more
commonly used for future continuous or perfect than the auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun)
As far as voice is concerned, it has been mentioned that colloquial Arabic lacks
apophonic passive including North African dialects.
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The passive in most cases and most dialects is formed with verb forms particularly
those inflected with /t/ or /n/. That is, employing verb forms (VI) and (VII).
In addition to this way of expressing passive, there are two other means utilised by
(ZD) to form passive. The first of these is using the passive participle, and the
second is using the active verb form. This, in fact, is very common in ZD.
There are some possible structures formed with the help of auxiliary, particles and
words that are used for expressing passive forms of the aspect „progressive and
perfect‟, but none of them occurred in the conversation recordings. This means that
there seems to be no passive progressive or perfect in ZD.
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Chapter Seven:
Comparison and Contrast of LD,
MSA and English TAV Structures

In this chapter, the LD and MSA as well as English are compared and contrasted in
terms of using TAV. The purpose of this is to discover the syntactic and semantic
similarities and difference of TAV in these three language forms. This type of
comparison conducted here is not focused on the internal detailed structures of a
verb; it rather, focuses on how a grammatical structure, particularly tenses, aspect
and passive structures, are formed and what auxiliaries or/and particles are used. The
morphological comparison is focused on how the verb is changed according to the
tense. From the semantic point of view, the comparison focuses on the meaning of
the whole structure and how it is used as well as what alternative „i.e. other tenses or
aspects‟ are used when a tense, aspect, or voice does not exist. Particular attention is
drawn to the similarities and difference between TAV in LD and MSA in order to
determine which of these two language forms affects the use of the English TAV
structures mentioned and is analysed in stage two.
The findings of these comparisons are then compared and contrasted to the structures
used by the participants of the second stage.
At the end of the chapter, a diagram and a table summarising the structures and
meanings as well as the alternatives used are provided, followed by a short
conclusion.
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7.1. Tense
The concept of time reference is universal, that is all languages have a past, present
and future time reference. The difference between languages appears to be a
linguistic point of view in that different terminology is used for describing this time
reference and in different perspectives from which this time reference is described.
For example, in English, there are twelve different tenses, each of which has its own
form and meaning, whereas in Arabic there are only three tenses. The future tense in
Arabic is considered part of the present, and the imperative, which is regarded a
present tense in English, is deemed a separate tense, (though in the discussion of
MSA and LD tenses in Chapters Four and Five, the future is considered a separate
tense not the imperative). With regard to terminology, the differences are not only
between languages, but also within a language. In Arabic, the present is sometimes
referred to as imperfect, non-past besides „present‟. However, in this discussion, the
focus is on the form and meaning of the tenses in English, MSA, and LD irrespective
of these differences in terminology.
In MSA, most Arabic grammarians mention that there are two tenses, the perfect
(past) and the imperfect (present). It seems that for this reason some grammarians
like Rev and Thatcher (1922) and Nahmad (1965), describe the Arabic language as
„poor in tense‟. In addition, while English tenses are determined by the verb and the
accompanying auxiliary or the whole structure, Arab grammarians discuss tenses
through the verb. This results in the fact that the tense of any English sentence can be
determined from its structure, but the tense of Arabic sentences in most case is
determined by the context in which it occurs. For example, „ ت اؽٔلٛ مdhahaba
Ahmed‟ can be present perfect, simple past or past perfect, but the English sentence
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„Ahamed has gone‟, can only be present perfect. For expressing other tenses or
aspect, the structure of the sentence and sometimes the verb form is changed. It has
also been revealed, particularly in LD discussion, that not only the context affects the
tense, but also some other parts of speech could affect the tense. This is clear in the
example of (٢ كfi) mentioned in the introduction of LD tense discussion.
Nonetheless, as previously mentioned, the discussion of tenses here is based on the
form and meaning of each one. As the future tense is dealt with as a separate tense in
this thesis, it should be mentioned here that there are three tenses that are discussed
below: the past, present, and the future tense.

7.1.1. The Past
In MSA, the basic verb form is the past tense. That is, the past verb form of ( ّٗب,
ًزت, ٍ هبnama, kataba, qala) are in the base form. The verb of the LD is dealt with in
the same way. This means that the form of the past tense is the base verb form in
both MSA and LD. In English, the base verb form in the present and the past is
formed by either inflecting (- ed) or changing the morphology of the irregular verbs.
Syntactically, past tense sentences in both MSA and LD mainly contain a subject
and past form verb + an object or a complement. The subject indicator is suffixed to
the verb. In English, the verb is inflected for tense only. Sentences are normally
verbal in both MSA and LD; however, for the purpose of this analysis, nominal
sentences are used here to make them syntactically closer to those of the English
language. Also, the Arabic example sentences are inverted to match in the diagram.
For space, only transliteration forms are used to represent the Arabic sentences.
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Subject
Eng:

Mohamed

Aux

Verb

Object

Ø

took

his car

MSA:

Mohamed

Ø

akhada

sayaratuh

LD:

Mahamed

Ø

khda

sayarta.

It is clear from the diagram that the simple past sentence structure is almost identical
in the three language forms.
From a semantic point of view, the meaning of the English simple past is simply to
express past actions in general. In MSA, the past expresses past actions whether
these actions are close to the present or occurred a long time ago. In LD, the main
function of the past is to express past actions whether they are timeless past, definite
past or actions just occurred. Thus, the common thing between the three language
forms, „English, MSA and LD‟, regarding this tense is that it expresses past actions
in general. In English, present perfect is used for timeless past or actions which have
just occurred. The detailed use of MSA and LD past tense „such as its use for present
perfect or past perfect‟ is discussed in the aspect section below. Yet, it is worth
mentioning here that the past in MSA is used for four situations: 1) for indefinite
past actions, 2) for definite past, 3) for present situations as in contracts, 4) for future
mainly for religious expressions. LD past tense is used for five situations: 1) for
indefinite past, 2) for indefinite past, 3) for recently occurred actions, 4) for past
actions preceding another past action, 5) for present or future events mainly in
supplications.
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Some of these usages are discussed in detail below; others that express aspect are
discussed in the following section.
The past tense in both MSA and LD can be used for non-past actions. The MSA uses
a past verb form for present actions in two situations, in „contract‟ terms, and in
some religious expressions such as in supplications. These uses of past verb for nonpast actions are similar to those of the LD as some proverbs and invocations could be
expressed by non-past but using the past for contract‟ terms is not recognised in LD.
Both MSA and LD use the past verb form for general things, that is for situations
that could happen in the past, present or future. For example:

ي هٔذ اّ هؼلد٤ِاء ػٍٞ

sawaun „alika qumta am qa‟ita. (MSA) and: ٢ّ ٢ِ٤٘بُ ٓب رؼٜ ال ٓبعجزٝ بٜ عجزjebtiha wa
la majabehash ma ta‟nili shai „whether you bring it or not, it means nothing to me.
(LD).
It has been mentioned that LD employs participles for past actions as in: ١اؽٔل ّبه
ُٞ ؽAhmed shari hush (although there are some semantic differences between using
simple past verb form and using participle, Chapter Six). Such this form is not
acceptable in MSA. Another difference between MSA and LD is that in MSA the
past verb form can be used for future actions to show that these actions are sure to
happen. Such this use has not been noticed in LD. Thus, MSA and LD seem to be
different in terms of participles used for simple past actions, and this conclusion is
explicitly stated by Ageli (1989) saying that “LA uses the participle ( َ اٍْ اُلبػIsm
alfa‟al) in context where MSA employs the simple present”, and in the use of past
verb for future actions. Another difference between MSA and LD is that the past
verb form in LD used for present is only in supplications, while in MSA, it is used
for two situations, supplications and contract terms.
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The difference between the MSA and LD, on one hand, and the English language, on
the other, centres on the fact that the English language has a variety of tenses for
expressing difference situations. That is, whereas the past in LD is used for definite,
indefinite past, a recent action or a past action preceded by another past action, the
English language uses simple past for definite past actions but it uses present perfect
for indefinite past and recently occurred actions and past perfect for pluperfect. For,
MSA, present perfect and past perfect do exist, but simple past could be used
instead. It is also mentioned that the past verb in MSA and LD can be used for
present or future situations, the English past verb can only express present or future
in two cases: in conditional clauses as in: „If I had enough time, I would go‟, or in
optative expressions such as: I wish I could do this‟.

7.1.2. The Present
In English, the present is formed with the basic verb form except for the third person
when „s‟ is added to the verb. So, the structure of this tense is: Subject + Verb +
Object or Complement. This is considered the base form of the English sentence. In
MSA, the present tense is mostly formed by the prefixes (ـ٣ ya), or ( رـta). These
prefixes have two functions; they indicate the tense and the person. As for the (ـ٣ ya),
besides its function as present marker, it is also used for indicating the third person
masculine, singular or plural. For the first person ( اa) is used and ( رـta) is used for
third person feminine. In case of plural, the verb is both prefixed and suffixed. (  ٗـnfor first persons,  رـta for second persons, ـ٣ ya for third persons) person prefixes, and
(ٕ ـب-an for dual, and اٞ ـ-u for more than two) are number suffixes. The present verb
in LD is also formed by either prefixed or/and suffixed, and that these affixations
indicate the subject marker as well. The difference between LD and MSA in terms
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of number suffixes is that there is no „dual‟ suffix (ٕ– ـبan) in LD. Just like the case
with MSA, these prefixes, which are the subject markers, also function as the present
tense indicators. The prefixes used for indicating present tense in LD are: ( ٗـ,ـ٣ , and
) رـ. That is, they are the same in MSA, but for the first person a ( ٗـn-) is used instead
of ( اa) in LD. This is similar to the plural first person marker in MSA:
-

(MSA  ٗـn-)  ٌٗزتnaktub.

(LD  ٗـn-)  ٌٗزتnkteb.

The basic structure of this tense in the three language forms are illustrated below:

Subject

Aux

Verb

Eng:

Mohamed

Ø

plays

MSA:

Mohamed

Ø

yal‟ib

LD:

Mahamed

Ø

yal‟ib

Object
football
alkurah
fi

alkura.

The diagram shows a great degree of similarity among the three language forms. No
auxiliary is used in all three languages. The structure is S + V (present form) +
Object. The difference appears in the LD where a preposition is needed with the
object. It is mentioned in the introduction of the tense section in the previous chapter
that the preposition „fi‟ could change the meaning of the tense. However, in this
sentence, it does not seem to have any effect on the overall meaning but the sentence
without it is inappropriate. The speakers of ZD tend to use (٢ كfi) with a great
number of activities such as:  اُْطوط٢ ك,خٛ اٌُبه٢هح¸ كٌُٞ ا٢ِؼت ك٣ and so on. This (٢ كfi)
is only used with present tense whether it is habitual or continuous. In past or future
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tenses, it is dropped: هحٌُٞ ُؼت اla‟b ilkura, * هحٌُٞ ا٢ ُؼت كla‟b fi alkura, or * ٢ِؼت ك٤ث
هحٌُٞ اbiyal‟ib fi alkura. I say ZD because I am not 100 percent sure that other
Libyan dialects use (٢ كfi) in such way.
In MSA, the present tense verb has three moods each of which has a special
meaning: in indicative, subjunctive or jussive moods. The indicative mood has the
meaning of factual statements while the subjunctive mood expresses doubt, desire or
wish, and the jussive mood does not carry any particular semantic meaning, but is
used for imperative indicating an attitude of command. One mood is used in LD.
Semantically, the present tense in English is generally used for facts, routines and
habits that occur frequently or for a relatively long time. It can also be used for
future situations as when the action is certain to happen in the future or when the
events or actions are time tabled. It is also used for past events in the historical
present. These usages seem to be common among the three language forms. In
addition, the present tense in MSA can express future in some other situations. First,
when the particle (ُٖ lan) precedes the verb as in: َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُٖ lan ya‟mal
Ahmed fi alma‟mal. Besides historical present, the present tense could be used for
past actions when it is preceded by (ُْ lam, and  ُٔبlamma) as in: َٔ أُؼ٢ؼَٔ اؽٔل ك٣ ُْ
lam ya‟mal Ahmed fi alma‟mal.
In LD, it is also commonly used for present situations, but it has been mentioned that
using the present tense for future when the actions are planned or sure to happen. It
is also used for the past for historical present similar to that of English and MSA. In
LD, the active participle can be used besides the present verb form to express habits
as in:
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ُ ال فلٓخ ال هلٓخٞ اُؾ٢ هاهل كragid fi alhush la khidma al gidma, „staying at home
without doing anything‟. Apart from this, there seems to be no special features that
distinguish LD from English or MSA in using the present tense.

7.1.3. The Future
In English, the future tense is formed with the auxiliary „will‟ followed by an
infinitive verb form. The auxiliary „shall‟ has the same meaning as that of „will‟, but
this latter is more commonly used. In MSA, the prefix ( ٍـsa) or the preverb (فٍٞ
sawfa) are used. Both are used with the present verb form. In LD, prefixes ( ثـbi) or
/ ؽـha/ are attached to a present verb.
Subject

Aux

Verb

Object

Eng:

Mohamed

will

play

football

MSA:

Mohamed

sawfa/ sa-

yal‟ib

alkurah

LD:

Mahamed

bi-/ha-

yal‟ib

alkura.

Again, similarity between the three languages is clear in that all use „particles‟ for
forming future tense. In English, this particle is termed „an auxiliary‟ and in MSA
and LD it is termed „prefix‟. The subtle difference between ( ٍـsa) and (فٍٞ sawfa)
as mentioned in (4.2.2.4) in that the latter is for near future while the former is for
further future, and that ( ٍـsa) cannot be negated.
Similarity seems to be vivid in the semantics of the future tense in that it is used for
future actions only in all the three languages. However, in LD, the present verb form
prefixed with the future element /bi/ and preceded with (َ هجgabil) can be used for
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intended past action as explained in (5.3.1.3):

ػٝ اٗو٢ْٔ٘هجَ اث

Qabil ibnimshi

inrawah. In fact, it equals the English sentence „I was about to go home‟. LD also
uses the preverbs (ٞ رtaw= right now or ( ٠ رِوtalga will find) meaning „you will find
….‟. The former is commonly used for promises.
The difference between the two prefixes /bi-/ and /ha-/ is that the former usually
expresses intention while the latter has the sense of determination. Also, /bi-/ is not
used when the negation particle (ِٓ mish) is used:
- *  ُِٔلهٍخ٢ْٔ٤ ِٓ اثmish ibymshi lilmadrasa. -  ُِٔلهٍخ٢ْٔ٤ ِٓ ؽmish haymshi
lilmadrasa. He will not go to school.
LD /bi-/ usually has the meaning of „want to‟ or „in order to‟, and when it is used
with this meaning, it can have past meaning as well. This use of /bi-/ for past can be
clearly demonstrated by the fact that the past form of (ٕ ًبkan) can be used with it, in
particular, it expresses past intention similar to „wanted to‟:
-

َُبػلح ٌُٖ ٓبثبال٤ ًبٕ ثkan bisa‟dah lakin mabalash. He wanted to help him, but

refused.
In LD, words such as „ٞ رtaw‟ and „٠ رِوtalga‟ are used for future time reference. The
former is followed with a present verb form, and the latter is usually followed by an
active participle. „ٞ رtaw‟ has the meaning of giving promise, and„٠ رِوtalga‟
expresses future continuous or perfect depending on the state of the following verb.
This is dealt with in the following section.
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7.2. Aspect
The Arabic aspect discussed in the two previous chapters is based on the structure
and the meaning. In other terms, it is based on how the particle ( هلqad) or the
auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) are used for forming different aspects. The aspect discussed here
focuses on the meaning of the structure i.e. progressive and perfect. It is mentioned
in the introduction of this chapter that the English language has more detailed tense
and aspect classifications than that of the Arabic language, or it would be said that
the Arabic grammarians do not explicitly divide the Arabic aspect into progressive
and perfect, but they include it in their discussions as seen in Chapter Four and Five.
Thus, English classification of the aspect into „progressive and perfect‟ is used as a
basis in this comparison. Therefore, the mechanism followed here is that the aspect
is divided into two main sections, progressive and perfect. The same procedures used
for comparing tenses in that the syntax is discussed followed by the semantics of
these tenses, is followed in the discussion of aspect.

7.2.1. Progressive
The progressive forms in English are of two types, compound progressive and
simple progressive. The former is a combination of the progressive and perfect
represented in the forms of future, present and past perfect continuous, and the latter
is simply the form of future, present and past continuous. In this discussion, the term
„continuous‟ is used instead of „progressive.
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7.2.1.1. Perfect Continuous
In the Arabic language, including its dialects, such subdivisions do not exist,
although there are structures that equal some of the aspect in English, particularly the
continuous structures. There seems to be no perfect continuous in MSA and LD. Yet,
there is a contextually-dependent structure that is closer to the meaning of the
English future perfect continuous in LD. This dialectical structure of perfect
continuous is actually used in one of the sentences written in MSA for the focus
group method. This is explained in the following examples:
-

*  اُْوًخٙ مٙ ٢ٕ ٍ٘خ اّزـَ كٝ ػْو٢ُ ٌٕٞ٤ٍ  اَُ٘خٙ مٙ خ٣بٜٗ ٢ك

Fi nihayat hadhih alsanah sa yakun li „shrun sanah ashtaghil fi hadhih al sharikah.
By the end of this year, I will have been working for twenty years for this company.
(Li) is made up of two elements (/l/) and (/i:/). The former is a preposition means (to)
and the latter is a pronoun means (me). This pronoun changes according to the
person just like any other suffixed pronouns, i.e. ( ُيlik, ٌُْ likum) and so on. The
general meaning of these elements is (to me, mine, or belongs to me), but when used
in such structures its meaning becomes closer to „have‟ or „possess‟. Of course, it is
not a marker of perfect continuous tenses, therefore I term it a „particle‟ here.
The use of the particle (٢ُ li) is informal, yet, it is used in the focus group among the
modern standard Arabic sentences to see if there are any changes in the participants‟
responses. The reason for using this is that the exact translation of this tense into
“standard Arabic” requires two clauses. For example, the translation of “By the end
of this year I will have been working in this company for 20 years” is:
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 ٓبىُذٝ  اُْوًخٙ مٙ ٢ٕ ٍ٘خ اّزـَ كٝذ ػْو٤ٕٚٓ هل اًٞ اَُ٘خ ٍبٙنٛ خ٣بٜٗ ٢ك
)َ(اّزـ
Fi nihayat hadhih alsanah sa -kun qad amdaitu „shrun sanatin ashtaghil fi hadhih al
sharikah

wa

maziltu

ashtaghil

(or-

I

am

still

so).

The following is one sentence from the participants‟ responses:
-

ٌخ٣ اُْوٙلٛ ٢ ٍ٘خ ك20 ب٤ُ جلا٤ افو اُؼبّ اث٢ك
Fi akhir al „am ibyabda liya 20 sana fi hadih alhsarikah.

The word (جلا٤ اثibyabda) meaning (will begin) is used before (٢ُ li) which is inflected
for person (ب٤ُ liya). The difference between the MSA using )ذ٤ٚٓ – اamdaitu) and
LD using (ب٤ُ liya) structures is that in the MSA the focus is on the end of a period
while in LD the focus is at the start of a period. That is, the phrase “ ذ٤ٕٚٓ هل اًٍٞب
ٕ ٍ٘خٝ ػْو- sa akun qad amdaitu „shrun sanatin” means „at the end of the year I will
have finished the twentieth year working at that company‟ because of the use of
“ذ٤ٚٓ – اamdaitu” that means “spent”. In LD, the word “(جلا٤ اثibyabda) meaning „ I
will start/ begin‟ indicates the start of a period, so it means „At the end of this year. I
will start/begin being working at this company for twenty years‟.
However, the future perfect continuous is marked as non-existent for two reasons.
First, the verb (ذ٤ٚٓ – اamdaitu) is a perfect verb form that follows the auxiliary
(ٕ هلًٞ ٍأsa-kunu qad) is in fact not perfect continuous, and the dialectical verb (جلا٤اث
ibyabda) is not a particular marker for perfect continuous aspect. Secondly, this LD
structure has the meaning of the future perfect continuous only in certain contexts or
when used in conditionals as in the example above.
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Therefore, the structure of the future perfect continuous can be as in this diagram:

Subject
Eng:

Mohamed

Aux
will have been

Verb

Object

playing

football

MSA:

-

-

-

-

LD:

-

-

-

-

There are four elements employed for forming the English future perfect continuous.
The auxiliary is „made up of three parts‟ and the participle form of the verb. There
are no equivalent structures in MSA and LD. This is also the case with the present
and past perfect continuous.
In English, the future perfect continuous is used for actions that last for a specified
period of time at a definite moment in the future. That is, by a certain time in the
future, an action will have been happening for a period of time. There is no such
structure in MSA, but in LD the phrase of (جلا٤ اثibyabda) is sometimes used with a
similar meaning of that of the English language as mentioned earlier.
The MSA verb (ذ٤ٚٓ – اamdaitu) and the LD particle (٢ُ li) are also used for the
present perfect continuous:

ٕذ اًضو ٖٓ ٍبػخ ارٔو٤ٚٓا

amdaitu akthr men sa‟ah

atamarin, I have spent more than one hour training, means. (MSA), ب اًضو ٖٓ ٍبػخ٤ُ
ٕاٗذٓو

Liya akthir min sa‟a intmarin, „ I possess one hour of training, means, „I

have been traing more than one hour‟ „(LD). For past perfect continuous, the MSA
uses the past perfect structure that is formed with ( ًبٕ هلkana qad):
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ٖٓ ذ اًضو٤ٚٓا

ٕ ً٘ذ هل ٍبػخ ارٔوkuntu qad amdaitu akthr men sa‟ah atamarin. The (٢ُ li) structure is
used in LD structure ٕب اًضو ٖٓ ٍبػخ ا ٗذٓو٤ُ ًٕب

kan liya aktir men sa‟a intmarin. (

ٕ ًبkan) can be omitted when the meaning is clear from the context:
بٜ٤ا ثِٖٞ ُٔب ار٢م اَُبػخ ارواعٞب كٜ٤ُ liha fug isa‟a itraji lamma itaslu biha. She has been
waiting for an hour when they called her.
Again, the MSA structure in fact equals the past perfect and the LD structure is not
really a grammatical form in that it does not contain a specific auxiliary or tense
marker. As in the case with the future perfect continuous, the present and the past
perfect continuous are also deemed non-existent. therefore, the structure is:

Subject
Eng:

Mohamed

Aux

Verb

has/had been

playing

Object
football

MSA:

-

-

-

-

LD:

-

-

-

-

7.2.1.2. Simple Continuous
Simple continuous structures in English are formed with the auxiliary „be‟ followed
by an „–ing‟ verb form. In case of future continuous, this „be‟ is preceded by the
auxiliary „will‟. In MSA and LD, the active participle is used besides the present
verb form for continuous structures. In many cases, especially when a present verb is
used, it is only the context or some other words that distinguish simple from
continuous meaning. Participles are used for present continuous, but again, it is the
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context that distinguishes it from simple future. In other words, present verb forms
have the meaning of habitual „therefore simple‟ present, or present continuous
according to the context, and participles have the meaning of present continuous or
simple future depending on the context. For future continuous in LD, the dialectical
future prefixes /bi-/ or /ha/ are used with the present form of (ٕ ًبkan) instead of the
formal (sa-/sawfa) of the MSA. The dialectical preverb (٠ رِوtalga) is commonly used
for future continuous. For past continuous, (ٕ ًبkan) is used in both MSA and LD.

Subject
Future
Eng:

Present

Mohamed

Mohamed

Past

playing

football

-

dhahiban

ila al‟amal

kana

Future
Present

is

sayakun

Past

LD:

Object

was

Future
Present

Verb

will be

Past

MSA:

Aux

bi/haykun
Mahmed

mashi

kan
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lil‟amal

The future continuous structures in MSA and LD are restricted to participle derived
from durative verbs. The sentence „Mohamed sayakun la‟iban alkurah‟ is
ungrammatical in MSA and LD.
The meaning of the future continuous in English is to express actions that will be
taking place at a time point in the future, and the meaning of the present continuous
is expressing actions taking place at the time of speaking, and the past continuous
expresses interrupted past actions or the background of other past actions. This
concept seems to be common between the three language forms. In MSA, the past
continuous that is formed with participles can also express habitual past as in: ًٕب
. ٕبثوا ٓؾزَجبKana sabiran muhtasiban. In LD, only the present verb form when used
with (ٕ ًبkan) can express habitual past. In short, past continuous is formed with
(kan) followed by a present verb or an active participle in both MSA and LD. In
addition, this auxiliary (kan) followed by a present verb can also express habitual
past in both MSA and LD, but only MSA uses an active participle for habitual past.
Only some punctual participle express habitual past in LD.

7.2.2. The Perfect
The perfect structures in English are formed with the auxiliary verb „to have‟
followed by the verb in past participle. For future perfect, „will‟ precedes the verb „to
have‟ and for past perfect, the past form of „to have‟ is used. In MSA, the particle (هل
qad) is used as a perfect marker. In future perfect, it is preceded by the present form
of the auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٣ yakun), and the past form (ٕ ًبkana) for past perfect. In both
structures „future and past‟, this auxiliary is followed by past verb form. In LD,
besides the preverb (٠ رِوtaga) (4.3.2), together with past verb form, the auxiliary (ًٕب
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kan) in the present form and prefixed with the future marker /bi/ or /ha/ is used for
future perfect. There is no specific grammatical structure for present and past perfect.
Thus, the structures for the perfect are:

Subject
Future
Eng:

Present

Mohamed

Mohamed

Past

played

football

qad

la‟iba

alkurah

kana qad

Future
Present

has

sayakun qad

Past

LD:

Object

had

Future
Present

Verb

will have

Past

MSA:

Aux

bi/haykun
Mahmed

la‟ab

-

alkura

-

Semantically, the future perfect in three language forms, English, MSA and LD are
used for action that will finish at a specific time in the future. In LD, ( هلqad) is not
used, therefore, the future perfect is either expressed by the (bi/hayakun) or by using
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(talga) followed by past verb. The present perfect talks about two past situations in
both English and MSA. The first is for past actions without a specific time „timeless
past‟, and the second situation is when the past action has a present effect. However,
the simple past is also used instead of present perfect in MSA, but in LD, the simple
past is the only form used for both present and past perfect. The English past perfect
describes an action that occurs and finishes before another past action. This usage
also matches that of the MSA, but there is no past perfect in LD, simple past is also
used for past perfect.

7.3. The Voice
The comparison here does not follow the same mechanisms and procedures that are
followed in the comparison of tense and aspect. This is due to the fact that in many
cases the three language forms, English, MSA or LD, use different structures or
completely different ways of expressing passive from each other. Thus, the
comparison here focuses on how each language expresses the passive and in what
situations it is used.
First, how each language expresses passive and what structures are used is
highlighted, followed by the situation in which passive is preferred.
The passive in English, and also in MSA is internally expressed. That is, it is
expressed by changing the internal structure of the verb, i.e. apophonic. However in
English, it is the whole verb form „past participle‟ with the help of the auxiliary „be‟
that is use in forming the passive. In MSA, it is the vowelling system if the verb that
is used for passive structures. For other passive tenses and aspects, the same
structures of tenses and aspects discussed above, are used including the auxiliaries
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such as „will‟ and „have‟ in the case of English, and „ٕ ًبkana‟ and „ هلqad‟ in MSA.
There is another way of forming passive in MSA. It is an external passive formed
through some derived verb forms. Many Arabic grammarians refer to these two ways
of MSA passive „inflectional‟ meaning apophonic‟ and „derivational‟ meaning
„external‟.
This latter type of passive formation is also one of two styles used in LD. As many
Arabic dialect researchers say, there is no apophonic „internal‟ passive in Arabic
dialects including LD, either derivational „external‟ or active structures are use.
Therefore, all this means that there is one way of expressing passive in English, two
ways in MSA, and also two ways in LD one of which is the same as that of the
MSA. Below are some examples of all these passive forms. First, the English and
MSA are compared:
Al

walad

kasara

al nafidhah.

The

boy

broke

the

al

nafidhah

The

window

(Active MSA)

window.

Kusirat
was

(Active English)

(passive MSA)

broken

(passive English)

So, the similarity between these two languages is that the object becomes the subject
followed by a passive verb. In English, the passive verb is indicated by both the verb
form in that it is in past participle, and by the auxiliary verb „be‟. In MSA there is no
auxiliary. The verb in MSA can be in the initial position, and normally it is, but here
the example sentence is initiated with the subject for comparison purposes.
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The other means of expressing passive in MSA is employing the verb form such as
verb forms (V) and (VII) that are sometimes known as the /n/ and /t/ verbs. This
somehow has no equivalent in English, although some ergative verb could be similar
to this as in: the book reads well, or the glass breaks easily. Such this use is not
classified under the passive category. Besides these two verb forms, sometimes the
form (IX) of the triliteral verbs, and the verb form (II) of the quadriliteral verbs can
also be used for passive. However, MSA tends to use inflectional passive more than
derivational passive, because, as Alsamerrai (2003) says, there is a difference
between inflectional and derivational passive. The inflectional passive form that uses
the verb (َ كُتـ ِاؼـfu‟il) means that the action is external. That is triggered by someone
or something, while in the passive form ( َ اٗـلـؼـinfa‟al) the action seems to be
internal, i.e. reflexive.
-

طبه٣ كـ ُت ِاغـو االfujir alitar. The tyre was exploded (someone or something caused
it to explode)

-

طبه٣ اٗلغو االinfajar alitar The tyre exploded ( by itself).

The passive participle ( ٍٞ ) اٍْ أُلؼis also used in passive constructions in MSA,
however, it is mainly used as an adjective as in: ؽخٞ اُؼِجخ ٓلزal‟ulba maftuhah.
The passive is sometimes paraphrased in MSA by using the verb (ْ رـtamma).
The Arabic verb forms (V), (VII), (IX) and „quadriliteral form‟ (II) are also used in
LD. This is the similarity between MSA and LD in passivisation. The other means of
expressing passive in LD is using passive participle. It is mentioned in Chapter Five,
section (5.3.) that the passive participle is used for expressing passive particularly
when it is indefinite and followed by a prepositional phrase. Further examples are
listed below:
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-

٘خ٣هخ ٖٓ أُلٝبهح َٓو٤َُا

Alsayara msruga men ilmadina. (passive)

-

هخٝبهح َٓو٤َُا

Alsayara msruga. (adjective)

-

٘خ٣هخ ٖٓ أُلٝبهح أَُو٤َُ اAlsayara almsruga men ilmadina. (adjective)

This use of passive participle for expressing passive seems to be acceptable in MSA
as well, although many researchers have undermined the importance of the passive
participle in passive structures.
The third means of expressing passive is by using active verbs. The subject of this
type of passive-meaning active sentences is always the plural third person (اٞ) ـ
means (they), even though the agent is not known or it could be single.
Below is comparison of the reasons for using passive in both MSA and the English
language. They are copied from the discussion chapters, but rearranged for
comparison purposes. That is, similar points are given similar numbers in both lists.
The first list is on MSA and the second is on English.
A- MSA:
1- When the action is more important than the doer, or when emphasising and
ensuring that the action is done.
2- For avoiding personal involvement.
3- When the agent is not known.
4- When the agent is known to the hearers/readers.

B- English
1- The passive is used when the action is more important than the doer.
2- The passive is used to avoid personal involvement or responsibility
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3- It is used when the agent – the doer – is not known or not specified.
4- It is used to avoid long subjects.
5- It is used to thematise processes rather than the doers or agents.
It is clear now that in many cases the purpose of using the passive is similar in both
MSA and English. They are similar in that they use the passive for emphasising the
action rather than the doer, when the doer is not known or to avoid its involvement.
However, the passive is also used in MSA when the doer is already known to the
hearers/readers. It is not mentioned whether the passive is used in such situation in
English. On the other hand, the English language uses passive to avoided long
subjects, whereas in Arabic it seems that long subjects do not necessitate passive, as
in:
-

ذ ًَ أُجبكهادٚاه ٓ٘ن اٗلالع االّزجبًبد هكٞ رؾبهة اُض٢بد اُز٤ِْ٤ُِٔ اُغٔبػبد أَُبٗلح
Aljama‟at almusanidah lilmilishyat alati tuharib altuwar mundhu indila‟
alishtibakat rafadat alhiwar.

The mercenaries that support the militia fighting the rebels since the start of the
clashes refused all the initiatives.
Point number five (5) „to thematise processes‟ is similar to number one in that the
passive is used to make the process or the action the topic of the passive.
The reasons for using the passive in LD are not mentioned, but it seems to me that
the first three reasons are also applicable to LD. There appears to be a degree of
similarity between LD and English concerning point number five „to thematise
processes‟. This process is achieved through what is termed „topicalisation‟ in which
the topic of a sentence occupies the initial position in the sentence. However, it
should be mentioned here that this process for topicalisation is not part of the passive
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as it can occur in the passive sentence as well. The following are examples extracted
from the conversation recordings:
ْ ُغ٘خٌُِّٜٞ ٕ أُقبىil-makhazin shakalulhm lajna.

-

 أُلزبػ هكؼخ اؽٔلalmuftah raf‟a Ahmed.
٠ب اَُطٜ٤ِٖؼ ك٣بهح ا٤َُ اAlsayara isalah fiha ista.

7.4. Conclusion
Thus, in this chapter, MSA, LD and the English languages are compared and
contrasted in terms of using TAV. Many similarities and differences are shown when
using TAV among the three language forms in both syntactic and semantic fields.
The following tables and the diagram summarise the existence and use of TAV in
English, MSA, and LD. Due to the fact that the English language has a wider range
of tenses, it is used as a model to which other languages are compared.
Only tenses and aspects that have their own syntactic structures are considered as
existent. For example, tenses that are only determined by the context are excluded.
For space, the word „Alternative‟ is abbreviated to „Alt‟. This abbreviation shows
which tense or structure is used instead of the non-existent one.
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Tense

1-

English

MSA

Alt.

LD

Alt.

Future perfect continuous

-

Future

-

Simple

perfect
2-

Future perfect

future
-

+

Simple
future

3-

Future continuous

-

+

4-

Simple future

+

+

5-

Present simple

+

+

6-

Present continuous

-

-

7-

Present perfect

+

-

Simple
past

8-

Present perfect continuous

-

Simple

-

past

Simple
past

9-

Past simple

+

+

10-

Past continuous

+

+

11-

Past perfect

+

-

Simple
past

12-

Past perfect continuous

-

Past

-

perfect
Table (8a) Comparison of Tense and Aspect in MSA and LD
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Simple
past

Voice
English

MSA

13-

Passive Future perf. Cont.

-

14-

Passive Future perfect

+

Alt.

LD

Alt.

-

-

-

-

-

/n/, /t/- form in
simple future

15-

Passive Future continuous

-

-

-

-

16-

Passive Future simple

+

-

-

/n/, /t/- form in
simple future

17-

Passive Present simple

+

-

-

/n/, /t/- form or
active in simple
present

18-

Passive Present continuous

-

-

-

-

19-

Passive Present perfect

+

-

-

/n/, /t/- form or
active in simple
past

20-

Passive Present perf. Cont.

-

-

-

-

21-

Passive past simple

+

-

-

/n/, /t/- form or
active in simple
past

22-

Passive past continuous

+

-

-

active in simple
past

23-

Passive past perfect

+

-

-

/n/, /t/- form or
active in simple
past

24-

Passive past perf. Cont.

-

-

-

-

Table (8b) Comparison of Voice in MSA and LD

The diagram below summarises the structure and verb state of tense and aspect of the
three language forms, (B- stands for base, Imp means present, and Perf means past):
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AUX

Simple future

Future continuous

E.:

will

MSA.:

sa- /sawfa

Imp.

LD.:

bi- ha -/

Imp.

E.:

will

+ing

MSA.:

Ø

LD.:

E.:
Future perfect

Simple present

V

will

B

+ be

ha-

yakun

Ø

have

Imp.

PP.

MSA.:

sa-

yakun

Qad

Perf.

LD.:

ha-

yakun

Ø

Perf.

E.:

Ø

B

MSA.:

Ø

Imper.

LD.:

Ø

Imper.
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Present perfect

E.:

have

PP

MSA.:

Qad

Perf.

LD.:

Ø

Perf.

E.:

Ø

Past

MSA.:

Ø

Perf.

LD.:

Ø

Perf.

Simple past

E.:
Past continuous

Was/were

SMA.:

Kana

LD.:

Kan

E.:
Past perfect

Imper.
Imper.

Ø

SMA.:

+ing

Had

Kana + Qad

LD.:

PP
Perf.

Ø

Diagram (1) TAV Comparison in English, MSA and LD
This structure-analysis diagram shows some similarities and differences between the
structures of English tenses and aspect and those of the modern standard Arabic and
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Libyan dialects. The three forms (E, MSA and LD) have the same structure for
simple tenses in that there are no auxiliaries, and that for the past continuous the
same auxiliary elements are used in (MSA) and (LD) which has an equivalent form
in English (was/were). There is also a grammatical similarity between the English
future continuous and that of the Libyan dialects in that both have auxiliaries but it is
non-existent in modern standard Arabic. A similarity also appears between English
and MSA in that both have present perfect.
The difference between MSA and LD on the one hand and E (English) on the other
is very clear in the verb form. In MSA and LD, the verb is never affected by the
auxiliary while in English it is. For example, in the present perfect and the simple
past, the verb is past participle in the former due to the use of the auxiliary (has) and
it is in the past form in the latter. In (MSA) and (LD), the verb is always the same,
although in some cases a different part of speech may be used, i.e. participles, in
MSA and more often in LD. In fact, only two verb forms are used in all Arabic
tenses, present and past verb, whereas the English verb is affected by the preceding
auxiliary, therefore there are four verb forms as shown in the analysis above: base,
present participle, past and past participle.
The other difference is with the auxiliary particle (be) that corresponds to (yakun) in
Arabic. While the English (be) is used for continuous tenses, the Arabic (yakun) is
used for perfect tenses as well as is the case with future and past perfect. The only
difference between MSA and LD is that latter never uses (qad). This could give one
explanation why past perfect is not used in LD.
From a semantic point of view, similarity appears in the fact that some tenses are
used for some other tenses for the same reasons. For example, the present in English
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can be used to express future when the action is planned; also, this present is used for
past event in historical present. This is the same with MSA and LD where the
present can be used for future when the action is sure to happen, and used for the
past in historical present.
The difference between English and MSA, including LD, is that in English the future
tense is only used for future actions, and the past is only for past actions except in
conditionals. In LD, the future can be used for past as in: ْٜ٘ٓ وةٛ ٌُٖ ٙا ػٔبٞؾوو٤ ثّٙٝل
shaduh bihaqaqu a‟mah lakin harab minuh. The past can be used for present in
„contracts‟ in MSA, and in supplications in both MSA and LD.
Similarities and differences are not only between the two different languages,
English and MSA, but also between MSA and its dialect „LD‟ in that LD uses
participles more than MSA uses them. Using participles for the simple or habitual
past occurs in LD but not in MSA, but when the participle is used with (ٕ ًبkan), it
can express habitual past in MSA but not in LD. The present and past perfect only
exist in MSA. The present verb in MSA has three moods, but no moods are used in
LD.
Both English and MSA have apophonic passive. As for continuous aspect, only
passive past continuous occurs in MSA, but all simple passive perfect aspect exist
except the passive perfect continuous. In LD, the passive is expressed with some
derived verb forms, especially verb forms (V), (VII), (IX) and (II) of quadriliteral
verbs. The alternative way of expressing the passive in MSA is using the verb (ْر
tamma), while the alternative of the passive in LD is using the active form.
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Chapter Eight
The Analysis of Stage Two

8. 0. TAV Used by Libyan University Students
This stage of the present research aims at studying the effect of L1, mainly the
dialects of Libyan university students, on the use or non-use of tense, aspect and
voice (TAV) in the first place. It is proposed in this study that the effect of the L1
does not necessarily result in blocking the acquisition of a certain L2 element such as
using –s of the third person or correctly using the grammatical structure, but it could
result in delaying the acquisition of these elements or in the inappropriate use of a
correct grammatical structure. Therefore, this study also tries to investigate at what
stage TAV is acquired. The term stage here refers to four academic years.
Therefore, this section aims to answer the following research questions:
1- At what stage (of four stages of university level) do students learn and use
the target structures?
2- To what extent do these structures exist in the students‟ written
production?
3- How do (TAV) immerge and develop in Libyan university students‟
output, and to what extent does this development comply with the stages and
findings of the preceding studies mentioned above? In other words, is the
emergence and development of these structures affected by the property of
the target language verb, (Aspect Hypothesis) or the L1verb property?
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The method used in this stage consists of two tests, story writing and picture
describing. These two tests took place in the participants‟ classrooms and
implemented and supervised by the researcher. This, actually had to take place
under the researcher‟s supervision due to the nature of the research which requires
explanations without mentioning examples to the participants, that is, the
participants are meant to use these target structures (TAV) without being asked to do
so. The main phenomenon investigated in this research is why students do not use
some grammatical structures though they are fully aware of them. So, if the students
are asked to use passive structure in their writing, for example, they can do so with a
degree of easiness, but when writing or speaking in general, this structure is not used
at all or is rarely used. This is why examples are not provided to the participants in
the tests and the researcher had to be available to explain the task verbally and, in
some cases, in the participants‟ dialect. In fact, the difficulty of the research lies in
this principle which is how to elicit the target structures without giving examples or
telling the participants to use them. However, besides the hints and explanations
provided by the researcher during the conducting of the tests, the methods designed
for this research direct the participants towards using TAV. I would admit that it is
not guaranteed that all the target structures are expected to be used.
Besides testing the use or non-use of certain structures, these tests are also designed
to answer the question of whether or not, as the Aspect Hypothesis claims, the
acquisition and emergence of the TAV is governed by the L1 or L2 verb property.
So, a different variety of verb classes are included in the tests, mainly story writing.
Before starting discussing the samples, it is important to show the English language
background of the students as well as the details of the two tests. As mentioned in
the tertiary education part (1.2.), there are three-year-English-specialised secondary
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schools that have recently been introduced into the education system in Libya
followed by the four-year university stage. This means that the students
(participants) have a reasonable experience of around seven years of English
learning experience. Thus, even the first year students are not considered to be
complete beginners at learning English as they have come from an English
specialised secondary school, although, some students in those English departments
did not study at English-specialised secondary schools particularly some of the
students in the third and fourth years. However, to make sure that the participants are
fully aware of the target structures, a one-month intensive course was provided to
them focusing on using tenses and voice properly. This course was carried out by the
researcher himself.
As the research is carried out in Libyan universities, the students‟ (participants‟)
level is determined in terms of which academic year they are at i.e. first, second,
third or fourth year. The participants were chosen based on activities during the
intensive course and the information gained from their other teachers.
From each class, nine participants were chosen (three low, three middle and three
high participants). However, as mentioned in chapter three, the research methods,
choosing three from each level is to guarantee that the continuum of levels is not
interrupted by the withdrawal of some participants, so, during the data analysis, only
one from each level is selected, and this selection is based on the most responses
made by each participant. Therefore, there is a wide range of levels starting from
first class low proficiency students to fourth class high proficiency students; that is
twelve levels.
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Having selected the participants, the researcher explained the task and read the texts.
After reading the texts in MSA and LD and discussing the story to maximise
possibility that the participants follow the sequence of the story, the test starts by
giving the participants a set of pictures that tell the events of the story and a list of
English verbs that could possibly be used. These pictures and verb list enhances the
possibility of using all the target structures and save the participants‟ time
researching for appropriate vocabularies. The students took about an hour and a half
to complete the test.

8.1. Data Analysis
As the two tests mentioned above are complementary to each other, the method or
the mechanism used for the analysis is not based on the individual test, rather, these
two tests will be dealt with according to the structures that are targeted. Thus, tense
and aspect will be discussed first followed by a discussion of voice. The aspect is
included within tense discussion. That is, the participants‟ responses to the passive
structures in the story writing test are analysed in combination with the passive
structures gained from the picture describing test.

8.1.1. The Analysis of Tense and Aspect
Several steps are followed for analysing the participants‟ responses. First, the target
structures in these responses are underlined and numbered according to their
occurrence in the text in all the three language forms, English, MSA and LD, as
follows:
(English)

1- When the tree were becoming green
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2- And people were out enjoying the sunny day,

MSA
„indamma kanit alashjar takhdar

وٚ ػ٘لٓب ًبٗذ االّغبه رق-1

wa kanit al-nas tastamti‟ biljaw almushmis ٌُْٔٔ اٞ ًبٗذ اُ٘بً رَزٔزغ ثبُغٝ -2
(DL)
fi yum men ayamat alsyf wa adinya takhdar وٚب رق٤ٗاُلٝ ق٤ُٖبٓبد ا٣ّ ٖٓ اٞ٣ ٢ ك-1
wa kanit al-nas tastamti‟ biljaw almshms

ٌُْٔٔ اٞ ًبٗذ اُ٘بً رَزٔزغ ثبُغ-2

The tense of the underlined sentences is determined and tabulated to be compared to
the other three forms as illustrated below, (PR = participants‟ responses)

English

MSA

LD

1

Past continuous

Past continuous

Past continuous

2

Past continuous

Past continuous

Past continuous

3

Pa- past simple

Pa- past simple

Past simple

PR

Past simple
Past continuous
Past simple

Table (9) Sample of Comparison Table of TAV Used by the Participants
Thus, for example, according to the numbering of the sentences, the tense of
sentence number three is passive simple past in both English and MSA, but it is
active simple past in LD. The expected tense is should be passive simple past.
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This table is now the base for further analyses such as determining the variation of
the responses of the participants to one tense as well as whether or not this response
corresponds with the expected English tense or to that of MSA or LD. Thus, more
focused tables are made to include the various responses of each participant to the
same repeated tense.
For space, symbols and numbers are used in these tables to represent the participants
and tenses. The participants are referred to in the table with (1L) which stands for
low proficiency level „participant in the first year, (2M) stands for middle participant
in the second year, (3L) stands for middle participant in the third year, and finally
(4H) means high proficiency participant in the fourth year. The numbers are used to
represent the tenses as follows:
1- Future perfect continuous

7- Present perfect

2- Future perfect

8- Present perfect continuous

3- Future continuous

9- Past simple

4- Future simple

10- Past continuous

5- Present simple

11- Past perfect

6- Present continuous

12- Past perfect continuous

(Note: Fre EMS = frequency of the structure in the model answer. That is, situations
where simple present, for example, should be use is repeated seven times in the
model answer)
First, the table below shows the responses to a tense used by all the participants. So
the numbers (1) and (3) at the bottom of the second row (future perfect) means that
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participant (4M) used this tense one time and the participant (4h) used it three times,
the (-) means that there is no response or different tense is used. This step gives a
general view of which grammatical structures are not used or which are most
commonly use by the participants.

11 Past perfect

10 Past continuous

9

8

7

6

5

4

continuous
Past simple

Presentperfect

Present perfect

Present continuous

Present simple

Future simple

3 Future continuous

continuous
2 Future perfect

1 Future perfect

5

4

4

6

4

7

7

7

5

4

5

EMS
1

Fre

12 Past perfect continuous

4M

-

3

1

4

7

5

-

1

5

3

1

1

4L

-

1

1

2

4

1

1

-

2

2

-

-

3H

-

-

2

-

5

3

1

-

2

2

-

1

3M

-

-

-

3

3

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

3L

-

-

2

3

5

3

-

1

4

3

-

-

2H

-

-

-

3

6

2

1

-

3

2

-

-

2M

-

-

1

4

5

2

1

1

4

3

-

-

2L

-

-

-

2

6

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

1H

-

-

1

1

7

2

-

-

3

2

2

-

1M

-

-

2

3

5

6

-

1

2

3

1

-

-

-

-

2

4

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

5

6

1

-

-

4

1

-

-

1L

4H

Table (10a) Frequency of Tense and Aspect Used by the Participants
This table is meant to partially answer the question of to what the extent the L1
affects the use or non-use of English TAV. In other words, it shows whether or not
the participants remember to use the target grammatical structures in the first place.
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So, it is important here to mention that even the wrongly used, or the ungrammatical
tenses are counted, i.e. a sentence is present perfect in the EMS, for example, and the
participant used this tense in the correct place but either ungrammatical such as the
misuse of the verb, or that the whole structure does not match in their text. That is, in
most cases a structure emerges but it does not necessarily mean that it is mastered.
This is discussed in the tables that follow later.
The shaded areas in this table make it clear that the responses centres around simple
tenses in general while the other compound tenses are either not used or used by
highly proficient participants only as it appears with future perfect continuous, future
perfect and past perfect continuous.
The most commonly tense used correctly is the simple present where only one
participant did not use it, followed by simple past, and then simple future. Among
the continuous tenses, the past continuous is used more frequently than present
continuous whereas the future continuous is the least frequent of the three. The
perfect tense comes in the third position where fewer participants responded to it and
the perfect continuous is the least frequent tense, while there is no response for the
future perfect continuous, only two for past perfect continuous, and eight instances
of present perfect continuous.
Regarding the level at which each structure appears, simple and continuous -but not
future continuous - appear simultaneously and from the first levels, although
continuous is less frequent than simple structures.
However, the frequency of the tenses and voice used by the participants does not
seem to be affected by their proficiency levels. For example, the simple present is
repeated seven times in the (EMS) and there are some participants at advanced levels
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who are expected to use it correctly, they only used it twice whereas some other
participants at lower levels used it seven times.
In order to answer the question of the level at which the target grammatical
structures are mastered and then emerge in the participants‟ responses, the
grammaticality and pragmaticality of the structures are considered. The term
„pragmaticality‟ here, means the proper use of a structure. For example, one
participant wrote: „I heard about him before we had met‟ which means that this
participant is aware of the past perfect and how it is formed but does not seem to
know its use. A structure is only considered ungrammatical when one of its basic
components is missing. For example (3M) wrote: „what Jane is say now‟, the
element (-ing) is missing, therefore, this structure is ungrammatical and as such is
not counted. However, „the people was enjoying the sun‟, wrote by (1M), is counted
since all the continuous elements are there. Also, the consistency of the tense use is
considered. Present continuous, for example, is repeated seven times in the text but
(1L, 1L and 1M) used it only once and used different tenses for the other six
examples. In such a case, when the response is 20 per cent or less, it is deemed as
non-used. This variation in responses to one structure and some other grammatical
errors such as the case with (-ing) missing, mentioned a few lines above, are
discussed in detail in the following sections.
The following is a similar table to that mentioned above, but only shows the
correctly used tenses and aspect.
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10 Past continuous

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Past simple

Present perfect continuous

Present perfect

Present continuous

Present simple

Future simple

Future continuous

Future perfect

Future perfect continuous

4

4

6

4

7

7

7

5

4

5

1

Fre

11 Past perfect

5

EMS

12 Past perfect continuous

1L
1M
1H
2L
2M
2H
3L
3M
3H
4L
4M
4H
Table (10b) the Correct Use of Tense and Aspect Used by the Participants
Table 11b above shows that only the three simple tenses emerge right from the first
levels, followed by a few examples of continuous tenses which are introduced at
third level. „Level‟ here means one of the twelve participants that are arranged from
the first level (1L) to the twelfth (4H). The future continuous disappeared but
reappeared at the eighth and tenth levels only whereas the present and past
continuous are more or less consistent. As for the perfect tense, only one example of
future perfect and one of past perfect are used while perfect continuous tenses do not
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occur at all levels except the present perfect continuous which is used by the twelfth
level (4H).
As mentioned earlier, some of the participants either did not respond to a tense or
used different structures. The following paragraphs discuss the relationship between
the other different responses on the one hand, and the modern standard Arabic or
Libyan dialects on the other.
1. Future perfect continuous. This tense does not exist in either modern standard
Arabic (MSA) or Libyan dialects (LD). In (MSA), future perfect is used instead, and
the ( ٢ُ Li) structure is used in the (LD). In the participants‟ responses (PR), the
majority avoided this tense and others used a variety of structures. At lower levels,
simple past is used and two participants, (1H and 4H), used future perfect which is
the same tense as that of the (MSA). Simple future, simple present and present
perfect are also used instead of future prefect continuous but only one example for
each.
2. Future perfect. Although it exists in both (MSA) and (LD), only one participant
(4H) used it, as appears in the table above, and the majority used simple future
instead.
The most various responses are on the first example of the future perfect in the text.
One explanation for this could be that some of the participants remember the Arabic
structure which is:
َٔ اُؼ٠ُ هل ؿبكه اٚٗٝ ٍزغلsatajidunahu qad ghadara ila al‟amal (MSA)
َِٔغ ُِؼٛ ق٤ً ٙٞ اثزِوibtalguh kif ta‟a lil „amil (LD)
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The verbs (ٚٗٝ ٍزغلsatajidunahu) and (ٙٞ اثزِوibtalguh) have the same meaning in both
(MSA) and (LD), and they mean (you will discover/find out that). In this sense, the
exact translation of both examples is (you will discover/find out that he had gone/left
for work). Therefore, some participants processed the first part of the example (you
will discover/find out) and used simple future while some others thought of the
second part (he had gone/left) and used past perfect or simple past as in the
following extracts:
He just had gone to his work. (past perfect) (1 H, 3M)
He left to his work. (past simple) (2L, 2M, 3L, 3H and 4L)
He will leave to the work. (simple future) (1L).
Another explanation, although this is applicable to all other responses, is that these
responses are dependent on how the participants look at the sequences of events in
the story. That is, the expression (by the time you get there) could mean that Ted‟s
leaving to work and the talking of Jane could occur simultaneously. So, some
participants thought that by the time Jane was talking to the police, Ted was out for
work, so the act of leaving for work was now past as in the response of (2L, 2M, 3L,
3H and 4L) above, while others may have thought that Ted would leave when the
police gets there, and therefore they used the simple future. This explanation seems
to be the most possible when examining the alternative used by participants who did
not use any tense such as (2H) who wrote: He is at work by now. So, this
participants‟ perspective of the events sequence is referred to in this work as
„personal preference‟.
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However, apart from the fact that some participant did not respond, and only one
used the correct tense, the responses to the rest of the example of this tense are in
simple future.
3. Future continuous. As mentioned in the MSA and LD discussions, this tense is
mostly expressed by participles such as (تٛ ماdhahib) and ( هاعغRaja‟), (٢ّ ٓبmashi),
(ػٝ آوimrawah), therefore it is deemed to be existent in both MSA and LD. There
are four situations where future continuous is expected. The first two are expressed
in future continuous in both (MSA) and (LD) and simple future is used for the other
two. The majority of the participants used simple future, yet some of them used
future continuous and this use is restricted to those examples which have future
continuous meaning in either (MSA) or (LD). At different levels (1L, 1M, 3L and
3H), the simple future is used for the four examples. These participants wrote:
- Tomorrow at this time he will go to the club.
Although they use the phrase „Tomorrow at this time‟ which indicates future
continuous, they use simple future.
The possible explanations for this are that the time phrase (tomorrow at this time)
can be used with simple future in Arabic as in:
خ٤ٌُِ ا٠ُت اّٛ ٍأمٞ٤ُ ما اٙ َ ٓض٢ ؿلا كGhadan fi mithli hadha alyaum sa-adhab ila
alkuliyah.

Tomorrow at this time I will go to the college.

So, it is obvious that these participants viewed the time phrase as the start point of
the going rather than the period during which the action is in progress. The second
explanation could be the result of the rewriting of the story events in the first place.
As the participants relied only on the pictures and prompts provided, some could
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have thought that the going would take place at the time stated. The third reason of
this use could be due to the fact that in Arabic, particularly in (LD), the simple future
and future continuous are dependent on the speaker intention. The following
example clarifies this:
ُٞػ ُِؾٕٝ آوٌٞ٘هذ ؽُٞبٛ حٝ ؿلghudwah hal wagit hankun imrawah lil hush.
This sentence could be interpreted in many ways according to the speaker/listener
interest. If the interest is in the state that will be at that time, then this sentence
means (I will be at home, or I will not be at my office), but if the interest is in the
action during that specific time, then it is future continuous with the meaning (I will
be walking home so I will meet you later on when I get home).
This is the same thing with the examples in the text. Some participants focused on
the state that will be at that time that Ted will not be at home / will be at the club at
that time. Thus, a third explanation could be added here that this use of simple future
is L1 influence. It is mentioned in the discussion of MSA and LD that the latter uses
participles more than the former, Ageli (1989) and Mitchell (1952). It is also
explained that in LD, people in most cases focus on state rather than on the action
itself, so here the participants focused on the state that Ted will be at the club and not
at home.
4. Simple future. This tense has equivalent structure in (MSA) and (LD) and is
repeated four times in the text. Generally speaking, it is used correctly by almost all
participants, though there are a few examples where future continuous is used. This
use of future continuous is made by one participant only who, in fact, has not used
simple future at all in responding to this tense. The participant used future
continuous without mentioning the particular time at which the action is occurring.
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So, they wrote „Next week we will be going to the swimming centre‟. However, they
used simple future for future continuous.
So, from the state-action point of view, these participants did not seem to distinguish
between simple and continuous future as their focus here is on the fact that Jane and
Ted will not be at home at that time. They will be out and it does not matter whether
or not they reach the centre.
5. Present simple. Seven examples are used for this tense which is one of the most
correctly answered tense where 75 per cent are correct answers. Nevertheless,
present continuous and simple past are also used in some examples. The present
continuous is restricted to two sentences that use the verb, (َٔؼ٣ ya‟mal = works):
„Jane works at a club‟, and „He works at a company‟.
It could be that these sentences are looked at from different views. Some participants
considered the period during which the investigation took place and referred to the
working as an action occurred during the investigation, while others looked at the
working as a part of a past story.
All participants used simple present for two sentences which contained stative verbs:
ؾت اَُجبؽخ٣ ٞٛ

Huwa yuhib alsibahah.

 ٓؤٓ٘خ٠ٜ كFahya mu-minah.

He loves swimming.

She believes.

6. Present continuous. This tense does not have a marker in Arabic and therefore it
is marked as non-existent in both (MSA) and (LD). Participles are mostly used (تٛما
dhahib = going). It is only the context that determines whether or not the verb is in
progress as discussed in the Libyan dialects section. It is also explained that all the
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pragmatical tenses, tenses that do not physically exist, will be included, so, seven
examples are expected to be used for this tense. The responses to these examples
vary between simple present, mostly, and present continuous, besides a few
sentences in simple past. In fact, this variation does not seem to follow a certain
pattern; rather, the simple present and the present continuous are used alternatively.
In the previous tenses discussed so far, one reason for the tense variation is attributed
to perspective. That is, some participants viewed the story as a past story and used
past tense while others used present tenses. In this case, the verb is avoided and a
different structure is used, though it is provided to the participants. There are two
possible reasons for this, either it is the verb per se that makes the participants avoid
it, or it is the L1 effect. The first reason, the verb (hide), is less likely to be the reason
as this verb is repeated in another sentence and used even by those who avoided it in
the first example. The second reason, L1 effect, could be the reason of the variation
of all responses to all present continuous examples in that the non-existence of the
present continuous in the participants‟ L1 makes the majority of them use different
structures instead. This explanation could partially be supported by the fact that
some of the participants do not use present continuous at all. However, this latter
reason remains as a possible explanation until the other non-existent tenses are
discussed later on to see if this is applicable to all those tenses.
The responses to the sentences varied between simple present, continuous and simple
past. The simple past is mainly used with the verb (say) in:
-

ٕٖ اال٤ عُٚٞاهغ ػٌٌ ٓبروُٞ اAlwaqi‟ „akis mataqulahu Jane al-an. The
truth/reality is opposite to what Jane is saying now.

Most of the answers are:
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-

The fact is opposite to what Jane said now.

As it appears in the responses, the participants used the past verb (said) with the
adverb of time (now). This means that they look at the action, Jane is sayings, as
present perfect which in turn is expressed in simple past, (discussed next). This use
of (now) will be included in the discussion of the present perfect below.
7. Present perfect. As mentioned in the Libyan dialects, this tense has a marker in
(MSA). It is used for emphasizing the occurrence of the action. In other cases,
simple past is used instead in both (MSA) and (LD) and it is only the text that
determines this tense. For example, the sentence: وادٛٞ اؽل ٓب ٍوم أُغAhadin ma
saraqa almujawharat, is simple past but when translated into English, it has to be in
the present perfect.
The responses are mainly simple present and simple past besides very few examples
of present perfect and past perfect. The simple past is used mainly for the first
sentence and the simple present is for the fourth one. These sentences are as follows:
The most common responses are:
-

(1) – Someone stole the jewellery.

-

(4) – The police know Ted.

The expected answer is: (1) - someone has stolen the jewellery, (4) - The police have
known Ted for many years.
In fact, the tense of the first answer is simple past, and the tense of the second (4) is
simple present in both (MSA) and (LD). However, the verb (know) and the context
in which it is used in sentence four seem to have an impact on the tense used. The
verb (know) per se is discussed in the simple past (number 9) where it is used in a
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different situation. What is meant by context or the situation here is that the use of
the present perfect or even the simple past for indicating state of mind at the present,
including the verb (ؼوف٣ ya‟raf), equivalent to (know), is not possible in LD where
only simple present is used in this sense. For example:
-

. و٤ء ٖٓ ُٔب إـٝلُٜاٗب اٗؾت ا

-

ب٣بّ ُووا٣اٗب ٗؼوف اُوعَ ٖٓ ا

Ana inhib alhudu men lamma isghayr.
Ana n‟rif alrajil men ayam legraya.

The responses to the other sentences vary between using simple present, simple past,
present perfect and past perfect. This variation would further enhance the claim that
various tenses are used in reply to a tense whenever that tense is non-existent in the
(MSA) or (LD).
8. Present perfect continuous. This tense is marked non-existent in (MSA) and
(LD) though in (LD) a (٢ُ Li) structure is used and it is translated as perfect
continuous.
The participants‟ responses are various and not only in tense but also in verbs used.
The most repeated verb is (spend), literal translation of the Arabic verb (٠ٚ هqada),
although this verb „spend‟ is not provided to the participants. The tenses used are
(the most frequent first) simple past (using the verb spent), simple present, present
perfect continuous and past perfect, present perfect, past continuous, and past perfect
continuous. The correct tense „present perfect continuous‟ is used four times by three
participants. (2H) and (3M) used it once out of the four and (4H) used it twice. This,
in fact, means that these participants are aware of this tense and how it is used, but
they did not use it consistently.
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It would initially be suggested that it is either the context or the L1 influence that
affects the use of the tense. The first possibility, the context, stems from the fact that
three of the four correct responses are on the same sentence. Nevertheless, this
possibility is yet untenable in that the two examples or sentences in the text have the
same context. For example, there is no contextual difference between (We have been
living together for many years) and (He has been working there for many years) to
which some participants replied using different tenses. The second suggestion is the
L1 influence. This suggestion imposes the hypothesis that when a structure is nonexistent in the mother tongue, and therefore it does not emerge in the learner‟s
production, different structures are used as alternatives.
9. Simple past. As is the case with other simple tenses, this tense exists in both
(MSA) and (LD). Seven examples are included to represent it; however, one of them
could be in the simple present because of the semantic property of its verb, (ؼوف٣
ya‟rif) means (know). As mentioned in (section 5.2), verbs such as (ؼوف٣ ya‟rif =
know, ؼزول٣ y‟ataqid = think, ْٜل٣ yafham = understand) are usually used in the present
in (LD). Furthermore, some do not have past form in (LD) such as (ؾَبة٣ yihsab),
the dialectical form of the verb (ؼزول٣ y‟ataqid = think). For past actions, (ٕ ًبkan)
usually precedes the verb (ؼوف٣ ya‟ref). The following are examples for these two
particular verbs:
-

زِ ُِغبٓؼخ٤ْٓ  آٌ ٗؾَبثب ػطِخ ٓبAmis nihsaba „utla ma mashytish liljami‟a.

Literally translated (Yesterday I think is holiday so I did not go to the university.
-

ؼوف إ اُغٔؼخ ِٓ ػطِخ٣ ٕ ًب٢و٣ ٕلSadiqi kan ya‟rif ina al juma‟a mish „utla. My

friend knew that Friday was not a holiday.
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In most cases, this verb (ؾَبة٣ yihsab) indicates past actions though, as mentioned,
it is morphologically present.
Another instance where a present verb is used with past meaning is when it is
preceded by the particle (ٕ اan) after (َ هجqabal). (ٕ اan) is mentioned in (section
4.2.2.4) with the meaning of (if) as in the example provided in that section „ ْإ ػلر
 ػلٗبin „utum „udna‟. In fact, this particle, (ٕ اan), has many uses such as the one that
has already been mentioned, but one that is concerned here its use that (ٕ اan) is used
when a verb is required to follow a particle, Buckley (2004). In (LD), ( ٓبma) is used
instead of (ٕ اan) as in:
-

.طِغ ٖٓ أُلهٍخ٣  هجَ ٓبٚاعجٝ  ًزتKatab wajba qabal ma yatla‟ men almadrasa.
He wrote his homework before he left/leaving the school.

In this construction, the verb after these two particles is usually in the present form
as in:
-

.ـبكه أُلهٍخ٣ ٕ هجَ اٚاعجٝ  ًزتKataba wajibahu qabal an yughadir almadrasah.
He wrote his homework before he left the school.

The participants‟ responses also varied between simple past and present, although
the majority used simple past. In responding to the sentences with the verb (ؼوف٣
ya‟rif), only one participant used the past while the others used simple present.
In addition, there is another instance of variation which occurred for a sentence that
has a past verb (remember). Almost 50 per cent of the responses are in simple
present. Some participant use the past for the verb that follows this verb (remember)
which, in turn, indicates that the participants are really viewing the event as a past
one. They wrote: - *At this moment Peter remember and screamed. What makes this
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use really peculiar, in this context, is that even in (LD) the verb ( رلٌوremembered), is
always in the past when used for an unintentional process. In (LD), the present form
(لٌو٣ اifakar) is usually used with a different meaning (think) as in:
-  أٌُِْخ٢ ٗلٌوا كInfakir fi almushkila. (present verb form) Means „I think about the
problem / I am thinking about the problem.
However, when it is affixed with the sound ( رـit-), it means (still remember) as in:
- بػ؟ٛ  اُجبة ُٔب٢ ارلٌو كitafakar fi ilbab lamma tah? Means = Do you still remember
when the door collapsed?
It is mentioned in the discussion of MSA „Chapter Four‟ and LD „Chapter Five‟ that
the verb form (VII) has a reflexive meaning and is usually used in passive
constructions. However, in order not to confuse the verb form (VII) with this verb,
the verb prefixed with ( رـit-) here does not belong to that derived verb form. ( رـit-)
are dialectical prefixes that forms the present verb (Chapter Five).
10. Past continuous. Four examples are used in the text. In many cases the correct
structure is used by the participants. Most of these correct responses focus on two
examples, (َٕٞزٔزؼ٣ yastamti‟un = enjoying) and (١ رورلtartadi =wearing) in:
- The people were enjoying the sunny day.
- The woman was wearing the night dress.
On the other hand, the most variation occurred with the sentence attached to the first
one, in the example above. So, the two sentences are:
-

During the summer days when the tree were becoming green and the people
were enjoying the sunny day, .... .
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The majority of the participants‟ responses are as follows:
-

During the summer days when the tree became green and the people were
enjoying the sunny day, .... .

Only two participants used the past continuous for the first clause (the trees were
becoming green) and others used simple present. All this could suggest another
factor that plays a role in the use of tenses, this being semantic property of the verb.
The question that is raised here is: „is it the semantic property of the L1 or the L2
verbs that affects the use of its tense?‟
11. Past perfect. This tense exists in (MSA) and its marker is (  ًبٕ هلkana qad)
followed by past verb form; nevertheless, and (as mentioned in the (LD) analysis,
pragmatically, simple past is more frequently used. Four examples are expected to be
used. However, simple past is also possible in some cases as in the examples used in
the text:
- I had heard about him before we met two years ago. (Past perfect)
- I heard about him before we met two years ago.

(Past simple)

It has been suggested above that when a tense is non-existent tenses in (MSA) and/or
(LD), the responses are usually various and many different tenses are used. In this
case, it seems to be different in that the number of tenses used and the frequency of
the alternative tenses are not as various as those tenses are. 90 per cent of the
participants‟ responses are in simple past, few instances of simple present and four
sentences in the past perfect. The simple present is used four times. This use could
possibly be attributed to the fact that in Arabic, mainly (LD), simple present is used
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for that verb (َٔغ٣ ysma‟ = hear) to indicate past actions, though simple past is
commonly used:
-

ٞ هجَ ٓبٗزالهٚ٤ َٗٔغ ثNisma‟ bih qabal mantalagu. (present simple)

-

ٞ هجَ ٓبٗزالهٚ٤ ٍٔؼذ ثSama‟it bih qabal mantalagu. (past simple)

The participant (2L), besides using the past perfect correctly twice, uses the simple
present for the sentence consisting of (َٔغ٣ ysma‟), and the simple past tense for the
other sentence. Thus, although this participant is aware of the accurate use of the past
perfect in such contexts, they uses the simple present for the verb (َٔغ٣ ysma‟) which
could be used in either the present or the past in LD, i.e. personal preference!
Another explanation of using simple past could be due to the fact that in most cases,
and as mentioned earlier, simple past is used in the (LD) instead of past perfect.
12. Past perfect continuous. This does not exist in (MSA). Simple past is used in
the (MSA) while in the (LD) (٢ُ Li) structure is used besides simple past. There are
four situations where this tense is expected to be used.
In the participants‟ responses, the target structure is used twice only and by the
advanced level only. Five other tenses are used including simple present, present
perfect continuous, simple past and past perfect. The most frequent tense used
among these is the simple past (15) out of (48).
Apparently, it seems that the only explanation of this diverse tense use, as mentioned
many times before, could possibly be due to the non-existence of the past perfect
continuous equivalent the (MSA) and (LD).
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8.1. 2. The Analysis of Voice
The passive discussed here occurred in the two tests, story writing and picture
describing. The former focuses mainly on the aspect structure while the latter deals
with the simple structures. This is due to the fact that some structures such as passive
present and past perfect cannot be elicited by using a picture.
As is the case with the previous test, a full explanation is provided to the participants
without giving examples and the researcher is also available during the conduct of
the test for further explanation when needed.
Seven sentences are expected by the participants as there are some repeated
structures with some having more than one alternative. The following are the model
answers:
1- Passive past simple -

The fence was fixed yesterday.

2- Passive past simple –

The doors were fixed yesterday.

3- Passive past simple -

The chimney was fixed last week.

4- Passive present continuous -

The car is being repaired now.

5- Passive present perfect -

The garden has just been cleaned.

6- Passive future simple -

The window will be fixed tomorrow.

7- Passive present continuous -

The house is being painted now.

(or) – Passive present continuous -

The painting is being done now.

Besides these seven sentences, there are eight structures elicited in the story writing
test. These are: passive future perfect, passive simple future, passive simple present,
passive present continuous, passive present perfect, passive simple past, passive past
continuous, and passive past perfect.
Also, the same mechanisms that followed for the previous test analysis are
maintained here, so, first a table showing the frequent use of the passive is presented
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followed by another similar table showing the correct use of passive, i.e. the
grammaticality of the responses is considered in this table. Finally, comments are
drawn for each structure. The major obstacle in this section in particular is the
grammaticality of the participants‟ responses.
Doughty and Williams (1998) say that in order for a structure to be passive, three
elements must exist in their subjects‟ responses, (be) or (get), the past participle form
of the verb, and the patient has to be the subject. Sometimes, these three elements are
interrupted and, therefore, it is often not easy to determine the tense or even the type
of error of the response. For example, a sentence like, (*all the fence has fixed since
yesterday) could have two explanations. It could be an attempt at using the passive
as the subject is the recipient but the verb (be) is misused, or it could be the effect of
the Arabic structure ( ٌٓ ٓ٘ن اٚ ًَ اُغَو رْ إالؽKul aljisir tamma islahuh mindhu
ams) means (the whole fence had been repaired yesterday). Another participant used
the verb (finish) which means (ْ رtamma) in Arabic, instead of (has) in the previous
example, and if this sentence is grammatically compared to the Arabic equivalent
structure, it perfectly matches:
*The fence

finished

fixed

بط٤َُا

ْر

ٚإالؽ

Alsiyaj

tamma

islahuhu

in the

yesterday
ٌٓا
ams

(The order of the Arabic sentence is reversed for explanation purposes)

However, these responses are distinguished from the ungrammatical use of passive
such as in (Painting has fixed now) where only the verb (be) is missing. This use of
the passive is termed „middle structures‟ (MS). So, middle structures are those closer
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to the English passive but missing the (be) verb which makes it similar to the Arabic
passive structure.
So, in order for a response to be marked as a passive-attempt use, two of the three
elements must exist, otherwise, it is considered ungrammatical and excluded.
The following table shows the distribution of the passive use regardless of the
grammaticality. This is to show the extent to which the participant used the passive,
i.e. partially answers the existence-nonexistence hypothesis.
10 Past continuous

9

8

7

6

5

4

continuous
Past simple

Present perfect

Present perfect

Present continuous

Present simple

Future simple

3 Future continuous

2 Future perfect

5

4

7

0

7

3

7

7

0

3

0

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

4

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

4

-

-

-

1H

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

2L

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

2M

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

2H

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

3

2

-

-

-

3L

-

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

3

-

-

-

3M

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

3H

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4L

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4M

-

1

1

3

-

2

1

-

3

-

-

-

4H

Voice
Fre
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EMS

Table (10c) Frequency of Voice Used by the Participants

1 Future perfect

11 Past perfect

0

1M

continuous

12 Past perfect continuous

1L

As seen in this table, the use of voice is very low and it is scattered throughout the
levels. This means that its use is not consistent. For instance, the simple past is used
in the first level and the advanced levels while it disappears in the middle levels. As
far as the passive emergence is concerned, it is clear from the table that the simple
tenses appeared first followed by perfect tenses and then continuous tenses. So, the
passive use does not follow the same pattern as that of the tense and aspect shown
the table (11a). The difference here is that the perfect tenses come before continuous
tenses. That is, simple tenses, then perfect and then continuous tenses.
The main theme of this table is to see whether or not the participant use the passive,
and it is clear now that voice is used in most levels but not consistently.
The following table shows the levels at which voice is mastered and used properly,
therefore, the grammaticality of the responses is taken into consideration and only
correctly and properly used structures are counted.
The percentages and frequency of each tense used is another factor that is used in
tense analysis which is also considered here. For example, passive simple present
which is used only one time out of seven by (1H) means that, although this
participant is aware of this tense and knows how to use it, they have not mastered it
yet.
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11 Past perfect

10 Past continuous

9

8

7

6

5

4

Past simple

Present perfect cont.

Present perfect

Present continuous

Present simple

Future simple

3 Future continuous

continuous
2 Future perfect

1 Future perfect

0

5

4

7

0

7

3

7

7

0

3

EMS
0

Voice

12 Past perfect cont.

Fre

1L
1M
1H
2L
2M
2H
3L
3M
3H
4L
4M
4H
Table (10d) The Correct Use of Voice Used by the Participants
As is clear from the table, the proper use of the passive is very scarce and limited to
simple tenses. It is also clear that it does not seem to be affected by the level or
follow a certain pattern. For example, the simple present is used by lower levels but
not by the advanced levels and each participant used only one structure of the
passive. Interestingly, some participants used the passive grammatically correct but
contextually incorrect as is the case with (1H), (2L) and (4H) who did not use the
passive simple future in its proper place but they used it grammatically correct in
different places.
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Thus, this misplaced use of the passive could suggest another factor which is: the
process of proceduralisation could occur on form or/and use only. That is, a learner
could learn the use and form of a certain rule but they manage to proceduralise the
use but not the form, i.e they know that in this situation present perfect is needed, but
they do not know how it is formed. In this case avoidance is more likely to be the
reason of non-use. If the learner manages to proceduralise the form but not how it is
properly used, they use that form but not in its proper place as is the present case.
The following are comments on the individual structures and how they are used as
well as what alternative are used by the participants.
1. Passive future perfect. Only three examples are mentioned in the model
sentences. The responses to this tense are similar to those of the active future perfect
discussed in the tense section in that all the participants used simple future instead of
future perfect, but both the passive and active structures are used here. This variation
between using the active or the passive structure does not seem to follow a certain
pattern.
2. Passive simple future. Three common structures are used in response to this
example, these are, active simple future (19) example out of (84), passive simple
future (14), and middle structures (7). It is mentioned in the introductory paragraph
of this section that the passive is marked by three basic elements: (be), (past
participle) and the patient is in the subject possession. It is also mentioned that the
difference between the ungrammatical passive and the middle structure (MS) is
determined by the number of passive elements used in a response, especially when
the (be) is not used, because this makes the whole structure closer to the (MS). The
following responses clarify all this:
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1- I am sure you will arrested. (Ungrammatical passive structure).
2- The windows will fix tomorrow. (Middle structure, future).
In the second sentence, the verb (be) is missing which makes the structure perfectly
match the (MS) as follows:
The windows will fix tomorrow

( حٝاكل ؽزِٖؼ ؿلُٞ٘ اAlnawafid hatisalah ghudwa)

What is noticeable here is that these three grammatical structures, active, passive and
MS, are not restricted to a particular example or a particular participant. Moreover,
some participants used the three structures which mean that although they know the
structure and use of the passive, they also used the active and MS as well.

3. Passive simple present. The Libyan-dialect analysis discussion revealed some
important types of passive simple present within the (LD) on the one hand, and some
important semantic differences between the (LD) and the English language on the
other. These types and differences are taken into consideration and included in the
test in which five examples are used for this passive structure. One of these
differences is that some sentences are semantically and grammatically past in the
(MSA) and (LD) but they are present (in some cases present perfect) in the English
model sentences, and some others are semantically future in (MSA) and (LD) but
simple present in model sentences. For example, the sentence:
-  اُؼَٔ اربفلAl „amal itakhid. (LD, semantically and grammatically in the past)
Means, The job is lost. Or, the job has been lost (Present/ present perfect in
English)
-

خ٤ٚ اُو٠َُٔب ر٘ز

Lamma tintasa alqadia. (LD, semantically future, but

grammatically present). Means (when the case is forgotten) (Present in English).
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Although the first sentence in the (EMS) is always past in the (MSA) and (LD), five
structures are used in the responses. These are: passive simple present, passive
present perfect, passive simple past, simple past, and passive past perfect. Moreover,
a similar sentence: ؼذ٤بهح ث٤َُ اAlsayarah bi‟at (MSA), بهح اٗجبػذ٤َُ اAlsayara inba‟it
(LD) = the car is sold, has got identical responses.
Some other participants use the simple past, others use passive past perfect. One
participant, (4H) the most advanced in the continuum, used passive present perfect.
Apparently, there is no reason for using the passive past perfect as this use does not
match in the participant‟s text.
Simple future „both active and passive‟ is used by the participants when talking and
the sentence ( خ٤ٚ اُو٠َُٔب ر٘ز

Lamma tintasa alqadia), means „when the case is

forgotten‟ instead of using the expected tense „passive simple present‟.
In most responses, the sentences (*Peter is prisoner) or (Peter is in jail) are used.
Few participants used the target structure, passive simple present „Peter is
imprisoned /jailed‟.
Thus, a wide variety of structures are used for this passive structure.
6. Passive present continuous. This tense does not exist in either (MSA) or (LD). In
most cases, passive simple present is used in responding to this tense, but the target
structure is not used even as responses to other sentences.
7. Passive present perfect. The most common tense used by the participants is
passive simple past. Some other tenses are also used such as the passive past perfect,
passive simple present and active simple present. As is the case with other tenses, the
responses‟ variation does not seem to be governed by a particular sentence or a
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participant which make it hard to predict the reason for using a certain tense. The
correct tense is used twice only, and by (4H) only.
8. Passive Simple past. The passive and active structures of the past are used in the
responses, (27.38 %) and (22.61%) respectively, besides four other different tenses
some of which are used two or three times only.
9. Passive past continuous. Again, this tense exists in (MSA) and its marker (ًٕب
Kana) + passive present verb. In (LD) the active structure is used. In the test text,
four sentences are expected. However, there are two attempts to use the passive past
continuous by (4H), the most advanced level in the continuum. These are as follows:
-

*When Jane was questioning by the police.

-

*When he arrived, his thing were been putting away.

Apart from these two attempts, passive continuous is not used at all, rather, the
passive simple past is the most frequent tense. The active counterpart is also used
although not as frequent. So, the variation of the tenses used in this particular
example is less than that of the previous two tenses.
10. Passive past perfect. This tense exists in (MSA) and is marked by ( ًبٕ هلKana
Qad) followed by a passive verb, but sometimes the particle ( هلQad) is omitted
making the structure appears as passive past simple. In (LD), this tense does not
exist and the active simple past is used.
In the participants‟ responses, the passive structure is the most frequently used
(58.33%), and in particular the passive simple past is the most frequent among these
passive structures (62.85 %). Moreover, the target structure, passive past perfect, is
used eight times „considering the ungrammatical responses as well‟.
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Commonly between all the passive structures that have been discussed is that in most
cases the variations of the responses do not seem to be regular or follow a fixed
pattern. In addition, some suggestions, such as personal preference, L1 influence,
complexity and cognitive ability, can be the possible explanations for some of those
variations.

8.2. Conclusion
Generally speaking, the participants‟ responses to TAV are around simple tenses
whereas aspect is commonly used by highly proficient participants. It has also been
revealed that there is a wide range of variety in the responses and there are some
suggested explanations for this variety. These suggestions are: complexity, cognitive
ability, L1 influence, and personal preference. In some cases, a certain structure is
used grammatically correct but in the wrong place. In other terms, the structure is
learned but not mastered which raises another suggestion that the process of
proceduralisation can be on the form or/and use only.
Regarding the use and emergence of tense and aspect, simple tenses appeared first
and from the first levels followed by few examples of continuous tenses which
appeared at the third level, and then emerged the perfect tenses which are restricted
to future perfect and past perfect and by advanced levels only. The compound
structures, the perfect continuous did not emerge at all levels. This means that some
other structures are used instead as is the case with simple future which is used
instead of future perfect.
The following diagram summarises the tenses and how they were used by the
participants. As mentioned in the main section of stage two analysis, there are
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various responses to one tense, however, only the most frequent will be mentioned
here. For example, there are many forms used as a response to present continuous
such as simple present and simple past besides the present continuous itself. The
most frequent tense used is the simple present, so this tense is marked as an
alternative of present continuous and mentioned in this summary.
Future perfect continuous is avoided. The majority of the participants avoided using
this structure or used another structure instead.
Future perfect
Future continuous

Simple future

Simple future

Simple present
Present continuous

Simple present

Present perfect
Present perfect continuous

Simple past

Simple past

Simple past

Past continuous

Past continuous

Past perfect
Past perfect continuous

Simple past
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Thus, as seen above, the future tenses are funnelled into simple future whereas the
present is split into two. Simple and continuous are represented by the simple present
and the perfect and perfect continuous are represented by simple past. This simple
past is also used for past perfect and past perfect continuous besides the simple past
itself. The past continuous remains the same.
Three different grammatical structures are used for the passive: the active form, the
middle structure (MS) and the passive but this passive is the least frequently used.
The difference between the (MS) and the ungrammatical passive is determined by
the number of the passive elements used in the structure where two of the three
passive elements should exist in order for the structure to be ungrammatically
passive, otherwise, it is (MS) because its syntactic structure is closer to Arabic
external passive than it is to the English passive.
Similar to the findings of tenses and aspect, passive simple tenses emerged first and
they are more or less properly used whereas the passive aspect, perfect and
continuous, come in at later levels and are scarcely used, if at all. Also, passive is not
consistent and in some cases the structure is grammatically correct but wrongly used,
i.e. it does not match in the context. The active counterpart is used even when the
agent is unknown, therefore such use is termed „activised‟ form by which the
participant uses the pronoun „they‟ to refer to the doer although this doer could be
one person.
The following diagram gives a general view of how each tense or aspect is
represented by the participants, however, in most cases, the active, the (MS) and the
passive forms are equally used to represent one tense.
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Future perfect continuous

X

Future perfect
Future continuous

X

Simple future (active &passive & MS)

Simple future

Simple present
Present continuous

Passive simple present

Present perfect

Passive simple past

Present perfect continuous

X

Simple past
Past continuous

Simple past (active & passive & MS)

Past perfect
Past perfect continuous

X

So, it is now clear that there is a degree of similarity between tense and aspect on the
one hand, and passive use on the other. Future tense and aspect are represented by
the simple future, but both the active and passive forms are used. The present tense
and aspect are also split between the present and the past, and finally, the past tense
and aspect are all represented by the simple past.
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It has also been found that there is a range of variety of responses used for TAV with
some suggestions provided as explanations for this variety. These suggestions are:
complexity, cognitive ability, L1 influence, and personal preference.
The following is a summary of the findings:
1- TAV used by the participants centres around simple tenses whereas aspect is
commonly used by highly proficient participants. Passive continuous forms
have never been used.
2- Simple tenses appeared first and from the first levels followed by a few
examples of continuous structures. The compound structures, the perfect
continuous do not emerge at all levels when considering the correct use.
3- Future tenses are all expressed by simple future.
4- Present is split into two, simple and continuous are represented by the simple
present and the perfect and perfect continuous are represented by simple past.
5- Simple past is used for past perfect and past perfect continuous besides the
simple past itself. The past continuous remains the same.
6- Three different structures are used for the passive: the active form, the middle
structure (MS), the passive.
7- Similar to the findings of tenses and aspect, passive simple tenses emerged
first and are more or less properly used, whereas the passive aspect, perfect
and continuous, come in later levels and are scarcely used, if at all.
8- Passive is not used consistently and in some cases the structure is
grammatically correct but wrongly used, i.e. it does not match the context.
9- In many cases, activisation occurs. This is when the active counterpart is used
even when the agent is unknown by which the participant uses the pronoun
„they‟ to refer to the doer although this doer could be one person. MS
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structures are also used and these two forms do not seem to be affected by a
certain rule or a particular situation.
10- There is a degree of similarity between passive and tense and aspect in that
passive future structures are expressed by simple future, and the passive
present tense and aspect are also split between the present and the past, and
finally, the passive past tense and aspect are all represented by the simple
past.
11- The Arabic semantic properties of the verb seem to have some effect on the
tense use in English.
12- The most various responses are usually on the structures that do not exist in
(LD).
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Chapter Nine
Comparison and Contrast of the Two Stages
This chapter compares and contrasts the findings of Stage One and Stage Two to see
which of the suggestions mentioned in Chapter Seven are behind the various
responses.
Four tests are used in this study, two are used in the first stage for investigating the
existence and use of TAV in Libyan dialects (LD), and how different TAV is from
the modern standard Arabic (MSA). The other two are used in the second stage to
investigate the existence and use of the English TAV by teacher faculty students in
Al-jabal Algharbi University in Zintan town. This is to see the effect of the TAV of
the participants‟ L1 on their learning, acquisition and production of TAV when they
write in English.
9.1. Comparison and Contrast of the Stage One and Stage Two Findings
As expected, these two stages have shown some similarities and differences between
(MSA) and (LD) as compared to the participants‟ responses (PR) on using the
English TAV.
First, a table of the TAV as is found out by the four tests is inserted followed by a
general discussion of this table, then each of these tenses are discussed separately.
As seen in the table, some tenses do not exist in (MSA), (LD) or (PR), so, these
tenses will be ignored during this discussion. Based on this comparison, a conclusion
is drawn at the end of this chapter.
As is performed in these two stages where the tenses are discussed one by one, in
this chapter also the TAV is dealt with tense by tense mentioning how each tense is
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used in all (MSA), (LD) and (PR). This step attempts at finding out the subtle
similarities and differences between these three language forms in using TAV and
then finding out which of the suggestions mentioned in the data analysis are more
likely to be the reason for using or avoiding TAV by the participants, in particular, to
what extent L1 affects the use of TAV.
Before commencing this, it is important to mention that the focus here is on the TAV
that is actually used in (LD). During the analysis of Stage One, three language forms
are compared and contrasted. These three language forms are English language,
modern standard Arabic (MSA) and Libyan dialects (LD). In this chapter, the
participants‟ responses are compared and contrasted to MSA and LD. The three
language forms, therefore, are modern standard Arabic MSA, Libyan dialects LD
and participants‟ responses PR. This latter language form represents the English
structures of TAV as used by the participants.

MSA

LD

PR

1-

Future perfect continuous

-

-

-

2-

Future perfect

+

-

-

3-

Future continuous

-

+

-

4-

Simple future

+

+

+

5-

Simple present

+

+

+

6-

Present continuous

-

-

+

7-

Present perfect

+

-

-

8-

Present perfect continuous

-

-

-

9-

Simple past

+

+

+

10- Past continuous

+

+

+

11- Past perfect

+

-

-
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12- Past perfect continuous

-

-

-

13- Passive Future perfect continuous

-

-

-

14- Passive Future perfect

+

-

-

15- Passive Future continuous

-

-

-

16- Passive Future simple

+

-

+

17- Passive Present simple

+

-

+

18- Passive Present cont

-

-

-

19- Passive Present perfect

+

-

-

20- Passive Present perfect continuous

-

-

-

21- Passive past simple

+

-

+

22- Passive past continuous

+

-

-

23- Passive past perfect

+

-

+

24- Passive past perfect continuous

-

-

-

Table (11) Comparison of the TAV in MSA, LD and PR
Generally speaking, with regard to tense and aspect, the table shows that there is a
degree of similarity between (LD) and (PR) on the one hand, and similarity between
(LD) and (MSA) on the other. The remarkable thing here is the present continuous
which, although it does not generally exist in (MSA) and (LD), it does exist in (PR).
Concerning voice, the (PR) is similar to (MSA) in that some structures of the
apophonic passive, particularly simple tenses, are used while no such passive
structures exist in (LD). Also remarkable here is the use of passive past perfect. It is
the only passive aspect used by the participants.
However, when a tense or an aspect is marked minus in this table, it does not mean
that it has not been used at all, rather, and as mentioned some lines ago, only the
highly frequent tenses are counted. Also, in the analysis section, it appears that some
tenses are used for other tenses. In the following part, each tense in the two forms,
(MSA) and (LD) are contrasted and compared to (PR) form.
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Future perfect. In (MSA), it is (+) formed with the marker (ٕ هلٌٞ٤ٍ sayakun qad)
and used for events that will be initiated or finished at a certain point in the future. In
(LD), it is marked non-existent, but different words and expressions are actually
used. One of these ways of expressing future perfect is using the dialectical (  ة\ػbi/ha-) instead of the prefix (ً
 ـsa) followed by a past verb. ( هلqad) is not used. The
second way is using the word (٠ رِوtalga) which is not special for future perfect tense.
However, in most cases, the whole tense is replaced by simple future as seen in the
conversation recordings. The following are extra examples:
-

هامُٞ ٌَٔٓ ا٢ُٗٞ رِوٞا ُِؾْٞ ُٔب ارقlamma itkhushu lilhush talguni imkamil lawrag.

The English equivalent is future perfect because it means that by the time you get
home I will have finished the documents, but it is considered simple future because
(٢ٗٞ رِوtalguni) means „you will find me finished the documents‟. It is different from
„هامُٞ ٌَٔ٘ ؽhankamil lawrag as in:
-

هامُٞ ٌَُٔٗ اٞا ُِؾْٞ ُٔب ارقlamma itkhushu lil hush inkamil lawrag.

This particular structure could mean „when you get home, I will finish the papers‟,
but in (LD) use, it may also mean „I will have finished the papers when you get
home‟.
The (PR) analysis shows that the majority of participants used simple future as well
as some other tense such as the simple past, but only one participant used the correct
structure. One explanation is mentioned for these various responses, „the
participants‟ perception‟. Another possible explanation is the L1 effect as this tense
is not used in (LD) and it is usually expressed by simple future.
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Actually, in terms of aspect, the difference between the (LD) and English, as it
seems to be, is that in the former, the duration of the event does not seem to be
important, because the focus is usually on what the state or the fact is at that time i.e.
state-action point of view. This gives an explanation for why the majority of the
participants use simple future but not future perfect. This claim is supported by the
fact that some of them used past tense in situations where future perfect should be
used, i.e. the fact or the state is that Ted is not at home and is the focus of the
participant and looks at the going out as a part of the story, therefore, it is a past
action.
Thus, it is very clear that the participants‟ perception of the action affects their tense
choice. It is also clear that there is a similarity between the use of this tense in (LD)
and (PR) in that simple future is used for almost all future events.
Future continuous. In LD, it is expressed by means of the present form of the
auxiliary (ٕ ًبkan) prefixed with /bi – ha - / and precedes some durative participles.
This tense is also expressed by means of the preverb (٠ رِوtalga) followed by
participles or some verbs in the present form. So, it is marked as existent but it is
restricted to certain verbs and participles. Sometimes, such participles are usually
used in the present tense and it is the context that attributes it for future time as is the
case with (٢ّ ٓبmashi) in: „ ٌِ ُطواث٢ّح ٓبٝ ؿلGhudwa mashi litrablis‟ means „I am
going to Tripoli tomorrow‟. Surprisingly, the few incidents of the future continuous
used in (PR) are restricted to structures that have a similar meaning to those
participles which have a continuous meaning in (LD). It is mentioned in section
8.1.1 of the analysis at Stage Two that there are four situations where future
continuous should be used two of which are expressed by the durative participle i.e.
future continuous and the other two are expressed in simple future in LD. These few
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uses of future continuous by the participants are on the two first situations, (8.1.1 –
3). Many explanations are provided for this use of simple future. The most likely
explanation is that the context allows simple future. This explanation is applicable
for the third and fourth expected answers (8.1.1 -3). The second most likely reason
is the L1 influence as the simple future is sometimes used for future tenses in general
„state-action view point‟.
This example enhances the fact that the focus is on states or facts in that the majority
of the participants used simple future with the time phrase „tomorrow at this time‟.
This time phrase, as mentioned in the analysis of this tense, can be used with simple
future in (LD). So, it seems that the participants look at the fact that „at this time‟ the
action is either finished or started as in the example mentioned in future continuous
(8.1.1) „Tomorrow at this time he will go to the club‟. The participants view that the
„going to the club‟ will start at that time.
Simple future. It exists in the two language forms (MSA) and (LD). In some cases
future continuous or simple present are also used in (LD). The simple present is used
in future conditionals or when giving promises. In (PR) simple future is correctly
used by all of the participants plus a few responses in future continuous, and most of
this use is by one participant who used it without indicating the time at which the
action will be occurring which, in turn, means that they do not seem to distinguish
between simple or continuous, especially that they use simple future when
responding to situations where future continuous should be used. As this use of
future continuous is made by one participant only, it cannot be accounted as an
example of alternative use of simple future.
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Simple present. As is the case with simple future and later on with the simple past,
this tense exists and is used in all the two language forms. In (LD), it is not
represented by any other tense, but it is used for some other tenses mainly, simple
future and simple past as mentioned in (6.1.2). Such use is attributed to historical
present where the speaker reports past actions using simple present. It is also
mentioned that some verbs, particularly stative verbs, are always in the simple
present. In (PR), this tense is used correctly, but some other tenses such as present
continuous and simple past are used. Initially, this use of other tenses seems to
contradict the fact in (LD) where only simple present is used for present situations.
This variation in (PR) could be related to personal preference in that some
participants look at the fact of working as an ongoing event and others look at the
working as a general fact.
The example to which the participants used present continuous in (PR) is: - َٖٔ رؼ٤ع
١ اُ٘بك٢ كJane ta‟mal fi alnadi

Jane works at a club‟. This sentence could also mean

simple present in (LD) without any grammatical change. Thus, the participants‟
concepts or perception seems to have a role in choosing the tense.
Present continuous. It is clear from the discussion of tense and aspect in Chapter
Five that these two tenses, simple present and present continuous, are used
alternatively in (LD), and that present continuous is usually restricted to certain
durative participles or it is only contextually distinguished.
This use is similar to the (PR) where the simple present is used more than the present
continuous besides a few examples of simple past. This use of simple past is mostly
used as a response to the sentences:
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ٕٖ اال٤ عُٚٞاهغ ػٌٌ ٓبروُٞ اAlwaqi‟ „akis mataqulahu Jane al-an. The truth/reality is
opposite to what Jane is saying now. But the participants used: The fact is opposite
to what Jane said now.
In this case, the participants focus on the part of the investigation that has just been
done or said. In other terms, the participants look at what Jane has just said, and this
situation is expressed in simple past in (LD) instead of present perfect.
Hence, there seems to be a relationship between (LD) and (PR) with regard to the
use of simple present and simple past instead of present continuous; however, the
present continuous is also used although it is non-existent in (LD). But it is worth
mentioning here that sometimes one participant uses these three tenses correctly
which means that this participant knows how each of the three tenses are used i.e. he
acquired the tenses. Participants‟ perceptions seem to be an effective reason for the
tense variation in this case, especially when examining the sentence below which has
various responses.
-

ٚ٤خ ٖٓ اُغٜ٤ ع٢ كٚبر٤ آقجٞ ر٠ٛ Hiya taw imkhabiatah fi jiha min aljyh. (LD)

-

خ ٓبٜ٤ ع٢ كٚ االٕ رقجئ٠ٛ

Hiya al-an tukhabi‟hu fi jihatin ma.

(MSA)

As is the case with the previous example with „say‟, some participants look at the act
of hiding as an action that has just been done, therefore it is past. Some others regard
the hiding as a fact and simple present is required, while others think of it as an
ongoing action and use present continuous.
This imposes the possibility that the perception could also be the result of tense
variation.
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Present perfect. It is clear from the (LD) that simple past is used instead of present
perfect. So, in (LD), any past action is past regardless of its occurrence through the
past time. Surprisingly, this is also the case in (PR). The majority of the participants
use simple past as well as simple present. Actually, this use of the simple past and
the simple present, as it appears to me, is a clear example of L1 influence. First, it is
clear that simple past is used due to the fact that the concept of present perfect does
not exist in the participants‟ perception. Secondly, the simple present is used as a
response to the sentence that has the stative verb (ؼوف٣ ya‟rif) meaning (know)
which cannot be in the past in (LD) as seen in the LD discussion section, Chapter
Five, )5.1.2).
Simple past. Again, simple tenses, including this one, have almost the same use in
English and Arabic including LD. Simple tenses are also correctly used by the
participants. Yet, as it has been mentioned in the analysis section, simple present is
also used for simple past. The simple present used for the past in the sentence that
contains the verb (ؼوف٣ ya‟rif = know). The reason for such use is the same as is
mentioned in the analysis section and also mentioned in the present perfect
comparison above. Another instance where simple present is used is when
responding to a sentence containing the particle (before). It is explained in both
Chapter Four and Five that the verb after (ٕ هجَ اqabla ann) in MSA, and ( هجَ ٓبgabal
ma,  هجَ الgabal la) in LD is always in the present, and that its tense depends on the
main clause. It seems that the participant uses simple present after the preposition
(before) in English as well. However, at least in this study, it appears that the
participants are affected by the Arabic property of this structure ( ٕ هجَ اqabla ann),
and ( هجَ ٓبgabal ma).
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Past continuous. It is the only continuous tense that exists and is used in both
(MSA) and (LD). As appears in the tense analysis, its use is similar to that of the
English language. The (LD) analysis reveals some other information about this tense.
First, there are some dialectical words that can be used with this tense such as (ذ٤آؾ
imhit) and ( ُٔبlamma) both mean (when) and (while), but these two words are not
really the continuous marker as the marker (ٕ ًبkana) can be used with these words
although they themselves can indicate the past continuous tense. It is also mentioned
that the marker and the dialectical alternative words can be omitted and that present
continuous can be used instead. Such use is attributed to the historical present where
the speaker talks about past actions as if they are taking place at the time of
speaking.
The (PR) analysis shows a degree of similarity between (LD) and (PR) when using
past continuous for interrupted actions. The simple present is also used and this
particular use cannot be ascribed to any of the explanations provided so far.
Past perfect. The tense analysis shows that past perfect, although it exists in (MSA),
is not used and simple past is used instead in (LD). This is reflected in the
conversation recordings where this tense is not used. This fact might also be the
reason behind which the participants at the university use simple past as well in
situations where past perfect is required.
In the discussion of voice, it appears that most of the passive tenses do exist in
(MSA), they are not used in LD. In LD, different forms are used to express the
passive such as using some derived verb forms that have reflexive or passive
meaning „ termed middle structure here (MS)‟ or by means of using active structure
with „they‟ as the agent. Contrary to the findings of tense and aspect above where
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(PR) is very much similar to (LD), the use of passive in (PR) appears to be closer to
that of (MSA) more than that in (LD). However, this occurrence of passive in (PR) is
only on simple tenses.
Apparently, there seems to be an impact of the (LD) on the use of passive in the form
of „activised‟ or „MS‟ structures. In the activised structure, the pronoun used in (PR)
is the plural third person pronoun „they‟ which is the exact translation of that used in
activised structures in (LD). Furthermore, it is mentioned that aspect, continuous and
perfect structures, are not used and that simple structures are used instead. Also, the
same alternative structures used for aspect are used here. For example, simple past is
used instead of present perfect and past perfect. Also, this simple past, although in
some examples its passive structure is used, is the alternative structure for the
passive aspect.
With regard to the (MS), some participants use this structure to replace the passive in
many situations. This structure is, in fact, identical to that of the Arabic structure
which always results in an ungrammatical sentence. Thus, the use of (MS) could
possibly stem from the complexity of the English passive structure but not
necessarily L1 influence.

9.2. Discussion
The present study deals with the use of tense, aspect and voice (TAV) in both MSA
and LD and the effect of these grammatical structures on acquiring and using the
English TAV. In particular, it deals with whether the TAV of the MSA or the LD has
an effect on the use of TAV by the Libyan learners of English.
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During the data analysis, some correct uses of some structures appear in the PR,
some others have various responses, while some structures are not used at all. Many
suggestions and questions are raised as explanations for such variety of TAV use/
non-use. It could be confessed that not all of the expected structures are guaranteed
to be used, but the methods used managed to direct the participants towards using
most of these expected structures. Apart from this, many suggestions are imposed for
the avoidance and variations of TAV use. These suggestions are: cognitive ability,
complexity, perspective and L1 influence. Actually, and in most cases, there is no a
clear division line between these suggestions. For example, the complexity could be
due to non-existence of the structure in L1 i.e. L1 influence or the result of
complexity of grammatical structure of the English form which is complexity itself.
Also, a participant may prefer to use an alternative tense „personal preference‟ due to
the complexity of the structure or due to the fact that this preference could stem from
the way they view the situation „perspective‟. In fact, these suggestions such as the
cognitive ability and perspective are psycholinguistic aspects that cannot be easily
and thoroughly discussed in this study. However, in the following, these reasons
„suggestions‟ are classified into two groups, personal-dependent which include the
cognitive ability and perspective, and structure-dependent which include complexity
and L1 influence.
Personal-dependent suggestions. This includes the cognitive ability of the
participants and their perspective. In fact, cognitive ability could also be a potential
reason that affects the presence or absence of a grammatical structure, but it is
mentioned that cognitive ability is out of the scope of this study, therefore it is
excluded.
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Perspective could result in using another correct form. For example, one of the
incidents where perspective is supposed to be effective is with the future perfect
where some participants use simple future (analysis section). In this situation „when
you reach there, he will have gone/left for work‟, some participants view the leaving
for work as occurring after the police arrive there, so they use simple future, while
others seem to view the leaving as a past action that occurred before the police arrive
there, so they have used simple past.
Structure-dependent suggestions. These include the complexity of the TAV and
the influence of the participants‟ L1. The L1 influence is fully discussed below, this
paragraph discusses complexity. It is mentioned that complexity overlaps with
cognitive ability and L1 influence and/or one could be the result of another. For
example, L1 influences complexity in that a structure in the target language is
complex because this structure does not exist in the learner‟s L1 or this structure is
complex because the learner‟s cognitive ability is low. Rimmer (2006 23: 497)
supports this latter claim saying that „Grammatical ability correlates highly with
overall proficiency‟. However, an attempt is made here to restrict the area where the
role of the complexity is expected to be most effective. Two criteria are applied for
classifying the target structures into simple and complex based on the two types of
complexity (structure) and (meaning). These two criteria have to be applied together
in order for a structure to be deemed complex. Structurally, a structure is considered
complex when it has more than one grammatical element such as „be‟ and the „-ing‟.
The semantic criterion is when the meaning of a structure is indirect. That is, it is
dependent on other structures or tenses. The past perfect continuous is used here to
better explain this.
(1) - I had been running.
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This sentence is considered complex because it has three grammatical components,
to (have) + to (be) + -ing. But, semantically, it could be simple or complex. If this
sentence is used as an answer to the question „what had you been going?‟ then it is
direct and does not depend on other tenses, and therefore it is simple. If it is used to
indicate the position of the action in time or how it is related to some other actions as
in the example below, then it is deemed to be complex:
(2) - He asked me to go with him to the market, but because I had been
running for some time, I apologised.
In fact, such classification of tense and aspect is made by Comrie (1976 and 2004) in
that tense and aspect are classified into relative and absolute tense (English Tense
and Aspect – Literature Review).
Thus, when applying these two criteria for highlighting the expected complex
structures, and then examining the alternative or the avoided structures, complexity
is believed to be affective in the compound structures such as perfect continuous
tenses.
Therefore, in order for the results of this study to be as accurate as possible,
avoidance and fluctuation of TAV used by the participants is excluded and the focus
here is only on the alternative structures where the L1 seems to have an influence.
This is done by comparing the alternative structures used by the participants. For
example, it is mentioned that in MSA or LD simple past is used for present perfect,
if the participants use the simple past as an alternative to the situations where present
perfect is expected, the possibility of L1 influence is more likely.
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The target factor in the structure-dependent suggestions is the L1 influence. It could,
in fact, be effective on all these factors in that it could affect cognitive ability and
complexity as the participants may find a structure complex because it is nonexistent in (LD), and it could also affect perspective as is the case of the passive
simple present mentioned in the voice analysis. Besides all this, L1 could also be the
reason for some other phenomena discussed in the analysis section such as the
phenomenon of „activisation‟. Thus, L1 influence discussed here appears to have
many facets.
The first of these facets is the semantic property of the verb used. It is mentioned in
the analysis section that some verbs in Arabic do not have past meaning or their past
form could mean something else such as the verbs, (ؼوف٣ ya‟rif) means know, ؼزول٣
y‟ataqid = think, ْٜل٣ yafham = understand). The first verb is used in the test and it
shows that all the participants use the present form of the verb while the expected
tense is „present perfect‟ (The police have known Ted for many years). But the
alternative expected answer from the participants is simple past as present perfect is
rarely used in MSA and LD (discussed in the analysis section and repeated below).
However, the participants used simple present which seems to be due to the semantic
reasons mentioned in the present perfect analysis. Another example of the effect of
the semantic property of the Arabic verb is shown in the use of continuous structures
where it is restricted to those participles which have continuity meaning in Arabic.
One of these participles is (٢ّ ٓبmashi means going) of LD where the few incidents
of future continuous structures used by the participants are restricted to situations
that involve participles in MSA or LD. Another example of the semantic property is
the use of the present verb after the preposition „before‟as is the case with the
preposition ( هجَ ٓبgabal ma) in LD.
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The second semantic facet of the L1 influence is the state-action view. In fact, part of
this phenomenon is mentioned in the discussion of perspective, but the state-action
view this time is about the one that seems to be influenced by L1. This state-action
view is influenced by the L1 is clear in the use of simple future and future
continuous alternatively. The participants use these two tenses alternatively because
it seems that they do not distinguish between them as their focus here is on the fact
that (Jane and Ted) will not be at home at that time not on the action they will be
doing at that time i.e. they will be out and it does not matter whether or not they
reach the centre. So, instead of saying (Jane and Ted will be going to the swimming
centre), they said (Jane and Ted will go to the swimming centre). During the analysis
of the conversation recordings, it is shown that the duration of the event does not
seem to be important in that those involved in conversation recordings mention the
action as a fact as in: Salem (بهاد٤ٍ بفل٣ Yakhid sayarat). The same occurred where
the participants focused on the fact that Jane and Ted will not be at home at that time
instead of the action or the duration of the action that they would be doing at that
time. However, in many cases this state-action view appears to be the result of
perspective of the participants, as the context sometimes allows the use of different
tenses. This is mentioned in the structure-dependent suggestions.
The third facet is clear in the avoidance of some tenses mainly aspect. This fact is
most vivid in the use of the simple past instead of present perfect. The conversation
recordings show that this tense is only used when emphasising the recentness of the
action as in: -

ٚق ٍٔؼذ ث٤ً ٞ رtaw kif sama‟it bih. I have just heard about him –

where in most cases, simple past is used. In the TAV analysis, seven examples of
present perfect are included in the test but only three participants use this tense while
the majority use simple present (mainly for the sentence that contained the verb
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„know‟) and they use simple past for the rest. In fact, the tense table shown in the
comparison and contrast of the Stage One and Stage Two findings in the analysis
section (12) shows a degree of correlation between the tenses used in LD and those
used by the participants.
The effect of the L1 on tense use does not only appear on the use of one tense instead
of another, but also on the response variation. It is noticed that when a tense is nonexistent in the (LD), a wide range of alternative tenses are used by the participants in
responding to that tense. For example, six different tenses are used when responding
to the present perfect continuous and also six others are used for past perfect
continuous.
The fourth facet of L1 influence is the use of Arabic middle structures (MS) instead
of some passive forms. It is explained that some participants use structures that
resemble the English passive structure but are, of course, ungrammatical passive
structures and more similar to Arabic middle structures. However, this use of (MS)
could stem from the complexity of the English passive structures or it could also be
the result of L1 influence. (MS) could be complexity-resulted if only the English
passive structure is considered, but it could also be the result of L1 influence if this
resulting sentence is compared to this unique Arabic structure particularly the (MS)
of the Libyan dialects as mentioned in the conversation recordings analysis. A good
example is used in the analysis section for illustrating the difference between the
ungrammatical attempt use of the English passive structure and the use of the Arabic
middle structure. The discussion of (MS) here is to find the semantic similarities and
differences between the dialectical Arabic middle structure and (MS) on the one
hand, and that used by the participants on the other. In fact, a simple comparison
between the (MS) and the English passive structure is drawn in the introduction of
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the TAV analysis, but the comparison that is made here is between the structures of
the (MS) used in the conversation recordings and the ungrammatical passive attempt
made by the participants.
First, three sentences are extracted from the conversation recordings to represent the
three tenses, simple future, simple present and simple past. The aspect structures of
the (MS) are not used, and therefore deemed non-existent.
-

بءٚزلؼَ اُو٤ِٓ ؽ
ٕ اُيٗزب٢ ر٘وبٍ ك١لٛ ١َٓبئَ ى
اُجالك اٗجبػذ

Mish ha yitafa‟l alqada
Masa-il zai hadi tingal fi alzintan.
Alblad inba‟it.

Secondly, a set of three sentences from the commonly used or repeated examples
used in participants‟ responses is presented here to be compared to the
aforementioned set.
-

He will promote in May

-

If the jewellery does not / not / has not found.

-

The fence fixed yesterday.

First of all, it is clear that only the lexical items are used and that the grammatical
elements, particularly the auxiliary verb (be), are missing. It is worth mentioning
here that some of the participants use this auxiliary (be) correctly in other situations
and sometimes for the same tense, i.e. almost all of the participants use the passive
simple past grammatically correct in some other cases, they also use this tense
without its auxiliary (be). For example the participant (3H) wrote „the job was taked‟
in one instance but in another with the same verb they wrote „she taked to the
custody‟. Even the low proficient participants like (1L), who is at the lowest level in
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the proficiency continuum, inconsistently uses this auxiliary as in the following
sentences:
-

Jewellery was stolen from one house.

-

* Peter fined. Instead of (Peter was fined, meaning – Peter was charged).

This means that the auxiliary (be) does not seem to be the problem behind which the
MS‟ is used. Therefore, the problem does not appear to fluctuate between using the
auxiliary or not, but it seems to be between using two alternative structures , the
English passive and the Arabic middle structure besides the English active form.
Semantically, the use of (MD) as appeared in the conversation recordings has no
fixed patterns or fixed situations where it could or could not be used, i.e. it is used in
an unpredictable way and its meaning is not affected by the context. In much the
same way, the use of (MS) by the participants does not follow any pattern and
therefore cannot be predicted or explained.
The other semantic similarity is that the (MS) is rarely used for simple present in
(LD) and those structures which are grammatically simple present usually have
future connotations as in:
-

خ٣ْ كػبُٜ٘لاه٣ ْٜٗ اٛٞأُيث
ّْ٘ل أُغو٣ ّالى

ALmazbut inhum yindarilhum di‟aya.
Lazim yinshad almujrim.

The verbs in these two sentences are in the simple present but the meaning refers to
future actions. The (MS) used by the participants is mostly in tenses other than the
simple present. Even the responses which should be in the simple present are made
in the simple future or simple past. In fact, such use could be the result of either of
two factors, the semantic property of the verb as discussed in the first facet of the L1
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influence, or the nature of the (MS) that has just been mentioned. For instance, the
sentence ( خ٤ٚ اُو٠َ ُٔب ر٘زlamma tintasa alqadia) has future connotation in (LD) but
simple present in English (when the case is forgotten), however,

most of the

participants use simple future tense whether it is active, passive or MS, but not
simple present AMS as in:
-

*When the case forget.

-

The case will be forgotten.

-

After forgetting the case.

Another example is clear in the use of simple past for the following sentence „the car
is sold‟ which is in the past in (LD).
-

*The car sold

-

The car was sold.

-

I sold the car.

Thus, the influence of the L1 concerning the use of MS can be in two ways, first, it is
used as an alternative of the passive and the active structures, and second, the tense
of the MS use is also affected by that of the (LD).
The final facet of L1 influence appears in the fact of using the active when
responding to the passive structures. As is shown in the analysis of voice, very few
incidents of passive sentences are used. The discussion here will not focus on the
avoided structures as this could be the result of some other suggestions, such as
cognitive ability or complexity of the English passive structure, but the discussion
will be on the responses whether they are active or passive.
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Making the agent or the doer of the action unknown during the designing of the
passive sentences in the test is carefully considered. For example, in the picture
describing test, the people working on John‟s house are not mentioned, and in some
other cases only the type of job is mentioned, yet it is noticed that some participants
use active structures and others use passive but restricted to simple structures.
Firstly, in the use of passive is that the alternative structures used, whether they are
active or passive, are the same as those used in tense and aspect. That is, simple
tenses are used to replace continuous and perfect tenses. The other important thing is
the fact of activisation. In some cases, the use of the active counterpart is explicable
in that the agent is more or less known as in the following sentences where it is clear
that the doers are the police:
-

The boss told Jane that she cannot come back until the police arrest Ted.
Instead of ( … until Ted is apprehended)

-

(Or) – The worker is painting the wall.

However, in some other cases the agent is not known at all as in the following
sentence:
-

They said that …… .

-

(Or) – Someone said …. .

The common expression in formal English is „it is/has been/ was …etc, said that … .
Some participants use the pronoun „they‟. The cases where the agent is totally absent
as is the case with the above mentioned examples, and where the participants use the
active structures are called „activisation‟, discussed in the analysis section (7.4). The
similarity between the English activised structures and those of the (LD) is that the
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agent used in all activised structures is the plural third person pronoun „they‟, for
example:
-

They will finish the window tomorrow. (The agent is not shown or
mentioned in the picture.)

-

They will pick him as the head of the club. (The expected sentence is „he will
be chosen to be a chairman of the club‟).

In fact, this active use is also expected in informal English. But taking into
consideration that the participants are only exposed to formal English, this use of the
active structure by a few participants is considered an exception here.
Thus, five ways of L1 influence, the semantic property of the verb, the state-action
view, different tense use, MS use and activisation, are highlighted and discussed. As
far as the language dialects are concerned, the Libyan dialects seem to have an
impact on the use TAV on the form of these five facets. In the case of the verb
semantic property, both (MSA) and (LD) seem to have an effect as the verb semantic
property used in the examples, (Ya‟ref), is the same in both (MSA) and (LD).
Although the second facet, state-action view, is affected by the L1, it is somehow
personal dependent, therefore, (LD) cannot be directly claimed as an effective factor
on this TAV use. Moreover, the (LD) appears to be effective on the use or non-use of
some tenses and aspects as seen in the comparison such as the non-use of future and
present perfect which are existent in (MSA) but not (LD). Also, in some cases, it is
not only the tenses that are marked as existent or non-existent in (LD) that affect the
use or non-use of their English counterparts, but also only those which are actually
used that mostly appear in the responses. For example, future perfect exists in both
(MSA) and (LD), but it is not commonly used in everyday conversation as shown in
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the conversation recordings analysis, and is not used by the participants. In addition,
future continuous, which only exists in (LD) but in (MSA) it is restricted to
participles, it is not properly used by the participants. The (LD) effect seems to be
the sole reason for the last two phenomena, MS and activisation in that he former is
not common and the latter is never used in (MSA).
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Chapter Ten
Conclusions and Recommendations
10.1. Conclusions
This study compares and contrasts the structures and meanings of TAV systems in
MSA and LD, and then investigates the effect of these systems on the use and
acquisition of the English TAV by Libyan learners of English. In other terms, it
investigates the existence and non-existence of tense, aspect and voice (TAV)
concepts of Libyan dialects (LD), then the impact of these concepts on the
acquisition and use of the English TAV by Libyan university students.
The study is conducted in two stages. The first stage is on TAV in modern standard
Arabic (MSA) and in Libyan Dialects (LD). The second stage is on the students at
one of the Libyan English language faculties. Before the main study was conducted,
a pilot study was carried out which aimed at testing the research methods. For the
Libyan dialects, the Tripoli region was chosen from three distinctive regions. These
three regions are discussed in the Introduction in Chapter One. To represent the LD,
Zintan town was chosen for many reasons as mentioned in the Research Methods in
Chapter Three.
For the first stage, TAV in MSA and English is investigated through reading the
documents and literature written on these two language forms. The LD is also
investigated through reading and noting what has been written on Libyan dialects as
well as some other Arabic dialects such Tunisian, Moroccan, Egyptian dialects. This
is because there are no sufficient references written on LD concerning TAV. To
investigate the TAV of Zintan town, two different methods are used, the first is in a
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written form that aims at investigating the existence of TAV on the target dialect and
the second method is on the spoken form in the form of recording casual
conversations aiming at investigating the extent to which TAV is used in everyday
conversations.
The findings of these investigations are then compared and contrasted to see the
differences and similarities in using TAV in the three language forms, English, MSA
and LD. Then, the results of the two stages are compared and contrasted to answer
the research questions.
For the second stage, two methods are used, story writing and picture describing.
The former is a text written in both modern standard Arabic and Libyan dialects.
However, during the pilot study, the story writing was in fact translating a text
written in both MSA and LD, but it appeared that the presentation of the written text
affected the participants in that they translated the Arabic tenses too, therefore, the
written texts, in both forms (MSA) and (LD), were presented to the participants to
study and examine only, and then, a set of pictures that described the sequence of the
story and a list of vocabulary and expressions was provided during the main study.
This is to minimise the translation disadvantages, and therefore, the test is called
„story writing‟.
The data analysis and discussion chapters reveal many similarities and differences
between the modern standard Arabic and Libyan dialects in using TAV, on the one
hand, and between the Libyan dialects and the English TAV used by the participants,
on the other.
The analysis of Stage Two also reveals that there is a degree of variation of the
responses by the participants when using TAV and this variation could be attributed
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to many reasons such as complexity, perspective and L1 influence. This latter reason
is the focus of the study, so, the focus here is only on the phenomena where L1 is
believed to have an effect such as the use of MS and activisation. In fact, the L1
influence appears to be vivid in five ways as is highlighted in the discussion sections.
This chapter highlights these five effects and discusses the research questions as well
as addressing some of the facts of cross-linguistic influence that are discussed in the
literature review. The first question is „Are there any similarities and differences
between modern standard Arabic and Libyan dialects in using tense, aspect and
voice?‟
The similarities between MSA and LD can be highlighted in the following points:
1- Tenses in both MSA and LD are divided into two, perfect meaning past and
imperfect meaning present. These two tenses are in most cases expressed by
the verb form. Participles are also used particularly for aspect.
2- The verbs in MSA are either triliteral or quadriliteral and there are derived
verbs also such as verb form (II, III …). This is also the case with LD verbs.
3- In both MSA and LD, the subject and number are affixed to the verb.
4- Simple tenses are the most common representatives of tense and aspect
together. That is, in both MSA and LD, aspect can be expressed through
tense with the help of some other words such as the adverb of time and/or the
context. However, auxiliaries are also used for aspect such the auxiliary (ًٕب
kana).
5- In both MSA and LD, the simple past is used instead of present perfect
although this latter exists in both MSA and LD. The simple past is commonly
used for any past action, and the present perfect is only used for emphasising
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the recentness of the action. Also, the simple past can be used for present or
future situation especially in religious expressions, as well as generally.
6- Perfect continuous tenses are not used, and past continuous is the only
continuous structure that is used in both MSA and LD. The future continuous
is restricted to participles in MSA.
7- The MSA and LD are also similar in that future perfect and present perfect
exist in both of them, but in LD these tenses have their own preverbs or
particles such as the preverb (٠ رِوtalga), the present perfect is used for the
purpose of emphasis. However, for these reasons they are deemed as nonexistent in LD.
8- There is a degree of similarity in using the simple present or present
continuous for future actions as is the case with „ م ؿلاَُٞ ا٠ُت اٛ اٗب ماana
dhahibun ila alsuq ghadan.
9- The simple present is used for past actions in MSA and LD. This is called
historical present.
10- Both MSA and LD use past continuous for habitual past besides interrupted
past actions.
11- Both MSA and LD employ the external passive form by some derived verbs
that have a reflexive or past meaning.
The differences between (MSA) and (LD) can also be summarised in these points:
1- The verb in MSA has three moods: indicative, subjunctive and jussive
moods. There is no mood in LD.
2- Future perfect and past perfect exist in (MSA) but not in (LD).
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3- The present verb in MSA can be preceded by particles such as (ُْ lam, and ُٖ
lan) which make the meaning of this present form past or future. These
particles are considered standard and therefore they are not used in LD.
4- The particle ( هلqad) that is used in MSA for forming some aspect is not used
in LD. This enables the use of present and past perfect in MSA. So, the MSA
differs from LD in that it has present and past perfect which do not exist in
LD.
5- The future auxiliary (ٌٕٞ٤ٍ sayakun) is only followed by participles which in
turn restricts the future continuous in MSA to these participles, whereas in
LD, the equivalent auxiliary can also be followed by a verb for forming
future continuous.
6- The internal passive exists only in MSA, but not in LD.
7- The main difference between MSA and LD can easily be noticed in the use of
voice. Passive, which is used in MSA, is not common in LD. Other structures
are used in LD such as using participles or some verb forms in what is termed
MS, or using the active in what is called „activisation‟.
8- The passive can be paraphrased in MSA by using the verb (ْ رtamma). This is
not used in LD.
Furthermore, the study of Libyan dialects also reveals some difference between the
presence/absence of a structure and its use/non-use in LD. That is, not every
structure that is existent in LD is used in everyday conversation. For example, future
perfect, future continuous and present perfect are existent in LD, but they are not
actually used except for the latter where it is only used for emphasis.
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The second question is „Are there any similarities and differences between modern
standard Arabic and Libyan dialects on the one hand and English on the other
concerning the use of TAV‟?
This can be discussed from three points of view, syntactic or grammatical, a
semantic point of view, and a pragmatic point of view. First, from a syntactic or
grammatical point of view, the English tense is usually formed morphologically
through changing the verb, and aspect is usually formed with the help of an
auxiliary. In Arabic, both MSA and LD, this is also more or less the case in that
tense is expressed by inflecting the verb such as in ( ًزتKataba – ٌزت٣ Yaktub – ٌزت٤ٍ
sayaktub), yet, in other cases, aspect is also expressed morphologically through
using participle. Simple tenses in the three language forms do not utilise auxiliaries,
and they have almost the same structure. This is shown in section 6.1.
Aspect is also expressed with the help of some other auxiliaries and particles such as
(ٕ ًبkana) and ( هلqad). The difference between the English and Arabic TAV seems
to be more vivid in passive. In English, passive is always formed with an auxiliary
verb plus verb inflection, while in Arabic the passive is expressed by only the verb in
form of morphological change or merely vowelling. That is, both English and MSA
have apophonic passive but in English an auxiliary is also used. However, English
and Arabic are similar in that the sentences arguments are the same i.e. the object of
the active sentence becomes the subject in both MSA and English.
From a semantic point of view, there is a degree of similarity. In the literature
review, it is mentioned that Comrie (1976) classified time reference into two
absolute tenses which refer to relationship between the time of the situation and the
present moment (the time of the utterance), and relative tense that relates the time of
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the situation to another situation. According to this classification, tense and aspect in
MSA are, to some degree, the same in that aspect is relative and tense is absolute.
However, there are points where the Arabic aspect differs from that of the English as
is the case with the past continuous. Both MSA and English use this tense for
background actions, but it is also used for habitual past in MSA whereas in English it
cannot be used in such away. Another difference appears in the use of present
perfect. In English, it is used for past actions that have present relevance or timeless
past, whereas in MSA and also LD, present perfect is commonly used for
emphasising purposes only.
Both English and Arabic seem to have the same reasons for using the passive. The
main reasons for using the passive in English is when the agent is not important or
when it is not known, this is also the case with Arabic passive.
The third point of view is the pragmatic use of tense and aspect. First, in the data
analysis section, the term „pragmatic‟ is used as opposite to grammatical to refer to
the situation where a tense does not exist in one language and is only distinguished
by the context. For example, present continuous does not exist in MSA and it is the
context that distinguishes it from simple present, therefore, when the present
continuous is used and it is only the context that distinguishes it from simple present,
it is termed „pragmatic‟ not grammatical. In this discussion, the term „pragmatic‟
means when and how a tense is used. For instance, a tense could be grammatically
existent but it is not used, so it is pragmatically non-existent.
The pragmatic differences are clear in the use of passive. Almost all passive tenses
exist in MSA and the majority of them exist in LD but none of them are actually
used. This is clear in the phenomenon of activisation.
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The similarities between the three language forms, modern standard Arabic, Libyan
dialects and English, seem to be in the simple tenses as summarised in the
comparison table and diagram in section 6.1. Thus, the answer to the question being
discussed is that there are some similarities and differences between (MSA), (LD)
and English. Most of the similarities between (MSA), (LD) and English are in the
grammatical and semantic properties, and most of the differences are in the use of
TAV.
The other two questions are related to the second stage, university students. The first
of these questions is: „At what stage (of the four stages of the university level) do
students learn and use the target forms‟?
The answer to this question can be seen in tables 10b and 10 d that show the levels at
which the TAV is used. The tables show that only the three simple tenses emerge
right from the first levels, followed by a few examples of continuous tenses and then
perfect tenses, although there is not much of a gap between them. In other terms,
some tenses and aspects almost simultaneously emerged. This means that TAV is not
affected by the levels, rather, it is, to some extent, affected by the individual
participants or by the structure itself due to the factors discussed in the discussion
section such as complexity. Another reason for the independency of the emergence
of TAV from participants‟ levels could be attributed to the fact that the majority of
them had studied TAV for a good while before they did the test, and that they
appeared to be fully aware of English TAV. So, the answer to this question could be
summarised as follows: there is no correlation between the participant‟s level and
TAV use. However, this conclusion is restricted to this study only. That is, the
participants of this particular study do not show that they are affected by their levels
in using TAV.
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The second and most important question is: „To what extent does the presence of
TAV in the participants‟ L1 influence their English use of TAV‟?
The answer to this question, which is the focus of the present study, is pinpointed in
the five facets of L1 influence mentioned in the discussion section. These facets are:
the semantic property of the verb, state-action view, tense variation, MS use, and
activisation.
These five facets are used here to revise and address some of the facts and
conclusions on the effect of L1 on L2 usually mentioned in the SLA discipline.

10.1.1. The Mentalist View of L1 Influence
First, in the mentalist view of L1 influence, this influence is based on the availability
of the UG to the L2 learner. There are three different models. The first is the Full
Access model which claims that Universal Grammar is accessible to learners directly
without the involvement of L1, and therefore the L1 transfer is ruled out. The second
is the Full Transfer/Full Access (partial access) model which states that in the first
state of L2 learning the learner relies fully on the grammar of his L1 “full transfer”
and the more he is exposed to the input, the more he reconstructs his L2 grammar
with the help of UG, “full access”.The third model is the No Access model that is the
opposite of the full access that says the UG is not available to L2 learners.
In fact, UG is still a debatable and controversial topic, but it is not the scope of this
work to discuss the UG per se. The discussion of the UG here is to compare and
contrast its view of L1 influence to the findings of this study. According to the
mentalist point of view and the availability of the UG, the L1 influence on the use of
TAV could be in one of two ways depending on the notion of the UG. First, Ayoun
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(2003) mentions some of the criticisms of the parameter setting saying that
parameter is either restricted to inflectional or functional categories. This means that
the UG focuses on the parameter of (-ed) of the past form or the (-s) of the third
person for example, or the head of a noun or a verb phrase. If so, tense, aspect and
voice (as whole structures) are outside the UG scope. If so, the mentalist view of L1
influence – in the form of UG accessibility mentioned above- is irrelevant or limited
to such categories. If the parameter settings in UG are extended to include tense,
aspect and voice structures as whole units, these structures should be classified into
(+). For example, future perfect parameter is (-) in LD and (+) in English. That is,
the learner/acquirer of a language sets the tense parameters depending on the input,
and then sets the subsets or the micro-parameters accordingly. In this case, a
hypothesis could be presented: When a structure „tense, aspect and passive‟ is (-) in a
language, this structure becomes latent. Re-activation of this latent structure would
take a longer time than that of the activated structure where the structure is (+) in
target language. This proposition could be illustrated by the participants‟ mis-use or
non-use of some English tenses that do not exist in their LD as shown in the data
analysis and discussion chapter.
Given this proposition is true, either of two possible facts can be the case. First, the
parameters are reset when an L2 is learned and the latent parameters are reactivated.
Or, the second fact that a new set of parameters is available to the learner, then the
parameters that are similar to those of the L1 are easily set, and the different (L1non-existent) parameters are created according to this L2. Thus, in both cases, the reactivation and creation of parameters, suggest that L1 apparently has an influence
even when the UG is accessible for the learners opposite to what the Full Access
says. Again, if this is true, it could be claimed that one of the reasons why bilingual
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children manage to successfully use the grammatical structures of both languages is
that they acquire the structures at the same time and therefore no parameter is latent
or deactivated.

10.1.2. Connectionism View of L1 Influence
The L1 influence as viewed by the connectionists, including the other related models
such as the competition model and information processing model, is more or less
similar to that of the behaviourist view in that the previously learned skills affect the
learning of new ones. For example, Sokolik and Smith (1992) said that the preexistent patterns of connectivity interfere with the new one. The major role of the L1
in learning an L2 is mentioned in the literature review, and it is represented briefly
here to be reconsidered. First, connectionists say that the L1 effect is more obvious
in early stages, and secondly, that the major reason that some learners fail to achieve
full target language competence is the L1 interference through the phenomena of
overshadowing and blocking. An example is also mentioned in the discussion of the
connectionist view in the literature review illustrating the effect of overshadow and
blocking, „Some adverbial are used for expressing temporal actions, they will
overshadow aspectual markers, hence, learners will not acquire aspect, that is to say
the adverbial use block the acquisition of aspect‟.
In fact this phenomenon of overshadow and blocking is not necessarily the L1 effect,
but rather it could be within the same language as one structure influences another in
that the adverbials that overshadow the aspectual markers are also L2 adverbials.
However, these two terms „overshadow and blocking‟ can be cross-linguistically reused in this study with the meaning that the use of (A) structure instead of (B) in L1
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could overshadow this latter (B) structure. In turn, this overshadowed (B) structure
could block (or delay the acquisition of) its equivalent structure of the L2. This can
be explained by the phenomenon of activisation or MS use as revealed in this study.
That is, the use of active structures in L1 overshadows the passive, and this
overshadowed passive blocks the use of the L2 passive.
So, whether it is looked at as a latent parameter or an overshadowed structure, the L1
influence could affect not only the inflectional or functional categories of the L2, but
also the use of L2 competence, (Sharwood Smith as edited by Gadrys-Baker 2008),
in that the competition between L1 and L2 is not only on the grammatical cues as
mentioned in the competition model, but it can also occur between how a function is
expressed. To explain this, the model introduced by Sharwood Smith and Truscott
(2008) in which they visualise the language system in the brain in terms of modules,
literature review, is used. The L1 influence is believed to be in the syntactic structure
(SS) in the form of using some grammatical elements as is the case with the past
morpheme (-ed) used as an illustration by Sharwood Smith and Truscott. In fact,
they mentioned that L1 influence could also stem in the conceptual structure (CS).
What is meant by the competition between how a function is expressed is that L1 is
not necessarily active in the syntactic structure (SS) in the form of grammatical
deviations, but also in the conceptual structure (CS) in the form of using an entirely
different grammatical structure (here means tense, aspect or passive). For example,
in LD it is shown that simple past is used for situations where present perfect is used
in English, or that active structure is commonly used in LD more than the passive.
So, conceptually, in the LD, there is no tense between the present and the past, i.e. an
even is either present or past. Therefore, the present perfect competes with the
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simple past or the passive with the active in the conceptual structure (CS) resulting in
avoiding that tense of the target language or using alternative structures.
Thus, conceptual influence is distinguished from morphosyntactic, grammatical or
any other form of transfer or influence in two ways. First, the conceptual influence
does not always occur in single elements such as between using (ed) or (en), and
secondly, conceptual influence does not always result in error. Consequently, L1
influence should not only be investigated through examining L2 learner‟s errors, but
also through examining inappropriate production. The term „inappropriate‟ here
means when a sentence or a grammatical structure is correct but there is a better or
more suitable alternative. The following is an extract from one of the participants
responses quoted here to explain this. The participant used simple past instead of
present perfect:
“…..then Peter completed „any way, the wedding will be
postponed, surely I will be prisoned for this stupid error, many
people was accused and prisoned‟ I think the best think is…..”
Apart from the grammatical errors or mistakes such as „many people was accused’
and „I will be prisoned’ the use of the simple past (many people was accused), as a
tense, is grammatically correct but present perfect would be more suitable.
So far, the type of L1 influence in the form of conceptual influence discussed above
could make researchers revise some of their findings such as Ellis (2008) who claims
that interference does exist but argued that it has little effect and Dulay et al (1982)
who supported this claim by saying that only 5 per cent of errors were the result of
interference.
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10.1.3. Conceptual Transfer
In the literature review, it is mentioned that this field is new in the study of second
language acquisition. It is also mentioned that conceptual transfer is linked to the
notion of linguistic relativity which concerns the effect of „though‟ in language and
how native language affects the way people view the world. Within this framework,
it is believed that this „though‟ is also transferred to the L2 use. For example, Han
and Cadierno (2010), who studied the transfer of L1 patterns of thinking for
speaking, claim that second language learners must learn a different pattern of
thinking for speaking when their native language is different from that of the L2 they
are learning. They mention two studies to support this claim. One is conducted on
Spanish learners of English about using motion and path expressions and the second
is on using the definite and indefinite articles by Polish learners of English. Both
these two studies showed that L1 is most likely the major influence.
Similarly, the present study has shown the way participants use TAV in their L1
influences, and the way these TAV are used in English. Therefore, this study also
supports the claim of Han and Cadierno (2010) about the necessity for the language
learner to learn the new patterns when these patterns are different from those of their
L1.Of course, the term pattern here means the structures of TAV. For further clarity,
the pattern used in LD for expressing recent or present related actions is the simple
past, whereas this situation is expressed by the present perfect pattern in English.

10.2. Recommendations
The discussion above leads me to draw some recommendations to the linguists and
researchers of second language acquisition and the educationalist and teachers of
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English as a second language, especially those who teach homogeneous classes, i.e.
where the learners‟ L1 is the same.
These recommendations are actually based on the findings of this study in general,
that is, they have not been compared to those mentioned by other researchers.
Recommendations for the linguists and SLA researchers
1- There is a degree of grammatical similarities and differences between the
standard language and the Libyan dialects, and not all of the grammatical
features of a dialect are actually used, i.e. a particular form might be existent
in a dialect, but another form is actually used. These grammatical structures
are sometimes used in different situations from those of the target language;
therefore, these similarities and differences could be the source of L1
influence and not necessarily the standard structure.
2- L1 influence does not always result in errors, and the domain affected by the
L1 is not always the syntactic or phonological domain.
3- Competition of L1 and L2 cues is not necessarily at the grammatical elements
level, but it could be between grammatical structures through the conceptual
domain.
4- The reasons of avoidance are not necessarily incomplete learning or/and
ignorance. Also, avoidance is not always determined by asking whether or
not the learner knows the avoided structure, but it could also be detected by
examining the alternative structure used by that learner and comparing it to
their L1 dialect. That is, it could be conceptual transfer not avoidance.
For language teachers, it is recommended that they consider how a function
or an event is expressed in their language learners‟ L1 including their
dialects. This is, of course, applicable when both the teacher and the learners
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share the same language background. In fact, this is one of the merits of nonnative language teachers as they are familiar with the difficulties that their
learners might face.
This does not mean that the course designers should also be aware of the L1
linguistic forms, but it is the teacher who could put some emphasis on the
structures where difficulties might arise.

10. 3. Suggestions for Further Studies
1- It is noticed during the reading and searching for reference in LD that there are
very few studies made on Libyan dialects, so it is suggested that some other studies
can be made particularly on Libyan dialect tenses.
Besides, it is also noticed in this study that some prepositions are used in structures
such as „٢ كfi‟ as in  اُْطوط٢ ك,خٛ اٌُبه٢هح¸ كٌُٞ ا٢ِؼت ك٣ yali‟ab fi ilkura, fi alkarta, fi
alshetranj. The question that araises here is: Is this also acceptable in other LD?
2- It appeared during the analysis of the data obtained for this study that the semantic
property of the verb of the mother tongue somehow has an effect on the verb choice
of the target language as is the example with the verb „ؼوف٣ ya‟rif‟. Also, the word
„٢ُ اُزبaltali‟ meaning „the next‟, for example, is used in MSA. In LD a different word
„*٢ٗ اُزبaltani‟ meaning „the second‟ or „the next‟ is used instead of „٢ُ اُزبaltali‟. It is
noticed that some students say „the second exam is at ….‟ while they mean „the next
exam‟. Therefore, a study could solely be made for the effect of L1 verb meanings
on the verb choice of the target language.
3- Another study is also needed on the phenomenon of „topicalisation‟. It is one of
the characteristics of the Arabic language and in particular it is used in LD. During
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the analysis of the participants‟ responses, it seems that this phenomenon is vivid in
their English production. For example, some of them write „the music you play I do
not like it‟ instead of „I do not like the music you play‟. Could this be L1 influence
similar to that found out in this study?
These two last studies „the verb semantic property‟ and „topicalisation‟ would
enhance the finding of the study that the concept of the L1 is also transferred, i.e.
„conceptual transfer‟.
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Appendixes

Appendix (I)

حول هذه الجمل الى اللهجه العامية
. هلؿبكهد أٌُزت٢ٗ أُ٘يٍ اَُبػخ اَُبثؼخ ٍزغل٠ُ ا٢ ػ٘لٓب ربر- 1
. اُْوًخٙنٛ ٢ٕ ٍ٘خ اّزـَ كٝ ػْو٢ُ ٌٕٞ٣ اَُ٘خ ٍبٙنٛ خ٣بٜٗ ٢ ك- 2
.ٞ ُِز٢ِٔذ ػ٤ٜٗ ُول ا- 3
.ٕ اًضو ٖٓ ٍبػخ ارٔو٢ُ - 4
.خ ًبٕ اُوعَ هل ٓبدِٕٛذ اُْوٝ  ػ٘لٓب- 5
ْٛٝ ا ٍبػبدٞٚٓا هل اًٞٗبٝ ِٕٞؼج٣ ٍلبٛعلد ثؼ٘ االٝ  اُٖبُخ٠ُِٕذ اٝ  ػ٘لٓب- 6
.ِٕٞؼج٣
.ب ؿلاٜزْ إالؽ٤ٍ بهح٤َُ ا- 7
.هخٝجخ َٓو٤ اُؾو- 8
.ٕ االٚزْ إالؽ٣  اُغَو- 9
.بٜن رْ كزؾ٣اُطو- 10
. ّطت ٖٓ اُوبئٔخٍٚٔا- 11
.بٜب ػ٘لٓب اػِٔ٘ب ثٛاُوبئٔخ ًبٕ هل رْ اػلاك- 12

The English Translation
1- When you come at my office at seven P.M., I will have gone.
2- By the end of this year, I will have been working for twenty years for this
company.
3- I have just finished my work.
4- I have been training for more than an hour.
5- When police arrived, the man had died.
6- When I arrived at the hall, there were some children playing. They had spent
hours playing.
7- The car will be fixed.
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8- The bag is stolen.
9- The bridge is being repaired now.
10- The road has been opened.
11- His name was deleted from the list.
12- The list had been prepared when we heard about it.
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Appendix (II)
Q1- Change these sentences into passive.
1- He will submit the report next term.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2- The teacher gives 15 minutes for the test.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3- Someone was building huts in that hill.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4- They take the children to the zoo every weekend.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5- Margaret is correcting the exam papers.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6- We have finished three stages.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7- The students saw the movie before the exam.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8- I had sent many letters to your office.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q2- Correct the verb between the brackets.

1- A: Did you like the movie "Star Wars?"
B: I don't know. I (see) -------------------------------- that movie.
2- My best friend and I (know) ------------------------------each other for over
fifteen years.
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3- I (study) -------------------------------------------- here for more than three years
now.
4- John (work) ----------------------------------------for the government since he
graduated from Harvard University.
5- By the time I got to the office, the meeting (begin, already) -----------------------------without me. My boss was furious with me and I was fired.
6- Last week, I ran into a friend of mine. We (see, not) -------------------------each other in years, and both of us had changed a great deal.
7- When we wake up in the morning, we notice that it (rain) ------------------------------- all the night.
8- By the time I got my certificate, I (live) ------------------------------------- in the
UK for four years, and I (finish) --------------------------------------- three
English levels.
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Appendix (III)
Picture Describing

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Service
The fence
The chemny
Painting
Window
Garden
Car

Fixed?
Yes
Yes
Not yet
No
Yes
Not yet

Time
Yesterday
Yesterday
Now
Tomorrow
Just now
Now

This is Mr John. He is having his house renovated and his car repaired. Look at the
table that summarises the services he got, has got, is getting, and will get, then write
some paragraphs about his and these services.
You can start with …….
“Mr. John is renovating his house, he ………”
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)Appendix (IV
A- ModernStandard Arabic version

انخطأ انبسيظ
فً احد اٌام الصٌف عندما كانت االشجار تخضر و كانت الناس تستمتع بالجو المشمس قٌل ان
مجوهرات سرقت من احد المنازل .المجوهرات كانت قد شرٌت لمناسبه الشهر المقبل .اصحاب
المنزل هدا امضو مدة من الوقت ٌستعدون لهده المناسبه .وامضو مدة من الوقت ٌسافرون لحصلوا
على الحاجٌات المطلوبة .فً دالك الٌوم رجع االثنٌن مبكرا لكنهم لم ٌالحظوا انهم سرقوا اال عندما
كانت المراة ترتدي مالبس النوم الحظت ان الخزنة مفتوحة و خالٌة فصرخت " لقد سرقنا .احد ما
سرق كل المجوهرات" فقال الراجل " ال! لقد امضٌنا وقت طوٌل نجمع هده المجوهرات و االن ها
قد ذهبوا مرة واحدة .البد ان نبلغ الشرطة بسرعة انا متاكد ان السارق الٌزال مختبً قرٌب من هنا".
بما انه ال ٌوجد شهود عٌان على هده السرقة ,فالشً الوحٌد الذي تقوم به الشرطة االن هو التحقٌق مع
 . Janeجٌن Janeاي مشتبه به .تد هواحد المشتبه بهم لهدا الشرطة تحقق مع صدٌقته جٌن االن
Ted .تعمل فً نادي و كان قد امضت سنٌن تعمل فً ذلك النادي عندما التقت مع تد
"فً الواقع سمعت عنه قبل ان نلتقو قبل سنتٌن .كان ٌبحث عن مفتاحه طوال اللٌل باقرب من النادي
وانا ضننت انه سارق ومن ذلك الوقت اصبحنا اصدقاء و امضٌنا فترة نسكن مع بعض و اعرفه جٌدا.
تد  Tedفتى جٌد وناشط ولو ذهبتم الى المنزل االن فانا متاكدة بانه قد رتب المنزل وعندما تصلون
الى هناك ستجدونه قد غادر للعمل لتوه .فهو ٌعمل فً شركة نفط حٌث امضى مدة ٌعمل بها .على ما
اعتقد ان شهر خمسة القادم سٌكون قد قضى عشر سنوات بالضبط فً الشركة .و حسب علمً انه
سٌرقى فً ماٌو .وهو اٌضا ٌذهب الى النادي كل سبت عندما ٌكمل عمه المنزلً لهدا غدا عند هدا
الوقت سٌكون داهب الى النادي .وحتى تكونو متاكدٌن سٌكون حامال معه العدة الرٌاضٌة .فً الحقٌقة
هو ٌحب السباحة لهدا السبوع القادم سنذهب لمركز السباحة .وهو كدلك رجل محظوظ النه سٌكون قد
اختٌر رئٌس لنادي فً نهاٌة هده السنة"
الغرٌب فاالمر ان الشرطة تعرف تد  Tedمن سنٌن و الواقع عكس ما تقوله جٌن  Janeاالن .و
الشرطة تفحصوا المنزل و تعرف اٌضا ان المنزل لم ٌنضف و اشٌاء كثٌرة حولت من مكانها .على
الفور بدت الشرطة تعتقد ان جٌن  Janeمتورطة مع تد  Tedفالسرقة وهً االن تخبٌه فً جٌهة ما.
اخبرت جٌن  Janeانها ستعتقل حتى ٌتم التحقٌق و لكن ضنت انها تستفزوا حتى تقول الحقٌقة .لكن
 Tedكل هده
عندما اختفاء تد  Tedوهى اخدت التوقٌف عرفت انها كانت مخدوعة من قبل تد
المدة.
فً منزل الضحٌة الزوجٌن رجعوا و االن هما ٌثحدثون .قال بٌتر " :Peterادا لم توجد المجوهرات
عند نهاٌة الشهر المناسبة ستؤجل .كارن  Karenقالت" :كٌف استطاع السارق ان ٌفتح الخزنه؟" فً
هده اللحظه تدكر بٌتر وصرخ":نحن كنا على خطاء! نحن لم نسرق! انا اخبأت المجوهرات فً
الحجرة التانٌة ".كانت هناك لحظت صمت ثم اكمل بٌتر ":المناسبه ستأجل على كل حال .انا متاكد
انً سأسجن على هدا الخطاء الغبً .كثٌر من الناس اتهمت و اخرٌن كثٌر سجنت .اعتقد انه من
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االفضل ان ال اخبر الشرطة اننا وجدنا المجوهرات .غدا سأذهب المركز واسحب الشكوى ,الناس
المعتقلة سٌطلق سراحها وبعد مدة عندما تنسى القضٌة ,ابلغ ان المجوهرات وجدت ".كارن قالت ":ال
اعتقد ان هدا سٌنفع .الشرطة سوف تشك فً القرار المفاجً هده وانت سٌستجوبوك و وستسجن على
هداالزعاج و الفوضى الذي تسبب فٌها كل هدا الوقت".
هً كانت على حق ,بٌتر  Peterغرم و اطر ان اٌبٌع المجوهرات حتى ٌدفع ثمن هدا الخطا الصغٌر
ولكنه مكلف.
عندما اطلق سراح جٌن  Janeو ذهبت الى النادي وجدت ان المدٌر كان قد استاجر شخص اخر لكن
هً انزعجت من اختفاء تد  . Tedالمدٌر اخبرها انه حتى ٌلتقى القبض على تد  Tedهدا االسبوع لن
ترجع للعمل .هً بقٌت تتساءل ادا كان تد  Tedفعال هو السارق و مع هدا فهى مؤمنه بان عند نهاٌة
هدا االسبوع تد  Tedسٌكون قد اعتقل وكل شخص سٌكون قد عرف الحقٌقة.
 Tedبالقرب من
فً دلك الٌوم عندما كانت جٌن  Janeتستجوب من قبل الشرطة ,شاهدهم تد
بوابة النادي .والنه سجن من قبل اكثر من مرة و الشرطة تعرفه جٌدا قرر ان ٌهرب من المنطقة على
الرغم من انه لم ٌفعل شً .بعد مدة اتصل بٌها و اخبرها بانه كان ٌقوم بأعمال فً الشركة و االن
اعطى اجازة لمدة شهر .جٌن  Janeال تزال غاضبه و فً شك من ما قاله .قالت له":حسنن ,عندما
تصل الى هنا سأكون قد انتقلت ,امتعتك ستكون رمٌت خارجا انت ستعٌش لوحدك من الٌوم فصاعدا.
العمل اخد ,السٌارة التً كانت تصلح من اجلك بٌعت ,المنز ٌباع ,كل هدا بسبب اختفائك المفاجئ .لن
نلتقً مرة اخرى" .على الفور حزم تد  Tedامتعتة و رجع الى جٌن .عندما وصل الى هناك وجد ان
اغراضه تزال و اخبر انها اتجهت الى صدٌقتها فً اكستر.
عندما سمعت كارن  Karenبان جٌن  Janeو تد  Tedانفصال ذهبت لترى جٌن  Janeلكنها
تاخرت ,جٌن  Janeرحلت .تقابلت مع تد  Tedو شرحت له كل شئ .قال تد ٌ" Tedجب ان اسرع
االن ,ادا لم اصل الى المحطة فً نصف ساعة ستكون قد غادرة و هدا ٌعنً ان كل شئ سٌكون قد
دهب معها".
 Peterمسجون ,ضطرو الى بٌع
كارن  Karenاالن فً المنزل لوحدها تفكر فً الموقف .بٌتر
المجوهرات التً شرٌت للمناسبه و التً الغٌت .وتفكر فً كٌف ان نتٌجة خطا صغٌر أثر غلى حٌاتها
و حٌاة ناس اخرى.
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B- Libyan Dialects version
الغلطه

البسيطة

فً ٌوم من اٌامات الصٌف الدنٌا تخضر و كانت الناس تستمتع الجو المشمس قالوا انخنبت مجوهرات
من حوش فاضً .المجوهرات هدي انشرت لمناسبه الشهر المقبل .اصحاب الحوش هدا لٌهم مدة اوتو
لهالمناسبه .و لٌهم مدة و هما اسافروا باش احصلو الحاجات المطلوبة .هدالكا الٌوم الزوز روحو
بكري شوي لكن ماالحظوش انهم انخنبوا اال لما كانت المرا تلبس فً المالبس النوم الحظت ان
الخزنة مفتوحة و فاضٌة فصرخت " انسرقنا .فٌه حد خنب كل المجوهرات" قال الراجل "ال ال! تو
لٌنا قداش انلقطوا فٌهم و تو هاهم مشو فً مرة واحدة .الزم انبلغوا الشرطة بسرعة انا متاكد ان
السارق قاعد كامن قرٌب من هنا".
بما ان مافٌش شهود عٌان فً هالسرقة ,فالشً الوحٌد اللً ادٌر فٌه الشرطة تو هو التحقٌق اعما اي
 .Janeجٌن
مشتبه فٌه ,تد  Tedواحد من المشتبه فٌهم لهدا الشرطة تو اتحقق عما صدٌقته جٌن
 Janeتشتغل فً نادي و كان لٌها سنٌن تشتغل فٌه لما تالقت عما تد .Ted
"فً الواقع سمعت علٌه قبل مانتالقو قبل سنتٌن .كان ادور فً مفتاحه اللٌل كله بحدا النادي ونا
 Tedفتى
نحسابه خانب ومنها وحنا اصحاب و لٌنا فترة عاٌشٌن عما بعض و نعرفه كوٌس .تد
باهً وناشط لو تمشو للحوش تو انا متاكدة بانه ضام الحوش ولما توصلو غادي ابتالقوه كٌف طلع
للعمل .هو ٌخدم فً شركة نفط و لٌه مدة ٌخدم فٌها .على ما اضن شهر خمسة الجاي ابٌدا لٌه عشر
سنوات بالضبط فً الشركة .و حسب علمً انه بٌترقى فً ماٌو .كدلك هو ٌمشً لنادي كل سبت لما
اٌكمل عمل الحوش لهدا غدوة هالوقت بٌكون داهب للنادي .وباش اتكونو متاكدٌن حٌكون رافع عماه
العدة الرٌاضٌة .و الحق هو اٌحب السباحة لهدا السبوع الجاي حنمشوا لمركز السباحة .وهو كدلك
رجل محظوظ النه حٌكونو اختاروه رئٌس لنادي فً نهاٌة هده السنة"
الغرٌب فاالمر ان الشرطة تعرف تد  Tedمن سنٌن و الواقع عكس الً اتقول جٌن  Janeتو .و
الشرطة شافو الحوش تعرف اٌضا ان الحوش ماتمش تنضٌفه و حاجات هلبه تحولت من مكانها و تد
 . Tedعلى طول بدت الشرطة تعتقد ان جٌن  Janeمتورطة عما تد  Tedفالسرقة وهً تو امخبٌاتة
فً جٌهة من الجٌه.
قالولها انها جٌن  Janeانهم ابٌعتقل لٌن اتم التحقٌق و لكن تحسابهم ٌستفزوا فٌها باش اتقول الحقٌقة.
 Tedكل
لكن لما اختفاء تد  Tedوهى رفعوها للتوقٌف عرفت انها كانت مخدوعة من قبل تد
هالمدة.
فً حوش الضحٌة الزوز كٌف روحو و تو هما اٌهدرزو .بٌتر  Peterقال" :ادا مالتقتش المجوهرات
عما نهاٌة الشهر حناجلو المناسبة .كارن  Karenقالت" :كٌف قدر السارق ٌفتح الخزنه؟" فً اللحظه
هدي بٌتر تفكر حاجة وصرخ":احنا كنا غالطٌن! احنا مانسرقماش! انا دسٌت المجوهرات فً الحجرة
التانٌة ".كانت فٌه لحظت صمت و كمل بٌتر  ": Peterالمناسبه حتتاجل على كل حال .انا متاكد انً
حننحبس على الخطاء الغبً .ناس ٌاسرة اتهمت و ٌاسرة اخرٌن انحبست .اعتقد ان من االفضل انً
مانقولش لشرطة انا لقٌنا المجوهرات .غدوة ابنمشً للمركز نسحب الشكوى ,الناس المعتقلة حتنطلق
وبعد مدة القضٌة حتنتسى ,انبلغ ان المجوهرات التقت ".كارن قالت ":ماعتقدش هده ٌمشً حاله.
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الشرطة حتشك فً القرار المفاجً هده وانت حٌستجوبوك و حتنحبس على هاالزعاج و الفوضى اللً
لٌك مدة اتسبب فٌها".
هً كانت على حق ,بٌتر  Peterتغرم و اطر ان اٌبٌع المجوهرات باش ٌدفع حق هالخطا الصغٌر
لكن مكلف.
لما طلعت جٌن  Janeو مشت لنادي لقت المدٌر استاجر شخص اخر لكن هً انزعجت من اختفاء تد
 .Tedالمدٌر قالها لٌن ٌلتقا تد  Tedاالسبوع هدا مش حتقدر ترجع للعمل .هً قعدت تتساءل ادا كان
تد  Tedفعال هو السارق عما هدا مؤمنه بان عما نهاٌة االسبوع هدا تد  Tedحٌكون انشد وكل حد
حٌكون عرف الحقٌقة.
فً هداكا الٌوم لما كانت جٌن  Janeتستجوب من قبل الشرطة ,شافهم تد  Tedبحدا بوابة النادي.
والنه انحبس قبل اكثر من مرة و الشرطة تعرفه كوٌس قرر ان ٌهرب من المنطقة على الرغم من انه
مادار شً .بعد مدة اتصل بٌها و قالها بانه كان اٌدٌر فً شغل للشركة و تو عطوه اجازة لمدة شهر.
جٌن  Janeقعدة زاقه و شاكة فً اللً قاله .قالته":باهى ,لما توصل هنا حنكون حولت ,دبشك حٌكون
تلوح البرا .انت حتعٌش بروحك من الٌوم وراٌح .العمل اتاخد ,السٌارة اللً كانت تصلح على شانك
انباعت ,الحوش ٌنباع ,كل هدا بسبب اختفائك المفاجئ .مش حنتالقوا مرة تانٌة" .على طول ضم تد
 Tedصاكوه و رجع لجٌن  .Janeلما وصل غادي لقى دبشه اٌنحوا فٌه و جٌن  Janeمشت .قالوله
انها مشت لصدٌقتها فً اكستر.
لما كارن  Karenسمعت بان .تالقت عما تد  Tedو شرحتله كل شئ" .الزم نمشً تو" قال تد Ted
" ادا نا وصلتش المحطة قبل نص ساعة جٌن  Janeحتكون مشت و هدا معناها كل شئ حٌكون مشى
عماها".
كارن  Karenاالن فً الحوش بروحها اتفكر فً الموقف .بٌتر  Peterمحبوس ,اطرو ان اٌبٌعو
المجوهرات اللً شروها للمناسبه اللً تكنصلت .وتفكر فً كٌف نتٌجة خطا صغٌر اتر فً حٌاتها و
حٌاة ناس تانٌة.

The English translation

The simple Mistake
On one of the summer days when the tree were becoming green and people were out
enjoying the sunny day, it was reported that a lot of jewellery was stolen from an
empty house. This jewellery had been bought for an occasion the following month.
;The owners of this house had been preparing for this special occasion for months
they had been travelling a lot to get all the things needed. That day, the couple went
back home early but they did not realise that they had been robbed until at night
when the woman was getting her nigh dress on and noticed that the save was open
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and empty. “we have been robbed” she cried, “someone has stolen all our jewellery”.
“oh no” replied the man, “ we have been collecting this for ages and now it has gone
all at once, I cannot believe it.” “We must call the police right now. I am sure the
thief is still hiding nearby”.
As there are no witnesses on this robbery, the only thing that the police is doing in
this case is questioning any suspected ones. Ted is one of them, so the police are
now questioning his friend Jane. Jane works in a club not far from Ted‟s house. She
had been working there for many years when she met Ted, who had moved to that
area two year before, and became friends.
“In fact I had heard about him before we met two years ago. He had been looking for
his key all the night beside the club and I thought he was a thief. Since then we have
been good friends. We have been living together for a while and I know him very
well. He is a nice guy and if you go to the house now I am sure you will find that he
has tidied up his room and by the time you get there he will have gone for work. He
works at a petroleum company. He has been working there for many years, I think
next May he will have been working at that company for ten years. To the best of my
knowledge, he will be promoted in May. He also goes to a sports club on Saturdays
when he finishes his chore, so tomorrow at this time he will be going to the club. To
assure you he will be carrying his sports gear. Actually, he loves swimming so next
week we will go to a swimming centre. He is also a lucky man as he will have been
chosen to be a chair man of the club by the end of this year”.
Surprisingly, the police have known Ten for years and the reality is opposite to what
Jane is saying now. The police have also visited his house and know that the house
has not been cleaned and many things have been removed. Soon the police started to
think that Jane is involved with Ted in the robbery and she is hiding him somewhere.
They told her that she will be arrested until they finish the investigation, but she
thought that she was being tricked to tell the truth. However, when Ted disappeared
and she was taken to custody, she began to think that she had been deceived by Ted
all this time.
Now at the victims‟ house, the couple have just returned home and they are having a
chat. “If the jewellery is not found by the end of this month, we will have to
postpone the wedding” Peter said. “How did the burglar manage to open the save?”
Karen exclaimed. At this time Peter remembered something and shouted “we have
been wrong! We have not been robbed. I hid the jewellery in the other room!” There
was a moment of silence then Peter said “ the wedding will be postponed anyway. I
am sure I will be jailed for this silly mistake”. “ Many people have been accused and
many others have been arrested” he continued. “I think it is better not to tell the
police that we have found the jewellery. Tomorrow I will go to the police station and
withdraw my complain. The arrested people will be released and after some time
when the case is forgotten, I announce that the jewellery has been found. “I do not
think this will work out. The police will suspect this sudden decision and you will be
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questioned”, commented Karen. “you will be charged for this inconvenience and the
mess you have been causing.
She was right, Peter was charged and he had to sell all the jewellery to pay for this
small but costy mistake.
When Jane was released and went back to the club, she found that her boss had hired
someone else, but she was disturbed by the disappearance of Ted. The boss told her
that until Ted is caught this week, she cannot come back to her job. She was
wondering if he was really the stealer! However, now she believes that Ted will have
been apprehended and everyone will have known the truth by the end of this week.
On that day, when Jane was being questioned by a policeman, Ted saw them at the
club‟s gate. Because he had been imprisoned many times and the police knew him
well, he decided to flee the area though he did nothing this time. Later on, he phoned
Jane and told her that he had been doing some work for the company and now he had
been given a leave for a month. Jane was still upset and sceptical about what he said.
“Ok” she said “when you get here, I will have moved out, your luggage will have
been thrown out. You will be living alone from now on, my job is gone, my car,
which was being repaired for you, is sold and the house is being sold now, all this is
because of your sudden leaving. I will not be seeing you again”. Soon Ted packed
up and went back to Jane. When he got there he found that his furniture was being
removed and Jane had left. He was told that she headed for her friend in Exeter.
Karen heard that Jane and Ted had split up, so she went to see Jane, but she was too
late. She met Ted and explained everything to him. “I must dash” Ted said “If I do
not get to the station in half an hour, she will have gone, and this means that
everything will also have gone forever”.
Karen now is at home alone thinking of the situation. Peter is imprisoned. They had
to sell all the jewellery they bought for the wedding which is now cancelled. She is
also thinking of how the consequences of a simple mistake affected her life and other
people‟s lives as well.
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)Appendix (V
The Picture set used for re-writing the story

احدى اٌام الصٌف عندما كانت االشجار تخضر

الناس خارج بٌوتهم ٌستمتعون بالٌوم المشمس

هذه المجوهرات كانت قد اشترٌت لمناسبة الشهر المقبل
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مجوهرات سرقت

ٌستعدون لهذه المناسبه

ٌسافرون لحصلوا على الحاجٌات المطلوب

لم ٌالحظوا انهم سرقوا

المراة ترتدي مالبس النوم

الخزنة مفتوحة و خالٌة

السارق الٌزال ٌختبً قرٌب من هنا
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كان ٌبحث عن مفتاحه طوال اللٌل

رتب حجرته

غادر الى عمله

ٌشتغل فً شركة نفطٌة

ٌذهب الى النادي كل سبت

سنكون ذاهبٌن لمركز السباحة

اختٌر رئٌس لنادي

الشرطة تفحصوا المنزل
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الحجرة لم تنظف

وهً االن تخبٌه فً جٌهة ما

اخدت الى التوقٌف

االن هما ٌثحدثان

المناسبه ستأجل انا سأسجن

المدٌر كان قد استاجر شخص اخر

كثٌر من الناس اتهمت

اخرٌن كثٌر سجنت
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تستجوب من قبل الشرطة

اتصل بٌها

انتقلت

االمتعة رمٌت خارجا

السٌارة التً كانت تصلح من اجلك بٌعت
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ستعٌش لوحدك

المنزل ٌباع

اغراضه تزال

ستكون قد غادرةكل شئ سٌكون قد دهب معها

كارن  Karenاالن فً المنزل لوحدها تفكر

بٌتر  Peterمسجون
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A List of Vcabularies from the story
Become green تخضر
Wedding مناسبه
owner صاحب – مالك الشئ
infact فً الواقع
Notice ٌالحظ
thief سارق
Save خزنة
oil company شركة نفطٌة
Tidy ٌرتب
Sports gear العدة الرٌاضٌة
surprisingly الغرٌب فً االمر
Somewhere جهة ما
trick ٌستفز
deceive ٌخدع
Accuse ٌتهم
Suspect ٌشك
Mess فوضى
apprehend ٌلقً القبض على
Truth حقٌقة
Leave اجازه
Split up ٌنفصل
Become green تخضر
Wedding مناسبه
infact فً الواقع
thief سارق
oil company شركة نفطٌة
surprisingly الغرٌب فً االمر
robbery سرقة
disappeared اختفى
witness شهاد عٌان
believe ٌؤمن

jewelleryمجوهرات
questionٌستجوب
witness شهاد عٌان
look for ٌبحث
Rob ٌسرق
guy فتى
Hide
مختبئ
exactly بالضبط
Promote رقى
Swimming centre مركز سباحة
removed تحولت
robbery سرقة
disappeared اختفى
Postpone ٌؤجل
Imprison ٌسجن
Sudden decision قرار مفاجئ
Release ٌطلق سراح
Wonder ٌتسأل
Gate بوابة
Move ٌتقل

enjoy ٌستمتع
suspected مشتبه فٌه
Travel
ٌسافر
club نادي
Get dressed ترتدئ
tidied رتب – ضم
Question ٌحقق\تحقٌق
chore ًعمل ٌوم
Chore ًعمل منزل
Chairman رائٌس لنادي
involved متورطة
arrest اعتقل
custody توقٌف
Stupid mistake ًخطاء غب
case قضٌة
Quesion ٌستجوب
Hire ٌستأجر
believe ٌؤمن
Run away ٌهرب
Luggage امتعة

method اسلوب
jewelleryمجوهرات
questionٌستجوب
look for ٌبحث
guy فتى
exactly بالضبط
removed تحولت
arrest اعتقل
custody توقٌف
method اسلوب
apprehend ٌلقً القبض على

enjoy ٌستمتع
suspected مشتبه فٌه
club نادي
tidied رتب – ضم
chore ًعمل ٌوم
involved متورطة
trick ٌستفز
deceive ٌخدع
case قضٌة
owner صاحب – مالك الشئ
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Appendix (VI)Transcription of the conversation recording and facbook
exreacts
A- Transcription of the conversation recording

ًبٕ عجز٘ب فجيح؟
 ٝهللا ٓبٗله ١ػًِ ٌْ٤بٕ هِز .٢ُٞإ ّب هللا هبػل٤ً ٖ٣ق ارط٤جٞا؟ ُ ٖ٣ٝووٝة اُزبٗ٢؟
ػجل اُلزبػ ك ٢أُوثٞػخ ٗ ٝبكه ا٣ط٤ت اُلافَ  ٝؽ٘ب ٘ٛب عبٛي٘ٛ ٖ٣ب ث٘ووٞٙا ٝث٘ل٣وٝا ٓيا ..... ٜ٤٣رؼبال ٘ٛب
ٓ ٖ٣ٝبّ٢؟
اُٚجغ ك ٢ثْٛ .ٚٔ٤ب ٢ْٔ٣ ٞٛػٔبى ػجلاُلزبػ ٣ؼوك.ٖ٣ٝ ٚ
رج ٢كٝاله ر ٞاٌِِٗٔي ٝاؽل.
ػِٔخ ثبٗٝل ِٓ كٝاله.
 ٞٛاث٤بفل؟
ٛب ٞٛر ٞاٌِِٗٔي ٝاؽل  ٝاال ثوا ُٚجغ.
ُ َ٤ػِ٤ب اٗب  ٝهللا ٓبٝر٤ذ ؽبعٓ ..... ٚوؽت ّٖ ؽبُي؟
ٛلا كا٣و اُٖؾٖ  ٖ٣ٝاُق ٜ٤آزؼخ؟
ٛ ٢ٛ ......بُغج ٜٚفلد اًزو ٖٓ اُغجٜبد ُقواد .......ف٤وا ٓب٣وًجبُ ٍٞٛ؟
ا ٚ٣أُلو ٗٝا٣وًج.ٍٞٛ ٚ
ثبُي اُؤو ٓزـ٤٤و؟
ر ٙٞاٌِٗٔ .ٙٞاٗذ ثزجلٍ ٝاال ّٖ؟
اٗب اث٘بفل  ...اثْ٘و .١ؿلٝح ٓبّ.٢
اٗزْوّٖ ١؟
 ......... .اٗب اٗواع ٖٓ ٢ثٌو ١هلاّ أُؾَ.
هؼلٗب ْٗوٝا ك ٢اُِؾْ ............. .اثزِو ٠ػِ ٢ؿبك ١هبٍ ر.ِٚ٤ْٔٗ ٞ
ؽز ٞٛ ٠ك ٢االٓ ٍٝبٗؾَبثبُ  .ٞٛهجَ اثْ٘ٔ ٢اٗوٝػ .اٗٞفو .هجَ اثْ٘ٔ ِٚ٤ك ٢اُؾ٘ٛ ُٞب .هجَ ث٘وٝؿ اٗغ٤ت
اُْ٘طخ ؽبٜٛب هلا اَٗبثبر.٢
 ٖ٣ٝاروٝػ؟
ٛبى ٝاؽل اثْ٤و ١كٝاله ٝال ثبٗٝل ٛبى فِ ٢أٌِ٣ي .ؿلٝح آَبكو اُواعَٗ .بٗٝل ػ٘لى ٗبٗٝلِ٣ ٖ٣ٝ .وبٙ؟
أٍغ كٝ ٚ٤اؽل ا٣لٝه ك ٢ثبٗٝل .......ثبِٗ ٖ٣ٝ ٢ٛو.ٙٞ
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ٛٝلا ّ٘ ٢أُؤرٔو اُٖؾل ٢ك ٢اُيٗزبٕ ,ك ٚ٤ؽبع ٝ ٚاال ّ٢؟
هبٍ ك ٚٔٚ٘ٓ ٚ٤آطِؼب اُغوؽ ٠اٗزؼ ٖ٤أُْبّ٤خ ثَجت اُغواك  ٝاُيٗزبٕ آلا٣ور ْٜثَجت ػلّ ِٓ....ػبهف
رلغو ػِ٣ .ْٜ٤ؼ٘ ِٓ ٢ؽزٔٛ ٠ب اٛالم ٗبه؟ إ ٔٛب ٍؤ اٍزقلاّ ُِغواك رلغو ػِ .ْٜ٤ر ٞآولٓ.ٌّٟٞ ٖ٤
ثب ٢ٛه ُْٜٞاُِٚٓ ٢وٝث ٖ٤ثبُوٕبٓ آ ٢ُٞػِ ْٜ٤اُوٕبٓ؟
 ,ث٤ولٓٞا روو٣و ْٛاُيٗزبٕ.
٣بفٞاٗ ٢هآ --- ٝ ---- ٞٛبػبُ ٣بث ْٜ٤ؽلٖٓ .و ّلٛٝب االفٞإ رّ ٌٗٞلٛٝب االفٞإ ٛٝلٝال ٣جٞا
اُٖالث٣ ٝ ٢جٞا اُغٔبػخ ُقو .ٖ٣اُوٖٗ ٚؾٌٜ٤بٌُْ ثبُزلًٖ .َ٤بٗذ  ٢ٛ -ؽوة كٜ٤ب اُل – ُٚٝاالىالّ اُِ ٢رٞ
ا٣ؾبهثٞا اُل ٝ ُٚٝاالىالّ .
االىالّ ثْٖ َٓزل٤ل .ٖ٣فطز ْٜاٗ ْٜث٤غٞا ثـطبء ثبُْٔبّ٤خ ثٌَ٤و ,--- ٝثؼل ٗب اُٞٞ٣ا ُ ٢ُ ---ؼ--- ,ٚ٤٘٣ٞ
ث٤وُٞٞا ثُ٘ ُٞٞجالكٗب ,ثٌَ٤وٝا ُٔ ٝ ---ب اٌَ٣و ,--- ٝ --- ٝاُـوة اُِ٤ج ٢فالٓ ٣ؼزجوٝا ٕ٤طوٝا ػِ .ٚ٤رٔال.
 ٝاُْوم هإ ٖ٤٤ثبُزوَ ْ٤ىا٣ل ٗبهٔ .اُؾٌٓٞخ ثؼل ٓب ثلد  ---ار٘بٛؼ ؿ ٢اُؾٌٓٞخ رجٍ ٢الؽٜب ا٣زٌَو,
فْٜٔب ا٣زٌَو.
ػ٘لٝ ْٛههخ هاثؾ ٚر --- ,ٞفبٕ ٚثؼل ٛل ١ر ٞاُغ٘ب٣بد اُل ٚ٤ُٝثٞا اال ؟؟؟؟؟ ك ٢اُل ٍٝاالٝهٝث.ٚ٤
ال ٓب ٢ٛ ٞٛاُؾٌٓٞخ ثؾل كارٜب ٓؼبُ ٌُٖ اُؾية اُِ ٢ثْ٤ل  ٞٛاُِ ٢ا٣جوٓظ ٖٓ ر .ٞاالفٞإ ٛلا ٖٓ رٞ
ا٣جوٓغٞا.
االفٞإ ّٖ اُلػب٣خ االٗزقبث٤خ آزؼ ْٜ؟ّٖ  ٢ٛاُؼو ٗٝاُِ ٢ا٣ولٓٞا كٜ٤ب ثبُ رو ٠ٙثٜٔ٤بُ٘بً؟ ّٖ ا٣وُٞٞا؟
رٓ ٞزال كٖٓ ٢وً ّٖ ,بٗٞا ا٣وُٞٞا؟
هبُي ػ٘ل ْٛصوَ .االفٞإ هبُي ٗبػ٘لاُ ٌِْٓ ٚا٣ج٤غ ا ٢ّ ١ػِ ٠ؽَبة اٗ٣ ٚؾٌْ .االفٞإ ؽزُٔ ٠ب ِٛؼٞا
ا٣زلبٞٙٝا ػٔب ا ١ؽل.
ك٤ٓ ٚ٤ي ُٞ ٙإ ٖٓو ّلٛٝب االفٞإ  ٝرّ ٌٗٞلٛٝب االفٞإ ٤ُ ٝج٤ب اْ٣لٛٝب االفٞإ ٣ـزجو ارؾبك ه !١ٞكٚ٤
ٓ٤ي ّٖ ٌُٖ ٙثوٗبٓغ ْٜاالٗزقبث ٢اٗب ٛلٓ ١ؼوكزٜبُ.
اؽ٘ب ٓبٗل ُٝػِ .ْٜ٤اؽ٘ب آ ٍٝوح – رٖٓ ٞو ٣ؼوك ,ْٛٞر٣ ٌٗٞؼوك.ْٛٞ
ٔٛب الُقٞإ رلػْ ك ْٜ٤آو٤ٌ٣ب ػ٘طو٣ن هطو .آبال ً٤ق هلهٝا ا٣زوّؾٞا؟ ػٖ ٛو٣ن آو٤ٌ٣ب ّلٛٝب ؿٖجٖ
ػ٘ .ْٜكٌورُٔ ْٜب ٣جلا ك ٚ٤االفٞإ ٚ٣ب ٢ٛاُزطوف االٍالٓ ,٢اُزطوف االٍالٓٓ ٢ب٣وله ُٝا٣ؾبهثٜٗ ٙٞبئ٤ب –
ثلٍ ٖٓ اُـِـَ ك ٢اُ٘بً اٛؾطِ ْٜاالفٞإ ر٤به ٓؼزلٍ فِ ٢ا٣لٞىٝاك ٢اُل ٍٝا٤ٛب.ٙ
أٌُِْ ٚاالفٞإ ٓؼوٝك ٖٓ ٖ٤ىٓبٕ ٣ؼ٘ ٢ر ٞاُـوة ٓب٣ؾج.ِٔٛٞ
ال ال ها ٞٛؽز ٠ك ٢ارغبٜ٘ٓ ٝ ْٛغ ْٜهاٙ ٞٛل اُـوةٔٛ .ب ث٤ؾطٙ ْٛٞل اُوبػلح .االفٞإ ر٤به ٓؼزلٍ ٌُٖ
ُ ٖ٤٘٤٤ػٔب اُـوة اًزو ٖٓ اُوبػلح.
ٗ ...............................................لٌ اُوبث ٌُٖ ٚ٘٤أٍغ ,اُزوَ  .ٖ٣ٝػ٘ل ْٛروَ  ٝكطبؽِ.ٚ
 ----- ٞ٘ٓ ........االفو اُِ ٢هزِٙٞ؟
 --ػٔب  ٝ ----الؿالث ٚ٤ػٔب ػ  .ٓ ٝإال اُغي٣وح  ٢ٛاُِِ ٢آطِؼبر ّٖ .ٚهبٍ ؽز ٠ر ,----- ٞهبٍ كٗ ٚ٤بًك ٢أُ٘بثو ثزْ ٢٘ٛٞاٗب.
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ٓ٘٣ ٞبػجلاُلزبػ  -----اُِ ٢هبُٞا ُو٤ٓ ٙٞذ؟ هبُٞا آٜزي رٜز.ٚ٘٤ّ ٌٚ٤
هبُٞا ٛبثٌ.---- ٚ٘٤
ٓبٍٔؼزِ ث .ٚ٤رٛ ٞلا ُٝل  ----اُِ ٢هزِّ ٙٞلّ .----- ِٓ ,ْٛٝلٝ ْٛٝاؽل ٌٍوإ .آِٞؽ ٚ٘٤ك ٢اٌُ٘بٍٛ .ٚلا
اُِ ٢آؼلث ٌُٖ ----- ٚ٘٤ػوكّ ,ْٛٞل ,ْٛٝعبثٓ --- .ْٛٞبىاٍ ار ٖ٤افو .ٖ٣ػْ ثؼٛ .ْٜٚواثٌِ ٛلِٛ ١ؼذ
ػبه  ----ؿ٤و ػبك ١ثٌَ٣ .به٣ذ هؼلٝا ؿبك ٝ ١ؽجِٞا ػِ ٝ ْٜ٤هؼلٝا ؿبك ٝ ١فالٓ.
ّٖ اُؼبه اُِ ٢كاه .------- ٙٝا ٚ٣ك٤ٛ ٚ٤بُ ٖٓ اُْجبة .رٞهح ,اٗذ هبُغ ٗٚبّ٤ً ,ق ٓبك٤ٛ ِ٤بُ؟ اٗذ ك٢
ٍٖ أُواٛوخ ٣بٗبكه كهد ّ١ٞ؟ اٗذ ُ ٞعبري ٛل ١ك ٍٖ ٢أُواٛو ... - ٚرجبهلل كوٝؿ ٛواثٌِ ِٓ ربهاٟ
كْٜ٤؟ ٝهللا ٛلٝال ٓب َٞ٣ؽبع ٚاًجو ٍوب.ٛ
 ......ؿ٤و هاعٔٛ ...٢ب ٓواٛو ٖ٤اُْجبة  ٝهللا اًجو ػِ ٝ ْٜ٤عز ْٜكٛ ٢واثٌِ  ٝاٗلزؾذ ٛواثٌِ .......
ثبُ ٢ٜاػٔبى رٓ ----- ٞبًِٜ ِ٤ٛب اٗج٤بء ----- .ر ٞك ٢اُٞاعٓ ٜٚؾَٞة ػِ٤ي ًَ ّٝ .٢هللا  -----رٞ
ٓؾَٞة ػِٜ٤ب ًَ ّ ًَ ,٢ؽبع ,ٚث٤ؾبهثٛٞبُٔ .ب ٗجلٝا آوؼٔي ٖ٣ؿبك ١اٗلاكؼٞا  ٝاٗوً ُٞٞلة.......
ّٖ ػالُ ا٣وُُٞٞي اُِ ٢كاكؼذ ػِٚ٤؟ اُجٞاد فل ْٛٝث٤لهػبٗ .ْٜاُزوٝٞٓ ٌ٣ر .ٞاٗزْ ه٣ ُُْٜٞٞبًالة عٔبػخ
ٛواثٌِ اُِجٞاد ٓؾطٛٞبد ثؾلاًْ ٓبهلهر ُٞرووث ٖ٤ُ ْٛٞفْذ اُزو ٌ٣كواٍ ٖ٤اثلهػبٜٗب  ٝفلد اُِجٞاد
ٕ ٝؾز.ٖ٤
ثب ٢ٛاػٔبى كٛ ٢لا ًِ ٌُٖ ٚارغُٞٔ ٢ا ٖٛار٘يُ ٝ ٚرٚوثٛ ٚلا اُِٗ ٢ؾٌِ٤ي ػِ.ٚ٤
فل ْٛٝثلهػبٗ ْٜاُلوٍبٕ ٗ ....بىُ ٖٓ ٖ٤اُغجَ ٔٛ ٝب ٚ٣وثٞا ك ٢أٌُ٤بٛخ  ٝا٣لٞرٞا ػِ ْٜ٤آو ٖ٤ِ٤ه ٞال ك٢
ؽ٤بّ ,ْٜآؾ٤ذ فْذ اُزوُ ٌ٣جبة اُؼي٣ي٣خ  ٝفْذ ُ٘وِ٤خ  ٝفْذ ُِٔطبه٣ؼ اُؾٌ٤ٓٞخ  ٝعبٛلٝا ٠ٌٛ ٝ
ٕلٝهٓ ْٛزِو ٖ٤٤ث ٚاُوٕبٓ ك ٚ٤آُِ ٢بد  ٝك ٚ٤اُِِٛ ٢غ اثِجٞح.
ثب .ٙثؼل ٓبٛلد االٓٞه؟ هبػلح ك ٢ؽٞا٣ي أُؤ٣لٓ ٖ٣بٙ ِٔٛبٛو.ْٜ٘ٓ ٖ٣
اُؾٞا٣ي ٛلٝال ُٖٔ ا٣زقِٞا؟ َُؾبٗٝ .ٖ٤اؽل ارٕ٘ ٖ٤بهرِ ْٜأٌُِْخ.
ٓبكٓ ِ٤بٛلرِ االٓٞه.
اٗذ ٖٓو هبُؼ ٖ٤هأ ٝ ٌ٣ر ٌٗٞهبُؼ ٖ٤هأ ٝ ٌ٣هبػل ك ْٜ٤أُٞد  ٝك ٚ٤اٗوالثبد  ٝاُلٗ٤ب ٓزوِوِ ,ٚاٗذ هبُغ
ٗٚبّ ثبٌُبَٓ ػٔو .ٍٚ٘ 42 ٙثب ٢ٛرؼزجو ُ٤ج٤ب ػِ ٠أَُزٛ ٟٞلٝا  , % 100رؼزجو آَب.ٚ٣ٝ
اٗذ ر ٞفْ٤ذ ُطو٣ن افو .ٟأٍؼٞا عٔبػخ ----أٍؼٞا عٔبػخ ٛواثٌِ أٍؼٞا ىٝاهح ّ ٝلٞا اُق٘جخٗ .ؾ٘ب
آوؼٔي ٖ٣كٛ ٢بُٔوثٞػخ َٔٗ ٝؼٞا ّٖ كاهٝا  -----ثٌ .اٗب َٗٔغ كٛ ..... ٢لٝال هلآ ًِْٜ ٢ك ٢اُل ٌ٤ثٞى ٝ
ٗؼوف ّٖ هبُٞا ------- ٌُٖ ,ا٣ؾبهثٞا كٜ٤ب اٗذ ٓبرؼط ِٜٔ٤كوٕ ٚثبُِ ا٣ؾبهثٞى كٜ٤ب – ا٣ؾبهثٞا ك٤ي ًِ.ْٜ
 -----كاهد ؽبع ,ٚرؼوف رْجؼ ٕلؾبد اُل ٌ٤ثٞى اٌُِٜب رِوبٛب اٗزْود.ٛل ١أُلو ٗٝرلوػ ثٜ٤ب اٗذ ,آؾ٤ذ  ----ظٜو ٍجٛ , ---- ٚل ١هافٞا هكؼبرخ كٞم الٗ .ْٜٓ ٚؽز ٠اٗذ ُٔب
٣جلٝا ا٣زٌِٔٞا ػِ٤ي االػالّ ٣ٝلٝهٝا ك ----- ٢اٗذ هاى ثزْل ك .ُٚٝثبُٔوبثَ ًِ٘ب ٣ؼوكٗٞب اُ٘بًُٔ .ب اُيٗزبٕ
ٗبٙذ ثلٝا ا٣وُٞٞا اُيٗزبٕ ٓ – ٖ٣ٝب٣ؼوكٛٞبُ.
ثبُٔوبثَ ؽب ٍٝاروَِ ٖٓ أُْبًَ اُلوك٣خ.
اٌُالّ اٗوُٞٞا ك ٚ٤ك ٢ثؼب٘ٙب ُٔ ٝب ٗجل ٝثوا ها ٞٛاٗلاكؼٞا – ٛلا ًِ ٚاٗوُٞٞا ك ٌُٖ ٚ٤ك ٢ثؼب٘ٙب .ك ٚ٤ؽبعبد
ىٓ ١ب هبُي اٗذ ك ٢اُٞاع ٜٚا٣لٝهٝا ك٤ي ؽز٣ ---- ٠طِغ ك ٢اُؾٔواء ٣جل ٝاٌَُ ٣زٌِٔٞا ػِٜ٤ب.
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ثب ٢ٛاً٣ ,ٌ٣ٞزٌِٔٞا ث٤ي الٗي ىٗزبٗ ,٢اِٞ٣ا ٙهجَ ٓبرٌِٔ ُٞػِ٤ي؟ اٗذ كوٙذ ٗلَي.
اُ٘بً اُِ ٢رؾٌ ٢ػِٜ٤ب – آُِ ٢برذ – ٝاّؾٞهٝا ٝاُِ ٢هبػل ٙارٔوك ك ٢اَُج ٝ ٜراله ٠ك ٢اُوٕبٓ ٓبرغِ٤
اٗذ ث ٢اُجبهك ٝر٘يٍ اُٞاؽل ٖٓ ٍ٤بهرخ  ٝر٘وي ُٞاؽل ك ٢ؽ.ّٚٞ
ٛل ١ؽبعبد كوك٣خ ٌُٖ اٗذ ٓبرؾَجٜبُ ػبُجالك.
ٌُٖ اُ٘بً رؾَت كٜ٤ب ػِ٤ي.
اؽ٘ب ٌ٣لٝ ًِٚٔ ٢اؽلح هِ٘بٛب – ُٔب ث٘ـبىٗ ١ب ٚٚ٣ػِ ٠أُؾبٓ ٢اؽ٘ب هِ٘ب َ٣و ٜاُ٘ٚبّ ٓ ٝبٗوعؼ٘بُ ٓ ٝبكِ٤
ًِت ك٤ُ ٢ج٤ب هبُٜبً .بٗب ٝاؽل ٗيٍ ػبئِخ اٗوُٞٞا ٝاى اُيٗزبٕ كَلد؟! ..............
 ...............ثبَُ٘ج ----- ٚؽز ٠آؾ٤ذ ًبٕ اُ٘ٚبّ ًبٗٞا ا٣وُٞٞا اؽله (ٛ ,)5 – 22ل ِٓ ١ؿو٣جخ ػِ٘٤ب ٝ
ػ٘لٗب ّجبة ٛب٣ ٢ُِ ٞ٘ٓ ٝ ِ٣زٌِْ؟
ًِٜب ار٘بهِ ك٤ي ,ثوا فِ اُل ٌ٤ثٞى .اٗذ رِٛ ٞؼٞا  ٢ٛ ----اُِ ٢ظبُٔ.------- ٚ
اٗب كٔ٣ب آؾ٤ذ كٛ ٢واثٌِ كُ ٢ووا٣خ ا٣وُٞٞا ثبهلل اُيٗزبٕ هلاُ ػلك ,ْٛهِزِ ْٜػلكٗب اهثؼ ٖ٤اُقِٛ ,ؼٞا
اُْ٤بثِٛ ,ٖ٤ؼٞا اُؼيا٣يِٛ ,ؼٞا اُٖـبه ,هاٞٛا اُِ ٢ا٣وبرِٞا ٓب٣غً ُٞبٗب ثٌَ َ٣ -3000زـوثٞأٛ .ب
َٓزـوث ٢كٜ٤ب ً٤ق اثِ٤لح ىٛ ١ل ١آلَِٓ ٚبػ٘لٛب ّئ  ٝهللا اال هبٍ ػ٘ل ْٛاُؾن اُِ ٢ار٘ٞٙٞا .اٗبهْٞا كْٜ٤
ى ١رٛ .ٞلاًب اُٞهذ آؾ٤ذ ٚ٣وة ك٘٤ب ثبُغواك  ٝاٗذ رٚؾي  ٝارٞه ١ك ٢هٝؽي ك ٢اُزِليٓ ٝ ٕٞ٣ؼٔو ٝ
ثٌ.
اٌُز٤جخ آزغ اٖٗبه اُؾن ٖ٣ٝ؟
ؽبهثٛٞب.
ك ٢اُٜ٘ب٣خ ك ٚ٤هبٗ ٕٞاُِ ٢روله ػِ٘٣ٞٛ ٚ٤ب كٍ ٚ٤ز ٖ٤اُق ٝاؽل ّبك ٝ ْٜ٘٣ثوا ٍبُُٔ ْٛٞل .ُٚٝاٗب ٣ ٖ٣ٝوزَ ٝاؽل
ٝرْلح اَِٞٔ٣ا ك٘٣ٞٛ ٚ٤ب آزغ ٝ . ---------اُِ ٢هبػل كٛ ٢واثٌِ ٛلاًب ٓؾَٞة ػِٛ ٠واثٌِ.
ر ٞكً ٚ٤الّ اٗوُٞٞا ك ٢ثؼب٘ٙب  ٝػٔب اُجواٗ ٚ٤اٗوُٞٞا اؽوف ٖٓ اٌُالٕ اُِ ٢هِز ٚاٗذ.
ُٔب رجلا ثب ٖ٣ػِ ٠اُْبّ ٚرجلا كٗ ٚ٤بً افو ,ٟؽوًزي ٓؾَٞث.ٚ
اٞ٣اٗ ٙزلن ػٔبى ك ٢اُ٘وط٤ٛ ٚب .ٙػ٘لٗب ٓقبٗت ٓؼوٝكٛ ٚل.١
آؾ٤ذ ا٣وُٞي  ----رٞعؼي  ٝا٤ٛوُيٛ ,ل ١اُ٘لو ٗٝاؽ٘ب اٗزوجِٛٞب ثٌَ هٝػ ه٣ب٤ٙخ  ٝاٗوُٞٞا ؽز ٠اٗزْ
ػ٘لًْ.
ٛٝلا اٗوُٞٞا ك ٚ٤اؽ٘ب.
ىٓبٕ ك ٚ٤اُِ ٢ا٣ج٤غ ك ٢اُؾْ ِ٤ك ٚ٤اُِ ٢ا٣ج٤غ ك ٢اُيهاث ٝ ٜ٤ك ٚ٤اُِ ٢ا٣ج٤غ ك ٢اُؾجٞة  ٝاُِ٣ ٢ق٘ت ك٢
اَُ٤بهاد كٌٓ ًَ ٢بٕ رِو ٠ك ----- ٝ ٚ٤عيء ٖٓ ٛبُٞع٤ظ ؽز ٠ك ٢ا٣بٓبد اُوٍ ٍٞآؾ٤ذ ًبٕ ك ٚ٤اُٖؾبثٚ
ً ٝبٕ عجو٘٣ َ٣يٍ ٤ٓٞ٣ب ًبٗذ كٗ ٚ٤بً رق٘ت.
ثبَُ٘جُِ ٚجٞاد ٛبكٓ ١ب ٢ٛف٘جخٛ .بكُٞ ١ال اُِجٞاد  ٝاُلثَ هبث٘٤خ ٛبك ١اُِ ٢كٔ٣ب ك ٢اُغجٜخ هآ ٞٛزؾوًِ.
آب اُؾ٘جُٔ ٚب ارغُٞ ٢اؽل ك ٢ؽّٞخ ك ٢ؽٞاىرخ  ٝكٓ ٢ؼوٙخ ٛلٌ٣ب ف٘جخ ٌُٖ .اَُ٤بهاد اُِ ٢اُ٘بً ارؾبهة
ثٜ٤ب . .......
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ر ٞأُٗٞطٞاد ٛلٝال اُوثبػ٤بد اله ْٜ٘٤٤ك ٢اُغجٜخ؟ .....هبهاط ك ٢اُ٘وِ ٚ٤آٌٖو ُ ٚ٤هلاُ  ٖ٣ٝ ٝكزؾُ ٙٞوٙٞ
آؼج ,٢كاه ٝثزبه٣خ ُٞاؽل ُٝغ ........ .ر ٞأُٞٛٞاد اُِ ٢ا٣لٝه ٝث ْٜ٤ك ٢اُ٘وِ٤خ الهْٜ٘٤٤؟  ٝهللا اال ا٘٣يُٞا كْٜ٤
اال ٖٓ آبُ.ْٜ٤
ٛلٝال اُوثبػ٤بد ٛلٝال ؽٞاىح كٕ ٢وٓبٕ  ٝاال  ٖ٣ٝرجغ اُولاكُ ٢وٛٞب ٓٔو.ٚٛٝ
ك ٢عٜ٤خ اٌُو٤ٔ٣خ هبُي ُوٞا ٝاؽل ػ٘لُ ٙج – ٙٞهبُّ ْٜبهٜ٣ب – آ٘ ٖ٤هبُٞال ّبهٜ٣ب – هبُ ْٜػ٘ل ١كِ ًٞكاٍ– ْٜ
ىٛلً ُٚٞجل – ٙك ٢االف٤و ِٛغ ٓزطٞع .ثبَُ٘جُِ ٚج ٙٞاُيٗزبٕ  ٝهللا إ ّبء هللا رجلا ّبهٜ٣ب  ٝهللا اال ٓب٘٣يُٞى
ٜٓ٘ب............ .
ك ٢اُل ٌ٤ثٞى اٖٞ٣هُٝي ٌٛبّٞ ,ف  -----كاه  ٝكاه  ٝا٘٣يُٛٞب ك ٢اُل ٌ٤ثٞىٓ .ب ٞٛا٣لٝهُٝي كٜ٤ب,
ا٣ؾبهث ٞك٤ي.
عٜبٍ  ,اًٝبٗ ِٓ ْٜؿلَ ِٓ هؼل ّبً٤و ٖ٣ؾي ػِٝ ٞٛ ْٜ٤ؽٔيح اُزٛٞبٓ ٝ ٢اؽ٘ب اٜ٣جٌٞا ك٘٤ب ثبُغواك ٔٛ ٝب
ٖ٣ؾٌٞا ا٣و ُٞٞؽن٤ٍ .بٍخ  ----اٗٚود .ثب٤ً ٢ٛق رواٛ ,ٙب ْٛكاهٝا ٖٗود اُؾن ,كاهٝا اُْٞه ,ٟكاهٝا
ُغ٘خ هك أُظبُْ ّٖ ,ثزل٣و ربٗ٢؟ ٝهبُي اؽٔب ٛلٝال اُِ ٢هبػل ٖ٣هاهل ٖ٣كٛ ٢واثٌِ آُِ ٢ضال ك ٢ؽٞاىٝ ٙ
ا٣ل٣و ك ٢أُْبًَ  ,هبٍ ٛلا أُلو ٗٝػ٘لٗ ٙبٍ ٝ ٚػ٤بُ ٚا٣وك ٝ .ٙٝكاهٝا ك ٚ٤ث٤بٕ هبُٞا  ٢ِٛا٣ل٣و ٌِْٓخ هاٞٛ
ك ٚ٤هبٗ ٝ ٕٞاؽ٘ب ٓبٗبُ َٓزؼل ٖ٣اٗؾبٓٞا ػِٞٓ ,ٚ٤عٞك ٛلا اُج٤بٕ كاه.ٙٝ
 ----اػالٜٓب ٓ٤ذ .اٗذ ر ٞهبُي ر ٞآطِؼ ٢ٛ ---- ٖ٤اُِٙ ٢بُٔ –----- ٚػالُ – اُلُٝخ ارؾبهة .ثالك ربٓٚارؾبهة ك٤يٓ .... .برؾبهثِ ك٤ي ثالك ربٓ ,ٚاُلٓ ُٚٝبٗؾٌِٔ ك ٢اُل ٌ٤ثٞى.
ِٛ ----- ...........ؼ ْٛٞاُغوؽ ٠آزبػ ْٜثَجت ٍؤ اٍزؼٔبٍ.
 ---هاهل.ٙ ٢ٛرٍٔ ٞؼٞا ثٜ٤ب  ,ر٤ً ٞق ٍٔؼٞا ثٜ٤ب.
ؽز ِٓ ٠اىالًِّٜ ,ب اٗؾبهة ك٤ي ----- ,ارؾبهة ك٤ي الٕ  -----ؽَذ اٜٗب  ٢ٛاٗطلذ ّٔؼزٜب ك ٢اُغجَ
فلرٜب ٓ --- - . ------ؼوٝك ٚهٖزٜب ----- ,ع ٞػٔب  -------ى  ٖٓ ٢ٛ -------ىٓبٕ ربه٣قٜب ٓؼوٝف.
 ......ها ٞٛاال٣بّ ث٘٤بر٘ب رْٔ ٢رْٔ ٝ ٢ر٘وِت ػِ ٞٛ .ْٜ٤اُؾن ؽ٤طِغ.
 ............................................ث٤ٍٞل ٝ ٢ػٖ ٛو٣ن االٓبهاد .ث٤ٍٞل ٢فٞاُٛ , ----- ٚلاًب اُٞهذ ُٔب
ًبٕ ٣ووٝا ٣جؼش .هبٍ اٗب ها ٞٛأُلح اُِ ٢كبرذ  .......ثل ٞٛ ٝا٣زؼبِٓٞا ػٔبٛ .ٙلىًب اُٜ٘بهاد كاهٝا اُغٔبػخ
هبُٞا ثبٗؾبُٞٝا ا٣ل٣وٗٝب ؽز ٠اكاػخ َٓٔٞػخ.
ٓ --- ٌُٖ ...................ؼوٝكٛ ٖ٤لا ػالُ ٓبػوك٤ً ُٞق ٣قزوهٛٞب .هبُي ٓ -----بػوك٘بُ ً٤ق
اْٗلٛٝب ٞ٘ٓ ,اُوب٣ل آزؼ .ْٜهبُي ٓب ػِ ػوك٤ً ُٞق ٣قزوهٛٞبٓ .يثٛ ٚٛٞل ٝ ١هللا اال آؾِِٜ٘٤ب .%100
ى ١آؾ٤ذ ُٔب ّلٝا ٍ٤ق .اُِّ ٢بك ٝ ----- ٙعٔبػزخ٣ ,ؾَبث ٞٛ ٙٞاُٞؽ٤لُ ,وي ٙا.ٚ٤٣
 .................................اُؾٔلهلل ٘٣ٞٛب ثؼل ٓب ِٛؼٞا ّ ١ٞع ..... ٞفْ ٙٞكٍ ٔٗ ٢بػخ هوثؼ٘٣ٞٛ ٙٞب
ثؼل ٖ٣فْذ -------
 ٝ ....هللا ٓب ْٛآلٝه٤ْٓ .ٖ٣ذ ؿبكٗ ١لٞٛه ----- ,عبثل ٖ٣ك ٢عٜ٤خّ ------ ,بك ٖ٣عٜ٤خٛ -لاى ا٣ج٤غ ٝ
ْ٣وٚ٣ ٝ ١ؾي ى ٓبػ٘لاُ كٜ٤ب.
 ٝ ...........اُِ ٢اْ٣ل ٙٝا٣ؼبِٓٞا ك .ٌ٣ًٞ ٚ٤فالٓ ّٓ .....زٌِٔ ُٞػِٜ٤ب.
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ُٔ ...........ب ِٛؼذ ٛلاًب اُٞهذ عبثٛٞب ك ٢االػالّ .اً٤ل ٙػٔبَٓ ٙزْبه ٖ٣هبُ ُٚٞثوا اههل ك ٢أَُزْل.٠
االػالّ ا٣ـط ٢ػِٔ٤خ اُجؼظ .٠َ٘٣ ٝا٣ل٣و ك ٢ثوٗبٓظ اُولاك .٢اؽ٤ذ ٣جلا اُ٘بً ٝاهُِٔ ٚٚغٌِ ا٣لكِي ؽبعخ
رِٜب كٜ٤بٓ .ب ٞٛاٗذ ٓبػ٘لًِ كُ َ٤ػِ ٠ػجلاُغِٛ َ٤وثٓ .ٚبٛ ٞٛلا اُـجبء.
 ------ ٞٛهبٍ اؽ٘ب ٍِٔٗٞٛٞب أُغٌِ ّٖ ,كفَ ------؟
ثلا٣زٜب ٓز ٝ ------ ٖ٤ٜٔهبُٞا اٗذ  -----هُ٘ٞب كٜ٘ٔب اٗذ ِٛؼب  ٝال هبُ ْٜال َٓ ٝزؼل اٗبٛؼ ا ١ؽل ك ٢أُغٌِ.
 .......هبُ٤ً ٚق ارلٞد ؽبعخ ىٛ ١ل١؟
ِٛ ........غ ّٖ فلا َٔ٣ ٝؼٞا ك ٢اٌُالّ ك ٢االكاػخ  ----- ٝروِلٌٕ ٞٛ ٝ ٙٝو اكٓبؿخ هبُ ٢ّ ْٜا٣زؾبًْ ٘ٛب,
 ٝؽز ٠اُيٗزبٕ ٗيُذ ػِِٛ ٚ٤جب هبُي ًٍِٔ ٙٞبٕ اثٜ٤وث ٙٞفِٜ٣ ٢وث.ٙٞ
 ....................رؼوف ؿبكًِٔ ١ذ ثٌوٝ ١اؽل هبٍ عٔبػخ ٓ ------زوِل ------ ٖ٣ؽِ ٝ .هللا هبُ----- ٢
ٛخٍ ٣وكؼٞا كٓ ,ْٜ٤غٔٞػخ ًج٤وح هاكؼٜ٘٤ب.
ؽن  -----هٓٞا ػِْٜ٤؟ ٓب ,ِ٤٘ٙالثلا ك ٢اال ٍٝعذ ؿُٔ ٚوٞا ػ٘لٍ ْٛالػ.......................... .
ٛ ---- ٝ ----- ٝ ---لٝال ٔٛب اًُِ ٢بٗٗ ٞب ٖ٤٣ٝاٌَ٣و................. .ْٛٝٝ ......................اؽل هبُ ْٜثبهلل اٗزْ ّٖ ٛلك٘ب ٖٓ اُضٞهح؟ ّْ اُِ ٢ؽِٖ٘ب ٖٓ ٙاُضٞهح؟
هِو٘ب ٓ٘ 40 !ٚػبّ كٍِ٘ٞب ٣بٍوح ٗ ٝبهٝا كٜ٤ب ها٣ؾخ٣ ........................... .بٝك ١فِ٘٤ب ٓ٘ٛ ٚلاًب ُ ٚ٤ػبّ  ٝك٢
ُ٤ج٤ب ًِٜب ,اٗذ ّٖ اُيٗزبٕ اُٞاٗ ٙبٙذ؟ ّْ اُِ ٢ؽِٖزً ٍٚ٘ ٚبِٓخٓ ,بؽِٖ٘ب ّ.٢
ٓبٓ ٢ٛبىاٍ ٓبهبٓزِ اُلً٘ .ُٚٝب ٗٚـط ٞػِ ,ٚ٤رٔؼو ُٚٞاٗذ رؼط ٢ك ٢كِ !ًٞا ٚ٣ثبَُ٘جُ ٚزؼٚ٣ٞبد ٛلٖٓ ١
ىٓبٕ رٌِٔٞا ػِٜ٤ب .رؼطُِ ٢٘٤ضٞاه اُِ ٢هبػل ٖ٣آؼبه ٖ٤ٙاُ٤ب ر ٞرؼط ٚ٤كِ ًٞى ١ى!!ٚ٣
اٗذ هبػل كٓ ٢وؽِخ اٗزوبُ٤خُٔ ,ب ارْ أُوؽِخ االٗزوبُ٤خ ٛلٓ ١ؼِ اث٤جلا ك ٚ٤روَ ,اثزجلا ٝىاهح ٓ٘زقجخ ,ر ٞػ٘لى
روَ .اٗذ ِٓ اٗب اثَجِخ ٓؤهذ ً ,بٗي ٓؤهذ ً٤ق آبال رٖوف كُ ٢لِ ٖٓ ,ًٞػطبى اُؾن؟ ٓ٘لٝث٘ب ٖ٣ٝ؟
ٗيُٞا ػِ ٚ٤أُلح اُِ ٢كبرذ .ف٤وا ال ػِن ال رٌِْ! ....................................
ػ٘ل٣ٝ ٞٛ ٌِْٚٓ ٙبِٛ ٙغ ّٖ آٞهلِ .ٚإُٔ ْٜبهد اٌّبُ٤خ.
 ----ػالُ ٓب٣ؾط ِٛٞػٞٚ؟ هبُٞا ٛلاى اُٞهذ ُْٓ ٠ز ,ٌٗٞككؼٞا ث ٚ٤هبُ ْٜال ,ؽط. ..... ------ ٞٓ٘ٞا اُِ ٢ؽطٚ؟
 ---هاعَ ِٓ٤بٕ ٣ ٝؼوف ا٣زٌِْ  ٝػبهكٓ ٝ ٚ٘٤ؼوٝف ؽز ٠ك ٢ث٘ـبىً ١بٕ ّبك ٓؾبكع ث٘ـبى.١ٗؾٌِ٤ي إُِ ٢به ,ثؼل ٓب ٛلزذ الٓٞه ,ع ٞكاهُ ٝغ٘٤ٍ ٚبٍ٤خ  ٝ -----اّزٌِٞد ٔٛب  ٝاُْٞه ----- .ٟاُِ٢
ًّ ٌ٣ٞبًو ٚ٘٣ؽز ٠ُٛٞ ٠كٛ ٢واثٌِ.
اٗب ٓلٜٔزِ ػالُ ٓ ----بؽطي ِٛؿبكٓ .........١ب ٞٛعبء آٞفو.
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B- facebook extracts

اُيٗزبٕ ك ٌ٤ثٞى
األفجبه اُزِٕٝ ٢ز٘ ٢إ اُْجبة أُ ٢رْ اػزوبُ ْٜكوعٞا ػِٛٝ ْٜ٤نا اُقجو عبٗ ٢ػٖ ٛو٣ن ارٖبٍ ثأؽل -----
ك ---- ٢اَُبػخ ٝاؽل ٖٗٝق ُ٤ال.
ٓب اظِ٘ ٛغ ّٞػِ ٠أُقبىٕ  ,روو٣جب ك٤ٍ ٚ٤بهاد ثٌوٓ ١جِـ ٖ٤ػِٛ ْٜ٤بهثبد ٖٓ أُقبىٕ ِٛٝؼذ ٓغٔٞػخ
ٔ٣ؾٖوٝا كٝ ,, ْٜ٤ػِ ًَ ٠إ ّبء هللا هثٖ٘٣ ٢وٗب ػِْٜ٤

االٓٞه رٔبّ ٝهلل اُؾٔل ٝ ,اُجالك ٛبٗ٤خ ٝثلد اُ٘بً روٝػ ٖٓ ر , ٌٗٞاُجبهػ اُغٔبػخ هٕلٝا هرَ فبُ
ُِٔقبىٕ ٝ ,كاهٓٝ ٖ٤ًٔ ُٚٝؾبٕوٝ ْٜ٘٣ك ٚ٤اٗجبء اٗ ْٜرٌٔ٘ٞا ٖٓ ؿْ٘ ّبؽ٘خ مف٤وح
كٞٙٞٓ ٚ٤ع إٗلزؼ اُ ٖ٤ٓٞ٤اُِ ٢كبر ٝ ٞهِزٞا إٕ األؿ  -------أرَٖ ثبألؿ ٓ ٝ -------لا٣و ٖ٣ثوٗبٓظ عٔغ
رجوػبد ُْٜو هٓٚبٕ  ٝاالؿ ٓ ------نًٞه إٍٔ ٚكٛ ٢ن ٙاُوبئٔخ  َٛ ....ك ٚ٤عٔؼ٤خ صبٗ٤خ ؿ٤و ٛبم١
ِٓ اُوٖخ ٣ب  ----ك٣ ٢وهلٝا  ٝاال ٓب ٣وهل ُٝاُوٖخ ٌٖٓٔ أُْوٝع ا٣ط٤و ٖٓ ٝ ----ثؼل ٖ٣اُقجو ك ٢اُو٘بح
ّٖ كب٣لر ٚرؾَبة اُ٘بً ث٤لوؽُٞي ال  ٝهللا ٔٛب ٗ ِٓ ٝ ٢ٌٛبعٓ ْٜ٘ٓ ٖ٤٤ب ثبٍ اري٣لٛب ٓطبه  ٝهجَ ّٞ٣
ؽب ٖ٤ٛفجو رؼًَ ------- ٖ٤٤ل٤و ٍ -----كٞرٛٞب ؽبعبد ىٛ ١لُٖ ِٓ ٙبُؾ٘ب ٗززٌِٔٞا ػِٜ٤ب

أُل ٙاُِ ٠كبرذ ِٛؼُ ٞز ٌٗٞارِٖٞا ث٤ب هبٌُِّ ----- ٠ُٞذ ُغ٘خ اػالٓ ٠ٍُٞٔٝ ٚ٤أٍبء هبُٛ ٞل ّٝاُِ٠
افزبهرٝ ------ ْٜث٘ل٣وٕ ٝلؾخ ػِ ٠اُل ٌ٤ثٞى أٍبٛب أُوًي االػالٓ ٠ٛ ٠أُزؾلس اُؤٍ ----- ٠اٝ
اٗـ٤و ٝه٘بح  -----رجغ اُِغ٘خ االػالٓٚ٤
هِزِ ْٜه٘بح ٓ -----ب ػ٘لًِٔ ػاله ٚثٜ٤ب ٝاٗؾ٘ب عٔبػٜخ اُو٘بح ؽبعخ أٍبٛب ُغبٕ ٓب ٗقلِٓ رؾزٜب ٓٝب ٗجِ٤
ٖٓ ا٣و٤لٗٝ ٠اٞ٣عؼِ ٠هاٍ٣ٝ ٠جلا ٣ؼط ٠ك٤ب ك ٠االٝآو -----ٝ ----ٝ ----ٝ ----اٗطوطو٘ٛ ٖٓ ٞب ٝاٗلٝهٝا
ك ٠اُٖلؾبد اُضبًٗ ٚ٤بٕ ك ٚ٤ؽبعخ ػِ -----ٝ ----ٝ ----ٝ ---- ٠ا٣طوطوٝ ----ٖٓ ٞاٖٞ٣هٝا ٝا٣غ٤جُ٘ٞب ك٠
االفجبه ٓٝب ٗج ُٞؽز٣ ٖٓ ٠نًوٗب الٗو٣ل ٌْٓ٘ عياء ٝال ٌّٞها ٝاٗزْ اكزؾٞا ٕلؾزٌْ ّٞٝك ٞاهٝاؽٌْ أُْٜ
ك ٠االف٤و ًِ٘ب ٗقلٓٞا ٗٝ -----ظٜوٝا ٕٞهح -----
ٝرٞا اُِغ٘خ أُؾزوٓخ اُِ ٠ػًِ ٠الٌِّٓ ْٜزٜب  -----ا٣ز٘بهي ٝكٝ ----- ٠اَ٣بٍٞا
د ثب ِٓ ٠ٛاٗزْ ُغ٘خ ٤ٓ ٖ٣ٝياٗ٤زٌْ ؟؟
ثبً ٠ٛبٕ اُ٘ذ ث٤لَٖ ػِ٤ي ِٓ اال ٠ُٝاٗي ارغُ ٠غٔبػٝ ----- ٚارؼبُظ آؼب ْٛأٌُِْٝ ٚاال رْٔ ٠اروؼٔي ك٠
ك٘لم ر٤جَزٝ ٠رجلا رطِت
ٝهللا ّ ٠ا٣يٛق اٌُجل ٛبُلهاٛبد
ٝاُِ ٠آ٘يٍ اٍُٞ٤ذ ٛنا ُٝ %100ل  .----الٕ آ ٍٝب هبُ ٠ُٞاٗٓ ٚؼب ْٛك ٠اُِغ٘خ هِزِ ْٜهث ٠ا٣ؼبٕٝ
أُلوَٓ ٗٝأُ ٚىٛ ٟن ٙار٘بهِ كافِ٤ب هجَ ال رطوػ ك ٠اُٖلؾبد آبّ اُ٘بً ٝاٗذ ُغ٘خ ٤ُٝي هٔ٤زي
هَْ ثبهلل ٓواد ارْٞف ّ ٠ارو ٖٓ ٍٞؿ٤و اث ُٞ٤روّن عل آ ٚك ٠أٌُجٞ٤رو ٝرطِغ ٖٓ أُٞٙٞع ثِ٤
ٓؼبكُ ارْٞف ّٝ ٠ال رَٔغ ّ٠
ًبٕ ّل ٙٝهٍٔ ٠أُلو ٗٝربً٤ل اُقجو  ٌُٖٝالَ٣زؾن ُوبء رِليٝ ٠ٗٞ٣الإ اٌ٣جوٝا ث ٚ٤الٕ ٕوٕٞه ٖٓٝ
 ٌٕٞ٣ا٣ل٣وٝا ٓؼبُ ٙوبء ٌَّ ىٛ ٟلا اُْٝ ِٚ٤ثٌ
ِٓ ٌٍو ْٛٝاُو٘ٞاد ٓؼبُ كٜ٘ٔب
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اُيؽٔخ ٛنُٔ ٙب هبُٞا أٗ ٚهاعَ  ----ث٘ذ ٓ ----بد ؿ٤و ػغج٘ ٢اُل٤ل ٞ٣هكؼز ٚثٌ .



اُج٘ي٘٣خ ِٛؼذ ؽبٜ٘٤ٛب ك ٢فياٗبد  ٝاُقياٗبد كافَ ؽب٣ٝبد ْٓ ٝو٣خ ٖٓ ر ٝ .... ٌٗٞاُؾٌٓٞخ اُز٤َٗٞخ
ٓ٘ ٖ٤ػطِٞا ٓ ٝب رٖوك ُٞكٜ٤ب أػطز ْٜكِ ٝ ًٞهكد اُج٘ي٘٣خ ٌُٔبٜٗب



هَٔب ثبهلل ٓلوٓ ٗٝبِٞ٣ؽ ْٛٞاالٌُِالة فِِ ٢ا٣ي٣طٞا كٛ ْٜ٤بُجْٜ



أ٣ز٣ ٠بّ ----ل ْٛٝاٝالك -----



رٞا هبُ ٞكُٝ ٢ل اٍزْٜل ك ٢ثٖ ػبّٞه  ٝ ..اُؼٜل ٙػِ ٠اُوا .. ١ٝهبُ ٞأٍٓ ---- ٚؼوٝف  ...روجِ ٚهللا ٖٓ
اُْٜلاء ًُ ٞبٕ اٌُالّ
ً٤ق ً٘ذ ٗجٌٗ ٢زت اٌُالّ ٛنا ٝاٗذ ٍجوز٘ ٢ثبهى هللا ك٤ي ٣ب ,, ------اً٤ل اُضالعزِ٣ ٖ٤و ٠كٌٓ ْٜ٤بٕ إ ّبء هللا



ٔٛب ٓبظِٔٞا ؽل ٝال ؿِطٞا ك ٢ؽل ٤٘ٛٝئب ُ ْٜفِ ٞاالٓٞه ٝاٙؾخ ٝث ٢اٌّو ٓ٤لإ ٣ ,جٞا ٣ظٜو اُؾن ٣ٝجبٕ
اُقبئٖ ٛٝنا اُؾن  ٖٓ ,ؽو ْٜاُزؾو٤ن ك ٢اُو٤ٚخ ٝػِ٘ب



ثٌ ٌٖٓٔ ٗؼوكٞا ػِ ----ٝ ----- ِ٤ؽ ُْٜٛٞٞ؟؟ أُ٘به.
أٗب ٖٓ هأ ٢٣إ ٓؾوٖ اُلٓبء اٛ ٝنا اٌُالّ ِٓ ٝهز٣ٝ ٚب ه٣ذ رٖبؽ هٍبُخ ٓؾزوٓخ ٖٓ هجَ اُؼوالء رِجٛ ٢نا
اُطِت ثطو٣وخ كثِٓٞبٍ٤خ
ًٝبٕ ؿٔ ٙٞاُضٞاه ها ٞٛؽِ٤جٌ كواّٚ٤
ًبٕ ٓٞعٞك  ٌُٖ ٝرٜ٘ٓ ٙٞبُ اُجب ٖ٣اٗؾنف
رٞا ً٤ق ً٘ذ ٗزلوط ػِ ٌِْ٣ ٚ٤ك ٢آ ٚػِ ٠اُزِلي ٌِّٚ ٕٞ٣ؽَٜب هوثذ أُٞد
رٞا ً٘ذ ٜٗلهى ٓغ ٝاؽل ػغ ٢ِ٤هبُ ٢إٕ اُؼبئالد اُِ ٢ع -----ٍ ---- ٖٓ ٞاٌُزبئت هؼٔي ْٛٝك ٢اُْبهع ٓ ٝب
فِٞا ؽل َ٣زوجِ ْٜثبُ اُضٞاه ٓب ٣وله٣ ُٝقْٞا
 -----رؾوهد ثبٌُبَٓ ،اُضٞاه ا٣ ٕ٥و ٕٞٓٞثٙٞغ ثٞاثبد ٗٝوب ٛرلز ِ٤ك ٢أُل٘٣خ.هللا أًجو  ،،هللا أًجو  ،،هللا أًجو
آٌَ -------- ٞك ٠اُل٘لم رٞا هبُٛٞب ك ٠ه٘بح اُؼبٕٔخ

رْٖ هٖخ ٣ ------بفٞإ هبُٞا كٛ ٢جي ّٝ ٖ٤اٌُزبئت هبُٞا اًضو٣زٜب ٖٓ االكبههخ هث٘ب َ٣زو
ٝهللا ٖٓ اُٖجؼ أٗوبٍ اُقجو  ٌُٖ...هؼلٌ٣ ٝلث ٞك ٢اُِ ٢ؽب٣ٝ..ٚٛوٛ ُُٚٞٞؾِت...هثٜ٣ ٢لٝ ْٜ٣فالٓ..
إ ّبء هللا ف٤و ٣بااااهة
رٞا ً٤ق ٍٔؼذ ة------
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كٞٙٞٓ ٚ٤ع اٗطوػ اال٣بّ اُِ ٠كبرذ

اػزول اٗٓ ٚبىاٍ الٕ ك ٚ٤اّ٤بء رِٖؼ ؿبك ١الٜٗب ًبٗذ ٓوو ٍو٣خ عٔبػخ اٍ---- ٝ ---- ٝ ----
٣ب ّجبة ٓٞٙٞع اٍٝ ٝ -----ا ----اٗز ٝ ٠ٜؽ٤طِوٞا ٍواػ أُقطٞكَِٞٔ٣ ٝ ٖ٤ا اُغ٘بح  ٝأُطِٞث ٝ ٖ٤االٍِؾخ
اُِ ٢ػ٘ل ٝ ْٛؽززٌَْ ُغ٘خ ٖٓ ٓقزِق صٞاه ُ٤ج٤ب ُِزْٔ ٜ٤ؿ٤و ٓؾلكح ثلزوح ىٓ٘٤خ
ٕلهٓ ُٞ ٢ٗٞب٣ل٤و ُٞؽ٤جلٝا ٓ٘جٞك ٖ٣ك ٢أُغزٔغ
اُوك ًبٕ ٖٓ ٝ ----اُوك ٓزبع  ----هاػ ٘٣زْو ك ٢أُٞاهغ ِٓ ...هاػ اٗوكٝا ػِ ٚ٤هٍٔ٤ب كٞٓ ٢اهغ ربٗ٤خ ...الٕ ؽز٠
اٌَُٞد ػٌِ٣ًٞ ِٓ ٚ٤
اُ ّٞ٤اٌُْبهح ًِٜب ثز٘لوُ ػِ ٢اُطبُٝخٓ ,غٜٞكًْ ٣ب عٔبػخ اُو٘بح  ٝأُوًي ...فِٗ ٢وٛٞٔ٤ب ثٚ
٣ب ٝك ----- ٌِّٚ ١عبر ٚاّبه ٙاٗ ْٜث٘٤طوٝ ٙٝاٗذ ٤ٛجز ٚعذ ػِ ٠هاٍٝ ٚهاً ػ٤بُ..ٚرٞا اُؾَ ّ٘ٞ
ؽز ----- ٠هبُ ٞث٤طوّٞ ٙٝه ٙثبد ُ ْٜ٤ك ٠اُقطٓ ًَ ٚٛٞب ْ٣ل أُب٣ي ْٜ٣له ثٜٓٞ٣ ٖٓٝ ْٜ٤ب ؽَ٤ذ ثٜ٤ب اُْٛ ٠لا
ثٖ٤و ٝرجٛ ٠غٔ ٚاٍزجبهٝ ٚ٤ه٣ذ اٗ ٚإلاه ث٤بٕ ثبٗ ٚالىّ صجش اعزٔبػبد أُغٌِ آُ ٠٘ٛٞجبّو ثٔب اٗٞ٣ ٚاىٟ
اُجؤُبٕ ٖٓ ٓ٘طِن اُْلبكٝ ٚ٤أُْبهً ٚا ٝػلّ االػزواف ثب ٟهواهد أُغٌِ ك َٙ ٠اُزؼ٤زٛ ْ٤لا
ٌُٖ ًنثٜب ٓ ،طبه ث٘٘٤خ ٓبىاٍ ٓبرَِِٔ
ّٖ ٛبَُجز٣ ُٚٞب ٓ .. ------بر٘وواُ ثٌِ٤ب كًزٞه  ، ------اٗوبُذ كٔ٤ب كبد ّٜ ،و ْٜ٤ٍ 6ل عجٜبد هزبٍ ى ١اًُِ ٢بٗذ
كّٜ ٢و ٝ 5 ٝ 4اُزَِ٤ؼ ػِ ٠هلّ ٍٝبم ٖٓ ًَ اُِ٤جٖ٤٤
ٗ ----ؼوكخ اً ٖٓٝ ٌ٣ٞإَٔ ٝ -----اٍزبم ك٤ًِ ٢خ اُٖ٤لُخ ٛواثٌِ الًٖ ِٓ ػبهف ُ ِ٤ؽٝ ُٙٞٞهللا ىٓبٕ ٗؼوكٙٞهاعَ ثب ٢ٛالًٖ ٛبُ ٖ٤ٓٞ٤اُِ ٢رؾَبث٣ ٠ٍٞٓ ٚطِغ كوػٝ ٕٞإ ّبء هللا ف٤و
ٞٓ ----هٗ ٛبً ِٛجخ ٓٝبىاٍ ٣قلّ ٙل ٟاُضٞهح ُٝول ٝه ٛفٓ ٙٞؾٔل كٛ ٢بُوٖخ ٝصْ اُوج٘ ػِٝ ٚ٤أٌُِْخ اٗ ْٜعجلٝاٗبً افو ٌُٖٝ ----- ٖٓ ٟال افجبه ػٖ رٞه ------- ٛكٛ ٢بُوٖخ  ٜ٤ْٗ ------ ٌُٖٝك ٢اػٔبٍ ٙل ٟاُضٞهح اُ ٠االٕ
أُيث ٛٞاٗ٘٣ ْٜؼوكٞا ٘٣ٝلاهُ ْٜكػب٣خ ٓٚبكح ٣ ِٓ ,,,ؼزجوٝا ٖٓ اىالّ اُ٘ظبّ  ,,,اُ ٢هجَ ك ٢االٓبٗبد ٝأُٞرٔواد
ٙوٝهٓ ١ب ر٘ؼوٗ أٍٔبئْٜ

؟؟؟ ٓ٘ ٞاُِ ٠رجٚ٘٣ ٙٞبف؟
ٓ ٢ِٛزؼ ٗٞك ٢ؽبعخ ٛن ٙفالٓ ٓؼبكُ ُٝذ ٖٓ ؽوٗ ٢ُٝ ٚؼوك ٚاالهٗ  ٢ِٛكافَ أُقطًِٜ ٜب ٓزؼ ٖ٤ٙٞكٜ٤ب
هؿْ إ اُزؼٓ ٘٣ٞبًبِٗ ٓغيٓ ٌُٖ ١زؼ ِٓٝ ٗٞؽوًخ ارغ ٢رٞا ٝربفلٛب ٖٓ عل٣ل
ثبَُ٘جخ الهٗ أُضبثخ ٓٝ ) ------- ( ٢ٛب ػ ِٔٛٞٙٞكٜ٤ب ٕٝبهد ػِٜ٤ب ىٓبٕ ٌِْٓخ ٝؽبُٞٝا اٞ٣هلٞا ؽزٓ ٠ج٘٠
أُضبثخ ٌُٖ ىٓ ١ب اٗزْ ػبهكٓ ٖ٤ضبثخ ٖٓ ٣وله اٞ٣هلٜب ىٓبٕ

أُ٘لن اُٞؽ٤ل اُِ ٢رَِْ ٓطبه ٛواثٌِ ف٤وًْ ٌٍزْ ثؼلٛب ّ٘ ٢ؽواّ ػِٝ ----- ٠ؽالٍ ػِ ٠أُ٤ْ٤ِ٤بد
األفوُِٝ ٟؼِْ ٕل٣و ٢كُ ٢غ٘خ اُغوك ػِٔٓ ٠زٌِبد أُطبه هجَ ٓب٣طِؼ ٞصٞاه  ٚ٘ٓ ----هبُٓ ٢بٗؾٚ٘ٓ ُٞ
هّبكح ٝاُْوًخ اُجوهاى٤ِ٣خ ثؼضذ هٍبُخ ٌّو ُُِ ْٜ٤ؾلبظ ػِ ٠آُ٤بد أُطبه ؛ ٗجٗ ٢و ٌُْٞثٌ اُِّ ٢بكٛب ك٢
عود  -----ثبُ ٣طِؼ ِٜٞ٣ٝ ٚ٘ٓ ٞاُ٘بً ك ْٛ ْٜ٤أىالّ اُوناك ٢كٛ ٢واثٌِ{ األّ اُؾُِ٘ٔ ٕٞزَِو }ٖ٤كبَُغٕٞ
آُِ ٢برَِٔزِ ُِلُٝخ أٓ ٖٓ ْٛطبه ٛواثٌِ ُٝنُي ِٓ ؽ٤زلبػَ اُوٚبء ٛٝنا ٖٓ ِٖٓؾخ ٖٓ ٛجؼب أىالّ
اُوناك ٢؛ٝهث٣ ٢وؽْ ّٜلاء أُطبه
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أُلو ٗٝاْ٣ل ٙٝأُغوّ ٛنا ٣ٝوِج ٞػِ ٚ٤اُلٗ٤بٝىٓ ١وبٍ اف -----٢الىّ ْ٘٣ل أُغوّ ٝ ....ر٘لاه ػِٙ ٚ٤غ ٚثبُ
ٓب٣جٛٞب اػالٓٓ ٚ٤وئ٤خ ....ثبُ ْٞ٣كٞا ٖٓ ٔٛب أُِ٤ْ٤بد
٣ب  ُٞ -----هبػ ٖ٤ثؾلاى ه ُِْٜٞاُٖوف ٝهق ٓؤهزب ًال ُ ٖ٤ث٤ؼلُٞا ٗٔٞمط اُزَغٝ َ٤اُٖوف ؽبُ٤ب ًال ٌُِْ٤بد اُِ ٢رؼجذ كوٜ
.
ٝك ٚ٤رؼل َ٣اال٣بّ اُغب٣خ ػِ ٠هٖخ اٗٓ ٚب ٞٓ ٌِٗٞ٣ظق  ،اػزول ث٤وِؼ ٙٞاُْوٛ ٛنا
إ ّبء هللا ف٤و ُٞ ,اٌُالّ ٕؾ٤ؼ إ  ------ث٤لزؼ اٌُْبهح ,ؽب ٣طِغ ؿ٤و  ٝ ٢٘ٛٝال  ٢ّ ْٜ٣اال ّقٖٛ ٝ ٚل ٙؽوة
ّقٖ ...ٚ٤اؽ٘ب ػِ ٢اثٞاة االٗزقبثبد  ٝا ٢ّ ١فط٤و ٣ ٌٖٔ٣ؤرو ػِ ٢االٗزقبثبد ِٙ ----- ٌٕٞ٣ ٝغ ك ..ٚ٤فالٓ ٣ب
ٍ٤ل ِٓ ١هِذ اٗي ٍبػ ٢ثو٣ل فالٓ اهؼل ٛب اُْٜو ٛلا ُ٣ ٖ٤زْ ػِ ٢ف٤و  ٝثؼل ٖ٣إ ّبء هللا ٌَُ ؽبكد ؽل٣شٍ ,بًذ
ػِّٜٞ 6 ٢ه ًِٔ ْٜثْٜو.
ثبَُ٘جخ ُ٤ب اْٗٞف ك ٢كزوح ٝعٞك  ------ك ٢اُٞىاهح ًبٗذ ٗبعؾخ هؿْ ًَ اُظوٝف  ٢ِٛارٔو ثٜ٤ب ُ٤ج٤ب ٕؼ ًبٕ كٚ٤
ٙـً ٜج٤و ػِ ٠اُٞىاهح  َٕٝ ٝاُٚـ ٜػِٗ ٌُٖ ------ ٠غؼ ك ٢ؽوٖ اُلّ ٝػلّ رلبهْ أُْبًَ ٓٝب ًبٕ اؽَٖ ٓٔب ًبٕ
 ...آب ثوبٕ اٌُْبه ٙكٜنا ٓٞٙٞع الىّ ٓ٘٣ ِٓ ٚج ٞاُْلبك٤خ فالٓ فِ٣ ٢زؾَٔ ًَ ّقٔ َٓؤ٤ُٝزٝ ... ٚاما ًبٗذ
االٗزقبثبد ٝاهلخ ػِ ٠رٖو٣ؼ ٖٓ عٓ ٢ِ٣ٞؼبكُ ٗج ْٛٞاٗزقبثبد ثزٖو٣ؼ ٣زلوًَٞا!!!!
كٌِْٓ ٚ٤خ ك ٢رؼِ٤وبر ٢ر٘ؾنف  ِٓ ،ػبهف ػالُ ؟!!!!
٣ب  ٢ٛ -----هبُذ اٌُالّ ٛنا فٞكب ًال ٖٓ ؽوٞم اُْ٘و ٓٝ ،واد ػ٘لَٗ ْٛقخ فبٕخ ث ، ْٜ٤فٗٞب  ٞٛ -------اكه٢٘ٓ ٟ
ثقٖ ٓٞأٌُبُٔبد
أٌُِْخ ٣ب ٘٣ -----ؾنكٞا ػْٞائ٤ب ًال

هجَ  ٖ٤ٓٞ٣ك٘ٛ ٠بهو هبػل ٖ٣ك ْٜ٤عٔبػخ  -----ع٘ت ٓؼٌَو األٓلاك ثٔ٘طوخ اَُٞاٗ ٠اُزبثغ ُألهًبٕ ًٝبٗٞ
اُٜ٘بًو ٓؼج٤خ ثٖ٘بك٣ن ى٣ذ ٓؾوًبد ٝكٓ ٠غٔٞػخ ٍٔؼ ٞثبُٔٞٙٞع ُوط ٞثؼٝ ْٜٚع٣ ٞج٣ ٞق٘ج ٞأُوو
ٛجؼب عٔبػخ ٛ ------وث ٞأٓ ٍٝبٕبه كٜ٤ب اُوِٓٛ ٠ؼِ ْٜظبث ٖٓ ------ ٜثبة اُ٤٘ٛٞخ أػزول أٍٔ---- ٚ
ثٍٝ ٌِْٜٔ٤زو هثٓ ٠بهزِ ٠ّٞهجَ ث٤و ٙٞٔ٤هبُِ ----- ْٜثبُ ِٛوِٛ ٙٞغ ػو٤ل ٖٓ أُؼٌَو ؽز ٞٛ ٠ثُ ٌِْٜٔ٤وج- ٚ
ٙ --وث ٙٞثبألفٌٔ ػِ ٠ظٜوٝ ٙهًج ٙٞك ٠اٌُٞك٘ٝ ٠ثل ٝك ٠اُوٓ ٠ك ٠اُٜٞا ٤ٖ٣ٝؾ ٚ٘٣ٝ ٞاُِ ٠ثٞ٤هق ----اُِٗ ٠بىٍ ثأؿواٗ ٝاُِ ٠ثوٞاكف ثل٣ ٝزِٖ ٞثجؼٌٕٝ ْٜٚو ٝاُطو٣ن ٝهٓب٣خ ك ٠أَُ٤بكوٝ ٝك ٠هاعَ ٝهق
٣وٖؤ ٝكٝ ٠اؽل ك ٠أ٣ل ٙاؿواٗ ػبٓخ ُٔب رِلذ ُو٤ٍ ٠بهح رؾوًذ  ٍٞٛأٗلاه ًٌََٜب ًِٜب ٝاؽزٔبٍ أٗٚ
اُواعَ ٓبد ًٝبٕ كٝ ٠اؽل ٣ج٣ ٠لغوٛب ثـ أه ث ٠ع ٠ؿو اُغٔبػخ هبُ ُٚٞكٞرُٔٝ ٚب أرِٖ ----- ٞعٔبػخ
أُؼٌَو ػٖ ٛو٣ن األهًبٕ ػِ ٠أٍبً أٗ ٚاُٜ٘بهو رؾذ ٍ٤طوح عٔبػز ٚهبُِ ّٖ ْٜث٘ل٣ؤُٛ ْٜب فِ ٞاُلٗ٤ب
ًِٜب ٝ...هؼل ٟهو٣ت ٘٣ ٖ٤ٓٞ٣وِ ٞك ٠اُي٣ذ ٖٓ اُٜ٘بهو اُزبثؼخ ُِلُٝخ
.........
ثبهلل ُ ٢ػ٘لا فِل٤خ ػِ ٠أُٞٙٞع ٕ َٛبه ٝال .....الٕ ٛنا أٍ ٚظِْ ٍٝوهخ
ال ؽُٞخ ح ال هٞح اال ثبهلل٣ ,ب  -----اٌُالّ ؿ٤و ٕؾ٤ؼ ...اُوٖخ إ اُغٔبػخ اًُِ ٢بٗٞا كٛ( ٚ٤واثَِ٤خ) ,ف٘جٛ ٝ ٙٞوثٞا ٝ
ثؼلٍٔ ٖ٣ؼٞا ث ٚاُ٘بً ثلد رغٌٓ ًَ ٖٓ ٢بٕ  ٝالًضو٣خ ٖٓ ٛواثٌِ ٕؼ ك ٌُٖ ----- ٚ٤هِخ ,أُٔٛ ْٜب ًِٓ 2 ْٜقبىٕ
ك ْٜ٤اُي ٝ ٖ٣هواة أُ٤ب ٝ ٙآب٤ٛو ُٓ ....ٚ٤ؾل االٕ ٓبىاُٞا ٓلزٞؽبد  ٝاُ٘بً روكغ
٣ب ّجبة ث ٢ؿ٘ اُ٘ظو ػِ ٠أُٞٙٞع اٗب ْٗٞف إ ك ٢ثؼ٘ اُْجبة اَُلٜبء ؽبٌٞٗٞ٣ا ٍجت كٛ ٢الى  ٖٓ.... ----ظِْ
ّٝوة ٝرؼل ١ػِ ٠اُؾوٓبد ًٝ....بٕ ٓب ٗٞهل ْٛٞػ٘ل ؽل ْٛؽب ّ ٌٕٞ٣و ػِ ٠أُل٘٣خ ٝاِٜٛب
أفطو ّ٢ء أُغبٛوح ثبُٔؼٖ٤خ  ٝك -----٢إٔجؼ ؽل٣ل اُزْٔ " ٜ٤أُق٘ٞة ثبُؼوثٓ "٢لقوح ٓ ٝظٜو ٖٓ ٓظبٛو اُضواء
 ------اٌُِت الىّ ٘٣غبة ٣ٝزؾون ٓؼبٙ
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ثب٤ً ٢ٛق ٓبرٌِْ ؽل ػِٛ ----- ٚ٤نا ؟ ٝهللا أُلو٘٣ ٗٝغبة ٍٝ -----إال ك ٢أهٛ ّٖ ، ٍٞٛ ٚٙبؽذ ث٘٤ب ُِلهعخ ٛنٙ
؟؟؟؟؟ أًو ٙؽبعخ أٗٞٔ٣ ٚد ؽل رؾذ اُزؼن٣ت  ،ع٤ج ٞاُغ٤لخ ؽبّبًْ ٝفِ٣ ٢زؾبًْ ٣ٝزٖل ٠ك------ ٢
ُغٔبػخ ٣قلٓٞا ثوِت ألٜٗٓ ْٜغوٛٝ ٖ٣نا ّ٢ء ث٤ؾَٖ ثبُزأً٤ل ....ألٗٓ ٚؼبُ ٝهاء ْٛاال اُؾ ٜ٤هبػل ٖ٣كٓ ٢لهاً
ٝؽ٤بُ أهبهثٕٝ ْٜـبه ٖٓ ْٛؿ٤و هوا٣خ ٝثوا  .........الىّ ٘٣لاهُ ْٜؽَ َٓزؼغَ أ ٝػ رٖ٤و ؽوة ٝ ....أً٤ل ٗؾٌ
ك ْٜ٤ث٤وٞٓٞا ثأّ٤بء اٗزؾبه٣خ ٓضَ ػٞكر ْٜثٖـبهَٗٝ ْٛب ---- ْٜ٘٣ٝثِ٤ُ ٖ٤خ ٙٝؾبٛب
ؽز ٠رٞا ً٘ذ ٓغ ٝاؽل ٖٓ عٔبػخ أُل٤ٙٞخ ...هبٍ ؽززأعَ رِوبئ٤ب ًال ألٕ ُغ٘خ اُ٘ياٛخ ٝاُْلبك٤خ ٓب o
رِؾوِ رٌَٔ اُزـوثٓ َ٤زغ أُوّؾٝ ... ٖ٤ػِ ٠كٌوح هبٍ  -----اُِ ٢هلٓٞا أٗلَٝ 143 ْٜؽبُ٤ب ًال
ؿوثِٞا ٓ٘ٝ ْٜإٔجؾٞا

٣ب ّجبة ك ٚ٤ر٘ج ٚ٤الىّ رلاهً .. ٚك٤ل ٞ٣آٌ ُْو٤ن ----هللا ٣وؽٔ٣ ٞٛٝ ٚؾٌ ٢اُوٖخ ِٛ ..غ
اُج٘ـْ٤و ١ؽ ---- َٕٝٝ ٢اُجبهػ ٝهبػل ٣زؼبُظ ٞٛٝ ..ا اُِ ٢ؽٌ ٠اُوٖخ  ..ؽ٤زْ اُزوً٤ي ػِ٠
اُل٤لٛ ٖٓ ٞ٣نا اُجبة ٖٓ هجَ أٌٌُْٛ .. ٖ٤جؼب ُٝزٚبهة االٗجبء آٌ الثل ٖٓ اُز٘ج ٚ٤إ
اُج٘ـْ٤و ١إبثزً ٚج٤وح ٌُٖ الىاٍ ػِ ٠ه٤ل اُؾ٤بح ٝرْ ٗؤَُِ ٚزْلٝ ----- ٠ؽٌ ٠اُوٖخ  ..الثل
ٖٓ هلَ ٛبُضـو ٙاُِ ٢كبرز٘ب آٌ ثٜبُطو٣وٚ
ؽبُ٤ب ٗغٜي ٝك ٠آبًٖ ُِٖٔبث ٖ٤كٖٓ ٠ؾبد رِٕٗٞٝ ُٞ ٌٗٞب ػِ ٠اَُو٣غ  ,,,ثبهلل ُ ٞػ٘لًْ
آ ٟؼِٓٞخ اٗ ٚك ٚ٤ا ٟؽل ؽ٤زْ ٗوُِ ٚز٣ ٌٗٞجِـ٘ٗ ٝ ٠غٜي ُٚٝػ٤بكح
ُٔب  ٌٕٞ٣ػ٘لى ٓغٌِ ٓ٘زقت أ٢ّ ١ء ٣ل٣و ٢ْٔ٣ ٙػِ٤ي ألٗي إٗذ اُِ ٢إٗزقجز ٌُٖ ٝ ٚثبُطو٣وخ ػلّ اإلًزواس ٝ
اُالٓجبالح  ٝاُؼٖ٤بٕ ٍ٤جو ٞٛ ٠أَُخ اَُبئلح ك ٢اُجالك
األٗزقبثبد ثزغ٤ت ٗبً أفوٝ ٟث٤ٚ٤غ اُِ ٢فلٓبر ٚاُ٘بً األ ، ٠ُٝفِٜ٤ب هاًؾخ رٞا ٝثؼلٍ ٖ٣بٛ ، َٛنا هأ٢٣
اُِی كی أُغٌِ رٞا ّبك ْٜ٘٣ثغلاك ٙث٤وطؼٞا ٓب ٣جٓٝ ..ِٛٞبك ٚ٤ؽل ث٤طٞع ْ٣ٝل أُغٌِ کِٜب ٓلِک ٚػبهكبر ٚؽوم
اػٖبة ٤ٛٝبػ هله ..اٗب ها٣ی اٗ ٚؿ٤و ٓب  ُُٞٞ٣أُقبٗت اال ٖ٤ُٝاکِ ٚثبٛی ٤ٖٓ ..ج ----- ٚاالٕ ٛی أُلوؿ اُٚب٣غ
اُِی ٣قت ٣ٝکَو ٣ٝقوثِ ٣ٝيثَ  ِٓٝهبكػ٢ّ ٚ
٣بٕل٣و٣ ٢بؿالّ  :ػِ ٢ؽَت ًالٓي ثؼل اٗزقبة أُغٌِ أُؾِ ٠اٌُبٍٞاد ث٤ؾِوٝ ٞاُجٞثبد ثززلؼَ  -----ٝ ..ثِ٤زيّ
ٝ..اٌُٞالٕخ ُٞث ٢اُْؼج٤خ ثْ٤ل ٝاُغبٓغ ...اٗذ رج ٢اُؼ٘ت ٝاال ثزوزَ اُ٘بظٞه  ----...ثٖ  ٖٓ --------اٍجٞع هلّ
اٍزوبالرٗ .... ٚزاله ٞثؼل اُلطٞه ٣ب ػِ ٢اُوجخ ٣بػِ ٢اُل ٌ٤اٌَُو ك ٢اكٗبء َٓز ُٚ ٟٞاالٕ
ٓ٘بٛن اُضٞهح ث٘ـبىٖٓ ٝ ١وارخ  ٝاُيا٣ٝخ ًِٜب كاهد إٗزقبثبد  ٝأػطذ اُضوخ ك ٢أث٘بئٜب  ٝاػطز ْٜاُلوٕخ  ٝإؽ٘ب اُضوخ
٣ؼطٛٞبُي ثبُزيً٤خ ٖٓ عٜبد ٓؼ٘٤خ  ..............ىػٔخ اُِ٤جٓ ًِْٜ ٖ٤٤ب ٣ل ُٜٞٔإال إؽ٘ب كب ٖ٤ٔٛاُؼِٔ٤خ ٕؼ



آٌ ٕبهد ػِٔ ٚ٤اػزلاء ػِ٤ّ ٠جبٗ ----- ٖٓ ٠ػ٘ل ٙرٞ٤رب ًجِ آؼجٜ٤ب رجٖ ٝكب٣ذ ث٤ُْ ٚ٤ب ٚٛك ٠ع ٜٚ٤كوهٚ
ٕوٓبٕ ُٜلٝا ػِٜ٤ب كوٝؿ ٛبُؾواّ ٗيُٜ٘ٓ ٙٞب ٝكٌٛٞب ٓ٘ٚ
ؽَت ًالُٜٓ ٚغز! ----- ٖٓ ْٜ
ا ٍٝآٌ ٝاؽل ٖٓ  ----ػ٘لُ ٙج ٙٞعب ---- ٟا٣لٝه ك ٠كٝاء ٖٓ اُٖ٤لُُ ٚ٤ؾو ٙٞكوٝؿ ٕٝ -----بهد ػِٚ٤
هٓب ٚ٣ك ٠ع ٜٚ٤االؽوُ ث٤لٌٞا ٓ٘ ٚاَُ٤بهح ٝؽل ٖٓ ٙاُوٕبٕبد اُطب ْٚ٣عذ كٖٓ ٠و ٟث ٖ٤اُؾ٤بٝ ٙأُٞد
ٝاُوٖٕ ٚبهد هجَ أُـوة ثبُْ٣ ٚ٣ٞؼ٘ ٠فالٓ ٓؼبكُ ال ا٣زؾْٔٞا ٝال َ٣زؾٞا
ٝاٍزؼلٝا ًَ َُٔ ّٞ٣بع فبهه ٚعل٣لٝ ٖٓ ٙهاء اٌُبٌٕٞاد ُٔؤِ ٚآُِ ٠بىاٍ ٓب ؽِو ُٞهٛٝ ٍْٜٝجوٞا
ث٘بكهّٝ ْٜلٝا اػٔبُٝ ْٜكًبً ْٜ٘٤ى ٟاُزو ٌ٣االٗوو اًُِ ٠بٕ ا٣غبٛل ثغل٣بد ا٣بّ ُٔ ----ٝ ---ب ٔٛب ًبٗٞا
ػبكَ ٖ٤ك---- ٠

ؽز ٠آٌ ه٘بح  ----ع٤ج ٚاُقجو ٝرلكغ ػِ ----- ٠ثٌَ هٞح
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 -----ه ُْٜٞاٗزٞا رلاكؼٞا ػِ -----٠ثبٙٝ ّٖ ٢ٛغ ------ء اٗب ٓؼبُ ػوكذ ٛب اُلئخ اٌُبكثخ آٌ فبٛلٖ٤ٓ٘ي اػالٓٛٝ ٖ٤٤بُغ رو ٍٞاُؾوة اُؾوة ٝاُٛ ّٞ٤بُغ رلاكغ ٣ب ٝهللا ٗلبم ٝفالٓ
ًِٔذ اُْجبة  ٝاًل ٢ُٝإ أُوج ٗٞػِٖٓ ----- ٖٓ ْٜ٤بث٣ ,ٖ٤ؼً٘ ٢بٗٞا ٖٓ اُِ٣ ٢ؾبهثٞا ك٘٤ب ك ٢أُؼوًخ
االف٤وح.
ٛناک اُواعَ ٓؼِن ٝههٍ ٚو٣ز ٚكی ٝ -----اثوأ مٓزٚ
٣ب----ك أُلح األف٤وح أُغٌِ كبرؼ ثبة ّواء اُنف٤وح  ،أ ١مف٤وح ْ٣وٛٝب
اُلف٤وح ٝاُؾٔل هلل ًبصوح ٝؽز ٠اُِ ٢ك ٢عجٜخ  ------رؼٙٞذ ًِٜب ٝاًضو ٝكٗ ٚ٤بً رقلّ ثٖٔذ عبثذ كف٤وح ِٛجخ ...
ُؼٌِْٔ ِٛؼٞا ٕ 1300بهٝؿ هاعٔخ ٖٓ  ٖٓ ------كّٔخ ٙبهثٜب ٓ -----ؼِٓٞخ اً٤لح ٝهىهىٝا ػِٜ٤ب
آب ٍوا٣ب ٛواثٌِ اً٤ل ٍبه كٜ٤ب اُِٜق ٝآب ٍوا٣ب  ------كٝثٜب كٝة اُضٞاه ٝاالًضو٣ب هعؼُِٖٔ ْٛٞوف ثؼل اُزؾوْ٣
ّٝل٘ب ثؼ٘ اَُوا٣ب ُٔب كهٗب اُؾَجخ الهِٜ٘٤ب ٕؾ٤ؾخ ٝثوهْ اُجطبهخ ٝاُجٖٔخ ػِٔ٤خ اُزَِٝ ْ٤هللا اػِْ ثجو٤خ اَُوا٣ب
 ٞٛاُؾو٤وخ ثبَُ٘جخ ُؼلك صٞاه  ٝ ----أُجِؾ أَُؾٞة ثبٍٔ ْٜؿ٤و ًبكُ ٚ٤زـط٤ز ْٜعٔ٤ؼبٗ .ؾٖ ٓبىاٍ ِٗؾو ٝٝٞاُؾٌٓٞخ
كٓ ٢الّٞ ٖ٤٣كٞاٍ .-----بؽجٕٞ٤ِٓ 20 ٖ٤
ٗؾٖ ا ٍٝأُزٚوه ٖ٣اُلِ ًٞث٤ل ٖٓ ال٣وله هٔ٤زٜب ٓزو اهٗ اُج٘بء رغبٝى اٍ 50ك٘٣به  ----ٝكٗٝب ػٖ ثبه ٠أُ٘بٛن
ُٝؼذ كٜ٤ب اُ٘به ٝأٌُِْخ اُِ ٠فلٝا اُلِٓ ًٞبّل٘ب ِٔٛك ٠ا ٟعجٜخ ٝاُضٞاه اُٖ٘بك٣ل هؼلٝا ػِ ٠اُٜبِٓ
٣بٗ -----لوٗ أٗي َٓؾذ ث ْٜ٤ك ٢اُو٘بح  ٝثؼل ٖ٣عبثٞا ثواءح مٓخ ىٓ ١ب رج .... ٢إٗذ ً٤ق ثزَؾت ًالٓي ٖٓ اُو٘بح ثؼل
ٓب  ٌٕٞ٣أُئبد ٗوَِٗ ٝ ٙٞق ......... ٙٞاالٓو  ----ثؾذ  ٝأُٞٙٞع إٗزْو ك٣ ٝ ----- ٢غت إٔ ٣ؼبُظ كافَ  -----ال
ػِٕ ٠لؾبد اُلَ٤جٞى
ثبَُ٘جخ ُوٖخ اُ٤ل اُؼبِٓخ ؿبُ٤خ ٛبكٍ ١بِٛخ  ٝرجٗ ٢بً عبكح  .....ػٍِ ٠وا٣ب األٖٓ أٍ ٝو٣خ أٖٗبه اُؾن ٣زؼبٞٗٝا ٓغ
عٔبػخ اُؾوً ٣ ٝلوٞٙا ػِ ٠اُؼٔبٍ اُؼَٔ ثبُزَؼ٤وح ٣ ٝؼِٔٞا اُ٘بً أٗٓ ْٜب ٣ؼط ُٞاُؼٔبٍ أًضو ٖٓ اُزَؼ٤وح  ٝاُِ٢
ِٓ ػبعجخ ٣جِـٞا ػِ٣ ٝ ٚ٤ؾ ُٙٞٞػِ ٠اُغٞاىاد ٣ ٝل٣وً ُٚٝو ُٝػِ ٠عٞاى ..... ٙرل٣وٛب ُٞاؽل  ٝإال إص٘٣ ٖ٤ط٤جٞا
اُجبه ٖ٤٤ألٗ ْٜعب ٖٓ ٖ٤٣ثالك ْٛعب٣ؼ ٝ ٖ٤اُؼَٔ ثبُزَؼ٤وح أك َٚػ٘ل ٖٓ ْٛأُوٝاػ ُجالكْٛ

اًُ ٢ٚبٕ ٛبهة ٖٓ اَُبػخ ٤ً 6ق هعغ االٕ  ...هٓٚبٕ ًِٓ ٚبٛوثِ اُ ٢ٚاال اُجبهػ ٛوة ٝىاكٛب اُّٞ٤
كطوٗب ػِ ٢أُْبػ ٢ع ٞالهٞح اال ثبهلل
ؽَت ػِٔ ٢عب٣جٛ ٖ٤وث٘٤خ ًج٤وح ُٔؾطخ اُو ... ٌ٣ٝثبُي ٣ ٢ٛوًجٞا كٜ٤ب
٣ب  ------آز ٠هك أُغٌِ ٓزبع  -----؟؟؟  ْٛؽز ٠ػِ ٠اُطؾبُت ٓب هك ُٝث٤وكٝا ػِٛ ٠نا آُِ ٢ؾَٞة ػِ,, ----- ٠
٘ٛٝب اُقطٞهح ُٔ ,ب ٌ٣زت ّ٢ء ػِٓ ٞٛٝ ----- ٠ؼوٝف ػ٘ٓ ----ٍ ُٚٞ٤ٓ ٚؼ٘بٛب اٌُالّ ٕؾ٤ؼ ...
اُوعَ ٛنا ًناة ثٌ٤نة ػِ ٠اُِ٤جٍ ٖ٤٤الٓزٝ ٚهِخ ٍ ّٙٞػ٘ل ٙه٘برْ٘٣ ٚو كٜ٤ب اُِ٣ ٢جٓ ٌُٖ , ٚ٤ب ٣جلاُ ٣زجٌِ٣ٝ ٠نة ٣ٝلف
ك ٢أُواًت ٍ٘ٛ.. -----ب ال ىّ ٣ب ٞ٣هل ٙٞاُِ ٢هاثط ٖ٤ػٔب٣ .. ٙب ٣بًَ ٓب ًزت هللا ك ٢اُو٘بح ثبُ َ٣ز٤وٖ ..
ٓبكآ٘ب ػبهك ٖ٤اُؼِخ ٗ ٖ٣ٝلٝهٝا ك ٢اُؼالط كٌٓ ٢بٕ صبٗ ٢ػالُ  .......ؽٌب٣خ أٙوث ٚػبُزجٖ ثبُ  ٠َ٘٣اُْؼ٤و رْٔ٢
ك ٢آٞه  ٝك ٢آٞه ال
أٌٓ أُل٣غ أٓزغ اٍزٞك ٞ٣اُؼبٕٔخ كا٣و ُوبء ٓغ ػ ٞٚىُ٤زٖ ك ٢أُؤرٔو اُ ٢٘ٛٞككِٛ ٚبع ٖ٤هبهلل أٌُزجخ هكؼٛٞب
ُطواثٌِ  ...ػِْ ك ٚ٤هبهلل فالٓ اٗز ٞاُؼبٕٔخ اُِ ٢هِزٞا أٌُزجخ هكؼٛٞب ُطواثٌِ فالٓ ع٤ج٘ب أُٖله آزؼي
اُؾو٤وخ ثوك ّ٣ٞخ  ....اُغٔبػخ ثلد اُلف ك ٢اُطٞاعٓ ٖ٤ب رج ِ٤اال اُزق٣ٞق
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